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Supervisor:  Thomas K. Hubbard 

 
        My dissertation evaluates prior approaches to time and temporality in Greek studies 

before addressing the issue in a more socio-historical fashion.  In contrast to research that 

charts “time consciousness” diachronically, I focus on how certain temporalities 

predominate in a given context.  I establish just how pervasively temporality figures into 

ritual, revenge, the nostos, the law court, and rhetorical debate between opposed agents.  I 

then present my own views on what I term “agonistic temporal framing:” a discursive 

process in which competing agents seek to undermine each other’s understanding of the 

past and future.  This framework allows me to account for both the form and content of 

debates which predominate largely at the end of tragedies, as in the Oresteia and 

Heracles.       

        The second chapter examines Agamemnon, a play which evokes, in scene after 

scene, ritual liminality nearly at an end.  Rites which should signal a cessation of this 

ritual time, however, become ceremonies of a new, contiguous duration of ritual 

temporality.  Thus the newly returned herald, despite himself, pollutes the holy day of 

Agamemnon’s homecoming (nostos).  So too with Agamemnon’s return: it is 

transformed by Clytemnestra into the opening sequence of a new sacrifice.  Furthermore, 

the queen systematically appropriates the temporal mastery associated with the nostos 

figure.    
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        In Choephoroi (chapter three), Orestes and Electra reverse the polarities of ritual 

against Clytemnestra as she had done against their father; her attempt at desacralization 

results in its opposite.  This play explicitly defines the suspension of normality as a delay 

caused by prolonged ritual stasis.  Orestes also (re)appropriates nostos temporality to 

overcome Clytemnestra: he thus performs a more “Odyssean” nostos than did his father.  

        Ritual time is greatly complicated in Eumenides (chapter four); the ensuing stasis 

reaches cosmic proportions.  Juridical temporality resolves the concatenation of ritual 

states: I compare texts such as the Apology to the final scene of Eum.  Final 

desacralization arrives with the torch procession, moving off stage instead of on stage as 

the beacons did at the beginning of Agamemnon. 

        I conclude my dissertation with a discussion of Euripides’ Electra and Heracles 

before turning to Sophocles’ Ajax and Oedipus Coloneus. 
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Chapter 1:  Ritual and Agonistic Temporalities 

SECTION 1A: A PHILOLOGICAL CONUNDRUM 

 
 Time is a growing problem in our appreciation of the Oresteia.  According to the 

manuscripts, the word �������appears as the subject of three clauses, once in each of the 

plays of the trilogy (Ag. 984, Cho. 965, and Eum. 286).  Yet, to judge by the tendency of 

recent editorial decisions, philology has run into an impasse in the assessment of time’s 

meaning at these junctures.  One of the most suggestive appearances of ������, at 

Choephoroi 965, comes in a line sung by the chorus precisely when Orestes is killing 

Clytemnestra offstage.  Page’s (1972) OCT runs: 

 

� � �	�
����
���������������������
��
� � �����
����	�������
����������
��
� � ������ 
��!�
�"����
����������� #
�
���$������%��!�
�&�����'�(Cho. 965-8) 
 
  Soon time, in full completion, will cross 
  the threshold of the palace, once all the pollution 
  has been driven from the hearth, by means 
  of rites of purification which expel destruction. 
 
The presence of �������as the subject of this strophe encounters particularly stiff 

resistance from Martin West in his recent (1990) Teubner edition of Aeschylus.  He 

replaces the word altogether and makes the following argument: 

 I adopt Lafontaine’s �����( for the impossible ������ of M,2 which must be  
 accidental repetition from ������ in 963.  Time could be called 
����)�  
 and it could be said to drive pollution from the hearth; but it cannot be said to  
 go through a doorway…nor to perform explusory purification rites. (West 
 [1990b] 260) 
                                                 
1 Auguste Lafontaine (1822) II p. 282 ad loc., “Geändert habe ich ������…v. 945 vulg., ich �����, was 
der Sinn fodert.” 
2 “M” is the only source manuscript of Choephoroi which survives.  The manuscripts Ma, Mb, and Mc are 
all copies from M and were copied  300 years after their original.  On M see Turyn (1967) 17-19 and 100ff. 
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A. F. Garvie, however, in his (1986) full-length commentary on Choephoroi, reaches the 

opposite conclusion:    

   …the personification of time…is less natural in English than in Greek, in  
 which time itself may be said to do what happens in the course of time, or 
 to accompany a person who takes time to do something…there in no good 
 reason to suspect the text. (Garvie [1986] 314 ad loc.) 
 
Such disagreement is not unique in studies of Aeschylus; one finds similar emendation or 

philological defense of ������ at the other relevant passages in Agamemnon and 

Eumenides.3  I suggest that a synoptic view of time and attendant issues reveals a hitherto 

unappreciated aspect of the Oresteia: its sustained investigation of the temporalities of 

ritual, revenge, and, ultimately, the law court.4      

     The occurrences of ������, as one of a number of words relating to temporality, are 

all found within passages of extensive ritual allusion.  While such a consistent setting for 

the word should lend some initial credence to the manuscript readings, a second step in 

the assessment of time and ritual will allow us to go much further in ascertaining why 

“time” of all possible references comes forward in these examples.  Critical for 

determining whether a ritual period is just beginning, under way, or coming to an end, is 

a full explication of the specific ritual mentioned and its structure.  In the passage from 

Choephoroi, the chorus has just made several references to the Eleusinian Mysteries,5 

and here, more specifically, to the penultimate stage of initiation.6  Although little 

survives by way of evidence for how initiates conceived of time in the Telesterion (the 

initiation hall at Eleusis), cross-cultural sociology and anthropology have much to say 

                                                 
3 Against the tendency to emend cf. Wilamowitz (1914) 236-7, “...mit der Emendation ist man so ziemlich 
bis an die Grenze des Erreichbaren gelangt…umso tiefer kann, also muß das Verständis der Gedichte 
dringen und dazu haben mittelbar alle die beigetragen, welche die Geschichte, die Religion, das Recht, die 
Kunst und das ganze Leben Athens aus dem Schutte der Vergessenheit und dem Gestrüppe der Fabeln und 
Vorurteile herausarbeiteten.” 
4 Fränkel (1955) 21, “Der Ag. allein hat nicht weniger als 17 Belege für ������, und diese Tragödie ist 
überhaupt mit Zeitbewußtsein durchsättigt.”  
5 Thomson (1935) following Walter Headlam. 
6 Plutarch in the fragmentary de Anima (6. 4) speaks of the initiate as having become “fully inducted and 
freed:” *�
������
������
������
�������+�&�#
,�����&�-����!��������!��������!��������!���������.�.��/�.  For a full discussion see chapter 3, section 
8. 
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about ritual temporality.7  According to these models, profane time is suspended in one 

or more of its aspects during the performance of ritual; concluding rites bring with them 

the expectation of a renewal and a resumption of mundane process.  Just such a situation 

obtains, I submit, throughout the Oresteia: prologues, choruses, and characters alike ever 

wait or pray for a release from a particularly tenacious period of ritual liminality.8  Here, 

the chorus hopes that the murder of Clytemnestra will definitively lift an overlong period 

of pollution (�����) from Argos in a fashion resembling Eleusinian release from 

liminality (so that Time can, finally, reenter Argos in its civic guise).9  

      The Oresteia’s ritual and temporal structure, however, frustrates this hope since it 

consistently reconfigures the very polarities of ritual process by transforming concluding 

rites (i.e desacralization sequences, here the murder of Clytemnestra) into opening rites 

(i.e. sacralization sequences, here a renewed period liminality for Argos and, especially, 

Orestes).  Such a recurring pattern I take to be the fundamental structure of the trilogy.  

This system of overlapping ritual periods keeps the whole of the community in a 

seemingly perpetual state of suspended process.10  From the aporia of this temporal stasis 

come protracted inquiries into the past and future, hopes about a manipulation of tempo, 

and, finally, the introduction of juridical temporality as the one expedient to rectify the 

pendulum motion of desacralization into (re)sacralization.  My dissertation not only 

elucidates ritual time and ritual structure in the Oresteia but also develops four other 

models of time and temporality to treat passages in which agents struggle to resolve the 

                                                 
7 There is, however, a suggestive comparison made by some later writers between the time of initiation and 
cosmic process; see chapter 2, section 2. 
8 In the tripartite structure of ritual it will be convenient to refer to the middle phase as “liminal” in the  
sense of the term employed by Turner (1967) who follows Van Gennep (1909) [himself following Hubert 
and Mauss (1899)]. 
9 A full explication of this language forms chapter 3 section 8 of my dissertation. 
10 “Suspension” of profane reality is marked in the Oresteia by reference to the delayed return of normality 
(e.g. in the watchman’s prologue from Agamemnon, see below) or by the express complaint over an 
enduring ritual state (e.g. the chorus of Choephoroi and their claim to be performing an uninterrupted 
mourning ritual, “throughout the course of their lives,” at Cho. 26-7, see chapter 3, section 2.). 
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stasis of protracted and contiguous ritual duration.11  What I offer below is a 

demonstration of the structure and temporality of ritual as such in order to follow 

Aeschylus’ deployment of the same in the programmatic Iphigeneia scene and the 

prologue to Agamemnon. 

 

SECTION 1B: TIME IN GREEK CULTURE 
 

 Classicists’ study of time in Greek culture features a number of different 

methodologies.  Early thoughts on this subject rely upon a “history of ideas” emphasis 

where the progression of Time-consciousness is charted from its nascent form in Homer 

through to later Greek writers.12  De Romilly’s study of time in Greek tragedy follows in 

the wake of the latter study while also attempting to distill a personal philosophy of time 

for each of the tragedians based on the surviving plays and fragments.13  Her book is, 

                                                 
11 Temporal modalities of the nostos (aristocratic return) involve the manipulation of the kairos (“the 
critical moment,” one of the word’s meanings) in order to secure reincorporation into the community.  My 
reading of Agamemnon’s and Orestes’ nostoi relies upon careful analysis of time in the respective scenes 
from Agamemnon and Choephoroi.  I reach the conclusion that Orestes’ nostos systematically includes all 
the temporal strategies that were appropriated by Clytemnestra against Agamemnon.  A second strand of 
my approach bears upon temporal mastery in the contest of negative reciprocity-here I follow indications of 
Bourdieu (1977) on how use of tempo is critical in revenge killing.  I develop my own approach to the 
structure of debates about time periods which I call “agonistic temporal framing.”  According to my model 
arguments about time periods (“frames”) tend to follow a discernible format of investigations of the past 
and (possible) future.  Agonistic framing of this type accounts for the form and content of the debate 
between Clytemnestra and the chorus at the end of Agamemnon and between Orestes and Clytemnestra in 
Choephoroi.  Finally, with the introduction of the Areopagus in Eumenides, a new temporality confronts 
the concatenation of ritual time periods: here I focus on the civically authorized time-line of past-present-
future as constructed in the law court.  Following arguments by Gernet (1956), I take juridical temporality 
to be the means by which ritual temporality is definitively resolved in the Oresteia.  This juxtaposition of 
two opposed temporalities in Eumenides is brought to a head with near cosmic stasis emerging with 
Orestes’ dual consecration both the Furies and Apollo.  The final chapter of my dissertation surveys the 
applicability of my models to several other plays of Greek tragedy and other genres.      
12 Fränkel’s (1931, 1955) study remains fundamental; subsequent efforts in this vein include Accame 
(1961) and Degani (1961). 
13 De Romilly (1968).  The results of her study, the first of its kind for the genre of Tragedy, have not met 
with great approval.  See, e.g. the review of Lloyd-Jones (1969) 304, “…when Mme de Romilly tries to tell 
us significant about the different ‘philosophies’ of time supposed to have been held by the three great 
tragedians, it seems to me that she is not successful.”  This is, however, her stated aim, de Romilly (1968) 
4, “ We shall be able to see exactly what each of them [the tragedians] thought about time, and to compare 
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unfortunately, beset by inconsistencies.14  After the appearance of the latter study, the 

issue of Time seems not to have engaged Classical scholars for at least a generation, 

despite the attention devoted to the issue in the area of Anthropology and Sociology.15   

 The most recent work in this area (on nearly every genre except tragedy) comes 

from a number of scholars publishing under the auspices of the Centre Louis Gernet 

where research has followed modern approaches to analyzing time in literary texts from 

the perspective of “Chronotypes.”16   This leads, in effect, to the positing of several 

                                                                                                                                                 
his thought with that of the others, thereby grasping something important in their personal philosophy.”  
Parry (1969) 328 attacks the work from a different, yet equally fundamental point of view, “I am mildly 
disappointed that de Romilly has not somewhere set Greek attitudes to time in the overall framework of 
Western thought.  Even a brief discussion of Bergson and Proust (to whom she alludes on page 2), Hume, 
Kant, et al., would place in sharper focus the distinction between subjective and objective (or ‘clock’) 
time.”  Moreover, she also briefly mentions developments in anthropology and psychology, but nowhere 
makes use of the findings for the Greek situation, e.g. de Romilly (1968) 2, “Anthropology and psychology 
also deal with it [time].  I was therefore tempted to see how the matter stood with the Greeks.” Her 
subscription to the idea that there must have been a linear development is quite explicit, ibid., 56, “…as 
regards tragedy, and on the whole, there seems to be an evolution.  It looks as if time, for tragic poets, had 
first been a dim abstract presence, obscurely associating in divine action, and had progressively acquired 
independence.”   
14 This is especially true of the generalizing statements about time in Aeschylus, e.g. ibid. 28, “With him 
[Aeschylus] time is abolished under the pressure of archaic terror,” and ibid., 66, “…while men doubt and 
hope, the process of time is slowly maturing…all the metaphors that Aeschylus uses for the idea of time 
point to this maturation.”  Other statements fall somewhere in between these two extremes, e.g. ibid. 67, 
“…in his theater, it must be admitted, the lessons of time are nothing more than lessons of prudence,” and 
ibid. 63, “Aeschylus’ characters always seem to be held in a kind of anxiety of everlasting expectancy and 
anxiety.”    
15 Anthropology Leach (1961), Levi-Strauss (1965, 1969), Geertz (1966), Bourdieu (1972), Bloch (1977), 
Turner (1982), Gell (1992), Munn (1992), and Rappaport (1999); Sociology:  Durkheim (1954 [1912]), Le 
Goff (1980), Giddens (1984), and Adam (1990).  Even the few classical forays into time during this period 
do not avail themselves of the latter two disciplines, e.g. Gernet (1956), Hellwig (1964),    
16 Darbo-Peschanski (2000).  The term refers to the different types of temporal discourses that may be 
found in any one medium; its origin in narratology is clear; cf. Bender and Wellberry (1991) 2-3, “Indeed, 
the notion of ‘chronotype’ is a variation on a concept in narrative theory. Mikhail Bakhtin borrowed the 
suggestive term ‘chronotope’ from Einstein’s physics in order to designate the fusion of temporal/spatial 
structures and to define characteristic time-space formations in specific narrative genres such as the 
romance, the idyll, the folktale, the picaresque novel, and so forth.”  The definition as such is expansive, 
ibid. 4, “Chronotypes are models or patterns through which time assumes practical or conceptual 
significance. Time is not a given but (as our subtitle indicates) fabricated in an ongoing process.  
Chronotypes are themselves temporal and plural, constantly being made and remade at multiple individual, 
social, and cultural levels, They interact with one another, sometimes cooperatively, sometimes 
conflictually.” 
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different, and often, conflicting temporalities inherent in a particular object of study.17  

What is lacking, however, is an anthropologically informed view of the specific ways in 

which a culture constructs and conceives of different types of temporalities in a given 

context.  An appreciation of the cultural forces at play is especially critical for the study 

of a civic-era genre such as tragedy, where a particularly strong agent of socialization, 

namely, the polis, had a massive impact upon the lives of its citizens, an influence that is 

hard to overestimate.18  The genre of tragedy is, furthermore, particularly well-suited for 

foregrounding the debate of ascending civic consciousness with its antecedents.19  

  It will be my contention that the Oresteia, in ways that directly affect the 

communities portrayed in the trilogies, dramatizes a confrontation between religious 

duration and civic temporality; subsequently, it reconciles the rift between them through 

the institution of a new method of negotiating time (i.e. through the temporality specific 

to the law court in Eumenides).  And yet an approach to articulating this tension is, 

anthropologically speaking, impossible without first observing the interplay on the actual 

cultural level.  I will first elucidate the phenomenon of religious time and then present 

more precisely its interaction with time of the profane variety.   

 Religious duration, fortunately for students of Antiquity, has been the subject of 

several anthropological investigations, for the most part, but by no means exclusively, in 

connection with initiation rites.  Briefly put, religiously consecrated time, bracketed by a 

                                                 
17 Darbo-Peschanski ibid., 22, in summarizing the contents of her edited volume, writes, “Il [the study of chronotypes] 
permet, en effet, de constater que, dans un même domaine, on ne construit pas une mais plusieurs temporalitiés qui, 
entre elles, s’articulent, se relaient, entrent en conflit, voire créent des apories.” 
18 Knox (1985) 45 n.1, “The ancient Greek polis…made demands on its male citizens which today would 
be considered unreasonable.” 
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pair of corresponding rituals, tends to evoke a suspension of profane time.  While 

nomenclature varies with the anthropologist (“suspended animation,” “time-out-of-time,” 

“liturgical order”) the import of their studies are quite consistent.20  Two key indications 

are to be derived from their work: first, the character of religious time is not essentially or 

exclusively circular or linear,21 but rather tends to articulate itself in distinction to profane 

time,22 and, secondly, religious duration is framed by two separate but related phases of 

ritual, commonly termed “sacralization” and “desacralization” respectively.23 Thus the 

anthropological studies outline the dynamics of ritual and profane temporality, while 

concomitantly providing a model of how the former period is constructed. 

                                                                                                                                                 
19 Cf., Vernant (1972 [1968]), 14-15 summarizing the work of his teacher Louis Gernet, “Il avait pu 
montrer…que la matière véritable de la tragédie, c’est la pensée sociale propre à la cite, spécialement la 
pensée juridique en plein travail d’élaboration.”  
20 The most recent study, Rappaport (1999), synthesizes and greatly develops a century a research in the 
area of time and ritual which began, in the discipline of anthropology with Mauss and Hubert (1899).  
21 Smith in Bender and Wellberry (1991) 76, “Both the cyclical and linear models of time employed by 
most students of religion under the influence of the Protestant myth reduce ‘difference’ to a discourse of the 
‘same.’ The cyclical model does so by insisting on a notion of repetition that is held to either inherently 
meaningless…or meaningful because it is wholly congruent with its exemplar, that is to say because it 
lacks difference (as in Eliade).  The linear model does so by reducing history to a succession of 
meaningless events, identical to one another unless interrupted by or directed toward a supramundane 
telos.” 
22 Leach’s designation captures the character of religious time in concise terms, “a discontinuity of repeated 
contrasts,” where, “the moral person is in a sacred condition, a kind of suspended animation,” Leach (1961) 
134. 
23 The terms originate with Mauss and Hubert (1899) and are more fully developed by Leach (1961).  
Although doubt has been cast upon the “utility” of such a conception for the Greek situation, see Parker 
(1983) 180, following Kirk (1981) 68-70,  this flies in the face of a consistent use of the concept in 
connection with Greek sacrifice made by Burkert in both Greek Religion (1985 [1977]) and Homo Necans 
(1983 [1972]).  In the latter work, Burkert (1983) 12 makes his position clear on the issue clear, “Hubert 
and Mauss aptly characterized the structure of sacrificial ritual with the concepts of ‘sacralization’ and 
desacralization,’ that is to say, preliminary rites, on the one hand, and closing rites, on the other, framing a 
central action clearly marked as the emotional climax by a piercing scream, the Ololygé…thus a threefold 
rhythm becomes evident in the course of the sacrifice moving from an inhibited, labrythine beginning, 
through a terrifying midpoint, to a scrupulously tidy conclusion.”   
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 A few inroads have been made into how such a notion of religious temporality may 

come into conflict with more properly civic forms24 of articulating time in Greek culture.  

Louis Gernet has argued that the development of a civic time can be seen in the 

development of juridical process, where the earliest forms of law do not evince the same 

quality of temporal differentiation as deployed in later developments of the law court.25  

He also points to the interaction and possible conflict of religious and civic temporality, 

albeit in a rather brief fashion.26 Work on the sacred and civil calendar at Athens has 

revealed a similar tension, contrary to what was once thought: a close look at the 

epigraphic record reveals that the Athenians were quite careful indeed to keep festival 

days separate from the civic process of political assemblies.27  Thus, the issue of sacred 

                                                 
24 See e.g. Parker (1983) 154-169.  On general features of profane temporality see Rappaport (1999).  
Zeitlin (1968-unpublished dissertation) 20, elaborates upon the experience of time in ritual, “The 
performance of ritual spiritualizes and valorizes profane and temporal experience by the establishment of 
communication with the sacred and the timeless, which assures the performer of a meaningful order 
imposed upon his everyday reality,” (emphasis mine). 
25 Gernet (1956) 131, “…au stade le plus ancien, l’objet de la preuve n’est pas d’établir ce que nous appelle 
rions une vérité historique- la restitution d’un passé en tant que passé.” 
26Gernet (1956) 155, “La catégorie du temps a donc a eu à se constituer dans le droit. Le ‘temps abstrait et 
quantitatif,’ c’est ici le cadre où s’affirment, à des fins d’action et de règlement, la notion d’un passé qui 
vaut comme tel, la notion d’un avenir qui est assuré comme tel- deux faces d’un même processus de pensée 
qui ne peut paraître ‘naturel’ qu’une fois qu’il est acquis.”  For the same author religious temporality 
functions quite differently, cf. ibid. 147, “La notion de période, comme d’une partie concrète de temps 
hétérogène aux autres moments de la durée, appartient, en Grèce comme ailleurs, à la sphère proprement 
religieuse.” 
27 Inquiries into the historical and epigraphic record have borne out this Greek tendency to make a clear 
distinction between civic and ritual time, cf.  Mikalson (1975) 5, “Modern scholars, however, assume that 
meetings of legislative assemblies frequently occurred on festival days.” A reappraisal of the evidence 
leads this same scholar to conclude, ibid. 7, “…in fact meetings on festival days were very infrequent…All 
the evidence…indicates that meetings on festival days were exceptional.”  Lévêque and Vidal-Naquet 
(1964) 21 argue that the polis witnesses, “l’établissement d’une année proprement politique,” and they 
conlude, “l’organisation du temps se calque sur celle de l’espace: avoir la prytanie, c’est pour une tribu, à la 
fois occuper telle position dans le cour de l’année politique et déléguer cinquante des siens au foyer 
commun qui est le coeur de la polis. ”  They credit Clesithenes with much of the actual work, and see in the 
development of the newer, more politically motivated calendar a tension with the older system, 
“…calendrier prytannique, qui s’opposera désormais tout au long de l’histoire athénienne au calendrier 
religieux (lunaire)” ibid., 22.  Cartledge in Easterling and Muir (1985) 102, is more explicit, “Indeed the 
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and profane time has been broached from a number of different avenues,28 but, as yet, no 

full length study has sought to organize the material and conclusions in a systematic 

fashion.   

   The most extensive treatment of ritual time to date is the overview given by Parker 

(1983) amidst a work otherwise dedicated to a study of pollution in Greek culture.  His 

introduction well describes the puzzlement that may arise in the attempt to ascribe a 

notion of ‘sacred time’ to the Greeks: 

 “The institution of ‘holy days’ is one that few people, perhaps, associate with Greece; 
 …There existed, none the less, a special term, hieromenia, to denote the sacred time 
 associated with a festival, and it is commonly in the context of restrictions placed upon 
 profane activity that we find it used.” Parker (1983) 154. 
 
 
 He goes on to adduce the evidence of certain Spartan war campaigns to 

demonstrate how in periods of sacred time, the army would either be prevented from 

marching out, or, occasionally, once already in the field, forced to return.  Moreover, the 

sacred truce at the four Panhellenic Games was also called a hieromenia which, of 

course, was to prevent hostilities during the performance of the particular festival.29  The 

phenomenon of the hieromenia was serious enough to be the subject of manipulation and 

interpretation as in the examples of the Argives attempts to fend off an attack of the 

Spartans in 387 B.C., and the Plateans’ complaints against the same in 432. 

                                                                                                                                                 
very act of fixing a day of the month for a festival represented a move away from the natural, peasant basis 
of its original celebration.”   
28 Lloyd (1976) 121, “It is clear that by the fifth century B.C. the Athenians, for example, had a complex 
and elaborate cycle of festivals honouring different gods or celebrating different events through the year.  
Different festivals mark the difference between ‘profane’ or ‘secular’ time and ‘sacred,’ ‘festival,’ or 
‘holiday’ time in different ways.  But in the Kronia, for instance, the contrast was evidently striking and 
emphatic.  Although our direct information is fragmentary, it is clear that during this festival, as in the 
Roman Saturnalia, the normal roles of master and slave were reversed.  Although the festivals belong to, 
and are determined by, the civil calendar, they represent, in an important sense, a ‘discontinuity’ in the 
experience of time.” 
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 On the basis of a mention in Plutarch about the battle of Naxos in 376,30 Parker 

asserts that, “In contrast to the Peloponnese, there is no question at Athens of sacred time 

interfering with military activity,” (ibid, 156, emphasis mine).  It is, of course, subject to 

debate whether one reference from a late author about a fourth century battle could be 

such decisive evidence for Parker’s strongly worded view.  Indeed, a notice from the 

same author does in fact mention the Athenians suspending military activity until the 

performance of ritual came to its conclusion.31  He does concede however that there is, 

at Athens, “a suspension of important aspects of the life of the community.  Festivals 

were not necessarily days of rest…but courts, council, assembly and other administrative 

bodies did no hold session during them,” (ibid. 156-7).   Ideally, he concludes, on such 

days the Athenians were not to harm one another, seize property in forfeiture of debt 

repayment, or put criminals to death in the name of the polis.   

   Parker further argues that a related group of days, the impure days (hemerai 

apophrades, or, hemerai miarai), were contrasted to both profane days and sacred days 

(158-9).  Parker strongly criticizes the view that would connect the impure days to an 

originally undifferentiated conception of the holy and the impure: 

…sacred and impure days were not of the same character.  On the contrary, their 
relation was one of polarity, and activities especially appropriate to one (like  
sacrifice or marriage) would be unthinkable in the other. (159) 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
29 See below (section 1d). 
30 Plutarch, Phoc. 6. 7. 
31 See Vernant (1984) 252ff. 
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An immediate objection arises in the case of the Anthesteria, a three day festival, whose 

central day, the Choes, was just such an “impure day.”32  This day cannot be dissociated 

from the sacred days which book-ended it;33 the central day of the Thesmophoria may 

have also been a dies nefas. 

 

 

     Granted that the phenomenon of sacred duration has a particular place in Greek 

culture, we must inquire into the developments in temporality wrought by the institution 

of the polis.  Here we may offer a few preliminary considerations (much work remains to 

be done).  Concomitant with the institution of the civic calendar, we find that the very 

two first prose writers of Antiquity, Pherecydes and Anaximander, both privilege Time as 

an abstraction.34   While this will happen again in Tragedy, Time is never the subject of a 

verb in either Hesiod or Homer.35  What could account for this new interest in Time?  

Anaximander, (or Thales),36 is also credited with inventing an instrument, the gnomon, 

which could measure time like nothing else before.  Other accounts assert that he was 

also the first to draw up a map of the earth.  New developments in conceptions of space 

                                                 
32 Photius and Hesychius s.v. ��
�0���
�0���
�0���
�0�1�-�
1�-�
1�-�
1�-�
'� See Burkert (1985) 238, Deubner (1962) 111-2, “Das Fest der 
Choen hatte auch eine dunkle Seite.  Die Toten kamen an diesem Tage auf die Oberwelt.  Daher galt der 
Tag als nicht geheuer, als Unglückstag (1�-�
���
�	�oder ����	�).“   
33 Pace Hamilton (1992) who goes out of his way to suggest that the Anthesteria was a one-day festival 
because 1) the Pithoigia is not so commonly mentioned 2) there is only one scholia (to Thucydides 2. 15) 
which explicitly mentions a three day sequence., cf. ibid. 49, “The evidence is quite strong that the Choes 
and the Chytroi occurred on the same day.”  Mikalson (1975) 113-4, however, can find no evidence of 
assemblies taking place on this day, although meetings of the Ekklesia seem to occur on both 10th and the 
14th, thus going some way to show the three days between may have been festival days.  
34For the case of Pherecydes see most recently West (1997), for Anaximnder see Kahn (1960).  
35 Fraenkel (1933, 1955) 1-2. 
36 Guthrie (19???), “Like Thales, Anaximander was said to have invented, or introduced, the dial with an 
upright rod (gnomon), and to have shown by its aid the ‘solstices, times, seasons, and equinoxes’ (Eusebius 
DK, A4, cf. D.L. II, 1).”  
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and time, would, sociologically speaking, be the natural step to follow upon the 

imposition of a more abstract and regulative social system such as the polis.37  Indeed, in 

the debate over the presence or absence of a polis in Homer, much is made of a number 

of factors such as the holding of assemblies, the prominence of an urban center, and the 

performance of communal ritual:  all of which demonstrate an intensive manipulation of 

time/space.38 

    A third consideration which deserves careful consideration is the development of 

a fiduciary system of monetary transactions.39  As the polis guarantees the value of coin 

beyond its mere use value, the development of money is closely tied to the authority of 

the city-state.  Recent work has suggested that this process had far-reaching 

                                                 
37 Giddens (1984) 145, following a line of thought from Foucault (1979), argues that, “Discipline can 
proceed only via the manipulation of time and space.”  Giddens presents the case for urban societies’ 
control of agents interaction in a given system.  Speaking directly of urban development he writes, ibid. 
143, “What made possible the larger time-space ‘stretch’ involved in…class-divided societies was above 
all the development of cities.”  For Giddens, the development of urban life involves a drastic reordering of 
the boundaries of agency for the citizens so involved.   
38 See Scully (1990), Seaford (1994) 1-2, and cf. Vernant (1965) 243, “Comme l’espace encore, ce temps 
civique (contrairement au temps religieux, rythmé par des fêtes qui découpent le cycle de l’année en 
tranches temporelles qualitativement diverses, parfois même nettement opposées), se caractérise par son 
homogénéité.  Politiquement, toutes les périodes du temps civique sont équivalents, interchangeable.  Ce 
qui définit une prytanie, ce n’est pas une qualité temporelle particulière, mais son homologie par rapport à 
l’ensemble.” This notion of interchangeability would resonate well with the introduction of money and the 
logic it breeds (see below and chapter 5, section 5).   
39 Fiduciarity is defined by Seaford (2003) 20, “an excess of the conventional value over its intrinsic value 
as metal.”  This essential characteristic is not without temporal implications, for fiduciarity, “requires 
general belief in the future acceptability of the conventional value of the money in exchange.”  Thus, a 
system of monetary exchange, such as the one in full force in the developing polis, presupposes a certain 
belief in the polis’ existence across time.  This character of futurity for the polis finds echoes throughout 
polis poetry (e.g. Solon 3. 1, 1���-�&���������#
�0�����2�3���4��' 5��$�
�6 and especially in the 
epitaphioi logoi where virtual immortality is granted to those who die for the sake of a polis that they 
recognize as capable of granting immortality in this first place, e.g. Hyperides, Funeral Oration, 7��
���������<8>#��8����$��#���������#
���, 9�7��!#�����-�
���3��:���, ���' �8#�!;����"��!;����"��!;����"��!;����"��

.�.��-�
�.�.��-�
�.�.��-�
�.�.��-�
��#
�����.-�������"���/�&��<
�;	�&�=.  Gernet (1956) 156 concludes his piece on time in 
the early forms of law by pointing in the direction of literacy and coinage as  indicative of the new 
character of polis time, “il crée les conditions d’un contrôle qui signifie maîtrise du temps et auquel des 
techniques spéciales- procédure, commerce monétaire, usage de l’écrit- permettront de fonctionner de plus 
en plus sûrement.” 
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ramifications: to the extent that monetary transactions tend to be differentiated from gift-

exchange,40 a whole new juxtaposition of temporalities emerges.  In marked opposition to 

gift-exchange, or a “long-term” transactional order,41 wherein elastic bands of time 

connect two agents by virtue of their transactions and obligations to one another, 

monetary interactions tend to be of an instantaneous and serial instead of reciprocal 

nature.  And yet the agents put their faith in a coinage that is guaranteed at a certain value 

through a given stretch of time by the impersonal superstructure of the polis.  Thus, to 

engage in monetary transactions is to place faith in the polis and the future it seems to 

maintain.42 

      Along the lines of a posited tension between aristocratic privilege and polis 

ideology,43 we find Plato advocating a circumscribed limit to the duration of the prothesis 

in funeral ceremony coupled with restrictions on monetary outlay and on the size of the 

burial mounds.44  This is a rather clear instance of the confrontation between polis 

                                                 
40 On this theme in Greek literature and culture see Kurke (1991) on epinician, and (1999) on Herodotus 
and coinage more generally.  In connection with the transition from the Homeric world view to the 5th 
century, see e.g. Seaford (1994) 204, “…in archaic Greek society two basic kinds of reciprocity, gift-
exchange and revenge, are to some extent marginalized by commodity-exchange (eventually involving 
coinage) and the judicial process respectively, and…these two process are analogous.”  A fuller treatment 
of the effects of fiduciarity on tragedy and the Presocratics is forthcoming from Prof. Seaford in 2004. 
41See Parry and Bloch (1989) 24 where it is argued that the long-term transactional order can be defined as 
an economic exchange that is, “concerned with the long-term social or cosmic order,” where, “cultural 
recognition is also explicitly given to a cycle of short-term exchanges associated with individual 
appropriation…this is variously the world of commerce, wage labor or brigandage and is often identified 
with exchange between strangers.”  
42 Kurke (1999) 47, “…the aristocratic monopoly on precious goods within a closed system of gift-
exchange guarantees an absolute (naturalized) status hierarchy.  Coinage represents a double threat to that 
system, for its puts precious goods into general circulation, breaking down the ranked spheres of exchange, 
and it does so under the symbolic sphere of the polis.” 
43 The term “ideology” is notoriously difficult to define despite its wide-spread currency in academia.  I 
follow Eagleton (1996) 13, “By ‘ideology’ I mean, roughly, the ways in which what we say and believe 
connects with the power-structure and power-relations of the society we live in…those modes of feeling, 
valuing, perceiving and believing which has some kind of relation to the maintenance and reproduction of 
social power.” 
44 Laws 958d-960b. 
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ideology and (former) aristocratic privilege played out on the plane of, among other 

things, time.  A more involved example of the same tension (in temporal terms) comes to 

the fore in the polis restriction of negative reciprocity, or vendetta killing.45  In the case of 

vendetta killing, moreover, we come up against Pierre Bourdieu’s depth-analysis of the 

dynamics of time manipulation in acts of revenge.  For Bourdieu, negative reciprocity is a 

pre-eminently temporal stage of events: the control of time by individuals is the 

quintessential plane upon which agents demonstrate their prowess and win honor.  The 

circumscription of such a practice would directly impinge upon what could be termed an 

aristocratic privilege par excellence: 

  “But even the most strictly ritualized exchanges, in which all the moments of the 
 action, and their unfolding, are rigorously foreseen, have room for strategies: the   

agents remain in command of the interval between the obligatory moments and can therefore 
act on their opponents by playing with the tempo of the exchange…the mastery which 
defines excellence finds expression in the play made with time which 

  transforms ritualized exchange into a confrontation of strategies.  The skilled ”  
  strategist can turn a capital of provocations received or conflicts suspended, with the 
  potential ripostes, vengeances, or conflicts it contains, into an instrument of power, 
  by reserving the capacity to reopen or cease hostilities in his own good time. 46 

 
Intimations of the presence of such an awareness exist, for example, in the very first book 

of the Iliad, where Achilles clearly indicates (all-too clearly for the king’s tastes) that 

Agamemnon’s insistence upon immediate recompense betrays an ignorance of the 

advantage he would gain by waiting.47  Furthermore, the option of reopening hostilities at 

some later date is exactly what worries Calchas about Agamemnon’s inevitable rage over 

the prospect of returning Chryseis 

                                                 
45 Seaford (1994) 198, 216, and esp. 205, “like commodity exchange [the law court] replaces a relation 
between people by an evaluative relation…law court and coinage constitute a external, state-backed 
authority which replaces diachronic reciprocity between transactors by a universal diachronic criterion 
persisting through numerous discrete synchronic transactions (crimes, purchases).” 
46 Bourdieu (1977, [1972]) 15. 
47 See section 2. 
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 Of course, the very appearance of historical investigation bespeaks an interest in 

profane time that is not without its implications for a proper appreciation of polis 

temporality48 as is the very development of an extensive system of writing.49   

    The case of Athens is particularly absorbing for its confrontation of sacred and 

civic temporalities.  Popular self-perception would have it that Athens celebrated more 

festivals than any other polis.50  The other reputation that Athenians bore, however, was 

that they were wont to spend an inordinate amount of time on legal proceedings.51  Writ 

against the backdrop of sacred and civic time, the interaction and tension between the 

temporalities would have been far more of a reality for the Athenians than they are for us 

today.  Doubt, it must be admitted, has been cast on the distinction of sacred and profane 

in Greek culture, and we must address this issue before proceeding.52  Those critics who 

are less specifically interested in Athenian religion per se, tend to make a case for a 

“remarkable” union of the two spheres.53 

                                                 
48 On time in historiography see Momigliano (1966) and now Hunter (1982). Cf. Dodds (1951) 237 on the 
trajectory of city-life in the Hellenistic age, “This freedom of movement [was] a new freedom for the mind 
to travel backwards in time and choose at will from the past experience of men those elements which it 
could  best assimilate and exploit.” 
49 Vidal-Naquet (1982) 70, “La cité, par le moyen de ses écrits, affirme sa maîtrise sur le temps.” 
50 Old Oligarch 3. 2. 8. cf  Thuc. 2. 38 where mention is made of sacrifices (thusia) that occur all 
throughout the year.  
51 Cartledge (1985) 126, “Athenians acquired a not entirely unfounded international reputation for being 
exceptionally fond of going to law.” 
52 Occasionally, and here in the study of Greek tragedy, this distinction is taken for granted, cf. Foley 
(1985) 62, “Euripides…to some degree incorporates the benefits of poetry and of the sacred into the 
profane world.” 
53 Bleicken (1995) 178, “Die feste Verbindung von sakralem und öffentlichem Bereich zeigt sich weiter 
darin, dass alle Versammlungen und Behörden ihre Beratungen mit einem Reinigungsopfer und einem 
Gebet, in dem die wichtigsten Gottheiten auch namentlich genannt wurden, begannen,” and ibid. 179, “ Die 
Einheit von staatlichem und sakralem Bereich wird ferner auch dem Gebrauch des Eides für die 
mannigfaltigsten öffentlichen Geschäfte deutlich.” One may well wonder with our own custom of 
“swearing in witnesses” whether the mere presence of an oath is sufficient to conclude that there is an 
“Einheit” of state and religious realms.  Few would qualify the latter experience as truly “religious,” despite 
the presence of a religious object and sacral language.  
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SECTION 1C: SACRED AND PROFANE  

 
   Jan Bremmer has offered the most recent critique of the sacred/profane distinction 

that has found its place at the heart of the study of Greek religion.54  He traces the 

anthropological development of the concept from its first appearance in the work of 

Robertson Smith55 to its deployment in the scholarship of Walter Burkert.56  After a brief 

synopsis of the different words for “holy” in Greek he concludes: 

  It is clear from this short survey that the Greeks and Romans did not have a single 
  term for our ‘sacred’ nor did they have a proper term for our ‘profane.’57 
 

Few would dispute the first assertion; as to the second, however, a few examples will 

suffice to demonstrate its troubling falsity:58 not only is there a Greek word for ‘profane’ 

(:-:&���) but, much more importantly, its appearance is nearly always, and 

                                                 
54 Bremmer in Graf, ed. (1998) 9-32, and esp. 24-32.  A much earlier, and to some extent more 
linguistically-engaged, effort along these same lines is by Rudhardt (1958) who most clearly states the case 
in his index entry (1958) 340, “PROFANE (notion sans correspondance exact dans la civilization 
grecque)…”  Rudhardt, however, is just as guilty as Bremmer for not once discussing the word :-:&���'��
By contrast, Burkert (1985) 269  clearly sets out the dichotomy in his section on the concept of the sacred, 
“Hieros would…have to be defined as that which belongs to a god or sanctuary in an irrevocable way.  The 
opposite is bebelos, profane.”   
55 Smith (1899). 
56 See Burkert (1983) and Burkert (1985). 
57 Bremmer in Graf, ed. (1998) 30. 
58 Indeed, this is not the only error of scholarship and judgment to be found in Bremmer’s contribution.  He 
writes, “Anthropology and sociology have not been kind to Durkheim’s view of the sacred.”  He cites Jack 
Goody and Evans-Pritchard to support his position.  This type of assertion overlooks fundamental studies 
based on Durkheim such as Leach’s seminal Rethinking Anthropology (1961) wherein this scholar claims, 
in his study of the sacred and profane, to be doing, “orthodox Durkheimian sociology.”  Nor, if objections 
had been damning, is it clear why contemporary anthropologists of the stature of Roy Rappaport would 
continue to use the concept without the slightest references to the detractors Bremmer cites.  Evans-
Pritchard’s (1965) work is polemical in tone and contains criticisms of many (still) popular anthropological 
theories cf. ibid. 18, “In point of fact…I find all the theories we shall examine together no more than 
plausible and even, as they have been propounded, unacceptable in that they contain contradictions and 
other logical inadequacies, or, in that they cannot, as stated, be proved either true or false, or finally, and 
most to the point, in that ethnographic evidence invalidates them,” and Pritchard (1965) 120, “Indeed , I 
have to conclude that I do not feel that on the whole the different theories we have reviewed, either singly 
or taken together, give us much more than common-sense guesses, which for the most part miss the mark.”  
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unmistakably, juxtaposed to a concept of the ‘sacred,’ and, more often than not in the 

very same phrase. Thus, money is said to be able to enter both sacred and profane places 

in a fragment from an unidentified play of Sophocles: 

����3>�.
��?�������@��>�!>�����A:
�
�
#
,��3>�:-:&�
'''(Soph. frag. 88 Radt). 
 
Wealth is godd at making an entry into both sacred 
and profane places.�

�

Again, it is not just the appearance of a term for the ‘profane’ that belies Bremmer’s (and 

others’)59 pronouncements but the fact that the term only appears in order to be contrasted 

with the ‘sacred’ (here, “the area which is not to be walked upon,” �A:
�
).  The rest of 

the lines of the fragment go on to set up a number of similar antitheses between poor/rich, 

ugly/beautiful, and incoherence/eloquence.60  �

 Sophocles makes this same distinction once again, in what is perhaps one of his 

most religiously infused plays, and in a similarly unmistakable dichotomy.  Oedipus at 

Colonus opens with the following distinction: 

�B��', C��-#���, �	#&�����D����
�:�-�����
� 9��3��:�:)�����9��3��A���������7� (O.C. 9-10). 

       
                                                 
59See e.g. Rudhardt in Rudhardt and Reverdin (1981) 82-82, “Les difficultés que nous rencontrons à ce 
sujet ne proviennent-elles pas de ce que les catégories du sacré et du profane ne conviennent pas à l’analyse 
des faits helléniques ? Le grec utilise une pluralité des mots E������F.�����G.�����H������dont aucun ne 
correspond exactement ni à sacré, ni à profane ; ils signifiaient des notions qui n’ont pas d’équivalent dans 
la conscience moderne.”   
60 ����3��.0��?�������@����I������A:
�
��
#
,��3��:-:&�
, �J�����-�&���������
�8�' !����K�����
��' L��M��!�N�����$�.  
#
,�.0������������7�
�#
,����/�������
.�/��O����3�����&�����4��������' P��$�.  
���Q�����
������#���������;������R��
	�������
8�S�#��#������
��#
#	.  
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  But, my child, do you see any seat whether 
  in a profane grove or in one (holy to) the gods? 
   

Here there is a clear reference to the either/or nature entailed in the oppostion found 

between the sacred and the profane, 9��3��:�:)�����9��3��A���������7�.  Just a few 

lines later this latter area is called E�����(54); earlier it is expressly said to be “not holy to 

tread upon,” �8��F.�3��
��$��(36).  Thus it is true that there exist multiple terms for 

the “sacred;” nonetheless the profane, can be contrasted to any of them.    

 A similar tension exhibits itself in Aeschylus’ Suppliants, where the Danaids feel 

trepidation about leaving the safety afforded by a holy grove and wonder if a “profane” 

part of a grove (:-:&����A����) could offer them continued protection: 

 � #
,�7��:-:&����A�����L��T��������=�(Supp. 509).  ��
� � �
� � How could a profane grove protect me? 
�
�
Nor is this juxtaposition exclusive to tragedy; Dionysius of Halicarnassus employs 

synonymous language in describing the atrocities committed by one Aristodemus: 

M���' �-#�����������7���0���P#��
���
����K��!#�
��3��E���@�#
�:�:)��������'�(Dion. Hali. 7. 8. 4.). 

�
� �������He killed their men, and seized their 
          holy images from every sacred and profane place.� �
 
 This distinction between the sacred and the profane is not limited to physical 

localities alone.  Plato in his Symposium has Alcibiabiades imply an ontological 

difference between profane and sacralized persons in the context of the mysteries: 

�E�����P#-�
�, #
,��D�����A�����!��,��:-:&�����
���#
,�A.���#��, ��
��	�����.	�
����$��J�,��
!������' (Symp. 218b). 
 
Both the servants, and if anyone else is “profane” and “wild” 
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may they place great doors upon their ears �
 

The language here used by Alcibiades situates itself squarely within a religious context: 

the notion of making a distinction between those who are to listen and those who should 

not has its place in the practice of mystery cult- they have not yet been ritually purified 

for the rites and so are to isolate themselves in some way from the proceedings.61  It is 

this very type of religious construction that accords well with the theories of Hubert and 

Mauss (1899) on the general need of religions to make a distinction between the sacred 

and the profane.62  And in the surviving information about the Eleusinian Mysteries, to 

preview here a ritual crucial for the understanding of the Oresteia, much is made of 

transferring the initiand from the state of the profane to that of consecration.63 

 

                                                 
61 Thomson (1935). Cf. Wilamowitz (1931) I, 15 n2, “…:-:&��� diese Wort (:	:
��� in Kyrene) 
bezeichnet auch Menschen, die ‘profan’ sind, d.h. nicht geweiht und daher von den betreffenden E��	 
ausgeschlossen.  Ein tadel liegt nicht darin.” 
62 Hubert and Mauss (1899) 23, “Le sacrifice est un acte religieux qui ne peut s’accomplir que dans un 
milieu religieux et par l’intermédiare d’agents essentiellement religieux.  Or, en général, avant la 
cérémonie, ni le sacrifiant, ni le sacrificateur, ni le lieu, ni les instruments, ni la victime, n’ont ce caractère 
au degré qui convient. Ils sont profanes ; il faut qu’ils changent d’état. Pour cela, des rites sont nécessaires, 
qui les introduisent dans le monde sacré et les y engagent plus ou moins profondément, suivant 
l’importance du rôle qu’ils auront ensuite à jouer.”  Cf. Söderblom 1916, “Real religion may exist without a 
definite conception of a divinity, but there is no real religion without a distinction between holy and 
profane.” 
63 Deubner (1932) 75, “Der Gedanke der Reinheit spielte an den Mysterien eine beherrschende Rolle…so 
sollte denn auch eine Menge kathartischer, apotropäischer und verwandter Riten den Mysten in den für die 
heiligen Handlungen erforderlichen reinen und gesicherten Zustand versetzen.” It is just this type of 
preparatory behavior that Hubert and Mauss refer to, see n. 41. 
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SECTION 1D: ATHENIAN AND NON-ATHENIAN REFLECTIONS ON RITUAL TIME 
  

 Having established that the Greeks of the classical period had at least some 

conception of a distinction between the sacred and the profane64 as general categories we 

are in a position to ask if their conception of ritual temporality conforms to anthropological 

expectation.65 To recapitulate briefly at this point, we should expect to find sacred time 

constructed in such a way as to reflect a clear break with the norm and, internally, to display 

characteristics of minimal differentiation.66  In order to provide an answer to these 

questions we must ground our views in what we can glean of Athenian self-reflection on 

ritual time and what we can infer in the actual cult practice of the various festivals.   

 Three separate passages bear directly on the first issue of how the Athenians have 

thought about ritual temporality.  In the context of a public funeral oration Thucydides 

                                                 
64 Parker (1983) 11, on the basis of a single inscription, would include a third category, “a sacred law spells 
out without welcome clarity the three estates of the world as, ‘sacred, profane, and polluted.” This accords 
well with his doubt about the applicability of the sacralization/desacralization scheme in Greek religion, cf. 
ibid 180, “…in the utility of the concept [of sacralization] in a Greek context is questionable.” It will be 
contended here however, that the very states of pollution Parker tries to analyze most clearly exhibit all the 
elements of the sacralization/desacralization structure. 
65 As a final comment on the debate over the sacred and the profane: it would seem that the burden of proof 
need fall to the nay-sayers in the issue, especially as two of the foremost skeptics, Rudhardt and Bremmer, 
seemingly refuse or ignore to take up the implications of the term :-:&��� by never so much as mentioning 
the existence of the term even when reviewing the work of Walter Burkert on this very issue! 
66 For a discussion of this term see section 1e below. 
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records Pericles as saying that Athens has provided for itself the greatest number of 

“breaks” from work by the institution of games and sacrifices throughout the year: 

�

U
,�����#
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!����	���
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�������&����������W�����,  

 (Thuc. 2. 38). 
� � �
� � ����Moreover we have provided for our mind a great number of  
       cessations from toil, performing contests and sacrifices throughout 
       the year. 
�

This one passage alone, of course, would not be enough to establish that such a 

conception would reflect a wide-spread belief, although the genre of the funeral oration is 

largely composed of rather normative material.67  Plato, for his part, conceives of ritual in 

a similar way and uses exactly the same word to illustrate its character of a temporal 

break (��

��
>) with the less marked and more laborious mode of profane time: 
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  (Laws 2. 653d ff.). 

� The gods, pitying the toilsome nature of the human race, 
       arranged cessations from toil for them, the cycle of festivals for 
       the gods, and they have accorded (mortals) the Muses, 
       Apollo the-leader-of-the-Muses, and Dionysus as co-revellers, 
       so that men might be restored unto themselves, in addition 
       (to giving) the sustenance that accompanies the feasts with the gods. 
 

Here the gods take pity upon the lot of mortals, a race bound to labor as it is, and so 

relieve their lives with festivals (����7�) in recompense (����:0>) for their toils 
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(����).  A further note of concurrence from Aristotle will lend similar support to our 

survey of how the Greeks approached the temporal conception of festival time.  In the 

Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle, choosing this time to agree with his mentor, argues that 

the state provides festivals in order to bestow honor upon the gods and to effect a period 

of rest (��

�����- a slight variation on ��

��
>) for its citizens: 

����
��������@�����#
,���,��
��
����������, ���	���
<��> ���-���������$�����$�, #
,�
<��$����

�������
���W���������' 1���"�. (NE. 8. 9, 1160a 25-8).� 

          
       They make sacrifices and in these gatherings, they accord honor 
       to the gods, while they pleasurably provide themselves with  
       cessations. 
 
To turn back to an older authority, we find that Democritus had also conceived of ritual 

time as a non-linear break from the trajectory of profane time: 

 
:����������
������
#���*�3���
���#�����. frag. 230 D-K. 

 
          A life without festivals [is] a long road without an inn to rest at. 
 
 

The linearity of the profane is implied by the metaphor of the road (*�3�) that would be 

long (�
#��), indeed without rest (�
���#�����), in a life spent outside ritual activity 

(������
����).       

 From these indications we can determine that not only are the established 

anthropological categories heuristically valid for classical Athenian culture, but also that 

the Athenians themselves were able to conceptualize the distinction in a self-reflexive 

fashion.  That is, unless we take these three authors, of such decidedly disparate methods 

                                                                                                                                                 
67 See Loraux (1986). 
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and aims, as individual instances of this specific formulation, it stands to reason that they 

resonate with a popular awareness of the dynamics of ritual time.68  The term ��

��	� 

in and of itself could be used as a religious metaphor for the mystic release associated 

with Eleusis, wherein the ponoi are compressed into a liminal period of initiation.69 

 To assert that time until desacralization bears the imprint of a sort of suspended 

animation or a cessation of time, however, does seem to push the matter quite far; luckily, 

an allusion to just such a phenomenon in Aristotle’s Physics confirms the validity of the 

anthropological conclusions for the case of ancient Greece.  In a discussion of the various 

processes of time perception Aristotle mentions in passing a peculiar phenomenon 

experienced by visitors to the oracle at Sardis: 
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� ���@�����!;
���@�������0�������
���&��
���3����
;�'�(Ar. Phys. IV, 13, 
 222 b17).�
   
            for when the state of our own minds does not change at all, or we have not 
             noticed its changing, we do not realize that time has elapsed, any more than 
             those who are fabled to sleep among the heroes in Sardinia do when they are       
             awakened; for they connect the earlier ‘now’ with the later and make them one, 
             cutting out the interval because of their failure to notice it. (trans. Hardie and  
             Gaye 2004). 
 

Here we have demonstrated the intimate connection between sacred space and sacred 

time in its timeless aspect.  Aristotle mentions that in instances where we do not perceive 

anything with our mind (��
��.0���&����
8�3����
:	�������������	���
�) that time 

does not seem to have passed (�8���#�$�1�$��.�.��-�
��������).  This also explains, 

                                                 
68 It is interesting to note that the Modern Greek for “festival” is 
�.�
��quite literally, “no work.” 
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for him, why the visitors to the oracle of Sardis do not perceive time when they sleep at 

the hero shrines (#
��������
�0���$��[�����).  While the philosopher’s explanation 

may serve to explain the physical cause and effect relationships, our interest lies in the 

religious associations.  Here we notice the expressly sacred ground of the proceedings 

and religious purpose (of seeking after prophetic dreams) of the visitors for whom time 

does not seem to pass, for they, “connect the beginning with the ending and make them 

one,” (���	������.0���S����������@���3�\��������@��#
,�!�����@���,).  In other 

words, beginning and ending are minimally differentiated, or, here, fully identified with 

one another.  This example also economically demonstrates the tendency of sacralized 

states to be multiplied:  seeking after prophetic dreams, proximity to an oracle, and 

sleeping upon sacred ground lend an unmistakable aura of religious consecration to the 

proceedings.  The state of sleep has been shown to have an intrinsic similarity to the 

states of consciousness prevalent in ritual that may, in effect, rely upon the same 

neurological processes, especially in the dream phase.70  Moreover and more specific to 

the Greek context, the nature of oracular discourse is intensely bound up with a notion of 

temporality that incorporates the difference of past, present, and future.71 That time and 

space often stand in parallel constructions is a commonplace both in the Greek setting 

and elsewhere. Later we shall have the opportunity to see how similar multiplications of 

sacralized states occur regularly in Tragedy; for the moment, we may insist again, that, 

                                                                                                                                                 
69 Cf. Charon in Aristophanes’ Frogs 185-6: �����P����

��	��!#�#
#7�' For the connection to mystic 
formulae see Thomson (1935) 22. 
70 Rappaport (1999) 229 summarizes the work of d’Aquili and Laughlin (1979) as follows, “[They] 
propose that in the ultimate state of ritually altered consciousness both hemispheres function 
simultaneously rather than alternately…In the final phase reciprocity between the two subsystems fails or is 
overridden, and both discharge at once.  This third stage is reached in orgasm, REM…sleep, Zen and Yogic 
meditation and ecstasy states, but also under prolonged duress and in certain psychopathic conditions.”  
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despite the lamentable paucity of evidence for the experience of Greek ritual, we here 

have a comment upon the temporal experience in actual practice.  The experience 

suspends the passage of time.   

The issue of sacred temporality is quite clearly articulated in a self-contained 

passage of Pindar’s 10th Pythian.  Indeed, not only is the issue of sacred temporality 

broached, but, in support of my overall argument, Pindar no sooner addresses the issue 

than he shows how the time of ritual is opposed to profane time and, more specifically, to 

the time of negative reciprocity.  The myth of Pythian 10 relates Perseus’ journey to the 

city of the Hyperboreans, whose land cannot be found without immortal assistance (29-

30).  There Perseus is entertained amid sacrifices to Apollo.  The muse herself dwells in 

their halls (37) where there are choruses to be found everywhere (38).  As a crowning 

description of the Hyperboreans and their way of life Pindar states that “neither sickness 

nor accursed old age mingle with that holy race, but without toils or battles they dwell 

there, having escaped strictly judging Nemesis (41-44, trans. Race): 
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#	����������· (Pyth. 10. 41-46). 

 

Thus, after affirming the ubiquity of music through the presence of the Muses and 

choruses (lines 37-8,72 decisive for the interpretation of Pythian 1 as well), Pindar 

                                                                                                                                                 
71 See, e.g. the Homeric comment (Il. 1. 70) on the capacity of Calchas to know past, present, and future. 
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stipulates that Hyperboreans’ life is one free from sickness and old age.  These latter 

qualifications suggest immortality: exactly the same language is used to refer to the 

existence enjoyed by the gods in a fragment of the same poet (fr. 143).73  In Leach’s 

terms, the most irreversible phenomena of normal, profane time are excluded from 

among the Hyperboreans’ experience.74   

Furthermore, they are race which exists apart from toils (����) and battles.  The 

specific word for toils ���� comes up again and again to designate the character of 

profane time as opposed to ritual temporality (as we have seen in Plato, Aristotle, 

Thucydides, and the Mysteries).  That they live without war confirms battle as a profane 

process such as it demonstrable is in the Iliad.  As if to make to mistake about the matter, 

Pindar expressly qualifies the race of the Hyperboreans as a holy race (E��N�.���N). Most 

suggestive, however, is the last participial clause which explains why this race enjoys 

such conditions, namely, “[since they have] escaped from strictly judging Nemesis,” 

(��.������<-���#���]-�����, 43-44).  Race comments, “Nemesis seems to represent 

retributive justice for wrong-doing.”75  Nemesis is then, on this reading, the process of 

punishment or negative reciprocity, the province of profane time par excellence.  

Bourdieu has shown that revenge killing (and indeed positive reciprocity as well) 

thoroughly depends upon the individually controlled play made with the interval of time 

between infraction and retribution, gift and counter-gift.  Rappaport, on the other hand, 

shows how ritual time is the transcendence of the individual rhythms of existence by the 

                                                 
73#�$����.	���' A������#
,��.)�
��/ ��������A�����, :
��:�
�/ ����3������.������B�-�������
(frag. 143 Snell). 
74Leach (1961) 124-136. 
75 Race (1997) I, 363 n2. 
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imposition of the collectively overriding tempo of music, dance, and repetition of 

legomena and dromena that constitutes the essence of sacred duration.  Thus participation 

in ritual temporality, on my synthesis of Bourdieu and Rappaport, structurally and 

ideologically suppresses individual manipulation of time by super-imposing a singular, 

collective rhythm upon its participants and thereby guarantees a temporary suspension of 

interpersonal reciprocity.76  To follow through with the musical metaphor, profane 

temporality is marked by a proliferation of just so many individually-constituted and 

manipulated tempos, whereas ritual imposes one, extra- and intra-personal rhythm upon 

each of its participants.77     

The Hyperboreans, in Pindar’s formulation at least, enjoy permanent participation 

in sacred time (they are quite explicitly and uniquely called a “sacred” race) since they 

have escaped, once and for all, from the coils of negative reciprocity.  At Athens, 

criminal are released from the bonds of retributive justice during the performance of 

several ritual sequences (e.g., City Dioynsia,); Socrates’ death sentence is not carried out 

until the completion of a ritual activity.78  The part music has to play in this process of 

staving off the time of war and retribution is brought out more elaborately in the first 

strophes of Pythian 1. 

                                                 
76 Rappaport (1999) 221 following Radcliffe-Brown (1922), “In dancing the whole body enters into the 
computations of the prevailing consciousness, this at the same time that the individual's sense of his or her 
separation from others is submerged or overwhelmed as a function of continuous, tight coordination with 
them. The communitas engendered by dancing is, this is to say, an outcome of heightened coordination, 
and heightened coordination, in turn, an outcome of imposing upon social interaction special tempos that 
may be difficult to achieve under mundane circumstances or that are inappropriate to all but a very 
few ordinary activities.”  Cf. Burkert (1985) 102, “Rhythmically repeated movement, directed to no end 
and performed together as a group is, as it were, ritual crystallized in its purest form.”   
77 Violations of this idealized suspension are punished harshly (cf. Dem. 59 where Demosthenes suggests 
that Midias’ attempt to continue personal hostilities during a festival performance should incur the death 
penalty). 
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 Pythian 1 details in quasi-cosmic terms the effect of music (in ritual) upon musicians 

and audience alike: 

^���-
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  Golden Lyre, rightful possession of Apollo 
  and the violet-haired Muses, to you the footstep listens 
     as it begins the splendid celebration, 
  and the singers heed your signals, 
  whenever with your vibrations you strike up 
     the chorus-leading preludes. 
 

 

      The step of the dancers follows the music in unison (2) while the musicians and 

chorus obey its signs (3-4).  During the same interval of harmony the warlike thunderbolt 

of Zeus is quenched despite its eternally flowing fire (#
,��3��
P��
�0��#��
��3��

�:��������
P��	�������, 5-6).  The very eagle of Zeus falls asleep (�\�����' ��0�

�#	�Q�2�3�, 6), relaxes its swift wings to the performance of music since a black cloud 

covers its curved head in this instant.  It is checked (#
�
��������, 10) by the waves 

(blows) of the music (9-10).  Ares likewise lays aside his weapons of war and slumbers, 

for the shafts (of music) charm (�-�.��, 12) even the minds of the deities.79  Before 

proceeding to bring out the temporal implications of the ode, the identity of the eagle of 

Zeus, the king of the birds (���3���P��7�, 7), deserves comment.  The closest parallel in 

                                                                                                                                                 
78 This is the character of anti-profane time as elucidated by Parker (1983); see section 1d above. 
79 ...#
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a literature not too far removed from the period is in the first chorus of Aeschylus’ 

Agamemnon where Calchas identifies the eagles of Zeus as a symbol for Agamemnon 

and Menelaus in their campaign of retributive war against Troy.80  Following from the 

indications of the parallel, we may notice a recapitulation of the more striking aspects of 

profane time from Pythian 10: the presence of war and retribution in the time outside 

ritual.  And once again, just as in Pythian 10, Pythian 1 describes a situation in which the 

duration of the choral music suspends negative reciprocity.81  Pindar then presents music 

in its capacity to unify participants into an organic whole.  At the same time that the latter 

enjoy vicarious participation in the divine (the music of the lyre is the property of Apollo 

and the Muses [1-2]), the otherwise ever present operations of punishment, retribution, 

and war are suspended. 

  Along such lines of interpretation the oxymoronic overtones of lines 6-8 reveal their 

particular function more clearly: for how else is one to explain the quenching of ever-

flowing fire and the relaxing of swift wings?  Seemingly irrational or oxymoronic 

language is often found at the heart of expressly ritual utterances.82  And if Pindar is 

suggesting that ritual time does but, as far as mortals are concerned, temporarily suspend 

hostilities without really having a hope of extinguishing them he would need look no 

further than the sacred truce of the Olympic Games to find support for his position.83  To 

return to the ode at hand, there is also a clear contrast between the social conditions of the 

two groups mentioned in Pythian 1 and Pythian 10 respectively: whereas the 

                                                 
80 Cf. Ag. 114: �P��7��:
����b��:
����@�����7�'�� 
81 See section 1d above. 
82 See, e.g. Seaford (2003) on the phenomenon of Satzparallelismus in Mystery cult and prayer language 
more generally. 
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Hyperboreans have permanently escaped negative reciprocity they enjoy equally 

unending participation in the sacred, marked, among other things, by the omnipresence of 

choruses.  In Pythian 1, however, the suspension of profane reality lasts only as long as 

the ritual itself.  To whatever degree fortunate, the people of Sicily are not deemed “holy” 

in absolute terms as are the Hyperboreans. 

       A final example, drawn from the aetiology of cult practice, will illustrate how 

even the state of pollution entails a prominent degree of time suspension.  In various texts 

concerning the Athenian rite of the Bouphonia much is made of the sequence of events 

surrounding what was once thought to be a rather exceptional type of sacrifice, but has 

more recently been taken as representative of Greek sacrificial practice as a whole.84 

Porphyry, the most explicit source on this rite, reveals a complex series of events tied to 

the aetiology of this festival: in the course of an otherwise normal and public offering to 

the gods, an ox eats some of these offerings and tramples yet other parts as a result of 

which an outsider named Sopatros or Diomos strikes the ox dead for this infraction of 

disrupting the ritual order.85  This same man must then go into exile (to Crete) for his 

own transgression of ritual impropriety.86  The next detail bears upon the issue of 

                                                                                                                                                 
83 See p.6 and Cartledge on the hieromenia in Easterling and Muir (1985). 
84 Deubner (1932) 158-74 speaks for the former view, while Burkert (1983) 136-43 and Burkert (1985) 
230-1 follow Meuli (1946) 275-7 in showing that the sequence of actions (implied, inter alia, by the 
presence of kanephoroi, offerings, and oxen) conforms to the more recognizable aspects of normative 
sacrificial practice.  Sources for the Bouphonia are Porphyry (following Theophrastus) in his de Abstinentia 
II, 2. 29-30, Androtion fr.16 Jacoby (=Sch. On Arist. Clouds 985), Pausanias I, 28, 10, and the Suda s.v. 
:������
. 
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suspended temporality resulting from an act that is deemed a religious pollution,87 for 

hard upon the infraction rain stops falling and the crops no longer grow: 


8��7�����#
���������#
,�����"���#
��
��.����-�&�, 
 
Droughts kept persisting and a terrible barrenness came into being. 
De Abst. II, 29, 3.   

 
 Lack of rain at this point in the year would have been all the more keenly felt 

since the Bouphonia (part of the Dipolieia) would take place in June-July, that is, right 

before the harvest.88  Thus, at an especially critical juncture in the Athenian agricultural 

year, an act of ritual impropriety brings about a cessation of a normal and particularly 

crucial process (rain) for the profane task of harvesting crops.  In the myth, the Athenians 

respond to the crisis by sending to the Oracle at Delphi in order to determine how to gain 

release from their plight.89  In order to gain this release from the dangerous suspension of 

profane time they have to re-perform the sacrifice with the correct desacralization 

procedures: exile must be reversed by restoring Sopatros to Athens and the death of the 

animal must be reversed though its ritual reconstitution.90  Here we notice that even in 

negatively consecrated periods both the structure of ritual and the temporality created 
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87 Sopatros realizes of his own accord that he needs to be released (�
��
.)����
�) from the state of 
pollution (!�
.�@��g����). On the term !�
.)��see Rudhardt (1958) 45, “l’!�
.)� est à la fois la victime 
et la véhicule de l’L.�� et pour en éviter les effets.”  
88 Burkert (1983) 142, “The Bouphonia fell on the fourteenth day of Skirophorion, at the full moon in the 
last month of the year.”  
89 The Pythia responds that bringing back the exile Sopatros from Crete will release (������) them from 
these things (�
@�
), ibid. II, 29, 3.  This parallels Sopatros’ need for release (�
��
.)����
�) from a 
state of negative consecration (negative insofar as he is explicitly marked as ‘polluted’ [!�
.)�], see 
preceding note). 
90 Ibid. II, 30, 2: �����������0����@�:�3��T	�
�����#
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,����-W��;
��A�������c��!�.
W��-�Q. Cf. Burkert (1983) 
140-1, “The stuffed ox-skin was spread out in front of it [the plow-A������], and thus the sacrificial animal 
had ‘risen from the dead’…the pre-sacrificial situation was restored.”  
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therein are strongly marked.  The congregation around the sacrifice also achieves a 

measure of communitas in the ritual process by virtue of all the performers taking part in 

the re-performance of the rite.91   

SECTION 1E: MINIMAL DIFFERENTIATION 
 

       By the term, “minimal differentiation,” we refer to the conglomerate of several 

terms and descriptions found in comparative religion and anthropology.  Minimal 

differentiation refers to the special ontological state brought about among the participants 

of ritual action: unlike profane time, ritual temporality produces ontological 

destabilization through reducing social distinctions to encourage an experience of 

communitas in which time is not measured in increments so much as performed as a self-

contained duration.92   

 Time in ritual practice is a particularly suggestive instance of minimal differentiation.  

Mircea Eliade has shown how rituals tend to invoke the illud tempus, in which a return to the first 

instantiation of the said ritual is variously constructed.  To be sure, Eliade has found his detractors 

and yet the most recent work in this field has incorporated his conclusions into larger schemes.  In 

The Myth of the Eternal Return Eliade succinctly spells out his view of time in ritual: 

 

  A sacrifice…not only exactly reproduces the initial sacrifice revealed by  

                                                 
91 Sopatros’ stipulation in agreeing to return to Athens is that the, “the ox be killed by the city:” I�&��3��
��b��
8�3�����������
�, ��$��#
�
#�"�
��:�@��<3��"�������.  
92 Rappaport (1999) 120, “To sing with others, to move as theymove in the performance of a ritual, is not 
merely to symbolize union. It is in and of itself to reunite in the reproduction of a larger order. Unison does 
not merely symbolize that order but indicates it and its acceptance.  The participants do not simply 
communicate to each other about that order but commune with each other within it. In sum, the state of 
communitas experienced in ritual is at once social and experiential.  Indeed, the distinction between the 
social and experiential is surrendered, or even erased, in a general feeling of oneness with oneself, with the 
congregation, or with the cosmos.” 
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  the god ab origine, at the beginning of time, it also takes place at that 
  same primordial mythical moment; in other words, every sacrifice 
  repeats the initial sacrifice and coincides with it.  All sacrifices are 
  performed at the same mythical moment of the beginning; through the 
  paradox of rite, profane time and duration are suspended.93 (1935) 35. 
�
�
For our purposes we may observe that the construction of time, as idealized in ritual, is 

tantamount to a denial of the very passage of profane time altogether.  As such, this 

aspect of ritual foregrounds a radical form of minimal differentiation in so far as the 

passage of time is reduced to the absolute minimum: for it has not passed at all.94  And to take 

but one example from the cult practice of the Athenians of the fifth century, the second 

day of the Thesmophoria, the nesteia, was described, even in Antiquity, as a day in which 

the “ancient way of life” was imitated.95  We shall have more to say about this festival 

and others later in a fuller discussion of minimal differentiation.   

 The late anthropologist Roy Rappaport in his monumental study of ritual and ritual96 

in its cross-cultural aspects has developed the initial insights of figures such as Eliade and 

Leach into a new synthesis.  For Rappaport, the performance of ritual combines various 

tempos, and, more specifically and paradoxically, some of the quickest to be found in less 

developed cultures with some of the slowest: 

  “The achievement of…special states of mind and society in ritual is,  
 I would suggest, largely an outcome of ritual’s peculiar temporal 
 characteristics… In emphasizing the organic frequencies of  

                                                 
93 For criticism see e.g. Smith in Bender and Wellberry (1991) 67-76; most recently, however, Eliade’s 
model has been taken up by Rappaport (1999) in what is perhaps the most developed view of time in ritual 
to have yet appeared in print. 
94 Eliade (1954) 35, “The abolition of profane time and the individual’s projection into mythical time do 
not occur, of course, except at essential periods…the rest of his life is passed in profane time.” 
95 Diod. Sic. 5. 4. 7.: �"�����2)�&������3��#
��3���"������
����-#���
��!��h�����������*�������
��@��������
�:	���, !,��' 1�-�
���-#
�
�).�����A.������!/�������"�����@��
��&�, �V����
�
����&����"��
�
�#��"����.
�������	�&��#
,��V���
�#��V�������������3�����
$���������������3�����
$���������������3�����
$���������������3�����
$��� 
:���:���:���:���. 
96 Ritual and Religion in the Making of Humanity (1999). 
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 ritual's rhythms we must not lose sight of their much slower  
 frequencies. Rituals are among the most precisely recurrent of  
 social events. Not only may there be repetition at organic frequencies 

                    within the ritual itself but there is recurrence of the ritual as a whole from 
  week to week or month to month, year to year,: Rappaport (1999) 220-1. 

 

Rappaport goes on to speak of a movement out of “social” time in two opposite 

directions simultaneously, in which quicker tempos, often brought about through dance, 

interact with overtones of the illud tempus such as those found in the work of Eliade, in 

such a way as to dramatize, in so far as possible, the break with mundane time: 

         The tempos characteristic of daily social intercourse are abandoned as 
         the activity of the congregation is coordinated by the more rapid and 
         more rhythmic pulsations characteristic of breath, pulse and perhaps 
         other organic processes as well. At the same time, the realization of 
         changelessness is implicit in the punctilious recurrence characteristic of 
         rituals as wholes. In sum, the tempos of everyday social life are replaced 
         in liturgical intervals by an extraordinary union of the quick and the 
         changeless, and that union implies eternity and, perhaps, immortality as 

    well. Rappaport (1999) 224-5 

Rappaport, in the course of his work, develops a number of approaches to the issues of 

language, truth, and the numinous in liturgical orders- it is, in short, a work that is to be 

taken seriously by those interested in both the legomena and the dromena of ritual in the 

ancient world.  

SECTION 2A: TIME AND TEMPORALITY IN HOMER’S ILIAD 1 
 

 In the following section I will refer primarily to the first half of Iliad I to demonstrate 

instances of 1) sacralized duration and the sacralization/desacralization structure 2) the 

manipulation of time in reciprocity 3) the attempt of agents caught in these temporalities 

to decode the character of time they find themselves in by a discursive process I term 

“agonistic temporal framing.”  This section will serve as a prelude to a more thorough-
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going analysis of the temporality in the Oresteia, which relies heavily upon notions such 

as these to problematize time before offering a solution of them in Eumenides.  It will do 

so by deploying a temporality unexampled in Homer: the juridical construction of time as 

developed in the law court.  

 Homer, in his presentation of social relations before the ascendancy of the polis,97 

offers a set of temporal constructions that involve the appearance of sacralized time and 

of time as configured in reciprocity.  And here we need look no farther, at least initially, 

than the first book of the Iliad.  It will be shown that Homer makes use of both the 

structure of sacralization and desacralization and alludes to the implications of sacralized 

time by evincing a particularly keen awareness of the importance of delay in the 

strategies of reciprocity. 

 Apollo’s priest Chryses is treated harshly by Agamemnon when attempting to 

recover his daughter through the offer of apoina in exchange. Although the Achaeans 

voice unanimous approval for Chryses’ offer, the Greek chieftain Agamemnon refuses 

the gifts and threatens the priest in ominous terms if he should come back again on a 

similar mission.  Chryses prays to his tutelary god: 

���0��' I���' �	������#�K��f�%�' H�.��
�3���
�B�������A�
#��, �3��fi#������-#��a&�/·  
#�@���������.�����;', H��^���&������:-:&#
���
U���	�����W
�-&��j��-��������k�����	�����,  
Z�����@��D���-������
�����' !,��&3��I���
,  
9��P��)���-�����#
�0����
��&��' I#&
��
�
�����f�' 
P.7�, �3��-�����#�)&����!-����·  
 �����
��2
�
�,�!�0��	#��
���$���:-������. Il. 1. 35-42. 
 
Then the old man went away and prayed earnestly to 
lord Apollo, whom fair-haired Leto bore, ‘ 

                                                 
97 For the debate about the extent of polis presence in Homer see Seaford (1994) 1ff. and Scully (1990). 
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Hear me you of the silver-bow, you who strode around 
Chryse and holy Killa, you who rule over Tenedos by force, 
Smintheus, if I have ever roofed temples pleasing to you, 
if I have ever burned rich thigh portions of bulls or goats 
[for your honor] bring about this wish for me: 
May the Danaans render satisfaction for my tears by your arrows!’  

 

Apollo hears his priest and proceeds to rain pestilential arrows down upon the Achaeans 

(1. 43- 54).  Here we see that Chryses’ prayer inaugurates a period of duration equivalent 

in structural terms to the sacralization phase: the Achaeans will suffer under the thrall of 

the god until the performance of the proper counter-ritual.98 This period is fully under the 

instigation of a priest’s prayer and continued control of the god and normal process, as far as the 

Achaean army is concerned, is suspended.99  Moreover, and programmatically, the arrows fall 

upon the army for nine days: durations of nine days throughout Homer are almost100 

invariably linked to a period of divinely-controlled activity.  Lévêque and Vidal-Naquet feel 

confident enough to state that the number nine in Homer is directly indicative of la durée.101 

That this scene in Homer incorporates a religious structure that is akin to festival contexts should 

                                                 
98 The opposition between divine time and “mortal” temporality has been noted before, see e.g. Vidal-
Naquet (1981) 71-2, “La peste dans le camp achéen est la transcription sur un registre humain d’une 
décision divine, mais, cela, seuls le prêtre Chrysès, le devin Calchas et le poète le savent.  Ainsi s’opposent 
temps divin , mythique, et temps humain, vécu.”  We may note in passing that the decision to initiate such a 
period of time was none other, in the first instance, than Chryses’ and that the time is not so much mythique 
as a typical suspension of normal process during the presence deity in mortal affairs. 
99 It is a rather unique break in all of Homer for nothing is nor will be mentioned of what happened during 
this time period other than passive state of suffering of the Achaean army. 
100 A nine day flood of divine proportions will to destroy the wall of the Achaeans in book 12 since they 
did not sacrifice hecatombs at its founding.  This is situation in particular recalls the first book of the Iliad 
in so far as Achilles had first wondered whether it was a hecatomb over which Apollo was angered (Il. 1. 
65).  It is, of course, not the case that this is intratextual allusion, but, rather, that this type of sacralized 
duration conforms to a well defined type.  Thus, in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, the goddess wanders 
without eating for a period of nine days, exactly like Niobe in book 24 of the Iliad.  Nine days are needed 
for the burial rites of Hector (24. 664, 784) which forms again a period, like the one under discussion, of an 
uninterrupted, religiously prescribed duration (that, not incidentally, is to suspend the profane time of 
warfare, forming an interesting pendant to the first such period at the beginning of the Iliad. 
101 Lévêque and Vidal-Naquet (1964) 93-4, “le nombre dix vient de loin en tête des nombres mentionnés 
par Homère…sa signification est essentielle dans le comput du temps, puisque le mois homérique est divisé 
en trois decades, mais il désigne aussi l’accomplissement, tandis que neuf marque la durée.” 
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not surprise, for religious structures, whether of a positive or negative variety,102 share the same 

sequential and temporal elements. Such a period looks to a corresponding desacralization 

ritual to end the period of (here, negative, anxiety-laden) duration.  This expectation is 

realized in another prayer of Chryses near the end of the first book: 

U���	�����W
�-&��j��-��������k�����	������  
e������)���' !��@�	����I#������8;
�-����,  
 ���&�
������!�-, �-.
��' D�
���
3���B�
�7��  
f�' I���#
,��@���������' !�#�)&����!-�����  
+�&��@��2
�
�$�������#-
����.3��A�����. (451-5). 
 
You who rule over holy Killa and by force over Tenedos 
surely you heard me when I prayed before,  
you gave honor to me: you came down hard on the host of Achaeans. 
And now as well bring about this wish of mine: 
From this point ward off the unseemly pestilence from the Danaans. 

 
This counter-prayer marks, in accordance with the structure of sacralized duration, the 

formal end of the period in question.103  Thus the Achaeans are no longer in the thrall of 

the god and can then proceed with their preparations for war.  It is also crucial to notice 

that the decision to consult a seer is forwarded by Achilles through the agency of Hera.  

The intervention of the goddess, a divine figure outside mortal time, and the advice of 

                                                 
102 Hubert and Mauss (1899) xxxi-xxxii, “Bref les qualités du temps ne sont pas autre chose que des degrés 
ou des modalités du sacré: religiosité gauche ou droite, forte ou faible, générale ou spéciale.  Nous 
apercevons donc des relations fort étroites entre ces deux notions de sacré et de temps, si intimement unies 
et mêlées et qui se corroborent l’une et l’autre.” 
103 Kirk (1985) 101-2 comments, “Khruses’ prayer reverses his earlier one at 37-42 in which he called on 
Apollo to punish the Achaeans.  The invocation in the opening two verses is identical in each case…the 
request itself is confined to a succinct closing verse; here, that the plague should be ended,” (emphasis 
added). Thus, it is not the feast to follow which ritually marks the end of the period in question, pace 
Seaford (1994) 66, “…the sacrificial feast in the first book [of the Iliad] concludes the crisis of the plague.”  
Chryses asks Apollo to stop at this point and not after the feast: at 457 (the line after this prayer) Apollo 
once again hearkens to his priest, lm��I�
����8�����������@����I#����n�$:����B�����'�The feast comes 
after rites of desacralization, insofar as this stage encodes the separation of gods and men, cf. Crotty 
(1982), 89, “Sacrifice…in which the gods are given the bones, while the human participants enjoy the meat 
at a common banquet, suggests the origins of men’s separation from the immortals and the beginning of 
those conditions that now shape human existence.” ��  
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Calchas, a liminal figure,104 intimately associated with the knowledge of past and future, 

are needed to point the way out of this sacralized duration.105 This self-contained scene of 

sacralized time, here in its decidedly negative guise (that is, in the negative connotation 

of sacer), accords in its temporal implications with the other mentions of protracted 

religious practice in the Iliad.  As Richard Seaford has remarked, it is only the 

performance of ritual that suspends the non-sacralized, unmarked time of war: 

“…the sacrificial feast in book 2…is a peaceful preliminary to the warfare that 
starts immediately thereafter and is then interrupted briefly only by ritual-the oath 
sacrifice in book 3, the mass funerals in book 7, and the funeral of Hektor at the 
very end.” Seaford (1994) 43. 

 
Absent from this list is the aforementioned episode at the very beginning of the poem; we 

must enlarge the scope, in accordance with the original intentions of Hubert and Mauss, 

in order to appreciate the that the penchant of sacralized time to suspend profane 

temporality is apparent in both negative sacralization (pollution, “miasma”) as well as the 

more positive forms of ritual in which the community comes away with an enhanced 

image of itself.   Both periods suspend the passage of profane time; and if the more 

negative variety emphasizes the desacralization aspect of ritual action, while the more 

positive is generally more concerned to focus on the sacralization procedures, this does 

but confirm the insights of the earlier researchers in this field.106 An example from 

                                                 
104 On liminal figures Turner (1969) 94-130. 
105 This is quite clearly a part of a nearly universal religious moment in times of crisis for a community, cf. 
Bloch (1992) 31, “The initial reason for carrying out the sacrifice is when someone, or a group of people, 
feels penetrated by an outside force, which is believed either to cause or actually be the disease…The next 
stage in the progression towards sacrifice occurs when the person (or persons) who has been attacked tries 
to find the cause of the trouble.  To do this the patient turns to divination or some other diagnostic 
procedure.” 
106 Cf. van Gennep (1909) 21, “Diese drei Phasen sind jedoch nicht in allen Kulturen oder in allen 
Zeremonialkomplexen gleich stark ausgebildet…” 
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Euripides’ Hippolytus provides another instance of this equivalence between these two 

aspects of consecrated or sacralized time. 

 The chorus of this play, distraught over the prolonged distress and fasting of their 

mistress, wonders as to its cause (141-169).  The first two possibilities suggested both 

have to do with the direct influence of the gods upon her life in such as way as would be 

responsible for the durative aspect of her current (in)action.107  In the first instance, they 

wonder if Phaidra might not be I����� (“possessed by the divine”) due to the influence of 

Pan, Hecate, or the Corybantes (141-44).108 This mention of being I����� contrasts rather 

strongly with the next possibility forwarded by the chorus, namely, that she is ��������

(“in a state of unholiness”) because of neglecting to perform a sacrifice to [Artemis] 

(144-147).109 The notion that the intervention of deity comes directly into play for being 

neglected in sacrifice is paralleled by our example from Homer in which the first 

suspicion of the Achaeans concerns the possibility that they may have been remiss in the 

offering of a hecatomb.110 It is striking then that the very first two suggestions of the 

chorus on this score both concern states of sacralization, one positive (or, at least, not 

categorically negative), the other decidedly negative with the decisive opposition lying in 

the words, I����� and �������.       

                                                 
107 The chorus mentions that he has not eaten for three days (135) and that she is keeping her body in a 
“holy” state (�-�
��F.�3��D�����).  Indeed the very verb used here means “to hold, check, or restrain,” 
and as such conforms the temporal notion of the sacred: it suspends normative, profane process.  On the 
notion of fasting as an indicator of sacralization see pages-----. 
108 Barrett (1964) ad loc., mentions that the Corybantes are also invoked in purificatory rites to remove 
mental disorder. 
109 Barrett (ibid.) translates, “Or are you wasting for some fault concerning Diktynna of the wild things, for 
neglecting the rite of the holy batter unoffered?” 
110 It is of course just such a lapse will cause the walls of Troy to be washed away during a nine day 
period., cf. Il. 12, 25. 
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SECTION 2B: TIME AND RECIPROCITY 
 

 The necessity of returning Chryseis upsets Agamemnon greatly and he demands 

another prize forthwith (
8�0��!��,�.-�
��
8���' �����	�
��, 118) from the Achaeans 

in recompense for his loss.  Not only does the king openly violate the norms of exchange 

(in that something that has already been given is asked for in return), but he here shows 

himself to be also running roughshod over the all important temporal considerations of 

reciprocity.  As we have already previewed,111 the proper manipulation of time in matters 

of reciprocity is, on at least one view, the most significant factor in determining the 

relative abilities of the agents involved.  Superior practice presupposes the ability to wait 

and to delay the moment of exchange in order to maximize one’s own honor.  

Agamemnon, however, does the opposite and none other than Achilles will remind him 

of the fact:�

j3���' f���:��' I���
���	�#&���$����B�������·  
�B���_�&�#�����������#��
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�8�-�������D�����;��)�
�#�����
����	·  
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�
�b���' �8#�!-��#��
�����.
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@�' !
.������.   
���0��b������@���"������S�����· 
8�0���B�
��,��
����V�����
�V��' ����������, 
D�#-�����o�b���
�S��������j���&���8��������!;
�
	;
�. (122-9). 

�

� � Swift-footed Achilles then answered  him: 
  “Son of Atreus, most glorious and most covetous of all men, 
  how will the great-hearted Achaeans give you a gift? 
  We do not see any undivided spoils lying around at all. 
  What we sacked from cities, this had been divided; 
  it is not right that the hosts gather these items together again. 
  But take this to heart: the Achaeans will give you recompense 

                                                 
111 See section 1b above.. 
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  three or fourfold if Zeus should ever grant us to sack well-walled Troy. 
 
 
Achilles first establishes that Agamemnon’s request is showing him to be greedy in the 

extreme (����#��
�/�
���	����).  Most salient for the issue of time in exchange is 

the last sentiment expressed by Achilles.  If exchange is a confrontation of strategies, as 

Bourdieu sees it, Achilles here goes out of his way to remind Agamemnon about the rules 

of the game.  In waiting and biding his time, Agamemnon could push his advantage 

three- fourfold by foregoing his share this one time (����V�����
�V��' ����������).  

The king, however, by insisting upon immediate (
8��#
) recompense, reveals himself to 

be a poor agent of exchange which makes him even more of an unsympathetic character 

to the audience familiar with the essence of reciprocity.  This same point is brought home 

in even sharper relief when Achilles is shortly hereafter faced with a similar set of 

circumstances.  In an internal debate concerning whether or not to kill Agamemnon, he is 

visited by Athena who puts an end to his imminent mutiny.  Part of case put to Achilles is 

made by presenting the hope of future rewards if he foregoes this one prize for the time 

being: 

#
����-�������,������
�
�-����
���.�
0��7�
��
\:������Y��#
��"���� �b��' D����, �������' 1�$�. (Il. 1. 213-4)  

 

Again, the last part of the goddess’ communiqué sums up the matter quite succinctly: by 

delaying now, Achilles will prosper even more in the future.  This logic suggestively 

reproduces the temporal character of the choice offered to Agamemnon by Achilles 

himself.  In short, Agamemnon and Achilles are both offered greater rewards for a 
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temporary delay of satisfaction.  The “mastery which defines excellence” is found in 

Achilles alone, again proving him to be the “best of the Achaeans.”112 

SECTION 2C: AGONISTIC TEMPORAL FRAMING 
 

 A third facet of my approach to Time focuses on a type of discourse I call 

agonistic temporal framing.  It too constitutes a ground on which agents struggle to 

demonstrate superiority over one another; this time, unlike the issue of timing in negative 

and positive reciprocity, through predominantly verbal means.  On this plane of 

contention agents, often in open argument, attempt to impute an inferior understanding of 

a decisive stretch of time to their opponent(s).  Agonistic temporal framing refers to that 

form of argument concerning a point in the past and a point in the future, both decisive in 

tandem for the present situation, offered by one interlocutor and then “shown” to be 

insufficiently expansive by the second agent.  This second agent responds by pointing to 

both a further point in the past and to an even more distant point in the future for the 

proper understanding of the issue at hand.  The aim in this contentious discourse is to 

subsume an opponent’s temporal frame of understanding as, at best, a mere subset of 

one’s own.  Such a dialogue can, of course, go back and forth in continuously expanding 

intervals as it does throughout Greek tragedy and quite explosively at the beginning of 

the Iliad. 

 After Achilles has shown Agamemnon to be a poor player in the temporality 

appropriate to exchange (where waiting should play into one’s advantage),113 he gives 

                                                 
112 On the struggle between these two heroes for preeminence over one another see Nagy (1979). 
113 See section 1b above. 
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voice to the reasons for his initial involvement in the campaign against Troy: he came to 

do Agamemnon honor (������' g��
��b��
��O�, 158) even though the Trojans, for 

their part, have never troubled him in the past (152-7).  He insists that Agamemnon 

would do well to remember what he now seems to neglect (�7���4�������
��-O��8�' 

���.�W���, 160).  And now this same “king” threatens to take away his best warrior’s 

prize?  In the past, whenever there was a distribution of booty (��0��+�������
��3��

Y#&�
�, 167), Agamemnon always had the larger share despite his relative lack of actual 

fighting (165-8).  Achilles then threatens to return home instead of continuing to lay up 

wealth for Agamemnon while losing honor for himself. 

 In terms of agonistic temporal framing, Achilles has brought to the king’s 

attention the basis in the past for his current presence at Troy and has also indicated a 

future result of the king’s present course of action (the imminent departure of his best 

warrior).  This first agonistic frame is represented in the time-line below: 

      Past         Future 
�������������������������������������� 

 Reason for Embarking      Imminent Departure 

 

Agamemnon responds by expanding the frame on both sides.  He undercuts Achilles’ 

position in the past by implying that it is ever in Achilles’ nature to quarrel and seek after 

war (
P�,�.	������I����������&������������	�
����, 177).  Even this, Achilles’ 

superiority in matters of war, is due to the prior fact that the god has granted him such an 

advantage (178), an allusion to Achilles’ birth from a goddess.114  Thus Agamemnon 

                                                 
114 This point is reiterated by Nestor at 280 and again by Agamemnon at 290. 
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implies that Achilles’ presence and success are due to facts prior to and independent of 

the Achaeans’ campaign at Troy.  “Go home then, others will honor me, especially 

Zeus!” (175).  With these words, Agamemnon responds to Achilles’ point about the 

future and counters it: even after his departure there will be others to take his place.  The 

frame now looks as follows: 

 

�������������������������������������� 
 Reason for Embarking      Imminent Departure 
 

������������������������������������������� 
         Achilles’ prior nature      Honor after Departure 
 
 
Athena now intervenes to keep Achilles from killing Agamemnon on the spot.  She tells 

him that the true future frame will involve great recompense for Achilles if he restrains 

himself (212).  Achilles obeys her, but not before turning on Agamemnon once more, this 

time dramatically throwing down a scepter to seal an oath about the decisive future 

frame: 
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  Surely Agamemnon would have committed his final outrage! 
  But I will speak and I will utter a great oath. 
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  By this scepter, which will never grow leaves or shoots, 
  from the time the woodsman cut it in the mountains, 
  nor will it bloom.  A bronze axe pruned it of leaves and  
  foliage.  Now the sons of the Achaeans bear it in their hands, 
  those who handle the laws from Zeus.  This will be a great oath. 
  In the future, longing for Achilles will come upon the sons of the 
  Achaeans, upon them all!  Then you will not be able, although 
  grieved in your heart, to help them, when many fall and die 
  at the hands of man-slaying Hector.  You will tear your heart out, 
  angered that you in no way honored the best of the Achaeans.   
 
The device used to accompany the oath is itself temporally charged: an implement of 

kings, it acts to ensure the laws at Zeus’ behest.115  As such it stands for an almost trans-

temporal marker that provides for the continuation of proper observance of the laws 

(�-����
�).116  Achilles uses it here both analeptically and proleptically: just as it 

safeguards the past in the tradition of the laws so will it now seal the future frame of his 

oath: longing for Achilles (�B����"������) will come (Y;��
�) and the men who were to 

do Agamemnon honor will die in droves (����,���)�#�����������).  The frame 

expands once again: 

������������������������������� 
  Reason for Embarking   Imminent Departure 
 

�������������������������������������� 
 Achilles’ prior nature      Honor after Departure 
 

������������������������������������������� 
         Authority of Scepter    Death of those who give honor 
 
 

                                                 
115 �3��2�3��is not entirely transparent in meaning, cf, Kirk  
116 Kirk (1985) ad loc., “The staff or belongs to the heralds who control the assembly…it is…a particularly 
solemn object, symbol of royal and indeed divine authority- Agamemnon’s own staff or sceptre at 2.100-8 
has descended to him through the rulers of Argos from Zeus himself, and here at 237-9 the staff Akhilleus 
is holding is one habitually held by the law-makers who guard the divine ordinances laid down by 
Zeus…the oath is made even more impressive by associating the staff with the idea of inevitability: just as 
it will never sprout leaves, so will this oath be fulfilled.” 
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Nestors’ intervention at this juncture follows in the wake of the agonistically charged 

frames.   He seeks to situate them in a still wider context, for, should the Trojans learn of 

these goings-on between Agamemnon and Achilles, they would be greatly pleased (254-

8).  Past experience has made Nestor wise; in any event, the two antagonists are younger 

than he and so they should listen (259).  He has consorted with heroes from a more 

distant past who were far stronger than any of those today (260-2).  While this detail may 

seem hard to take seriously given that Nestor’s experience goes back only two 

generations (250), it does serve to lend weight to the importance of the past to which 

Nestor alludes.  He then suggests a different future course for the both of them: 

Agamemnon should not take Briseis (275), and Achilles should not quarrel with kings 

who have their authority from Zeus (279).  Neither one of them, of course, follows his 

advice; instead, they utter a few more imprecations at one another, both convinced of the 

validity of their arguments and their temporal understanding of the matter at hand. 

 Achilles’ final assessment of Agamemnon’s behavior before Briseis is taken away 

offers us the most succinct formulation of temporal framing to be found in Greek 

literature: 

…e�.0����.’ 5���V�������,�����,  
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,�5����,   
�����E�
�0��&��,�������
�-������sB�
���. (342-4) 
 
For surely he seethes with destructive thoughts, 
and he does not know at all how to send his mind  
forward and back at the same time, so that 
the Achaeans may fight safely beside the ships. 
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In quite simple terms Achilles suggests that Agamemnon is incapable of thinking about 

the decisive time frame: he cannot bring the past and the future together in his mind in 

such a manner as to ensure the proper course of action for the present situation.117 

 This same discourse occurs often in tragedy and it will be the subject of chapters 

to follow.  It is interesting to note, however, that just as a genre before the development 

of tragedy made use of this device, so too does another genre after tragedyof the 5th 

century.  I offer an example from Plato to show that agonistic temporal framing is not just 

a phenomenon in the genres which I privilege in this dissertation. 

 Plato, in his Laws, suggests a tactic of agonistic temporal framing for confronting 

avowed atheists.  For the philosopher, atheists are not to be tolerated in the city and so 

Plato puts forward two arguments to be used against those who would deny the existence 

of the gods, both of which temporally shame the atheist for a lack of sufficient 

understanding of these matters.  Plato first enjoins us to draw attention to the youth of the 

atheist who should otherwise wait for the future before weighing in on such supreme 

issues: 

tm�
$, �-����k, ���K���-����*����������)�����
���0�M���@����;	W�������
:
����
�!,����
���
��
������
�· �����������p���P�������#��������,��7���
��.������.�.����
�, �-.�������-, H��@���8����1.V��
��, �3���,���b�����b��5��7����
��&�-��
�W"��#
�7��9��). (888b). 

 
 
  Child, you are still young, and as time advances it will lead you 

to a complete reversal of many of your present convictions. You 
should wait for the future before you become a critic of the matters 

                                                 
117 Achilles points to a failure of Agamemnon to understand how to keep the people safe (342: �����E�

�0��&��,�������������������
�-������sB�
���), yet this is the reason that the king gave for acquiescing to 
Chryses’ prophecy in the first place, cf. 117: :�������!.K��
3���7��7��7��7��I����
��9����-��
�·  
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of greatest import, and the greatest one of all, which you do not 
consider to be so, is to live life well in thinking about he gods 
correctly or not…(trans. adapted from Taylor). 

 
 
Once we have exposed a miscalculation about the future of a personal belief in atheism 

we are to then undercut any belief in the novelty of such a position relative to what we 

know of the past: 
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You are not alone, and your friends are not the first to have 
this idea about the gods.  There are always people who have 
this notion in greater or less numbers.  Indeed, now that I have 
been around many such as these, I can say that no one who has 
from adolescence adopted this idea concerning the gods (that 
they do not exist) came into old age steadfast in this perception. 

 
 
Our atheist, whose unawareness of this position’s passé content has now been exposed, 

should accordingly beware of committing any impiety against the gods (888c).  Our own 

awareness of such tactics of agonistic temporal framing, I submit, can help us follow the 

structure of debates about the past and future throughout Greek tragedy (and especially in 

the Oresteia). 
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Chapter 2:  Agamemnon 

SECTION 1A: THE FIRST SACRALIZATION RITUAL OF THE PARADOS 
 
 The goddess Artemis, in a much discussed choral passage of Agamemnon,118 

detains the Achaean army from embarking for Troy.  As we shall see, the particularly 

rich details of this reminiscence (on the part of the chorus) present the audience with all 

the operative mechanisms of sacralized time: here we find sacralization, desacralization, 

and a complete cessation of normative action between.  Moreover, within the period 

between ritual acts we find indices of minimal differentiation.  Indeed, this instance in 

particular is one of the clearest corroborations of our model and, as such, its applicability 

to the Oresteia will require careful exposition.119  

 The chorus (104ff.) speak of themselves as authorized (#�������P�������$�) to 

speak of kingly men on their way (������#�	����
D���������7��!����-��).120  

Following upon this self-introduction they proceed to sing of a curious portent that 

occurred while the Achaeans were mustering for Troy: the army was struck by the sight 

of two birds devouring a pregnant hare: 

����������B�
�7�����������#�	���, ur��	����[:
���

                                                 
118 Reeves (1960) 165-171, Whallon (1961) 78-88, Lloyd-Jones (1962) 187-199, Peradotto (1969) 237-263, 
Wohl (1998) 60-99, Aretz (1999) 62-85, and Sailor and Culpepper-Stroud (1999) 153-181.  
119 On the programmatic import of these lines for a proper of the Oresteia as a whole see the comments of 
Peradotto (1969) 237, “Just how important this passage is can be assessed in some measure by the fact that 
in most cases a critic’s interpretation of this portent turns out to be a capsule-version of his total view of 
Aeschylean moral and religious thought.” Cf. the judgment of Aretz (1999) 64, “Die vielschichtige Parados 
des Agamemnon bildet insofern wirklich eine ‚Vortragödie’ im Rahmen der Trilogie, als sie die gesamte 
Theodizee der Orestie in ihren bedeutungsvollen Bildern antizipiert.” 
120 After a bout of self-deprecation over their excessive old age (72-82), the chorus claims that Peitho at 
least still blows strong in them (105-6).  This sole power of the chorus will be abrogated as a consequence 
of ritual action in the Carpet scene, see section 7 below. 
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        [I tell] how the impetuous bird sent forth the double-throned 
        power of the Achaeans, the harmonius lead of Greece’s youth 
        with spear and avenging hand against the Teucrian land, 
         [the impetuous bird] king of birds for the kings of ships, 
        one black, the other white at the tail, [both] appearing hard by 
        the palace from the righthand side [alighted upon] the  
        conscpicuous seats, grazing upon a hare, heavily pregnant 
        foiled of her last run. 
        Speak, ‘Woe!,’ ‘Woe!,’ but may the good prevail    
 
Doubtless, the most disturbing peculiarity of this act is that the hare is in the late stages of 

pregnancy (!��#����
��-��
�� .-��
�, 119) at the time the eagles bring it to a halt in 

the final run (:�
:-��
����������������, 120) and “graze” (:��#��-��) upon it.  

Without the addition of these details we have to do with nothing more than a hunt of prey 

by its predators.121 Calchas, at least initially, proceeds to interpret this omen in a 

favorable light for the army: the “double” sons of Atreus are the eagles and thus, like the 

eagles, they will hunt down the city of Priam like the hare “in time” (����Q'''�.��$, 

126).122  A note of misgiving is struck, however, when the possibility of Artemis’ wrath 

is mentioned, for she may be !��������[134].  And, significantly, the action of the birds 

                                                 
121 Cf. Vidal-Naquet (1986) 106-128 for the theme of the hunt in Athenian society. 
122 The grisly detail of the eagles’ grazing (:��#��-��) upon the pregnant hare lends a durative aspect to 
the scene:  they stop her in her last run (:�
:-��
����������������) in effect, by their act (of sacrifice), 
 introducing a new durative activity into a now permanently uncompleted act.  On a miniature scale an act 
of sacrifice (which here is rather open ended by virtue of the present participle :��#��-��) interrupts an 
otherwise unremarkable activity- infinitely delaying its completion.   
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against the hare is then configured as a sacrifice (����-������, 136).123  What Artemis 

hates (���.�$, 137) is the repast of the eagles (��$���) which, doubtless, includes the 

flesh of the hare and her unborn.   

 This “sacrifice” (136) initiates, as we shall see, a period of sacralized time; much 

like the situation of the Achaeans in the first book of the Iliad they are under the thrall of 

the god and must wait upon a specific desacralization ritual in order for the intervening 

time period to end.  And we have a double indication of such a sacralized duration within 

some fifty lines of the chorus’ song. 

SECTION 1B: THE PERIOD OF RITUAL LIMINALITY 
   
 First, the chorus expatiates on the degree of Artemis’ care for the whelps of 

animals (����������4�����F�#
�	, ���������-����…140-1), which may well lead to 

a divinely-caused delay that only the proper counter-ritual can hope to end: 

� � �
� � P)�������#
�-��w
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���� � �)����
������������2
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�$�������v�
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������� � ���;O��������-�
�����
����-�
���A������������A�
�������
������� � ���#-����-#���
������������8����v�
���������� � �)���
'��������.0����:��0�
����������
������� � �P#�����������
���	�����"������#�������'’  (Ag. 146-155) 
 
  Iê! I call upon Paian! 
  May she not bring about certain, counter-blowing, delay-causing, 
  Ship-detaining, periods of poor sailing-weather for the Danaans, 
  [she] being eager for a second sacrifice, one out-of-the-norm, inedible, 
  an in-born crafter of quarrels;  fearful, latent, home-dwelling, deceptive 
  rage abides; a rage which does not fear men and is bent on avenging 
  the child.    
 

                                                 
123 This image is strongly sustained in the text: ����
��(150), Agamemnon is called a ���)��xyyz6�as are 
his accomplices (240)��Iphigeneia is twice compared to a sacrificial animal, once to a goat ��#
�����
��
��
(232),�and then in association to a cow ��
�������(245). 
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Thus, whereas the Achaeans, left to their own devices, would have embarked forthwith, 

an entry into the forces of sacralized time (here directly indicated by the involvement of 

deity) indefinitely suspends the free deployment of their will.  Of note is the long string 

of appositional adjectives describing the circumstances of the delay: Artemis may bring 

a, “contrary-blowing (���������), delay-causing (�����
�), ship-detaining (!���V�
�), 

period of poor-sailing weather (����
�) for the (disadvantage of) the Danaans” (147-9).  

Style reflects sense in the snarling effect of compound adjectives, lending a nearly unique 

heaviness to the lines.  Artemis, through Calchas’ words as reported by the chorus, 

directly detains the army through her control of the winds at Aulis.    She does so since 

she is herself waiting upon the performance of the proper counter-sacrifice,  ������-�
�

����
����-�
�, A���������', A�
���� (150);124 before looking at this language in detail 

we will first note the echoes of the time-suspending adjectives above as they appear later 

in this same choral ode.  Calchas’ fears quickly become justified and further insistence 

upon the temporal theme of a divinely-orchestrated delay is offered by the chorus: 

��
,��' �3�Z�������������@�
���������������������������������������������������������������� 
#
#�������#
#�������#
#�������#
#�������, �)������, ��������,  
:���7��A�
�,  
   �
7��<��> #
,�����	����������$�,  

����)#&�������
����)#&�������
����)#&�������
����)#&������������$�
���
���:Q���:Q���:Q���:Q�#
�-;
�����A������B�.��- 
��� (Ag. 191- 198).�

 
 

                                                 
124 Confusion still surrounds the issue of the double sacrifice for those without an interest in ritual 
structure, e.g. Wohl (1998) 69, “The text suggests, certainly, but never makes clear that Artemis demanded 
the sacrifice of Iphigeneia.  It is said only that she ‘demands that the omens be accomplished’ (�������

P��$�;��:��
�#�%�
�) …that the prophet Calchas and the Atreidae blame this awful necessity on 
Artemis does not help either, for the text leaves their claim unverified.”  Wohl seems to ignore the phrase 
������-�
�����
����-�
��completely, whose subject is, unequivocally, Artemis.   
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The chorus once again foregrounds the character of the time between sacrifices as a long 

forestalling of their will which affects every part of the army’s life at Aulis: the winds 

bring an evil delay [#
#������� (193)] which causes hunger (�)������) and difficulty in 

mooring the ships (��������).  That hunger is caused in the midst of this sacralized 

period may seem like an insignificant detail, or, at best, a bid for dramatic pathos, yet the 

practice fasting has its place at the heart of many such liminal activities, especially in the 

context of initiation.125 In the Greek context, moreover, fasting (by far the most common 

meaning of �"����) is found in both the Eleusinian mysteries and on the second day of 

the Thesmophoria, the nesteia; that is, in the stages of initiation rites conforming to the 

marginalization phase and to festivals which feature initiatory-like practices between the 

sacralization and desacralization rites respectively.126  Indeed the more common word for 

hunger, �������is not employed; as we will see seen later,127 often the literal meaning of 

words in Aeschylus can be a great key to their purpose in a given passage. 

SECTION 1A: MINIMAL DIFFERENTIATION WITHIN THE DURATION OF RITUAL 

 
Furthermore, there is more than a hint of the processes of minimal differentiation 

that forms the dominant ontological tendency during sacralized duration.  We may note 

that the period spares neither men nor ships and their cables �)������… �
7��<��> #
,�

����	����������$� (193/5) and that both groups are equally hard put to find stability: 

the men wander :���7��A�
� (194) and the ships cannot hold anchorage �������� 

(193).  It is as if the period in question has the same effect on inanimate objects as it does 

                                                 
125 See, e.g. Turner (1969), Burkert (1984), Padilla (1999). 
126 Cf. Burkert (1966) 1-25. 
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upon living human beings.128  To be sure, we are certainly in the realm of metaphor, and 

here applied to a particularly anxiety-ridden period of the army’s history; however, the 

tenor of the comments about delay and fasting in conjunction with the blurring of 

ontological lines within a sacralized time period conforms best to the religious construct 

of minimal differentiation found at the heart of sacrificial, initiatory, and festival rites.129  

Moreover, the chorus even concludes the course of their description by using a metaphor 

more appropriate to carding wool than to the wearing away of men (#
�-;
���� [197]).  

This tendency towards minimal differentiation within periods of expressly sacralized 

duration may help to coordinate the efforts of various critics to account for such 

phenomena as the unity of opposites130 and the identification of man and animal131 in the 

Oresteia. 

As if no make no mistake about the fundamental character of this time period the 

chorus for a third time intones that Artemis’ winds have brought about a long delay,  


����)#&������������$�
��(196).132 Indeed, as we will see time and again in the 

explicit indication of a time period noteworthy for having gone on too long,133 such a 

direct allusion to the character of sacralized temporality as delay comes only after a 

                                                                                                                                                 
127 See sec. 2 below. 
128 On this phenomenon in particular see chapter one, section 1e. 
129 We may compare the plague in the Iliad in which both animals and humans are affected (Il. 1. 50-3).  In 
the OT all manner of beings are afflicted: plants, animals, and humans (OT. 25- 7).  The reasoning, while 
not in conformity with what the Athenians knew of disease, is instructive for the tendency of the sacralized 
to spread until desacralization is achieved. 
130 See Seaford (2003).  Clytemnestra will cause another instance of minimal differentiation by ritual , see 
pages 53-8.  
131 Cf. Heath (1999). 
132 On see 
����)#& below. 
133 Such an explicit comment on time as “excessively long” has affinities, elsewhere in Aeschylus, with a 
sacralized time period, c.f. Pers. 64 �������
������������-���
� in which a situation quite similar to the 
Oresteia occurs, see pages chapter 5, section 5.. 
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sustained build up of equally unmistakable ritual imagery.  The sum total of these 

indications could not have left the Athenian audience in doubt over the implication of a 

prevailing sacralized/liminalized duration, even if it has eluded critical comment since.134 

Moreover, this very process of hinting at the underlying import of the operative dynamic 

of a scene or image before giving a clearer indication of its (ultimate) meaning is a 

fundamental penchant of Aeschylus’ style.135 

 

SECTION 1D: IPHIGENIA’S SACRIFICE AS DESACRALIZATION 

 

 The wording of line 150 provides the following indications: Artemis is expecting, 

“the other sacrifice, itself out of the norm, that it inedible,” (150).  A parallel not adduced 

by the commentators shows that Euripides, for one, took A������as an alpha privative 

construction from ����� in the sense of “outside the law,” (although this meaning has 

                                                 
134 Part of the tendency of Aeschylean criticism has been, curiously, to avoid discussion of what a trilogy 
like the Oresteia might have meant for an Athenian of the 5th century, see e.g. the judgment of Seaford 
(1984) 247, “Most of the work done on tracing persistent themes and images in the Oresteia has failed to 
take account of the associations of the theme or image for the original audience.” This is particularly true of 
studies such as Petrounias (1976) in which a comprehensive survey of images is sought after, but which, 
surprisingly, goes out of its way to deny obvious connections to, among other things, prominent religious 
imagery. 
135 See the comments of Isaac Casaubon in his edition of the Agamemnon as quoted by Fraenkel (1950) I, 
37, “’debemus notare…Aeschylum solitum esse quod dixit obscuris verbis postea quid intelligat explicare,’ 
and again, ‘ut iam diximus semper solet Aeschylus illa quae satis obscure dixit postea illustrare clariori 
sententia.’” 
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been disputed136) for Agamemnon himself uses the same adjective to describe the 

pending sacrifice of his daughter in the Iphigeneia at Aulis: 

  
� � !����������);�������#����1�-�
������
#�����,  

A���
A���
A���
A���
���7��
�#�8���#
�
�
$�
���{��!.���	�&�. (IA. 398-9) 

 

Euripides’ reading of this passage in Aeschylus points towards a particular importance 

given to these lines in this episode.  While the sacrifice is certainly outside customary 

sacrificial practice we will be concerned with how the two sacrifices, each “perverted” in 

their own right, are related to one another structurally.  The lawlessness of the sacrifices 

will then be more transparent after the above relationship is fixed.137  

The words ����
����-�
� have also attracted some controversy; most translate, 

“another sacrifice.”138  This rendering, however, side-steps the literal meaning of the 

                                                 
136 The adjective A�����, for its own part, has occasioned some curious discussion.  Lloyd-Jones (1935) 
96 (the title of which article runs, incorrectly, “Aeschylus, Agamemnon 416ff.”) takes the adjective to mean 
without musical accompaniment, basing his suggestion on the fact that, “I can find in Aeschlyus no case of 
two adjectives formed with privative alpha and agreeing with the same noun in which the two concepts 
negated are not concepts of the same order.  In other words, it is odd that after calling the sacrifice A�����, 
‘nefandum’, the poet should subjoin a further epithet which simply indicates that the usual sacrificial dinner 
did not take place.” In our interpretation, however, the point is that A������does not “simply” anticipate 
the force of A�
���� but, rather, that each of the adjectives has its own place and meaning in the 
sacralization/desacralization structure of ritual coupled with the Oresteia’s idiosyncratic manipulation of 
the same.  In any event, the Euripidean parallel (in reference to the very same act) is decisive on purely 
philological grounds.  Moreover, one may add, not all sacrifices would necessarily involve a meal 
afterwards, e.g. the practice of holocausts, see Burkert (1985) 63-4. 
137 As a desacralization ritual the sacrifice of Iphigeneia is “outside the norm,” see the discussion below. 
138 E.g. Weir Smyth in his Loeb translation (1926), “…by reason on her urgence [sic] of another 
sacrifice,” and Frankel (1950) I, 99, “…in her eagerness to bring about another sacrifice.”  Cf. Fraenkel 
(1950) II, ad loc., “since Stanley much misdirected learning and ingenuity has been spent on the 
explanation of ��-�
�; Ahrens even dragged in the epulae Thyestae.  The right answer was given long ago 
by Pauw: ‘opponitur praecedenti…’ The choice of words in the earlier passage makes it certain that 
Aeschylus intended this reference back.”  
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word ��-�
�, “the other of two, of a pair,” as Richard Seaford has reminded us.139 

Aeschylus has thus brought out, in a rather forthright fashion, the sacralization/ 

desacralization structure of the rituals at hand, for the one ritual presupposes the other (in 

binary fashion) in order to complete the cycle.140  In this way, an appreciation of the basic 

structure of ritual process allows us to read Aeschylus more literally while also gaining 

an initial insight, based on this programmatic scene, into the overarching structure of 

temporality and ritual found in the Oresteia (until the law court scene of the Eumenides 

directly alters the concatenation of sacralized time).  The last adjective used to describe 

the sacrifice is A�
���� (150), “inedible,” a crucial detail which demonstrates how the 

second ritual is to reverse the character of the first.   

The sacrifice of the hare was made harrowing and anomalous by the description 

of the late stage of her pregnancy (!��#����
).  This sacrifice is marked then by a 

peculiarly transgressive type of eating that brings about the phthonos of Artemis, whose 

anger, we are told, is directed exactly at the meal, ���.�$������$����
P��7� (137) of 

the eagles because she has sympathy for the young of animals (140-143).  Thus, if the 

first sacrifice was remarkable for being an unexampled type of feast the second is equally 

marked in so far as it cannot be eaten.  As such both rituals are polarized away from the 

                                                 
139 Seaford (1989) 90, “…Aeschylus did not write A��&�, as he did for example a little later, in the beacon 
speech, where one beacon gives rise to another (299…puros).  Heteros refers to one of a pair or to 
difference, two closely related senses which may occur together, as they do here: the two grotesque 
sacrifices form a complementary pair.  One difference is made explicit in A�
����:  Iphigeneia unlike the 
hare, will not be eaten.  The second sacrifice both differs and arises from the first.  The implication is that 
they form a pair because they are different.”  Again, the structure of sacralization and desacralization allow 
us to fix the relationship between these two sacrifices more precisely: the second sacrifice exactly reverses 
the distinctive nature of the first in order to countervail the resulting liminalized time constructed in 
between, cf. Zeitlin (1965) 466, “Calchas sees the destruction of the hare quite clearly as a sacrifice to 
which another sacrifice, that of Iphigeneia, will be a counterpart.” 
140 See chapter one on Hubert and Mauss (1899) and Leach (1961).  
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paradigmatic essence of the sacrifice as an occasion for positive communal feasting. 141 

Moreover two adjectives, each hapax legomena and applied to the sacrifices respectively, 

brings out the the way in which the two females are antithetically related: the one is 

!��#����
 (extremely pregnant) while the other is ��
�������(an absolute virgin).  

The second time reference is made to the murder of Iphigeneia as a sacrifice it 

spells out explicitly that the action is to counter the dominant characteristic of the liminal 

period under which the Achaeans are suffering: 


��
�-����.0���
        ����
��
���������' 
Y�
����5�.N��
        �����.���!�����$���
        �-���. �p�.0���D&. (Ag. 214-7). 
 
Here Agamemnon himself deems the sacrifice a “wind-stopping” measure (
��
�-���, 

214); in this way both the internal and external audience expect a sacralized time period 

(of divinely controlled winds) to be ended by the performance of the correct counter-

ritual.142  Clytemnestra, for her part, will downplay the ritual aspect of her daughter’s 

murder by imputing that it had more to do with magic than with divinity: 

   

  I������
<��@�
$�
, ����	�&��!��,��
        J�$�', !Q�3��|�O#�����&�	���. (Ag. 1417-8)143 
�

 Up to this point Aeschylus’ construct reflects anthropological expectation: 

sacralized duration is book-ended by corresponding rituals of a contrary nature, with 

                                                 
141 Burkert (1966) 87-121 and Seaford (1989) 90, “Between these two extremes there is the normal animal 
sacrifice.” 
142 As another indication that desacralization rituals become (re)sacralization rituals in turn, this sacrifice 
of Iphigeneia is also called, just a few lines later, “a preliminary sacrifice for (disembarking of) the ships,” �
���-���
��
7��(Ag. 227). On the significance of the term proteleia see note 38.  
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clear indications that the desacralization ritual is to end the prevailing character of the 

liminalized time period between.  The novelty of ritual structure in the Oresteia, 

however, lies in the transposition of one set of sacralization/ desacralization rituals 

directly onto to another set wherein the first desacralization ritual becomes in its turn only 

another sacralization ritual.  In this way life for the citizens of Argos is trapped in a 

prevailing ritual liminality until the definitive entry of polis time into the proceedings.144  

In the Artemis scene we witness the inner dynamics of time in the Oresteia in the 

adjective A����� (150).  The desacralization ritual is itself contrary to the norm and an 

enduring period of anxiety will follow until the next attempt at desacralization, for this 

sacrifice is an “inborn-artificer of quarrels which does not fear the husband” (���#-���

�-#���
���������, �8�����)���
, 151-2).  Furthermore: 

� ''.�������.0����:��0�
����������
� �P#�����������
���	�����"������#�������.’ (Ag. 154-155)  

   

The notion that anxiety remains (������) invokes the durational quality of the mindful 

rage145 (��	�����"���) left behind at Argos.  Just as Artemis took revenge upon the 

Achaeans for the transgressive feast of the eagles so too will Clytemnestra lie in wait for 

                                                                                                                                                 
143 That she calls the action a ����
 , however, may be an unwitting admission of the destination of the 
activity.  See Henrichs (2000) 180, “From Homer on ����� tends to be associated with the gods and 
��
W��� with the sacrifice of an animal. 
144 See chapter four.  “Civic time” will be brought to bear upon the sacralized concatenations of Argos by 
the process and institution of the law court where “rational, discursive thought” [cf. Rappaport (1999) 218] 
holds sway.  As such the Oresteia reproduces and mythologizes the opposition of sacred and profane time 
that was a central experience for the Athenians of the fifth century. Cf. Aretz (1999) 74, “[Ein] 
versöhnliche Zustand wird erst am Ende des dritten Stückes mit Orest erreicht werden, wann die Erinnyen 
zu Eumeniden geworden sind und die Rationalität des athenischen Rechtsstaates einen Sieg feiert über die 
Irrationalität der Rachemorde” (emphasis added).  This opposition of rationality to irrationality conforms 
to anthropological expectation, see chapter one. 
145 X"��� has, almost of its own accord, a thematic connection to periods of sacralized liminality.  In the 
Iliad 1. 75 the emotional state of Apollo is described by Calchas in precisely the same terms, �"����
�B�������� �#
�&:��-�
��A�
#���, see chapter one. 
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the performance of the counter-act to the “desacralizing” murder of Iphigeneia.146  This 

second loop of the sacralization/desacralization is signaled not only through the initial 

comments from Calchas on this score (about the rage that waits) but also through another 

particularly disturbing detail in the song of the chorus.  The sacrifice of Iphigeneia is 

described up until the point of the actual deed, upon which the chorus will not speak 

further, �0��' I������4�' �k�����4�' !��-� (248).  Just before the moment of her death, 

 however, the chorus describes the life of Iphigeneia at the house of her father.  She 

would do honor to the king’s feasts by singing the paian at the pouring of the third 

libation: 

...!�,����	#����

��3��#
�' ����7�
���8��
-W�����
I������, F.�N��' ��
�������
8�N�
��3����
�������������������4������
�v�
���7�
�������!���
. (Ag.  243-247). 
 
She often sang at the well-tabled men’s quarters, 
an virgin with a holy voice, lovingly giving honor to the 
paean of good fortune in the third libation poured by her dear father. 

   

 The word used here for virgin is striking for both the image that it brings to mind 

and for the very placement of the word in its clause.  A veritable hapax, ��
������,147 

has been the subject of an illuminating investigation by Simon Goldhill who argues for 

the ritual associations of the adjective: 

��
�������(245) is an interesting choice of word for the maiden, a 
metaphor presumably from farming, ‘not taken to the bull,’ i.e. virgin.  
This draws attention not only to the corrupted sacrifice- she is being 

                                                 
146 The comments of Gagarin (1976) 110 are misleading, “…in Agamemnon the fact that the expedition is 
victorious makes it clear that war and the absence of the men are in themselves the cause of troubles at 
home.”  For another interpretation of the sacrifice as a marriage rite see Armstrong and Ratchford (1985) 
1-12. 
147 Its only other appearance in 5th century literature occurs at Aristophanes Lys. 217. 
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treated literally as a cow for sacrifice but also to the corrupted nature of 
her relationship with her father, who, instead of giving in marriage 
exchange (‘to the bull’) has given her in sacrifice (like a bull?) for the 
expedition.148 

 
The metaphor of a bull (or cow) sacrifice appears only one other time in the action of the 

Oresteia:  the “corrupted” sacrifice of Agamemenon by Clytemnestra as formulated by 

Cassandra later in the same play: 

� }�}, P��b�P���� A�����"��:�3�������������������������������������������������������������� 
� �3���
@���� (Ag. 1125-6). 
 
 Ah! Ah! Behold! Keep the bull away from the cow! 
 

In order to see how the sacrifice of Iphigeneia functions both as a desacralization and, 

perversely, a (re)sacralization ritual it may be worthwhile to recapitulate the argument at 

this point.  Artemis required a counter ritual to the improper sacrifice of the pregnant 

hare.  Calchas dutifully revealed that the death of Iphigeneia was intended.  This act, once 

carried out, put a definitive end to the sacralized delay of the army’s journey to Troy.  

While one period of divinely-conditioned duration ended another period of ritually-

bracketed temporality begins with the very sacrifice that was supposed to bring an end to 

sacralized time.149  The description of Iphigeneia’s death as a sacrifice of a cow/bull has 

its point of reference in the sacrifice of Agamemnon later in the same play.  It is once 

again a reversal consonant with the inner logic of the sacralization/desacralization 

scheme.  Where once male brought forth a female to be slaughtered as a bull/cow 

                                                 
148 Goldhill (1984) 31. 
149Cf. Lebeck (1971) 7, “The joyful offerings of the present quell their anxiety (99f.): it was the the 
sacrifice of Iphigeneia that brought that anxiety into being.” This statement is correct as to its latter view; 
the former is patently wrong as the chorus does not know (and must therefore ask) why Clytemnestra has 
begun sacrifices throughout the city, see p.12 n53 on Käppel (1998). The army’s herald, in parallel fashion, 
will describe the ten years spent at Troy in exceedingly liminal terms despite the seeming success of this 
desacralization ritual; see section section 5c below. 
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sacrifice, later a male is described as a bull that is sacrificed through the agency of a 

female.  Where once the cow was not taken to the bull, contrary to expectation, later the 

bull is taken to the cow and death instead of copulation is the result.  The adjective 

��
�������is not only a near hapax but it also splits apart the adjective “holy” from its 

noun “voice” in such a way as to make the shocking nature of the adjective ��
������ 

stand out all the more.150 And once again the moments of negative reciprocity (revenge 

killing) are written directly onto the poles of ritual action, a move whose ideological 

import we will be more able to assess at the end of our reading of the Oresteia as a 

whole.  

SECTION 2: ENDURING SACRALIZATION IN THE PROLOGUE 

 
 The watchman’s opening monologue I take to be programmatic for the 

predominant conception of Time as liminal (or sacralized) in both Agamemnon and 

Choephoroi.  Here nearly every line resonates with intimations of an anxiously suspended 

temporality, replete with ritual overtones: 
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150 Denniston-Page (1957) ad loc., “��
������: elsewhere only at Ar. Lys. 217 whence it appears that this 
extraordinarily and apparently [sic] brutal word means in effect ‘chaste.’” 
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��$��\�Q���
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������� � \�������������������!��-�����A#�����
������� � #�
���������D#�����@���������0����-�����
������� � �8��c���0�������A����
���
�����-���'��
������� � �@������8������.-�������
��
.��������
������� � �8
..-�����
�-�����5���
��������.   (Ag. 1-5, 8-21). 
 
  To the gods I pray for deliverance from these toils, 
  from a watch year-long in length, during which, reposing 
  on the roof of the Atreidae, on my elbows, in the manner of a dog, 
  I have come to know the gathering of the nightly stars 
  both those bringing winter and summer to men 
  … 
  and now I await the token of a torch, 
  a blaze of fire bringing word from Troy, 
  and a report of capture.  For so commands  
  a woman’s man-counseling, expectant heart. 
  Whenever I make my night-wandering, and dew-soaked 
  bed, which is unvisited by dreams… 
  -for fears stands beside me instead of sleep- 
  so that I cannot cast my eyes into sleep. 
  Whenever I am minded to sing or hum a tune- 
  applying this remedy for sleep- 
  I cry and groan over the fortune of the house 
  since it is not being managed in the best manner as before. 
  Now may a fortunate deliverance from toils arrive, 
  when the fire-in-darkness appears with its good message. 
  
  
 The first line opens with a prayer for deliverance (�
��
.)�) from troubles 

(�7��…�����).  This wording strongly suggests to the audience the dynamics of 

sacralized duration by evoking the stage of release from sufferings as configured in the 

Eleusinian mysteries.151 A phrase very similar to “�
��
.�������” occurs in direct 

                                                 
151 This point was first made in marginal notes by Walter Headlam and posthumously arranged, expanded, 
and published by George Thomson in JHS (1935).  Cf. Kitto (1950) 107, “Wherever we look in his work 
we find that from the beginning the religious idea is seen as drama, and the drama seen as a religious 
problem.”   
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reference to some form of mysteries in Firmicus Maternus.152  This variation on the 

formula occurs in more direct reference to Eleusis in the form “�
��
.��#
#7�” in a 

letter of Alciphron;153 similar phraseology occurs in Plato’s Phaedrus,154 as well as in 

Aristophanes’ Frogs.155 In these three latter instances, an Eleusinian character is by far 

the most prominent among possible references to the Mysteries.   It appears that on a 

critical night of initiation in the Telesterion, after a great deal of “suffering,” initiates 

experienced a collective release from their plight which was marked by the appearance of 

a great light (signaling a dramatic change of mood in the ritual).156  In essence, the 

                                                 
152 Firmicus Maternus de err. prof. rell. xxii. |
���$�������
����@����@������-�����I��
��.0��<�$��
!#���������&��
��������&��
��������&��
��������&��
'��Tierney (1937) 11-13 has cast doubt on the connection between this phrase and the 
Eleusinian mysteries.  He does not, however, address the supporting evidence of Plato, Aristophanes, or 
Alciphron. Cf. the comments of Bowie (1993) 24, n.94, “as Tierney as pointed out, Firmicus does not relate 
these words to Eleusis.  The importance of salvation, however, is important enough for Thomson’s 
argument to stand.”  Without recourse to some element of meaning outside the text proper the reference to 
“toils” is hard to account for, cf. Goldhill (1984) 12, “…the ���� are in the watchman’s fear and reticence 
not clearly defined or explained.”  
153 Alciphron iv. 17 ����0�����)��
�����������������7��#
#7���
��
.)�'��
154 Phaedrus 70a, “[sc. 1����)] �&��
.�-�&���������7��#
#7�' �̀Later in the same dialogue Plato 
speaks of wandering, senselessness, and fear as the toils which exercise the soul as well as the initiate, “ 
�	�&��#
,�����
��#
,���:���#
,��.�����!�/����#
,��7��A�����#
#7���7���

�����������&��
.�-�O�����������-.��
��#
�0��7������&�-���,” 81a. 
155 Frogs 185-6, j����P����

��
��!#�#
#7�= This is strikingly similar to the formulation of ritual time 
which is provided by rituals more generally, see chap. 1, sec. 2. 
156 An overview of the general contours of the Eleusinian program will help to identify the stage of 
initiation to which the watchman is referring.  On the 13th of Boedromion (around August) ephebes set out 
from Athens to retrieve certain sacra from Eleusis.  They returned on the following day after which may 
have followed, on subsequent days, the washing of statues and the delivery of the prorrhesis (a 
proclamation forbidding the participation of barbarians and murderers from the proceedings).  On the 17th 
the mystae went to the sea with a piglet in tow for purification.  On the 18th the mystae stayed at home 
before setting out themselves to Eleusis on the morning of the 19th.  After a 13 mile long pilgrimage the 
initiates arrived at Eleusis (this same evening would be already deemed the 20th due to the practice, 
especially prominent in religious time-reckoning, of counting days from evening to evening).  More 
purificatory rites were performed before entrance to the Telesterion was gained.  From this point direct 
evidence is lacking.  Yet Plutarch (de anima fr. vi. 4)), in a simile comparing the soul’s journey after death 
to the ordeals of the initiate, offers some insight into the psychological aspect of the experience.  ���	�����
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initiatory experience before “release” entails a temporal compression and intensification 

of toil in the profane world which is encoded as the liminal stage of the ritual program.  

This particular aspect of ritual sequence is crucial for understanding the temporal 

overtones at play throughout the Oresteia: the expectation is that sacralized time (the 

‘liminal phase’ of initiation) is nearing its completion and will do so only after the 

performance/appearance of a specific desacralization ritual, here the appearance of light 

from the darkness as performed in the Eleusinian mysteries.157  In Agamemnon, however, 

an intermediate step intervenes to bridge the gap between the rather individual 

circumstances of initiation and the more expansive sense of liminality at Argos. 

 The watchmen specifies the period of his watch to be a year long (�����%��

!���
���"#��), a detail that has temporal implications similar to the Eleusinian language 

of the first line when seen against a ritual backdrop.  While the exact time of year is 

impossible to fix, a full winter and summer have passed (5).158  This sets up the quite 

                                                                                                                                                 
*������#
,�#
�
��$������	���Thus the initiate, like the soul after death, experiences wanderings, 
shadow, and still more dreadful things before the completion of the rite (�3���@��-�����
8��@��0�����0�
	��
).  With the appearance of a wondrous light (�7������
��	������)��&���) the mood changes 
completely.  Choruses, among other things, will greet the initiate who has become “free” (!��������) and 
“absolved” (A�����).  The appearance of light is directly associated to the appearance of the hierophant 
(see, e.g., Farnell [1907] 158-9, Burkert [1987] 91, Mylonas [1961] 273, et al.).  Visual evidence presents a 
complementary threefold process: the Lovatelli urn first depitcts a scene of a pig sacrifice by Herakles, the 
second panel shows him sitting veiled upon a ram’s fleece (the dios kodion).  Burkert (1987) 268 writes, 
“Blind, hopeless, and abandoned the candidate must suffer the unknown.” An entry in Hesychius confirms 
the element of sitting as part of the ritual process (s.v ��������· #
�
������,���b�������-����).  The 
final stage is depicted by Persephone returning from Hades with a torch in her hand.  The initiate is shown 
approaching Demeter and trying to touch a snake that has wrapped itself around a kiste which the goddess 
holds in her hands. The activities of the 21st are not attested, but most likely involve rituals concerning the 
epoptai, or, former initiates who have returned for a deeper understanding of the mysteries On the 22nd the 
Plemochai (Hesychius, s. v. �&����&· �V�<����
�R��7������&�����#������#�����&��@���, �{�� 
#
��@����&����
�) took place on the last day of the rites. �
157 Cf. Hipp. ref. V 8. 40:…
8�3��*�E����	��&�'''��#�3��!��r����$���<3����S���,����7���0�
��.	�
�#
,�A��&�
�����)��
.��
158 Some commentators (Thomson) see a reference to the exact season for Troy’s capture by the reference 
at Ag. 817 where the setting of Pleiades is mentioned, making the dramatic time take place in late autumn; 
others consider this position untenable (Wilamowitz).  At this point in the play, however, there is no 
specific information besides the passing of two seasons, first winter and then summer. Clytemnestra, for 
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natural expectation of a year end, perhaps the most critical point in the whole annual 

cycle of religious and secular affairs.159 In fact, our expectation is confirmed as the 

specific sequence of the watchman’s words conforms to the pattern of the year beginning 

and end as, at least, practiced at Athens in the classical period: he mentions that he 

recognizes (by now) both the stars that bring winter and those that bring summer 

(A������#	����
���#�-����*�).����, #
,���b���-����
����$�
�#
,��-����:����$�).  

The Athenian year would begin with the summer solstice at the end of June around the 

time of the Panathenaia160 (the season themselves, of course, could be broken up into 

four, three, or, evidently, two parts).161  In the Athenian calendar, festivals such as the 

Skiraphoria and the Diipoleia emphasize, by communal performance of ritual, the 

importance of the year’s passing.162  We will continue to follow this consonant and 

interlocking evocation of liminal time as the prologue unfolds.163   

 The watchman expands upon his particular circumstances by saying that he is 

awaiting a signal of a torch (#
,��@�����	�����
�	�����3����:����).  Unless the 

                                                                                                                                                 
one, likens Agamemnon’s return to the shade provided by trees in summer at Ag. 967.  The statement of 
Käppel (1998) 39 is misleading, “Die Zeit ist irgendein Zeitpunkt zwischen dem Ausbruch des troianischen 
Krieges und der Rückkehr des Heeres.”  Curiously he later revises this point of view without addressing the 
issue as such, ibid. 40, “Bereits nach den wenigen Worten eines über sein Los jammernden Wächters ist der 
Zuschauer also präzise über Ort, Zeit, und Situation…orientiert.” 
159 Burkert (1985) 227, “Following ancient Near Eastern tradition, the most important festival of the city is 
the New Year one.”  
160 Burkert (1985) 227. 
161 See Griffith (1983) 168 ad Prom. 454-6 for seasons divided into three or four parts.  For only two see 
Nilsson (1918) 22. 
162 See  Burkert (1983) 142 ff. 
163 Indeed, the connection between the watchman’s astrological reflection and his Eleusinian references 
may not be so unrelated or arbitrary as one might think: Cleanthes compared the cosmos to a huge mystery 
hall (FVS I. 538).  Dio of Prusa implied the same in Or. 12. 38.  Van Gennep (1909) 279 had already cross-
culturally established a tendency for identification between cosmic process and initiation at the end of his 
Rites de Passages, “Enfin la série des passages humains se relie même chez quelques peuples à celle des 
passages cosmiques, aux revolutions des planets, aux phases de la lune.”  Cf. Bowie (1993) 23, “…ideas 
such as succession to power, the New Year and city-foundation, are…complementary to the myths of youth 
[initiation rites] in their concern with the change from chaos to cosmos.” 
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fire beacon was a Stesichorean invention for which the audience would have been well 

prepared,164 the language used here, in its initial generality and position after the 

Eleusinian tag of “a deliverance from toils,” quite directly points toward the cessation of 

troubles by the appearance of a torch (and, by association, the hierophant).165   

 The watchman’s next words have a particularly acute ring when read against the 

associations of the year end.  There are two closely related inversions:  first, we infer that 

a woman is ruling instead of a man (for it is she who gives the order, M���.0��#�
��$); 

and, secondly, that she herself is man-counseling, or counseling like a man 

(�����:������!��W���#-
�).  The absence of the king was a well established topos of 

year-end festivities at Babylon, for instance.166 At Rome, the Saturnalia was a festival in 

which the slaves became the masters for a time limited to the festival duration- an 

instance of a radical rupture in the normative circumstances in sovereignty which may 

have also been practiced in Greece.167  In Greece, role inversion as part of the ritual 

performance at this time is quite in keeping with the tenor of the festival.168 An 

                                                 
164 On Stesichorus’ Oresteia cf. Gagarin (1976) 106, “It seems likely that Stesichorus’ work was written in 
Sparta and presented a pro-Spartan version of the myth: we know, for instance, that he located 
Agamemnon’s palace in Sparta.” 
165 Agamemnon’s arrival is likened to a light in darkness at Ag. 522, by the herald, and at 901, by 
Clytemnestra. Cf. Riedweg (1987) 50, “Der plötzliche Umschlag von Nacht in Licht erfolgt im Ritus von 
Eleusis beim Höhepunkt der Schau offenbar durch die Öffnung des Anaktorons, eines kleinen, 
unverrückbaren Raumes nicht ganz in der Mitte des Telesterions, zu dem allein Hierophant Zugang hatte.” 
166 Burkert (1983) 227.  
167 Deubner (1933) 153 believes that the two festivals (the Greek Chronia and the Roman Saturnalia, 
however similar, are not to be derived from one another, “Die römischen Saturnalia, die den Kronia so 
ähnlich sehen, sind nicht etwa ein Import aus Griechenland, wie Wilamowitz anzunehmen scheint, sondern 
zweifellos ein altes einheimliches Fest.” 
168 See Versnel (1993) 89-135 on the Kronia which present the extreme of this tendency of the year-end to 
bring forth societal inversions, e.g. 115, “The Attic Kronia belong to the ‘Saturnalian’ festivals, as has often 
been stated…social and hierarchical roles are reversed: the fool is king and rules at will…humans turn into 
animals, women play out men’s roles; children command their teachers, slaves their masters…for a short 
time, oppressed social groups are given an opportunity to release pent up aggression in a game of reversal.” 
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anthropological catalogue of the most extreme elements to be found in such periods of 

festival reads almost like a hypothesis to Agamemnon itself: 

  …in a few relatively rare instances, we find an extreme form of 
  revelry in which the participants play-act at being precisely the opposite of 
  what they are: men act as women, women as men, Kings as beggars,  
  servants as masters, acolytes as Bishops. In such situations of true orgy, 
  normal social life is played in reverse, with all manner of sins such as  
  incest, adultery, transvestitism, sacrilege, and lese-majesté treated as the  
  normal order of the day.169 
 

Part of the danger, however, is that in such periods of societal inversions, the very fabric 

of the community threatens to unravel.  Even positive aspects of rituals such as the 

Kronia cannot be expected to go on indefinitely.170 

 After stating that his position is due to the will of a man-counseling woman, the 

watchman tells us more of his unenviable condition.  He mentions that he cannot sleep 

even when he makes his bed because of the fear that prevents him from being able to 

close his eyes (12-15).  At this point he has underlined three crucial details of his 

condition: 1) at night 2) he awaits the sign of a torch 3) in a sleepless state.  Euripides 

has, in condensed form, highlighted just these three elements as constitutive of the 

Eleusinian mysteries as a whole.  The chorus of the Ion become angry over the possibility 

that the eponymous hero will take part in the holy initiations that were forbidden to 

foreigners:171 


P������
���3������-                                                                 
     ���������, �P�
�0�#
�����������
.
$���
                �
�	�
�����3���P#	�����
     g���
��!��������A����…(Ion. 1074-77) 

                                                 
169 Leach (1961) 135. 
170 Versnel (1993) 124, “…abundance, equality, and abolition of slavery are all very well, but only for a 
short time or in an imaginary world.  In such a chaos, reality would disintegrate.” 
171 On the prorrhesis see chapter 3 sec. 4. 
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  I feel shame before the much-hymned god, 
  If, by the Stream-of-Beautiful-Dances, 
  he will gaze upon the torch of the 20th as a participant 
  in sleeplessness throughout the night. 
 
 
It is unfortunate that Thomson did not cite these lines in support of Headlam’s ground-

breaking arguments,172 since there can be no mistaking the reference of these lines: the 

20th is the high day of worship and initiation at Eleusis173 and the passage ends with 

fixing Kore and Demeter as the objects of veneration (�0���������-�
����#��
��#
,�

�
�-�
�����	�, 1085-6).  The participant in the ritual (����3�), sleepless (A����) 

throughout the night (!�������) will see (g���
�) a torch (�
�	�
).  The watchman of 

Agamemnon, apart from references to the term of his watch and his knowledge of the 

gathering of the constellations,174 has delineated little more and nothing less than the 

most characteristic conditions of the initiate at Eleusis.     

 Not even his attempt to sing or hum a tune to himself affords any relief (16-17); it 

only brings forth tears since the house of his ruler is not being administered in the best 

way as it was before (18-19).  Following upon the mention of a female ruler in the 

absence of the male, whose mind crosses gender-boundaries, and all converging at the 

year’s end, this comment on improper rule is a topos of the inversion of norms associated 

                                                 
172 Indeed, for our purposes, the following lines of this chorus go on immediately to involve the cosmos in 
the conception of the ritual: cf. the mention of the starry ether of Zeus (2�3��������3�'''
P�)�, 1078-9), 
the moon, the fifty daughter of Nereus, who will all celebrate in dance the golden-crowned daughter and 
her august mother (�0���������-�
����#��
��#
,��
�-�
�����	�, 1085-6).   
173 See above. 
174 The connection to the cosmos, however, seems to be intimately a conceptual part of the events at the 
Telesterion, see note 12.  His reference to fear (14) also has an analogue in the initiatory experience as 
Plutarch makes clear, see note 6.  
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with precisely this time of year.175  If the general tendency of this time period tends to 

feature direct inversions, this then helps explain why the watchman’s effort at humming a 

tune turns into its opposite, crying.  The dominant tenor of this break in the annual cycle 

inverts ontologies and phenomena turn into their opposites.  He is, as he himself 

describes, more like a dog than a man (3), which is not in front of the house, as we would 

expect, but rather sleeps on top of the house (2-3); furthermore, he passes the tenure of 

his duty awaiting a signal of fire in what seems to be a nightly activity- this, of course, 

suppresses the mention of day-time activity, which must have involved some period of 

rest, and, as such, is a direct inversion of normality.  These details reveal a pattern. 

 In focusing on the interplay between the two markers of liminality in the prologue 

we come to discover a deliberately interwoven structure of allusion to a certain phase of 

initiation at Eleusis combined with intimations of the year-end and its attendant 

inversions.  The following chart illustrates the structure: 

  (Eleusis) Lines 1-3: Recumbent invocation of Eleusis as a release from toils 

  (Year-end) Lines 4-7: Knowledge of stars’ gathering, seasons of the year 

  (Eleusis) Lines 8-10: Awaiting the sign of a torch 

  (Year-end) Lines 10-11: Inversions of normality; (ruler absent), gender inversion 

  (Eleusis) Lines 12-15: Detail of sleeplessness in the night (cf. Ion) 

  (Year-end) Lines 16-19: Inversion of song to groans- rule now unlike norm 

  (Eleusis) Lines 20-21: Ring structure- deliverance from toils by appearance of fire 

                                                 
175 Versnel (1993) 119, “…reversal rituals are found predominantly in the ceremonies accompanying a 
critical passage in the agricultural or social year, moment of stagnation or rupture at which chaos threatens, 
such as initiation, festivals of the dead, and in particular the opening, eating/drinking or offering of the first 
fruits of the harvest or the first wine as recurrent, or the accession of new rulers as incidental incisions in 
the progress of time.”  
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The initial references in each case are the most explicit: first a phrase summing up the 

goal of initiation at Eleusis followed closely by both a mention of a year-long watch and 

the passage of both winter and summer.  In temporal terms both processes are religiously 

consonant with each other when seen from the ritual point of view: they both contain 

rather developed phases of ritual liminality before the expected establishment of a (new) 

order.  The appearance of the hierophant accompanied by a brilliant light from a torch 

presupposes a rather long and difficult initiation that is about (finally) to attain its telos.  

In speaking so generally of two seasons which have gone by, within the strict time frame 

of a year, the watchman’s words quite naturally induce an expectation of the year-end 

with all its associations (inversions).  Even the pairing of these two liminalities (final-

phase initiation and the break in time between the old and new year) is not as arbitrary as 

it might seem, given the cosmic significance of the Telesterion.176 

 At Ag. 21 the beacon light appears and so fulfills the letter of the watchman’s 

prayer,  

C��
$����
��)�, ��#�3��1���)������
        �	�����
��#���#
,����7��#
�	��
�����
        ���7��!�� B̀�.��, �"����������%���	���. (Ag. 22-23). 
 
  Hail o light, showing a day-like brightness during the night 
  and the convening of many choruses in Argos 
  due to this occurrence. 
 
 

                                                 
176 See note 46 above. 
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Dancing, it has been noted, can be a normal part of the celebrations of a successful home-

coming.177  The watchman gives word to Clytemnestra (26-29) and says that he will 

himself dance the first steps. This then implies a prior movement from a sitting position 

to a standing178 one which would mirror the physical movement of the initiate from the 

thronosis to a position more suitable for viewing the appearance of the hierophant.179  

   With the mention of a lucky throw in a dice game (32-33), the watchman 

prognosticates a period of happiness for Argos.  Such a detail of using dice to descry the 

                                                 
177 Fraenkel (1950) ad loc., “in a Greek community of this period this is the natural way to celebrate a 
period of good fortune or a success achieved.”  It is perhaps also a part of the last day of events at Eleusis, 
cf. Mylonas (1961) 279, “perhaps we should conclude that a good deal of the day was spent in festivities, in 
singing, and dancing.”  If Mylonas’ speculation reflects a reality, and the third day at Eleusis’ entails 
desacralization rituals (see appendix I), then this detail of dancing after the appearance of fire may imply 
that the initiation process is completed and the final rites may then begin.  Plutarch (de anima fr. vi. 4), 
whom Mylonas does not quote, states that choruses will greet the successfully initiated after their ordeal, 
see note 6. 
178 Some critics have had trouble imagining the movement that seems necessary here, cf. Taplin (1977) 
277, “He lies and has lain as he watches for the beacon (2, 12ff.); but that need not mean he actually 
delivers the first half of the dialogue in this position.  It is difficult to deliver lines clearly from a lying 
position in any theatre, let alone in one the size of the Theatre of Dionysus.” Other critics are less in doubt, 
Wilamowitz (1914) 163, “Der Wächter blickt in die Ferne; macht Pausen; sieht das Feuer aufgehen; erhebt 
sich; macht vor Freuden einen Sprung; endlich verschwindet er…” 
179 This holds true if the thronismos corresponds to initiation at Eleusis and not to some other rite 
altogether as Mylonas (1961) 207 maintains, “…it cannot be really proven that even the scenes where we 
have Herakles belong to the cycle of the Eleusinian Mysteries.” Mylonas does not mention that the 
evidence of Hesychius on the practice of thronosis (see note 2), cf. Burkert (1987) 90 on the parallel term, 
thronismos, which occurs in Dio of Chrysostom Or. 12. 33 in direct reference to a part of the Eleusinian 
mysteries.  Burkert, however, doubts that it could be part of the program at Eleusis (ibid) 162 n.3, “a form 
of thronismos also belongs to Eleusis, but hardly to the festival in the Telesterion.”  The general movement 
from a recumbent position to a standing one is a part of other initiation procedures, e.g. Pythagoras was 
said to have lain all day and into the night on the fleece of a black ram before he stood up to enter a cave 
and gaze upon the throne prepared for Zeus himself on a yearly basis, cf. Porph. Vita. Pyth. 17. ?���������
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��.  The worshippers of Sabazius would also stand up at the crucial moment of initiation, cf. Dem. 
De Cor. 259 of Aeschines raising the initiands after purification, #
�
�������b��������-����…#
,�
�����0���3���@�#
�
���@' Cf. the comments of Turner (1967) 96, “The neophyte may be buried, forced 
to lie motionless in the posture of and direction of customary burial…”  The act of standing up to view the 
light of the hierophant will appear again in the Oresteia amidst the densest of Eleusinian imagery, see 
section 8, chapter three (on Choephoroi).  
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future has parallels with the Skiraphoria, a year end festival.180  All, however, is not as 

decidedly joyous as it should: 

�0��' A��
���.7· :�@��!,�.�/��O��-.
���
        :-:&#��· �k#����' 
8���, �P����..����	:��,  
        �
�-��
�' L���-;����· c���#K��!.K��
        �
��@����
8�7�#�8��
��@����)���
�. Ag. 36-9. 
 
  With regard to other matters I fall silent.  A great ox has stepped 
  Upon my tongue.  The house itself, if it had voice, 
  would most clearly speak forth.  Since I, with intent, 
  speak to those who know, to those who do not, I am opaque. 
 

Thomson and Headlam amass parallel passages to show that the phraseology of the last 

assertion recalls Mystery language.181  In oblique terms the watchman implies that his 

words have meaning for the initiated just as they remain inscrutable for those who are not 

“in the know.”  Aeschylus here preserves the sequence of events associated with the 

Mysteries by only having the watchman make such an allusion after he has been through 

a virtual initiation himself.  He, like most members of his audience, now disposes of a 

special and secret knowledge that is only intelligible to mystae having returned from 

Eleusis (i.e. those who have been desacralized by completing the preparatory and liminal 

phases of initiation).  This movement of passing through liminal temporality to the 

desacralization phase (a false one as we have seen) recurs almost immediately in the 

parados’ focus on the events surrounding the sacrifice of Iphigeneia.   Even before the 

Iphigeneia scene, however, the chorus gives the audience a series of indications that 

desacralization is not so easily achieved. 

                                                 
180 Cf. Nilsson (1914) 316-7 who takes this ritual of the skira in this way. 
181 Thomson (1935) 20-21. 
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SECTION 3: DOUBTS ABOUT DESACRALIZATION IN THE PARADOS 
  
 With their first word the chorus expands the time frame of the play to include the 

embarkment of the army some ten years ago (40).  Much like the trajectory of the 

watchman’s speech which becomes ever more liminal, so too the duration of then-to-now 

in the parados progresses from a rather neutral mention of time to a saturation of the same 

with misgivings, inversions, and ever-expanding anxiety.182 As we will soon learn (86-

96), the whole of Argos has been recently caught up in a sacrificial observance183 the 

purpose of which the chorus cannot as yet fathom.184  

 In this ritually ambiguous situation we first hear of the Atreidae as a yoked pair of 

rulers who enjoy honor from Zeus (42-3).  After a simile comparing them to vultures in 

rage over the loss of their young, they are metaphorically likened to an Erinys: 

 

  \
�����' �����+������B�������
        9�w0��9�o�b���P����������
      .����5;�:�
���7���������#����
       <������������
         -����
�
:%�����r�����. (55-58) 
 
  Finally, some Apollo, Pan or Zeus  
  perceived the shrill shout of the birds, those 
  resident aliens, and sent a Fury, late to exact vengeance, 
  upon those who once transgressed. 
 

                                                 
182 Goldhill (1984) 32, “The chorus’ struggle to link past, present, and future in a coherent narrative (of 
cause and effect) constructs…a complex dialectic of control and indeterminacy.”  What the chorus suffers 
from, however, is not so much the lack of a “coherent” narrative but the realization that they may be caught 
in the throes of sacralization, and of a decidedly negative variety in which desacralization (the finalizing 
future frame) is anything but assured. 
183Käppel (1998) 53, “Der Chor hat (in hinterszenischen Raum) bemerkt, daß überall in der Stadt Opfer 
dargebracht worden, will den Grund wissen und entschließt sich, zum Haus Klytaimestras, die es wissen 
muß, zu gehen.” Ritual infuses both the realia of the stage action and the content of the chorus’ song, cf. 
Lebeck (1971) 7, “Sacrifice is the theme of both anapests and lyric.” 
184 Wilamowitz (1914) 165, “…auf der vorgeschobenen Szene beruht die Wirkung der folgenden Lieder, 
weil wir die Spannung des Chores nicht mehr teilen: wir wissen, daß Ilion gefallen ist.” 
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�
While the other verbs of the foregoing lines were all clearly past tense here the god 

involved, whoever he may be,185 the present tense will be used exclusively for the 

following lines (55-68) which have to do with the activity of gods in the affairs of men.  

This aspect of a “timeless” present will recur with the prophecy of Calchas; its 

implications have gone unnoticed.  In literal obeisance to the language Aeschylus 

employs,186 we hear that, “On high, an Apollo, Pan, or Zeus, perceiving the wailing bird-

cry, a shrill shout of these Metics sends a late-exacting spirit of vengeance against those 

who have transgressed,” (55-59).  The implication is that although the Erinys only 

accomplishes her task after some lapse of time, she is sent in the very instant of the god’s 

perception.  In other words, the introduction of a time period of negative reciprocity 

follows hard upon the transgression, even if the actual moment of punishment is much 

deferred. As we learn in Eumenides, the victim of the Erinyes becomes their consecrated 

(Eum. 304, #
������-���) victim, indeed raised and fattened for them (!��,���
����, 

ibid.), from the time that the infraction is committed.187  Thus the presence of the Erinyes 

entails a period of consecration in so far as the object of their attention is concerned.  In 

the temporality of ritual (here the direct intervention of deity) a duration of sacralization 

takes hold from the time of transgression to the act of desacralization (the completed act 

                                                 
185 Efforts to determine the reason for the mention of these three gods have proven unconvincing, see Page 
(Denniston) ad loc. 
186 Ever a sure guide to understanding this poet, cf. the comments of Fraenkel (1950), see note 8 and 
passim. 
187 On the importance of treating recurring subject from the perspective of the whole trilogy, see Lebeck 
(1971) 1, “The images of the Oresteia are not isolated units which can be examined separately.  Each one is 
part of a larger whole: a system of related imagery.” 
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of revenge).188  It is within such a time period that minimal differentiation takes hold 

and the ontology of the participants involved becomes blurred.   

  Zeus Xenios, we learn (60-1), sends the children of Atreus against Paris, in a 

struggle that seems to involve the (continual) shivering of a spear among the preliminary  

rites (��
#�
���-�&�����!�������������#	�
#��, 65-6).189  Minimal differentiation is 

sounded in the unsettling coda to this phrase, for Zeus has imposed such a struggle upon 

Danaans and Trojans alike (�)����2
�
�$����j��������*�����, 66-7).  Zeus pointedly 

does not distinguish between two groups with the most inimical relationship to one 

another and instead combines them as the object of his retributive activity.190 

 If our analysis has been correct thus far, the chorus’ next phrase takes on a whole 

new level of meaning that has been obscured by a misleading entry in LSJ: 

...I�����' �&��@��I���·  
����$�
���' !���3�����-���· (68-9). 

   
  It is where it now is.  It is being brought to fulfillment  

in accordance with what has been fated. 
 

The first problem to address in the common mistranslation of the verb (����$�
�), which 

LSJ glosses as a middle form for the future passive in passages such as, “Prom. 929, Ag. 

68, etc.”191  The passage in Prometheus Bound, however, is not an absolutely sure case as 

                                                 
188 Fischer (1965) 76 in speaking of the use of telos to follow (lines 68-9) remarks, “Das Telos ist wieder 
das Umgreifende, das schon bei seinem Entstehen immanent wirkt, und das als Erfüllung des zükunftigen 
Schicksals schon in der Gegenwart angelegt ist.” 
189 Fraenkel (1950) 40-1 ad loc., “In Aeschylus the original ritual meaning is not faded…By the word  an 
Athenian understands in the first instance not a preliminary sacrifice in general, but, in accordance with 
what is by far the most frequent use of the word, a sacrifice before marriage.”  This implies, by virtue of the 
present participle in conjunction with a present verb, an ongoing process, almost as if the combatants are 
trapped in performing preliminaries throughout the campaign. 
190 See Seaford (2003) 149-63 on the Oresteia’s search to distinguish united opposites. 
191 LSJ s.v. ���-�'�
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the most recent commentator on that play has noted.192  Elsewhere in Aeschylus the form 

����$�
��is clearly present.193  Translations of Ag. 68, however, tend to follow LSJ in 

taking the verb as future passive,194 a phenomenon which leads some critics astray in 

their interpretation of these lines.195  

 Ritual temporality, however, presents us with precisely this type of paradox of 

time moving toward a definite conclusion that is still somehow timeless.  The tautology 

of which Simon Goldhill speaks obscures a still more puzzling contradiction, for how 

could something exist in the place it is situated (I�����' �&��@��I���) and yet move 

inexorably to its fated end (����$�
�)?  The notion presented here resembles Zeno’s 

arrow that must either be at motion or at rest at a given place and time.  Ritual 

temporality, however, involves both these notions in its combination of various tempos to 

induce a possibility of the eternal present, which is structurally book-ended by a 

desacralization phase of ritual activity.196 

 Yet it is just this desacralization phase that remains the most problematic in the 

Oresteia as a whole.  As the Iphigeneia scene will soon hypostatize, every supposed 

desacralization ritual in the Oresteia is essentially ineffective (although structurally 

                                                 
192 Griffith (1983) 251, “probably future, middle for passive…rather than prophetic present.”  
193 At Ag.1487 ���.0��:����$��A����2�3������$�
�=�Fraenkel (1950) translates, “for what is fulfilled for 
men without Zeus ?” At Choe. 385 ��#�@����' ���������$�
�. Bowen (1986) translates, “but nevertheless 
it is coming to fulfillment for the parents.” 
194 Fraenkel (1950), “it will be fulfilled to its destined end.”  But Smyth (1926) in the Loeb edition 
correctly translates the verb as present, “it moveth to fulfilment [sic] at its destined end,” as does Page in 
his commentary, “Things are wherever they are now; and are being fulfilled to their destined end.” 
Thomson does not comment upon this line. Käppel (1998) 65 captures the temporal tautology, “Es ist, wie 
es jetzt ist, und es wird vollendet zu seiner Bestimmung.” 
195 Goldhill (1984) 15, “Here the language is tautologous, a summation of the present which merely asserts 
its existence in terms of itself, juxtaposed to an expression of the future.”  This statement is, of course, not 
entirely misconceived as we will see shortly.  
196 See chapter one. 
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unimpeachable)197 and, once performed, only ends up in resacralizing Time for the 

protagonists and community in an overlapping sequence of ritual duration as the chorus 

now makes clear for the first time: 

�4�' <�#�
�����4�' !����:����
        ������E��7���
          5�.0�������$��
�
�-�;��. (Ag. 69-71) 
 
  Neither crying nor pouring  
  will charm away the intractable anger 
  from fireless rites/sacrifices. 
 
The chorus here starkly emphasizes that neither regret (<�#�
���) nor the ritual act will 

charm away (
�
�-�;��) unyielding anger (5�.0�������$�).  Commentators, however, 

have taken these lines in a variety of different ways, each emending the text to render this 

or that notion of what seems plausible.198  Unless we postulate lacunae, the line reads, 

“Neither crying, nor pouring an (extinguishing) libation will charm away the unyielding 

anger of fireless sacrifices/rites.”199  As a religious idea, however difficult syntactically, 

the line accords well with the overall configuration of sacrifice in the Oresteia as a 

whole: neither regret nor a ritual of desacralization will remove the abiding anger that 

results from a ritual act.  The libation (!����:��) referred to in these lines is, from 

Homer on, performed at the end of a sacrifice to douse the flames of the pyre or altar at 

                                                 
197 This is to say that the desacralization rituals do reverse the polarity of the sacralization rituals, but the 
former end up becoming the latter in a new sequence. 
198 Fraenkel follows Causabon in emending <�#�
��� (crying on behalf of) into <�#
��� (offering 
burnt sacrifices).  Page in his OCT also accepts <�#
��� but prefers �����:�� (Bothe) to !����:��. 
(Schütz), while the manuscript offers <����:��'��Editors tend to read for what they believe the context 
suggests, e.g. Thomson ad loc., “This (the emendation) gives us the familiar antithesis between burnt-
offerings and drink-offerings, which the context clearly requires.”  Fraenkel’s long note is directed against 
Hermann’s interpretation of the line ������E��7� to mean, “….apud Aeschylum metaphorice dicta sunt, 
ut sacra igne carentia ea intellegantur, quae irrita sunt impieque facta.”  Fraenkel, however, concludes, 
“The idea is therefore simple: ‘neither libation nor burnt offering nor sacrifice without fire can turn aside 
and appease the unyielding wrath.’”  He postulates that some construction dropped out of the text that 
governed ������E��7�' 
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which the meat was roasted.200 Walter Burkert has identified the ritual stage of pouring 

wine over fire with the concluding rites,201 a scene which is often depicted in vase 

painting.202   Thus, the chorus here gives voice to a major structural device to be found 

throughout the trilogy: standard desacralization ritual refuses to take hold, and the force 

of the original ritual act abides past its normative bounds.  These lines are especially 

poignant as they immediately follow 67-68 where the notion was that time is in some 

kind of ritual stasis in search of finality.   As compact and concise as these early 

indications of a specific ritual aberration are, they will soon be fully deployed in the 

chorus’ presentation and commentary on the sacrifice of Iphigeneia as we have already 

seen. 

 The chorus ends the parados with qualifying their respect for Clytemnestra, “it is 

right to honor the wife of a powerful man, when the throne is deprived of its male 

possessor,” (Ag. 258-60).  Once again the chorus admits that the sacrifices being 

performed in the city mystify them and make them anxious to hear more (261-3).  Thus 

the chorus finds itself in a position similar to the watchman: both are embroiled in a ritual 

performance enacted upon the stage.  Where as the watchman likened his condition to 

initiatory tenure, the chorus experiences actual ritual performance on stage in medias res.  

                                                                                                                                                 
199 Cf. Petrounias (1976) 154, “…sagt der Chor, dass der Schuldige durch keine Art Opfer den Zorn der 
Götter von sich abwenden kann.” On the use of fire in general in Greek ritual see Furley (1981). 
200 Fraenkel ad loc., “!����:�� makes perfect sense; Homer (and Apollonius after him) uses it of pouring 
the wine-offering over the burning sacrifice.” 
201 Burkert (1985) 71, “Wine libations have a fixed place in the ritual of animal sacrifice…to conclude the 
ritual wine is poured over the flames on the altar which are consuming the remains…The libation 
consequently stands in a certain polarity to the blood sacrifice which precedes it.  The sphagia open 
hostilities; the spondai end hostilities.”  This same scholar has also strongly supported viewing sacrifice in 
general in terms of sacralization/desacralization (1983 [1972]) 13, “Hubert and Mauss aptly characterized 
the structure of sacrificial ritual with the concepts of ‘sacralization’ and ‘desacralization.’”  He has also 
defended this model against attacks, cf. Rudhardt and Reverdin (1981) 82 where he mentions the wine 
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This same technique of combining ritual language with ritual action on stage will be 

repeated at the beginning of Choephoroi.203  There follows the queen’s description of the 

fire beacon, a sign from Troy which seemingly defies space and time in traversing such a 

distance during the very night of Troy’s capture (281-316, 320-350).   

SECTION 4: THE TEMPORAL HORIZON OF ZEUS IN THE FIRST STASIMON 
 

 Approving of her report as they would of a wise man’s counsel (351) the chorus 

begins the first stasimon with an invocation to Zeus and Night to introduce a series of 

reflections on time and its workings in the affairs of men.   
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      �)����3�#
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        :-����f��������#)�����. (Ag. 355-66). 
 

 The pairing of Zeus and Night takes up a theme already well established in the 

parodos, where Zeus Xenios had sent an Erinys to punish transgressors (58-63).  Night, 

                                                                                                                                                 
libation in specific as a rite of desacralization, “Das Fehlen der ‘désacralization’ scheint 
paradox…vielleicht spielen de facto zusätzliche Opfer diese Rolle: Wienspende…” 
202 Metzger (1965) 108.4; 109. 12-13; 110.15-16 (as quoted by Burkert [1985] 374 n43.). 
203 See chapter three. 
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as the mother of the Erinyes,204 functions as both a temporal and theological marker of 

Troy’s doom.  Ritual liminality is elsewhere in the Oresteia consistently associated with 

darkness205 and, in parallel fashion, to the Erinyes.206  Indeed, the image of the net by 

itself implies a durative conception of punishment, aspectually not limited to a single 

instant.207  In keeping with Aeschylean practice, these initially riddling conceptions 

reveal their temporal import in the next lines on the character and timing of Zeus’ 

revenge upon Paris (363-6).   

 Zeus Xenios, here reverenced for having effected his revenge, has had his bow 

trained a long time now (	�
�, 364) in order to neither fall short of the mark nor 

overshoot it.  The temporal indication of having aimed long since follows upon the 

description of vengeance as a net; it also sustains the image of the Erinys sent from the 

time of infraction to accomplish the fulfillment of her task only after the passage of some 

duration.208  Thus, from a divine point of view, the otherwise instantaneous action of 

shooting an arrow at a target takes on the durative temporality (here ten years!) associated 

with the vengeance of the Erinyes. 

 This emphasis on the particular temporal character of the process may help 

explain the curious phrase that follows: 

  I�
;���c��I#�
���.�(Ag. 369). 
                                                 
204 Night is the mother of the Erinyes at Eum. 321-2 and O. C. 39-40, 
E�.0��I���:�����
����' (this 
sacred grove) I�����, �"�����#
,�Z#�����#��
�. Thomson adds a reference from a scholium on Aeschin. 
Tim.188, �
�,��-�����
8�0���E������"���k�
��#
,�Z#�����, �E����Z#������#
,�r8����&�, ~��#
,�
�"��5���	W���
�. #�&�"�
�����r8�����
��!�&�-��������7�����r����
��#
����-�
�.  At Hesiod 
Theo. 185 they are born from the blood of Ouranos. 
205The night of the Eleusinian Mysteries is referenced in both the watchman’s prologue (Ag. 1-21) and 
again in the third stasimon of the Choephoroi (934-70). 
206 Cf. Ag. 466, Cho.63-5, and Eum. 379-80. See further note 48 and 49. 
207 Cf. the temporally expansive “net” laid by Clytemnestra for Agamemnon, see section 
208 The first mention of the Erinyes reveals that they only punish after some delay, since they are �
<���������� Ag. 58. 
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  Zeus wrought as he established. 
 
These three words have induced much comment.209  It is perhaps best to start with the 

parti pris position of Simon Goldhill: 

 

The phrase I�
;���c��I#�
��� would seem to mean…something like 
‘he did as he made to happen.’ As with ����$�
���' !���3�����-����
there is a strong sense of narrative tautology, which expresses the chorus’ 
inability to see the whole pattern of events, their doubts, as evinced by  
��@���.�'y(�  

 
The analogy with the phrase ����$�
���' !���3�����-����is quite apt; not a mere 

tautology, however, the latter notion pointed to the operative temporality of the episode 

in question (the phrase is a precise, albeit condensed, comment upon the temporal frame 

of Zeus’ agency).211 Goldhill’s connection of these lines with the present indication, 

I�
;���c��I#�
���, points toward a resolution of the difficulty inherent in this severely 

compressed  phraseology.   

 In the parodos the chorus could not comment upon the exact future instantiation 

of Zeus’ activity due to their lack of knowledge about the exact stage of the vengeance 

being wrought at Troy (where the anxiety-inducing indeterminacy was reflected on stage 

by the performance of sacrifices throughout Argos in a ritual of ambiguous intent).  Their 

musings on the subject of this particular eventuality were openly circumspect, “You’ll 

hear of the future when it comes, sooner than that it is akin to lamenting beforehand, for 

                                                 
209 Thomson (1938), taking the phrase to mean something like “immediate are the acts of God,” compares 
it to passages from Isaiah and Milton and so misses the temporal character of Zeus’ agency.  Denniston-
Page (1957), “he did as he decreed…�I�
;
� , ‘they fared,’ would do as well, but no change is needed.” 
Staiger (1958) translates, “Er tat, wie er beschlossen.” Fraenkel’s argument will be taken up below.    
210 Goldhill (1984) 44. 
211 See above. 
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it, (the future) will come clearly, rising together with the rays of the sun.”212  Here there 

was certainly an admission of an “inability to see the whole pattern of events” in their 

entirety as Goldhill would have it.213  With the sack of Troy, however, doubt about the 

exact form of Zeus’ agency is, in this instance at least, dispelled.  In a long discussion of 

this phrase Fraenkel defines #�
����� as, “to pronounce and establish in binding and 

valid form with the guarantee of fulfilment in the future.”214 Now at last, after receiving 

the news of Troy’s certain destruction, the chorus can conclusively accord temporal 

mastery to Zeus. 

 If there is an undercutting of Zeus’ fulfillment in this matter it comes with the 

mention of the resting place of Argos’ dead at Troy, !���0��' I����
��I#����� (454-

455),  “The Trojan land, an enemy covered those possessing it.” A sense of completion is 

here suspended by the apparently durative nature of hatred and possession, almost as if 

enmity will carry on in a stasis of an hostile land forever containing its conquerors.  Nor 

is this situation lost upon the residents of Argos. 

 Back at the soldiers’ home the citizens’ voice stirs with rage against the Atreidae 

(456).  The gods are not unaware of mass slaughter (461-2); the dark Erinyes will “cause 

the one who is successful without justice to grow dim and faint by wearing him down 

with a reversal of fortune in his life.”215  The action of the Erinyes is a process (���:N)216 

                                                 
212 Ag. 251-4 �3��-�����!�,�.-������L��#�����·��3��
��-��·�D��������S�����-����'����3��.0��[;���
����������
8.
$�'��
213 Goldhill (1984). 
214 Fraenkel (1950) II, 193. 
215 Ag. 462-6 #��
��
,��' �r�����������Q����&�3��g��' A������#
��
�������$����:N�:��������$�' 
��
����' 
215 Fraenkel ad loc. is adamant that there is no element of duration here, “it is a question of a catastrophic 
change to disaster.”  Such a belief, however, does not do justice to the type of temporal activity consistently 
associated with the Erinyes. 
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that plunges the victim into darkness (��
����), here in reference to Agamemnon.  In 

conclusion, in the chorus’ view, the activity of the Erinyes has spread to envelop both the 

Trojans and the Atreidae as they make clear in their concluding prayer: 

  #������' A�������g�:��·  
           �)�' �D&���������&���
        �)�' �p��
8�3��F��b��<' A�- 
            ����:����#
�������. (Ag. 471-4). 
 
Thus the chorus does not wish to become identified with either those who sack cities or 

with those who suffer capture.  We see here the inauguration of a major theme of the next 

part of the play: the Erinyes’ ubiquitous presence at both Troy and Argos during the same 

time period. 

 The conclusion of this stasimon returns to the question of the relative worth of 

individual agent’s time frames.  Whereas the chorus was willing to concede a solid frame 

of duration to the extent of Zeus’ proven agency (from inception to realization), they fall 

into doubt about Clytemnestra’s trustworthiness as a source of information: 

� � ����M���
���3��9�����7��#�#���-������
�� � ���.3��
�
..-��
�����
� � �-��������-��
�#
���
��I������
�� � ���
.N���.���#
��$�=���
�� � .��
�#3��
P��N��-����
��� � �3���@��
�-������	����;��
��-�
�'��
�� � ��
�3��A.
��*��"���������!��-���
���
��� � �
������·����0��
���������
�� � .��
�#�.)������g����
��#�-��' (Ag. 479-87.) 
 
Female understanding (.��
�#3��
P��N), so the chorus imputes, is wont to react before 

conclusive proof (83-4).  The temporal frame is suspect, as it is insufficiently firm and 

subject to an equally quick instantiation as disappearance.217  A literal translation of 485-

                                                 
217 Agonistic temporal framing of this nature (male vs. female understanding) will become an ever more 
insistent theme of the rest of the play.  On gender relations see Zeitlin (1968), Winnington-Ingram (1983), 
Wohl (1998), Foley (2000), and Goldhill (2002). 
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6 comes strikingly close to being the most explicit definition of temporal framing to be 

found in Aeschylus, “too easily persuaded/persuasive, the female boundary/ordinance 

spreads out fast-travelling.”  Too quickly does the frame expand: the fear is that it will 

collapse in upon itself.  The chorus, it will be remembered, had taken pride in its own 

abilities of persuasion and was careful not to insist upon a future not yet seen.218  

Clytemnestra will not easily forget the aspersion and will explicitly confirm her superior 

temporal insight over against the chorus as soon as news from the army reaches Argos. 

SECTION 5A: DESACRALIZATION IN (RE)SACRALIZATION IN THE HERALD’S SPEECH 

 
 The herald’s arrival confirms the account of Troy’s capture.  His speech contains 

several references to a liminal period which has come to an end by a series of 

descriptions interposing both inter- and intratextual indications of a sacralized time 

nearing completion.  The scene will also allow Clytemnestra to demonstrate the validity 

of her temporal frame of understanding. 

Agamemnon’s herald salutes Argos as he expresses joy at having realized one 

hope among the many that were dashed (503-5): the opportunity to die in Argos.219  An 

early apostrophe to Apollo brings to mind the plague that occurred at the beginning of the 

Iliad 

…*�w�������' A�
;,  
��;����P	�����&#-�' �P��1�%��:-�&·  

         ����
�0�Z#	�
������e��' ��	�����,  
        �@���' 
p���������D����#
,�
�/����,  
        A�
;� B̀�����…(Ag. 509-12). 
                                                 
218 Ag. 104-6, #�������P�������$��������#�	����
D���������7��!����-��·�I���.0���������#
�
������
���/�����%����#	������������
P/�· �
219 Cf. the resentment of the citizens of Argos against Agamemnon over the war dead left to lie in Trojan 
soil, page 20-21. 
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Commentators are unanimous in ascribing this reference to the plague of Iliad 1, 35-

42.220  This is, of course, a temporal distortion since Apollo only rained down pestilence 

upon the Achaeans for a nine day period,221 yet here the herald implies that the god’s 

character could be so described for the duration of the Achaean operations against Troy.  

As we have seen in the Iliad passage proper, 222 however, the time frame there was a 

paradigmatically sacralized temporality from which only the proper counter-ritual 

(desacralization procedure) enabled deliverance.223 

      In entreating the god to turn from being ��	����� to a ����� and�
�/�����(510-

11) the herald invokes a familiar prayer pattern of the Oresteia: a release from suffering 

into salvation.  Such a prayer then has affinities with the most fundamental temporal and 

religious substructure of the play.  The details to follow develop the theme of time 

beyond the initial indications to fulfill our expectation that the circumstances of an 

excessive duration are to be bracketed by the religious system of sacralization and 

desacralization.224  

     The length of the time period in question is, in a nearly programmatic fashion, 

described as exceptionally long (���7�� ������, 521).  The theme of passage from 

liminal duration to desacralization is again invoked in familiar terms with the reference to 

Agamemnon as a bringer of light after darkness (522-4).  The latter leitmotif, of course, is 

                                                 
220 Thomson, Fraenkel, Page, et al. 
221 Il. 1, 57. 
222 See chapter one, section 2a. 
223 This transposition of intoning an expressly sacralized duration to cover a far longer period (in order to 
retain the liminal quality of the duration) is exactly what the audience has witnessed in the prologue. 
224For the definition of these terms chapter 1, section 1d.  
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a staple part of the religious language of the play.225  The longest excursus on time, 

however, comes just shortly thereafter when the herald goes on to relate the conditions of 

life at Troy. 

 A general maxim on the variability of human fortune opens his speech, “Here, in 

the space of a long time, one could say that some things have fallen out well, while others 

deserve complaint; who except the gods is unaffected by pain throughout the whole time 

of their lives?” 

   �p�.0��-�
#�
�. �
@�
��' !�����S�����Q��
�0��-������L���-;������8��7��I����,  

        �0��' 
p���#������
. �������������7���
         
��' �)�����3����' 
P7����������=�(Ag. 551-4). 
 
 
�
�
�
�The life time of the gods ( 
��' �)�����3����' 
P7����������) is described by the 

adjective �)���� essentially a life without the )�
�
 of a mortal’s reality.  Of note is 

the herald’s emphasis on the enduring ills of the life at Troy (556-7, “����' �8���-������, 

�8��
�������+�
�����-���=) that they had a share of the day. The time frame seems 

saturated will purely negative elements.  The details, moreover, recall nothing so much as 

the watchman’s speech at the beginning of the same play, as we shall soon have occasion 

to see. The first particular, interestingly enough, concerns the sleeping conditions of the 

army encamped at Troy and, as such, illustrates a general condition of liminality: 

�8�
,�.0��e�
���&_����3����������,  
        !;��8�
��@����#�3�."���������
���
         �������#
���	#
W��, I�������������
        !��&�	���, ���-�����I��&��������
. (Ag. 559-562).  

                                                 
225Brought out most fully in reference to Orestes, in parallel fashion to Agamemnon, at Choe. 961 ff. see 
chapter three, section 8. 
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The locality merits consideration in its own right as proximity to the “enemy” bespeaks 

quasi ephebic associations and it is, more generally speaking, a veritable topos of male 

initiation in the Athenian context.226 Indeed, the battlefield as such is a preeminent 

example of the liminal realm in van Gennep’s pioneering study of rites des passages, 

where he specifically highlights the battlefield in ancient Greece as furnishing a 

paradigmatic example for his conception of the marge.227  From this point, intratextual 

references go on to lend further liminal overtones to the army’s campaign at Troy. 

     A key detail echoes the condition of the watchman at the beginning of the play with 

the mention of the dewy drops (������) which plagued the army at Troy (cf. the 

watchman’s mention of I�������'''�8����5���������8#�!��#����-�&�, 12-13.  The 

unbroken duration of these circumstances becomes prominent through the imperfect tense 

(#
���	#
W��) that is then emphasized all the more by the apposite, I�����������, “a 

constant source of destruction.”  Exposure to the extremes of both seasons follows the 

mention of difficult sleeping conditions and so reverses the order of the watchman’s 

complaints while describing an entirely similar experience (herald: 563-66, watchman 4-

7).  Cross-cultural parallels demonstrate this tendency of liminal-initiatory processes to 

                                                 
226 See, e.g., Vidal-Naquet (1986) and Winkler in Winkler and Zeitlin (1990) 35, “…the ephebate is a 
period of practical military training and contains rituals of passage by segregation and inversion, a tale of a 
fighting trick set on the border [that] captures the very ephebic ideal.”  Moreover, the language used by the 
orators often characterizes this period by “time spent on the frontiers,” see Pélékidis (1962) 35-41 on the 
term �������.  Cf. also the remarks of Zeitlin (1978) 161, “The boy, prior to his entry into adulthood, 
must separate himself from the attachments of home and childhood to serve out his military term on the 
wild frontiers, where he was situated temporarily in a savage state, in a liminal place as befits his position.”  
227 van Gennep (1909) 23, “Les zones de cet ordre jouèrent un rôle important dans l’antiquité classique, 
surtout en Grèce; elles étaient le lieu de marché, ou le lieu de combat.”  Such a conception provides the 
material instance of the more socially constructed rites of passages which primarily interests van Gennep 
(ibid) 24, “Quiconque passe de l’un à l’autre [de ces zones] se trouve ainsi matériellement et magico-
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become associated with cosmic and seasonal phenomena. This second mention of 

exposure to the elements derives its liminalizing implications both from its generically 

identifiable elements (i.e. their resonance as liminal markers in cross-cultural systems of 

initiation) and from its intratextual associations with the intensively liminal content of the 

watchman’s programmatic account of the character of Time at Argos.  Furthermore, 

Clytemnestra explicitly refers to the fact that a release (�
��
��-����) from these 

conditions spells an end of sufferings for the army encamped at Troy: 

 

!��
P��
�/�����j���#�$���P#)�
�����
�
�������+�&, �7��<
�������	.����
��������' �
��
��-����� c���' �8�
��������
����
#�����<�)������%�
���8����&�.  (Ag. 334-7) 

 
 

This language is, of course, strikingly reminiscent of the repeated prayer of the watchman 

at the beginning of the play (�
��
.��� ����� [Ag. 1] and �
��
.������� [Ag. 

20]), here made more recognizable by the detail of dewy (������) beds (cf. Ag. 12-13  

I�������'''� �8���).  Deliverance from these conditions will finally enable sound sleep 

throughout the night (347). 

 Significantly, the messenger at Ag. 503ff. concludes that the passage from the 

nearly intractable circumstances at Troy to his arrival at Argos constitutes a cessation of 

toil, “
������
������” (567), a statement which he repeats in the very next line 

(
������
���568).  Again we notice a near repetition of the language and an even closer 

repetition of the sentiment of the watchman’s speech, which included two prayers for 

                                                                                                                                                 
religieusement, pendant un temps plus ou moins long, dans une situation spéciale: il flotte entre deux 
mondes. C’est cette situation que je désigne du nom de marge.”  
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deliverance or release from toils (cf. Ag. 1, 21). Moreover, this association between the 

two speeches would have been that much more obvious to the audience since in all 

probability the same actor played both parts in question.228  What must remain curious is 

that the herald studiously avoids telling anything resembling war stories from 500ff.; the 

focus is upon the duratively liminal conditions of encampment near Troy’s ramparts for 

those ten years.�

  The herald claims victory for the Achaeans over Troy and so feels moved to 

declare to all present, “you have the whole story,” (582, 	��' I�������.��).  Concurring 

with his statement, the chorus asserts, “it is always seasonable for the old to learn,” (584).   

SECTION 5B: CLYTEMNESTRA’S BID FOR TEMPORAL DOMINANCE 
 

 Clytemnestra, for her part, immediately moves to reestablish the integrity of 

temporal frame: 

�������;
�����	�
���
�%��\�,  
��' e��' *��7�����������A..���������,  
��	W��� ��������������' ��	��
���.  
#
�������' !�������k�, ‘���#���7����0��
�����$�
�j���
���@������"��
����#�$�=��
e�#	��
��3��.��
�#3��
D����
��#-
�.’  
��.���������������
.#�3���p�' !�
����&�.  
������' I����...(Ag. 587-594). 

 
Earlier the chorus had imputed a facile understanding of events to the queen (478-87), 

specifically criticizing the temporal instability of information gained from women; here, 

then, Clytemnestra seizes the chance to demonstrate the superiority, indeed, the priority, 

                                                 
228 Taplin (1977) 185-6 on only very minor roles being given to a third actor in Aeschylus.  The 
performance-oriented translation of Ewans (1995) 128 assigns the same actor to the roles of watchman, 
herald, and Agamemnon. 
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of her temporal understanding of the situation from beginning to end (	�
� …��' e��' *�

�7��� …).  Her language recalls the watchman’s phraseology at the beginning of the 

play (589,  ��������������' ��	��
��� cf. the double indication of 9-10,…!#�j���
��

�	����F�/���������:	;�� and 595-6, 5����.�3�…��8�&��@���� and 28, 5����.�3��

�8�&��@��
).  This reminiscence of thought and language helps re-inscribe the validity 

of her view as if from the very beginning of the play, well before the chorus’ knowledge 

of Troy’s capture. 

 Moreover, Clytemnestra also pushes her temporal frame forward by stating that 

she will have the “whole story” from the ruler himself (599, A�
#����
8��@�	��
�

�����
����.��).  Coming hard upon the herald’s prior claim to having already 

performed this function (582), the implication arises that the true report will be 

communicated at some future point, most likely apart from the presence of the chorus.  In 

terms of agonistic temporal framing, Clytemnestra has grounded a (valid) past prior to 

the understanding of the chorus and has indicated a future time of completion to the 

frame which is outside her interlocutors’ purview. From this point forth she introduces 

yet another form of temporal agonstics: she attempts to control the tempo of 

Agamemnon’s arrival and so sets into motion the early indications of an improperly 

performed nostos.229 

 Furthering her advantage still more, the queen seeks to implant a false frame of 

her own behavior in the mind of Agamemnon, for he is to hear from the herald that she is 

just as her husband had left her (606-7, �Y
���'''I����).  She next highlights the issue 

of time and duration by calling herself a seal not corrupted in the expanse of time (609-
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10, �&�
��)������8������
�����
�
��!���)#���������).  In terms of temporal 

agonistics, then, Clytemnestra has achieved three separate ends with her speech: she has 

demonstrated the superiority of her frame of understanding (stretching from past to 

future), she has set the tempo of Agamemnon’s nostos, and she has sought to implant a 

false temporal frame concerning herself and her actions in the mind of the herald (and, by 

extension, in Agamemnon).  Her control and manipulation of time (no sooner shattering a 

false frame than establishing an even more false one) will reach a crescendo in the Carpet 

scene.230  

 The elders of Argos signal their suspicion of their queen’s words only in indirect 

fashion: 

       
\�&������\�����k���
��	�����������
       ����$�������&��@�����8��"���.��. (Ag. 616-7).231 
 

          She has spoken a fair/specious speech232 speech, if 
          you understand it with clear interpreters.  
 
 
Their choice of expression recalls nothing so much as the final words of the watchman, 

who was himself not entirely overcome with confidence by the appearance of the fire 

beacon (37-8,…c���#K��!.K/��
��@����
8�7�#�8��
��@����)���
�).  Far from 

directly challenging Clytemnestra in front of the army’s herald, the chorus opts for an 

                                                                                                                                                 
229 On the need to control time and tempo in a successful nostos see chap 3. sec. 2. 
230 See below. 
231 Reading �8��" with Fraenkel for��8��7��of manuscripts F and Tr (M does not contain 311-
1066).  
232 The adjective �8��" has this intended double meaning; it tends to be pejoratively used in 
Thucydides, Herodotus, and Euripides, see Fraenkel ad loc. 
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indirect strategy of warning which they will also employ at the time of Agamemnon’s 

actual arrival.233  Their thoughts now turn to Menelaus and the possibility of his return.234 

 

 

 

 

SECTION 5C: THE POLLUTION OF A ‘HOLY’ DAY 
 

 The messenger is initially unwilling to speak of Menelaus’ disaster (620-1): only 

the sun in the sky knows of his whereabouts (633).  He does not want to reveal the full 

story out of fear that he will pollute (��
�����)235 a holy day with a report of evil: 

 
      �4�&����e�
���8��-���#
#
..-�Q��
      .�/��O���
�����· ���,��1��������7�. (Ag. 636-7). 

 

Thus, if his initial report is meant to celebrate the end of a long period of toil (503-536), 

itself set in a context of desacralization (a reintegration phase), relating the god-wrought 

                                                 
233 See section 6a below. 
234 The mention of Menelaus at this point in the action has been taken in reference to the satyr play that 
followed the Oresteia, the Proteus, where Menelaus was (presumably) the main figure, e.g., Fraenkel 
(1950) II, 313, “The sympathy and respect with which Menelaus is treated in the Agamemnon serve…to 
increase the effect of the Proteus.” It will be argued here, however, that the scene also serves to re-intone 
the religious theme of desacralization turning into resacralization.    
235 Parker (1983) 3, argues for a freer use of  ��
����� in contrast to the noun and adjective form, “the 
verb mian� is more freely applied, but where the noun miasma or the adjective miaros (except in the sense 
of ‘revolting’) occur, they almost always refer to a condition that has some, and usually all, of the following 
characteristics: it makes the person affected ritually impure, and thus unfit to enter a temple: it is 
contagious: it is dangerous, and this danger is not of secular origin.” The case under discussion here at Ag. 
637 certainly qualifies under the latter three criteria as we will shortly see.  Unhappily, Parker leaves this 
particularly interesting case out of his account of pollution in classical Greece.  
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disaster of Menelaus veers into the opposite category, in effect (re)sacralizing the time 

period to come in a decidedly negative fashion.   

 Certain problems of interpretation are brought closer to resolution by paying 

attention to the religious forces at play in these lines.  Such a report as the messenger is 

about to give should be the subject of an apotropaic prayer on the part of the citizens 

(���#�0�)�
�'…�����,�638)'��Furthermore, the men who were lost at sea were 

“ritually consecrated,” (!;
.���-��
�,�641), a word that may seem out of context.236  

Yet the chorus has placed these very sailors within a divine temporality, book-ended by 

the gods’ rage, (7��.0���-.��������7�
��
���#S����
�S�/!���$��������"�
�����

�
�������#��Q=�634-5).  Taken together, these indications point toward a predominantly 

religious tenor to the description of Menelaus’ shipwreck.  Decisive for the notion of 

resacralization as it is developed in the Oresteia is the curious combination of terms that 

follows: 

      ���7�����-�����&�	�������
.�-�����
      �-����-.����
�%�
�����' �r������.  (Ag. 644-5). 
 
       For one laden, however, with such woes as these 
       it is fitting to utter this paean of the Erinyes. 

 
 
Fraenkel’s judgment captures the essence of 
�%�
…�r������ quite succinctly: it is a 

“blasphemous paradox.”  The paean was a genre of song sacred to Apollo237 in his guise 

as������, just as he was invoked at the commencement of the herald’s address (512).  

                                                 
236 This verb is especially appropriate as it is akin to the adjective exagistos on which Parker (1983) 328 
writes, “…exagistos is certainly used for ‘untouchably sacred’ and ‘accursed.’” 
237 See most recently Rutherford’s (2001) work on the Paeans in Pindar.  A propos of this occurrence in 
Aeschylus he writes at p.120 n7, “’It is fitting that a man loaded with troubles of this sort should speak this 
Paean of the Erinyes…�
�%�
…�r������ could be either an apotropaic prayer sung to the Erinyes…or a 
song of victory sung by the Erinyes.” 
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Here the paean becomes perverted into a song fit for the Erinyes,238 the forces of negative 

duration par excellence.  In terms of ritual structure the holy day of return (�4�&����

e�
�) runs the risk of ritual perversion (��
�����), and the paean otherwise sacred to 

Apollo would become consecrated to the Erinyes instead, if the herald were to mention 

such a story on this particular occasion.  For the next thirty lines of the play he will do 

precisely that and so defile the day of homecoming.  

 

SECTION 6: AGAMEMON’S FAILED NOSTOS 

 

 Several features of nostos poetics no sooner appear than become corrupted in the 

scene of Agamemnon’s return in ways which consistently presage doom for the king.  In 

the Odyssey and throughout epinician a successful nostos entails a cautious and 

methodical articulation of identity for the newly returned aristocrat.  Moreover, in both 

epic and tragedy, the nostos figure is expected to make use of a critical insight into the 

“right moment” for action, just as anthropological work on this phase of reintegration has 

led us to expect.239 A successful strategy, then, presupposes a careful (re-)establishment 

of identity in conjunction with a superior ability to control the tempo of activity during 

                                                 
238 They regularly pervert song in the Oresteia, esp. epithamalia, cf. Ag. 749 and Ag. 1191. 
239 See chapter 5 (on Orestes in Sophocles and Euripides) and Bloch (1991) 5, “This initial movement [the 
separation phase] represents the transcendental as supremely desirable and the here and now as of no value.  
The return is different.  In the return the transcendental is not left behind but continues to be attached to 
those who made the initial move in its direction; its value is not negated.  Secondly, the return to the here 
and now is really a conquest of the here and now by the transcendental.  In the case of initiation, the initiate 
does not merely return to the world he had left behind.  He is a changed person, a permanently person who 
can therefore dominate the here and now of which he was previously a part.” Cf. also Frame (1978) on the 
link in Epic between nostos and nous. 
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reintegration.  In Agamemnon, Clytemnestra will consistently thwart these two topoi 

(among others) of the king’s nostos.240 

 Due to the extensive survival of epinicia we are in a good position to observe the 

dynamics of the aristocrat’s return as it was perceived by the Greeks’ of the Classical age.  

Kevin Crotty in particular (following suggestions by Fontenrose [1968]) has shown just 

how critical a matter it was to reintroduce the long absent and now victorious nobleman 

back into his own community.241  Since the experience abroad has changed him, the 

community tends to feel some anxiety about his return to their midst.242  Crotty uses a 

number of mythological examples to connect this attempt at reintegration of the victor 

with the reintegration phase of initiation rituals more generally.243  This critical insight 

into the social function of epinician has been followed and developed by Leslie Kurke 

among others.244  This brief survey of the importance of the aristocratic nostos will help 

                                                 
240 Cf. Sailor and Culpepper-Stroup (2000) 160, “Agamemnon’s return to Argos and attempted 
reintegration into the polis by treading on materials set before him complete the process of civic 
recognition set in motion in the First Stasimon.”  This statement correctly identifies the return aspect of 
Agamemnon’s nostos; their article, however, does not integrate the derailment of the return to any ritual 
structure of the play nor connect Agamemnon’s nostos to Odysseus’ paradigmatically successful return.  
241 Crotty (1982) 108, “The odes in part attempt to secure the victor’s reception by his fellow citizens.” 
242 Crotty (1982) 111-2, “The returning hero is an ambiguous figure…not a stranger to the community, but 
neither is he a member, since he is no longer the person he was when he departed.” Cf. Van Gennep (1909) 
51, “Quant aux rites du retour du voyageur, ils comportent des rites d’enlèvement des impuretés contractées 
en voyage (separation) et des rites d’agrégation progressive.” 
243 Crotty (1982) 112-6, cf. 120, “Pindar claims in his odes to do something similar to what rituals 
do…epinician reasserts and strengthens the ties among people by welcoming the athlete back into the 
community…,” and 121, “The epinician is an ‘act of inclusion.’” 
244 Kurke (1991) 8, “What I have defined at the function of Pindar’s praise- the reintegration of the victor- 
can be construed as whole series of social exchanges whose goal is the management and reapportionment 
of an influx of [symbolic capital].”  She develops Crotty’s argument by fixing the constitution of the 
community more precisely, “…imagery that clusters around the oikos is deployed for the reintegration of 
the victor into his family unit…the poet must also reintegrate the victor into his aristocratic group and into 
his civic community.” Cf. Nagy (1990) 142, “In sum, the choral lyric poetry of Pindar, specifically his 
epinician mode of speaking, refers to its own social function in terms of a final stage in the ritual program 
of the four great Panhellenic Games.  This ritual program can be classified as belonging, in the most 
general of anthropological terms, to the categories of (1) initiation and (2) competition in honor of the 
dead.”  These insights into the nostos associations of the athletic victor owe much to the pioneering article 
of Fontenrose (1968). 
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us interpret several features of language and imagery surrounding Agamemnon’s return 

to Argos; such an approach may also help to shed new light upon the thorny issue of 

Agamemnon’s behavior in regards to Clytemnestra at this critical juncture in the trilogy. 

SECTION 6A: NOSTOS AS A DESACRALIZATION (REINTEGRATION) MOVEMENT 
 

 The chorus broaches the matter of welcoming Agamemnon in circumspect 

fashion: 

� � A.�, �), :
����@, j���
���������',  
�B��-���.-������,  

        7�����������=�7�������:�;���
        �)�' <��	�
���)�' <�#	��
���
        #
��3���	�����=�(Ag. 782-6). 
 
They hail him as, “king, sacker of Troy, scion of Atreus.”  This triad fixes Agamemnon 

in his political role, grants him praise for the success of his campaign, and connects him, 

by use of a patronymic, to his family.245 The chorus’ next concern focuses on the kairos 

of charis (#
��3���	�����), two fundamental terms (and concepts) found throughout 

Pindar’s reception poetry.246  Achieving the kairos (here more in the sense of “due 

measure”) in this matter of welcoming the king gives pause to the chorus, for many 

overstep the boundaries of justice in their praise and they praise appearance more than 

                                                 
245 The patronymic is a staple device of epinician, see Race (1997) 16 quoting Simonides (A. P. 16. 23), 
rk��, ���, ������!���, ������
������, ����' !��#&�=�– /U
������, r8
.����, w���
��;, u������, 
states, “These elements, three identifying the victor (name, father, city) and two the victory (games, event), 
are, with the occasional exception of the patronymic, normally given in each epinikion.”  
246 For kairos see e.g. Pyth. 1. 57; 1. 81; 4. 286; 8. 7; 9. 78; 10. 4; Ol. 2. 54; 8. 24; 13. 48; Nem. 1. 18; 7. 
58.  Cf. Wilson (1980) 181, “Most instances of Pindaric kairos  concern either right behavior in general or 
right behavior in the poet…the kairos or ‘appropriateness’ demanded of the poet takes its cue from the 
general situation of his client, the generic requirements of epinician, and the personal involvement of the 
poet.” On the multivalent concept of charis in Pindar see Kurke (1991) 103-7 where charis can refer to 
relationship between laudator and laudandus, to the victory itself, or even the gods’ enjoyment of the 
games. 
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reality (788-9).  Agamemnon is here warned of those who would feign a genuine 

celebration of another’s success (793-4); this phenomenon should not escape the notice of 

one who is a good judge of his people (795-8).  In order  to demonstrate their regard for 

propriety in this matter the chorus mixes praise and blame in their reception  of 

Agamemnon: he cut a poor figure at the outset of his journey outside the community (the 

sacrifice of Iphigeneia is meant), but eventual success has rehabilitated his standing 

among the community in their view (800-6).  This mixture of praise and admonishment, 

an express attempt to maintain the kairos, has, of course, a deep affinity with the 

integrative power of epinician.247 In so constructing the figure of Agamemnon they 

(provisionally) negotiate his transition from the status of warrior at Troy to returned and 

rightful ruler of Argos. 

 A final comment that brings up an aspect of time forms the conclusion of the 

chorus’ welcome: 

  .�/�O��������Q���
�����������
���������#
����#
,��3���#
������

         ������P#����@��
�����7�' (Ag. 807-9).  
 
The temporal import of their words indicates that it is now Agamemnon’s duty to 

investigate the true disposition of the citizens who were “house-watchers of the city” 

(�P#����@��
);248 it is a process that must be both thorough (��
��
��
��
vvvv���������) 249 and 

                                                 
247 See Nagy (1990) 149, “As a double-edged mode of discourse, the ainos can admonish or blame as well 
as praise.” Nagy suggests that the original form of epinician contained a more even mix of praise and blame 
than we find in Pindar 392-3 (esp. 393 n62 on Simonides).  Even Pindar still recognizes Archilochus as the 
“primordial poet of praise,” so that Nagy (ibid.) 395 concludes, “the ‘blaming’ side of Archilochus was part 
of this poet’s overall function as a socially redeeming exponent of ainos, one who blames what is 
ostensibly bad while he praises what is good.  This socially redeeming function is a traditional civic 
function, viewed as integrating the community,” (emphasis added).  
248 The term (�P#����@��
) provides for a certain glissement between the civic and the familial in the 
decidedly indirect manner of the chorus’ style of warning. 
249 The fact that this verb is a hapax legomenon makes its force that much more keenly felt. 
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must be accomplished with some regard to the time that it will take (����Q).  This 

mention of time is not superfluous to the extent that the findings of cross-cultural 

anthropology250 posit that the newly returned man, on the threshold of reintegration, 

ought to demonstrate a superior understanding of time, especially as it relates to the here 

and now of political culture.  Several examples from Greek tragedy in particular confirm 

the validity of the importance of understanding and manipulating time at precisely this 

juncture in the reintegration phase.251  Indeed, for figures like Orestes and Herakles in 

Euripides’ Electra and Heracles Furens, a successful nostos is effected through the 

temporal strategies of delay and/or precise timing in reference to the dominant political 

(profane) situation. 

SECTION 6B: AGAMEMON’S HOPE FOR A RENEWAL OF CIVIC TIME 
 

 Agamemnon responds by openly crediting the gods for his nostos (810-2).  

Priam’s downfall was, on his view, the result of a unanimous vote on the part of the gods 

(813-7).  The charis owed to them for such a deed should be much remembered in 

posterity (821).  This section of his speech, as he himself says, has been a proemium unto 

the gods (829).  In turning to address the chorus’ specific concerns, Agamemnon agrees 

that few men can honor someone without becoming envious (833).252  He claims to be 

able to distinguish between those who are true to him and those who are not (838-40).  In 

                                                 
250 See chapter one on Bloch (1992).  
251 See chapter five on Orestes, Philoctetes, Herakles, and, of course, Odysseus. 
252 Phthonos is a programmatic element of praise poetry according to Nagy (1979) 223-232, see also 
Bulman (1992) on phthonos in Pindar.  
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regards to what the chorus had enjoined as a task to be personally performed (i.e. judging 

the citizens’ loyalty) the king seems to interpret in solely political terms: 

 
�-.�. �0��' A��
��3����������#
,����b���

        #����b���.7�
���-�����!��
�&.������
        :�����������
. #
,��3�����#
�7��I�����
        ���������W����p�����$�:������-��·  
        ��Q����#
,���$��
��	#���
������,  
        +����#-
�����9�����������8��������
        ���
������
�"�' �����-�
�������. (Ag. 844-50). 
        

What Agamemnon articulates here is the ability of the political council to distinguish 

between different elements of the current social composite (�3����'''���Q���).  The 

recognition of the need to distinguish and separate elements that are, in this particular 

instant, hard to interpret, resonates deeply with the trajectory of the Oresteia as a 

whole.253   

 As the chorus’ clever glissement of the social and familial sphere foregrounded, 

however, Argos is the scene of destabilized and inextricably mixed categories for which 

neither ritual action nor purely political solutions could suffice.254  Furthermore, the very 

language of applying remedies here employed by Agamemnon (drawn from the world of 

medicine) has been shown twice over to be ineffective in the face of the religious forces 

at play.255  

                                                 
253 See Seaford (2003) 141, “Various puzzling passages of the Oresteia can only be understood as 
expressing the need to differentiate the unity of opposites if escape from the cycle [of violence] is to be 
achieved.” 
254 In the Eumenides it will be a careful and unprecedented combination of religious and political forces 
that brings the cycle of violence to an end. Cf. Winnington-Ingram (1983) 172, “Eumenides sorts things out 
which have been fused in the earlier plays only that they may be harmonized at a higher level.” 
255 Cf. Ag. 17, see sec. 2, and Ag. 387, A#������%���	�
���'  
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 The conclusion of Agamemnon’s speech deserves special attention, for he 

specifically configures his “loop-of-nostos” as a journey out from the domestic gods and 

back again: 

�@���' !���-�
��
�#
,��������!����������
        !��K�����$����7�
���;�/���
�,  
        �Y��������-��
�����+.
.���	���.  
        ��#&��' !�����?���' !�-�����-���. (Ag. 851-4).  
 

The ideological importance of the aristocratic journey from the household and back again 

is strongly intoned by the generic conventions of epinician.256  The site of the hearth and 

its gods (!��������) is here in no uncertain terms highlighted as the beginning and 

ending of Agamemnon’s campaign (�Y��������-��
�����+.
.���	���); as such, 

it is the now the pole of desacralization in reference to the divinely authorized expedition 

against Troy.  By planning to conduct polticial business in a civic counsel after 

completing his nostos loop to the family hearth, Agamemnon expects polis normality to 

resume upon the final steps in his return (a ritual act mirroring an act done at his 

departure).  This leads to the expectation that the suspension of normative civic process, 

concomitant with his absence, will cease once he has been formally reintegrated at his 

hearth.  Such a conception speaks to the resumption of profane time after ritual 

suspension of normality. It is at this penultimate stage, directly before desacralization, 

that Clytemnestra intervenes to derail the nostos performance already underway.  

                                                 
256 See esp. Kurke (1991) 15-34. 
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SECTION 6C: A STRATEGY OF SACRALIZATION AGAINST THE NOSTOS FIGURE 
� �

� The queen first violates convention and propriety to address the citizens within 

the presence of their ruler (and her husband):  

  A��������$�
�, �-�:����B�.���������,  
�8#�
P�����@�
����b�����	���
����������

       �-;
���3��<�%�· !������Q��' ����������
       �3��	�:�������/�����…(Ag. 855-8). 
 
Such an address is shocking for both its obvious transgression of civic norms (as 

Clytemnestra’s preface concedes- she should have shame but now does not) and for 

several intratextual reasons.  The constant presence of fear (�	�:��), as a general 

principle to keep the citizenry from performing acts of outrage, is a vital part of the 

Aeschylean conception of an orderly state.257  Moreover and more outrageously, 

Clytemnestra had previously told the army’s herald that her husband was to find her as 

unchanged and uncorrupted as an intact seal despite the passage of so much time (Ag. 

610).258  Indeed the chorus had just warned Agamemnon of the dubious character of a 

fawning address coming from those who were the “guardians of the home and polis” (Ag. 

809); itself a matter requiring a certain degree of attention to the matter of time (Ag. 807, 

����Q).  If a certain degree of temporal insight is expected, indeed presupposed, of the 

                                                 
257 At Eum. 990 the Erinyes are to retain their fearsome aspect for the benefit of the polis. According to 
Athena at Eum. 700f. it is only in fearing (�
�:�@����) the Erinyes that the state prospers: 
�������������
�:�@�����!���#����-:
���
I���
�������/�
��#
,����������)������
I������A����d����4��������/���I������
�4���!��Z#��O�����4���w-�����!�������'� 
258 See section 5b above. 
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nostos figure (as it most demonstrably is in the cases of Odysseus and Orestes), 

Clytemnestra here forthrightly challenges and subverts this convention by brazenly 

appropriating the strategy of temporal manipulation for herself.  And Clytemnestra will 

gloat in revealing this speech of hers to have been composed with due regard to the 

kairos in a passage which brings out both sense of the word, “at the right time” and 

“opportune:” 

���7��	�������#
�������P�&�-�����
        ���
���' �P�$���8#�!
������)���
�. (Ag. 1372-3)   
 
Clytemnestra here in front of Agamemnon, however, goes on to mention various reports 

of Agamemnon’s death that distressed her to the point of attempting suicide (876).  

Orestes, she explains, is absent due to the possibility of an uprising against their rule on 

the part of the citizens. So trying was the ordeal of her loneliness and longing that, for 

this, his long-delayed return, the queen has no tears left (887-8).  Shortly hereafter 

Clytemnestra appropriates another key aspect of nostos poetics for her own performance: 

  ���	����-������#"�����8��������-���. (Ag. 886) 
  Such a pretext, however, does not harbor trickery. 
 
Chorus and audience, however, hear nothing but dolos throughout Clytemnestra’s long 

address.  The preeminently successful nostoi of Odysseus, Orestes, and (to a lesser 

degree) Herakles, on the other hand, all attest to a central role for dolos on the part of the 

nostos figure.  Furthermore, in keeping with the perversion of the homecoming motif 

developed here, the audience knows full well that the otherwise normative violence of the 
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nostos figure against certain unrighteous members of his community and/or family by 

means of dolos will here be turned against the Agamemnon instead.259 

 Clytemnestra next engages in effusive hyperbole in an effort to transgress the 

careful limits of praise bestowed upon Agamemnon by the chorus.  She breathlessly 

develops no less than seven sequential metaphors for the significance of his return, 

calling him, among other things, the saving forestay of the ship (897), land sighted by 

sailors long at sea (901), and the best weather after a storm (902).  The result of this 

fulsome praise can only bring what she ostensibly prays against, ��������' �-��� 

(904).  Excessive phthonos, of course, is what the epinician poet was at pains to avoid 

arousing in his effort at reintroducing the newly returned victor to his community.260  

This phrase about wishing away phthonos, then, has an affinity with Clytemnestra’s 

earlier statement about the absence of dolos in her account of Orestes’ stay at Phocis.  

One final and ultimately damning element of Clytemnestra’s plan waits in the wings to 

subvert the nostos completely and turn this effort at desacralization into resacralization. 

 

Sec. 6d: Dionysiac Sacralization in the Carpet Scene 

 The Carpet Scene261 now begins in earnest with Clytemnestra’s wish for 

Agamemon’s feet not to touch the ground of his city: 

'''�@���-����, ������#	�
,  
        I#:
��' �)�&���"���, ����
�
,�����,���
        �3���3����', C�
;, ����������)���
.  
          ��Q
�, ����-����', 
d��!-��
��
���-�����
                                                 
259 The phenomenon of “rebounding violence” in ritual reintegration has been studied in its cross-cultural 
permutations by Bloch (1992) passim. 
260 Nagy (1979) 228, “phthónos ‘envy, greed’ [is] a foil for praise poetry.”  
261 The term “Carpet” scene is Page’s.  It is not an accurate translation of the fabrics used, but it is a 
convenient short-hand to refer to this scene as a whole. 
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        -����#���������������
����	��
���=���
        �8�b��.��-������������������������
        !���7�' A������c��L��1."�
��2�#&. (Ag. 905-11).  
 
Agamemnon conceives of treading upon the “carpet”262 as something akin to 

transforming him into a “Dionysiac” figure: such an action would constitute treating him 

as a woman (917), a barbarian (918), and a god (925):� 

#
,��A��
����.��
�#3��!�����������.��
�#3��!�����������.��
�#3��!�����������.��
�#3��!���������!����
         :����, �&���:
�:	�������3����#&��&���:
�:	�������3����#&��&���:
�:	�������3����#&��&���:
�:	�������3����#&���
        �
�
������:�
�
�����	�O��!���,  
        �&�' �Y�
������/�
�' !��������������
        �����· ������������$�������
���$�����/�·  
        !����#�����������&�3��g��
�#	��������
        :
������!��,������8�
�7��A������:��.  
        �-.��#
�' A���
, ����������������������������, �-:����!�-. (Ag. 918-925). 
 
Each permutation of identity (woman, barbarian, and god) highlights the extreme degree 

of ontological instability implied in following Clytemnestra’s orders.  This move on the 

part of the queen would then set into motion exactly the opposite process that 

Agamemnon now requires: the focus of reintegration is to (re)situate an ambiguous 

nostos figure back into stable social categories.  Clytemnestra’s stratagem, however, aims 

at making Agamemnon a role akin to that of Dionysus himself as Aeschylus had 

portrayed the god at the stage of his arrival in two passages of his Edonia: 

  ��
3��*�.�����=�����	��
=�����1�����)=263��
�
� � Where does this womanish man come from? What is  
  his fatherland?  What kind of clothes does he have on? 
 

                                                 
262It is here called ��	��
�
�(909) literally “things spread out” from the verb ��	�����.  They will 
later be called �Y�
�
�x�y(6�“clothing'”��As will be shown, the imprecise terminology serves the specific 
purpose of allowing the fabrics to occupy several meanings at once.  Lebeck (1971) 63-4 identifies the 
material used here by Clytemnestra with the net thrown over Troy by Agamemnon and goes on to conclude 
(ibid.) 67, “The hunting net, the yoke, the shackle, and the fetter comprise a major system of kindred 
imagery.  Study of these images reveals a complex interrelation between the object or act for which the 
image stands, the image itself, and a universal mythopoeic value.” 
263 Aeschylus frag. 31Radt. 
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            ���������7�
��:
��	�
�����a���
���
           I������)����'264  
 
  Who wears Lydian (barbarian) chitons and fox skin cloaks  
  down to his feet.  
 
 Both these fragments come from an Aeschylean tetralogy on the subject of Dionysus and 

his struggly with the Thracian king Lykourgos.  This leader of the Edonians insulted and 

rejected Dionysus, not unlike the example of Pentheus, for which he was eventually 

killed in a Bacchic rite atop Mount Pangaeus. 265   

Moreover, to imbue a mortal with these specifically Dionysiac attributes, of 

course, was anything but an innocent process.  As the later example of Pentheus in 

Euripides’ Bacchae so clearly demonstrates, to destabilize someone’s being in the 

direction of Dionysus himself, by clothing the person involved in raiment much like the 

god, results in sacralizing the victim for an upcoming sacrifice.266 Furthermore, 

Dionysus, in Euripides’ version of the myth, conceives of Pentheus’ willingness to adopt 

outlandish, feminine clothing and to carry the thyrsus as the equivalent of the king falling 

into a net (Eur. Bac. 848, .��
$#��, F����!��:�����#
����
�
�).  Aeschylus uses the 

similar imagery in one of his few surviving references to the Pentheus story:  

���������' I�����3���7���, �8�' ���&���7,  
        !;�������	#�
���!���
�).&��������,   
        �
.K���#&��w����$�#
�
��	�
�������· (Eum. 24-6). 
 
                                                 
264 Aeschylus frag. 29. 
265 Apoll. 3. 5, 1. 
266 Dodds (1960) xxviii, “…before the victim is torn, it must be consecrated by a rite of investiture: as the 
calf on Tenedos wore the god’s buskin, so Pentheus must wear the god’s ����
.” Seaford (1994) 273, 
“…Pentheus, as one element in a whole pattern of experiences corresponding to the ritual of initiation, 
changes his personality as he adopts the identity and dress of a Maenad.  Transvestism brings one closer to 
a god who is himself effeminate and even transvestite.”  On Pentheus as the willing sacrifice that goes 
through all the steps of sacralization in the proper order see Seidensticker (1979).  On the ritual in 
conjunction with Pubertätsweihen see Seaford (1981) 263-4. 
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  Bromios holds this are, and I will not forget him, 
  from the time when the god took command of the Bacchants 
  and stitched destruction for Pentheus, like he would for a rabbit. 
 
In this speech of the Pythia, Pentheus’ destruction occurs in manner likened to the net 

that traps small prey such as rabbits.267  In both Euripides’ Bacchae and Aeschylus’ 

Agamemnon the figure who chooses to approximate the god Dionysus, primarily by 

wearing or treading upon sacred textiles, falls into a snare which spells certain 

destruction.   

 These initial moves toward becoming identified with this god in particular occur 

at the beginning of the victim’s process of sacrifice.  Agamemnon, then, is to become the 

“willing” victim of sacrifice and so fulfill the topos of a sacralized animal assenting to its 

own destruction.268  In terms of the religious program of the Oresteia, we are once again 

confronted by the incipient transformation of the final stage of one ritual cycle (here the 

reintegration of the nostos figure) into the beginning stage of another cycle (the initial 

stages of sacralization of the victim for sacrifice).269 

 Other indications of Agamemnon’s response to Clytemnestra reveal that phthonos 

would be occasioned by treading on such fabric, �&�' �Y�
������/�
�' !��������

                                                 
267 Sedgwick ad loc. sees a reference to sparagmos, but the verb #
�
��	���alludes unmistakably to 
“stitching” and not “rending.” 
268 On the victim as a willing sacrifice see Burkert (1983) 56.  At least one scholar has seen sacrificial 
imagery in association with the tapestries, but from an entirely different angle: Petrounias (1976) 156, “Die 
Zuschauer hatten, ale letzten Eindruck von Agamemnon, den König in Erinnerung, der bekränzt und 
barfuss auf dem an vergossenes Blut erinnernden Teppich schritt, wie jemand, der sich für eine Opferung 
vorbereitet.”  
269 Along these lines we take the dramatic context, textual details, and structure of the trilogy fully into 
account; less convincing is the purely economic reading of, among others, Wohl (1998) 88, “Aristocratic 
largess within the democracy was fraught with dangers, and it is precisely these dangers that Clytemnestra 
seeks to maximize in forcing Agamemnon.”  For a different assessment cf. Thomson (1946) 243, “Her 
purpose is to induce him to commit an overt act of pride which will symbolise the sin he is about to expiate.  
That is the significance of the sacred tapestries on which she makes him tread.”    
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���������� (921), despite her protestations to the contrary, ��������' �-��� (904).  

The praise she has offered him should have come from someone else: 

  a)�
��.-������, ���	����!�7�����
;,  
�����R������k
���P#�����!�V·  

        �
#�0��.0��!;-����
�· ���' !�
��������
        
P��$�, 
�' A������������' I�����
��.-�
�. (Ag. 914-7). 
 
Agamemnon recognizes the necessity of praise in the context of his return (!�
�������


P��$�), but also makes clear that it was not Clytemnestra’s place to take up the duty, it 

should have come from others (
�' A����).  Clytemnestra has subverted the 

conventions of praise for the nostos figure by inserting herself into the reintegration 

process at the critical point in order to derail Agamemnon’s attempted return from the 

inside out. 

 Dramatic irony marks the conclusion of the king’s response: 

'''5�:��
����������
        :����������)�
��' !���8����$����O.  
        �P�	��
��' ����	�����' A�, �8�
�����!./. (Ag. 928-30). 
 
This Solonian tag was proverbial: one should not judge another to be olbos until death 

leaves behind an exact and completed frame of reference for prosperity to judge upon the 

matter.  Clytemnestra’s move would then transpose this frame onto the still-living 

Agamemnon, a transposition, as the example of Croesus demonstrates, that would bring 

assured destruction upon one’s current state of well-being. 

 Clytemnestra proceeds to elicit from Agamemnon whether he would do such a 

thing if he had so vowed to the gods out of fear (933), to which her husband responds, “if 

someone who knew (�P�/�) would have proposed this telos” (934).  The latter word, in 
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Aeschylus, is rarely dissociated from a ritual connotation.270  It is in reference to phrases 

such as this that critics have seen a re-performance of the sacrifice of Iphigeneia in 

Agamemnon’s destruction of the precious fabric of his household, destined as it is for the 

gods: �����'''��$�������
���$�����/�� 923.271  It remains to add that Iphigeneia was 

described most curiously as a holy object of the house “������A.
��
” (207) language 

that would more readily apply to a material object reserved for the worship of the gods.272 

 Clytemnestra now adduces the example of Priam: given his character, surely he 

would not have refused such an honor (935)? The proposed identification between Priam 

and Agamemnon is striking but consonant with the tenor of the three other ontological 

inversions (woman, barbarian, god) which aim at turning Agamemnon into the opposite 

of his (ideal) essence,273 for he is here to assume the behavior of the enemy leader at 

Troy.  Agamemnon answers that Priam, in his view, would have very readily walked 

upon the intricate fabrics (936). 

 To squelch the issue of phthonos that cannot be repressed in such a destruction of 

sacred property, Clytemnestra suggests that only men who are not to be envied avoid 

phthonos (*��' �����&����.' �8#�!�W&����-���, 939).  When Agamemnon counters 

                                                 
270Cf. The comments of the otherwise anti-ritual Fischer (1965) 16, “…als Auftakt eines symbolträchtigen 
Bühnenvorgangs einen beinahe ritualen Hintergrund erhält.”  
271 Lebeck (1971) 76, “In the carpet scene the sacrilege of which he is already guilty is acted out before our 
eyes.  We see Agamemnon committing an act which subsumes the particular wrongs of his past and stands 
as a symbol of all impiety.” 
272 LSJ s.v. 2-5.  It is because of the predominantly religious language used here that Crane’s (1993) views 
falter on seeing primarily “stinginess” in Agamemnon’s eventual resolve to destroy his household materials 
in a pot-latch like destruction of gift exchange items.  Such fabrics as are used in this scene are clearly 
meant only for the gods and not for human destruction no matter what amount of symbolic capital may be 
derived therefrom.  Cf. Crane (1993) 129, “Agamemnon does not err when he walks upon the purple.  He 
errs because of the niggardly, hesitant, and small-minded way in which he gradually allows himself to be 
convince. He frets about the expense…and cannot even fully embrace the gesture.” 
273 It is also consonant with the Dionysiac metaphor to the extent that Pentheus’ enemy was none other 
than Dionysus, the Eastern barbarian whose characteristics he must adopt before his ritual destruction. 
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that it is not characteristic of a woman to desire battle (�4����.��
�#���!�����E��������

�	�&�, 940), she says that it befits the blessed (��$���' 5�:����, 941) to be conquered.  

The term olbos, however, should be reserved for the dead as Agamemnon has just 

pointed out.  He finally acquiesces despite his earlier resolve, a decision that has 

occasioned much debate among critics.274 

 In terms of the visual scene on stage, Agamemnon’s feet are not allowed to touch 

the ground before his house: from his descent from atop the wagon (here sitting/standing 

as a victorious general) to his entrance into the palace proper (to take his place as head of 

his household before holdling court with his people) he must tread upon the richly-dyed 

fabric.275  It is as if Clytemnestra has intervened materially276 to overlay the discontinuity 

between the two spheres (military and domestic) by means of a physical interface.  The 

fabrics function, as it were, as an extension of the sea which, Clytemnestra boasts, is 

irrepressible: 

  I������	�
��
–�����-�����#
�
�:-���=�(Ag. 958) 
 
The wealth of the house, here configured as the dye upon the fabrics (960), billows out of 

the house back towards the (stage) direction of the sea which cannot be quenched.  

Agamemnon thus (re)commits the transgression of destroying an incredibly precious 

element of his household at the same time as he never quite breaks with his passage over 

                                                 
274 For a discussion see section 7 below. 
275 Petrounias (1976) 156, “Der Zuschauer hatten, als leztzen Eindruck von Agamemnon, dem König in 
Erinnerung, der bekränzt und barfuss auf dem an vergossenes Blut erinnernden Teppich schritt, wie 
jemand, der sich für eine Opferung vorbereitet.”  Barefoot sacrifices, however, do not seem to have much 
to do with the matter and it is not clear at all if Agamemnon arrives crowned (although this is possible). 
276 She has first strategically interposed herself physically between Agamemnon and his palace, cf. Taplin 
(1977) 307, “She blocks the way, she occupies the threshold: Clytemnestra controls the way into the house, 
and Agamemnon can only leave his temporary transport and enter the house on her conditions.” 
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the sea.277  In ritual terms the effort at desacralization (reintegration) has been overlaid 

directly by a novel sacralization sequence so that an altogether new meaning is given to 

Clytemnestra’s prayer to Zeus Accomplisher concerning her husband who is now 

teleios:278 

��
���������O�o�b���' g��
#����#�%���
       �k���, ���' +�&��@����!���������-���,  
       ����3�����������7�' !��������-���.  
         o�@�o�@��-����, �0��!�0���8�0���-���·  
       �-�����-�������,��7����L���-��O������$�. (Ag. 970-4). 

 
 
And just as with the Iphigeneia episode, Agamemnon’s character displays a degree of 

minimal differentiation once he aligns himself with the religious forces at play (here, 

however, less consciously than before), for he has been “trampled down” 

(#
�-���
��
�, 956) to obey Clytemnestra in this matter just like the carpets themselves 

will be.  A very similar metaphor of blurring the lines between a human figure and the 

sacred elements of a situation of imminent sacrifice occurred in the Iphigeneia episode 

(Ag. 109-256) where Agamemnon was twice described as “blowing with the winds” (187, 

209) that were the physical instantiation of the prevailing aspect of the sacred at Aulis. 

 Clytemnestra, however, has done more than just sacralize Agamemnon for a ritual 

slaughter (in her final conception, his actual murder will be of desacralizing import).279  

The fabrics, as we will see from Cassandra’s and the queen’s subsequent interpretation of 

                                                 
277 This continuity between the wagon and the house is brought out by (Ag. 978), �k�' !���������-�
��
�
�����
��
�7�.  
278 Zeitlin (1965) 480, “…we understand Clytemnestra’s hint in andros teleiou (Ag. 972).” Teleios here in 
the sense of a ‘perfect’ sacrifice. 
279 See section 11 at the end of this chapter. 
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them, function as both analeptic and proleptic280 devices which have engulfed 

Agamemnon in a past he unwittingly repeats and in a future he does not suspect.  In this 

way they give rise to a continuous stream of scenes (after the third stastimon) in which 

agonistic temporal framing becomes the key issue for all the agents who speak on stage 

from the time of Agamemnon’s entrance into the house. 

SECTION 7: WHY DOES AGAMEMNON GIVE IN SO SUDDENLY TO CLYTEMNESTRA? 
 

 Critical opinion has split widely over the estimation of Agamemnon’s character 

and motivation in the Carpet scene.  For Frankel, whose position is roundly criticized,281 

Agamemnon, “abhors the impious and sacrilegious act which Clytemnestra wants him to 

commit; his whole nature revolts against it from the beginning to the end.”282 The 

opposite view is presented in the work of Denniston-Page, “It is not because he is too 

tired to consider or argue the matter, and certainly not because he cannot say no to a lady: 

it is simply because he is at the mercy of his own vanity and arrogance, instantly ready to 

this scandalous act the moment his personal fears of divine retribution and human 

censure are, by whatever sophistry, allayed.”283  These positions, and those somewhere 

                                                 
280 The terms analeptic and proleptic come from Genette (1972) 82, “…pour éviter les connotations 
psychologiques attacheés à l’emploi de terms comme ‘anticipation’ ou ‘rétrospection’, qui évoquent 
spontanément des phénomènes subjectifs, nous les éliminerons le plus souvent au profit de deux termes 
plus neuters: désignant par prolepse toute manoeuvre narrative consistant à raconter ou évoquer d’avance 
un événement ultérieur, et par analepse toute evocation après coup d’un événement antérieur au point de 
l’histoire où l’on se trouve.” 
281 Lebeck (1971) 76, “This is not the Agamemnon of Aeschylus but a figure created by Fraenkel in order 
to make the scene intelligible on a level which it barely explores.” For a criticism of Lebeck’s own manner 
of personal reading see Burnett (1998) 103 n.20, “When A. Lebeck termed Orestes’ matricide ‘a greater 
crime than that which it must punish’…she applied modern culture-bound standards.” 
282 Fraenkel (1950) II 441. 
283 Denniston-Page (1957) 151. Cf. ibid. xxxiii, “The play is half-finished before Agamemnon appears. His 
first address does not endear him.  He is ready with pious phrases; he greats success with gratitude but 
without surprise.” 
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between them,284 suffer from essentializing Agamemnon’s “personality” on the basis of 

the short account given of it in the Iphigeneia episode and the decidedly bizarre 

circumstances taking place before the entrance of his home at Argos.   

 Given the plate-tectonic shifts of two opposite ritual movements on which 

Agamemnon struggles to gain/keep his footing, I submit that this “sudden” acquiescence 

derives in large part from the untenable difficulty of his radically ambiguous position as 

both nostos-figure and newly consecrated sacrificial victim.  Or better: Agamemnon finds 

himself suddenly at the cross-currents of two identity shifts, one that would establish him 

as the old and new king of Argos and another that would have him veer in every other 

direction (woman, barbarian, god) except the ritually appropriate (king).  Agamemnon 

may, of course, have complicated his reintegration by choosing to arrive with Cassandra 

in tow- part of his sudden submission could have do with the hope that giving in to his 

wife might make her more accepting of his concubine.285 Yet Clytemnestra’s careful 

staging of the Carpet scene is all too carefully planned to rely upon the impolitic 

appearance of Agamemnon with Cassandra beside him in order to secure her husband’s 

unwitting compliance in his impending death.  Moreover, with this construction of a 

sacralization ritual exactly at the time of desacralization, Clytemnestra’s act shows itself 

it to be reproducing the inner dynamic of ritual process which informs the Oresteia as a 

                                                 
284E.g. Lebeck (1971) 76, “He acquiesces because he cannot do otherwise and, at the same time, because 
he wishes to,” and Lloyd-Jones (1970) 67, “it would not be possible to persuade Agamemnon if Zeus had 
not sent Ate to take away his wits.”  Dawe (1963) would accuse Aeschylus of a quite artlessly succumbing 
to the needs of the mechanics of the scene, “Agamemnon surrenders…because it was dramatically 
necessary that he should do so.”    
285 This point is argued by Meridor (1987), 39 “…one of the main causes for Agamemnon’s compliance 
with his wife’s wishes is his expectation that she will repay him by graciously admitting his war-prize 
concubine into the palace.”  Clytemnestra, however, initially ignores Cassandra and seems much more 
intent on deploying her own stratagem.   
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whole: she is, especially in this scene, the “best reader” (and here “writer”) of the specific 

sacral topography that has pervaded nearly every scene of the play so far.286  

 

SECTION 8: MINIMAL DIFFERENTIATION IN THE THIRD STASIMON 
 

 The almost unprecedented concatenation of converging ritual events in the Carpet 

scene, with the added visual cue of the purple fabrics most likely being rolled up behind 

Agamemnon’s feet, sends the chorus into performing an “unbidden” song of prophecy.287  

In contrast to their former assertion of having peitho in abundance to tell of kingly men 

on their way (104-6),288 here no longer does the courage of peitho occupy its wonted 

throne to reject what they see before them (980-2):   

�
������������' !�-������������������������������������������������������������������  

            ��$�
�����
�)������
          #
���
�����
�#�����
          ��%�
�,  
        �
������$��' �#-��������A�����������	,  
          �8�' �����
����#
���
          ���#������5����	�����
          �	������8������Y- 
          W�������3��������������=�(Ag. 975-82.) 
 

Some degree of destabilization has even affected the chorus as a result of Agamemnon’s 

decision to tread upon the carpets:289 what they once insisted upon as their defining 

                                                 
286 Cassandra will, however, expose these mechanisms and develop them even further, see below. 
287 Prophecy seems especially well suited to the time in between rites, cf. Calchas both in the Iliad during 
the ritually-bracketed plague and his pronouncements between sacrifices at Aulis. 
288 See section 3. 
289 Cf. the comments of Goheen in McCall (1972) 110, “…one could perhaps say that the chorus’ 
collective mind has been unconsciously colored by the carpet.” 
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feature (the only positive characteristic of old age),290 namely persuasive confidence 

(�	������8�����) does not sit in its own seat (������������), since it has been 

displaced as a result of Clytemnestra’s manipulation of Agamemnon.  They will even feel 

compelled to mention the loss of peitho a second time (993-4). 

 Time itself, they say, has passed its prime since the maritime expedition mustered 

under the ramparts of Troy: 

   ���������'  !�,��
           ����&�����;����:��
$���

           �
���
��†�#	�
†��
�)-   
           :&���, �p�' <' �̀������
           C�����
�:	�
�����
���. (Ag. 984-7). 
  
 
Despite some textual corruption the sense is clear: the time frame (������) from the 

beginning of the war to Agamemnon’s return has been overlong (
�):&���).  Time has 

become a prominent issue in its own right since the army crossed over to Troy- earlier 

both prologue and chorus had conceived of Time at Argos as profoundly liminal.  This 

specific formulation equates the period of the Trojan war with a duration that has itself 

“passed the prime of youth/become adult,” (
�):&���).  To leave behind the time of 

youth would speak to the expectation that a liminal period has (finally) come to an end.  

The frame, then, is overextended and in dire need of completion; yet the chorus cannot 

quite bring themselves to believe in the homecoming (the finalizing frame) as the next 

lines make clear. 

                                                 
290 The chorus had first severely deprecated old age before asserting their abilities of persuasion, cf. Ag. 
72-5: 1��$���' ����
���
�#,�
�
�N/��"�����' ���."��<������-����/����������P��b�/�P��
��
�
�-�������!,��#)�����.  
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 In the antistrophe the chorus highlights the move from desacralization (by 

invoking the nostos) to sacralization (a renewed appearance of the Erinyes); 

�����
���' �' 5��	�����������������������������������������������������������������  
������, 
8���
�������·  
�3���' A�������
��������
<��Q��$��
��"�����r�������
8�����
#����I�������
�����, �8��3�%��I�����
!��������������	���. (Ag. 988-994) 
 

This exact move from reference to a nostos to singing a song of the Erinyes reverberates 

deeply with the speech of the herald at lines 636-80.291  In the latter scene the herald 

explicitly said that to sing a paian to the Erinyes in conjunction with the nostos would be 

akin to polluting an otherwise holy day.  Both he, almost despite himself, and chorus in 

the passage under discussion, do exactly that.   The chorus then prays against hope (and 

against Clytemnestra’s prayer to Zeus Accomplisher) that the telos suspected here not 

arrive (�4���
���' !;�!�%�/�!���������&����$�/�!���3��������������, 998-1000).  

In other words, they pray that the frame unfolding before them not reach its end.  

 Corruption taints the opening of the second strophe, but not so much so that the 

sense it unclear: 

   �	�
��†.	��������%�����%����������������������������������������������������������������� 
           <.���
�†���#���������
             �-��
. ������.0���
                .������*���������!������. (Ag. 1001-4). 
  
   Very much does is the boundary of much health 
   Insatiable, for disease leans against it as a neighbor 
   Sharing a common wall.292 

                                                 
291 See section 5c. 
292 Perhaps Nietzsche (1887) had this passage in mind when he wrote, “Woher müßte dann die Tragödie 
stammen? Vielleicht aus der Lust, aus der Kraft, aus überströmender Gesundheit, aus übergroßer 
Fülle?...Ist Wahnsinn vielleicht nicht notwendig das Symptom der Entartung, des Niedergangs...?  Gibt es 
vielleicht- eine Frage für Irrenärtze- Neurosen der Gesundheit?”    
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This statement serves as a prelude to a passage about tossing excessive cargo over board 

in order to save a ship after it has struck an unseen reef (1005-1014).  The chorus seems 

to have picked up on Clytemnestra’s imagery of the sea and imagined Agamemnon (still) 

crossing it when about to enter his house.293  Nor is this the only passage in tragedy that 

would figuratively place a figure back into the phase of passage over the sea (liminal par 

excellence) after a disturbance in the ritual program that book-ends both departure and 

arrival.294   

 The chorus then denies the possibility of Agamemnon saving himself by means of 

any stop-gap measure when they sing of black blood that has once fallen upon the ground 

and cannot be called back up again by any spell: 

 

   �3��' !,�.%�����3�� 
;��
�	������
��
������3���-�
��
d�
�����L���

                	�����.#
�-�
��' !
�����=�(Ag. 1019-21).��
 
 

Death is a finalized frame; not even Asclepius could safely bring the dead back to life 

(1022-4).  As it stands, the chorus mutters in the shadow (1029), the sphere of the Erinyes 

throughout the Oresteia,295  in an effort to respect the divinely-fixed boundaries of things 

(1025-8).  In conclusion, they sing that their mantic state, brought on by the Carpet scene, 

prevents them from “tying-off” (!#����������) anything having to do with the kairos 

in this matter: 

                                                 
293 Lebeck (1971) 164, “…when Agamemnon entered the palace the chorus expressed their foreboding in 
terms of shipwreck…thus the shipwreck was an image for the disaster which lies in wait even after safe 
return.” 
294 Eur. Hipp. (chapter one, section 2a).  
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   �@���' <3��#��Q�:�-����(sc. #
���
)��
        ���
�.)�����#
,��8����!����-- 
         �
�����#
������!#������������
           W������-�
��������. (Ag. 1030-3). 
 

The phrase (�8���…#
�����) Fraenkel aptly translates as, “no timely purpose,” for the 

kairos has been lost for both Agamemnon and the chorus (to the degree they have been 

affected by the ritual unfolding in front of them).296  The very choice of the verb 

!#���������� displays another level of the chorus’ attempt to grapple with the 

implications of the Carpet scene: it refers to winding off the last bit of wool when 

weaving a fabric.  Confronted with the expansive metaphor of Clytemnestra’s “carpet” 

the chorus cannot tie the final threads together.  Thus the third stasimon encapsulates, in 

desultory yet thorough fashion, the issue of Time, ritual, and Clytemnestra’s trap for 

Agamemnon.   

 Liminal time, however, cannot be effectively negotiated by anyone other than a 

(preferably) permanent liminal-figure:297 right from beginning of her direct interaction 

with Clytemnestra, Cassandra will use time as a strategy against the queen and, 

eventually, place her temporal maneuvering within a  less expansive temporal frame 

(which eventually proves lethal for the now triumphant queen). 

SECTION  9: CASSANDRA AND AN UNPERCEIVED TEMPORAL HORIZON 
 
 Whereas Clytemnestra was quick to establish the tempo of events from the 

appearance of the beacon fire to (especially) the journey of the king towards the palace, 

                                                                                                                                                 
295 See chapter 4, section section 7. 
296 This loss of the kairos on the part of the chorus is later even more pronounced in the their fruitless 
debate about seizing the initiative as Agamemnon is being killed, see below. 
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Cassandra’s calculated refusal to answer the queen combines an instance of Aeschylean 

silence298 with the temporal strategy of delay.299  Clytemnestra will try to number 

Cassandra among just so many slaves of the household (1036-8) and warns her not to 

become haughty (1039): this house disposes of old wealth, and, unlike those of the 

nouveaux riches, displays much charis (1043).  Cassandra remains voiceless; 

Clytemnestra is forced to reveal that time is an issue for her: 

      �4�������
�R��V�' !��,�������	�
��
      ���:���· �0�����.0������
��������	�����
      ?��&#���+�&��"�
��3����
.0��	���.  
      c���4��' !���
����)��' ?;�����	���. (Ag. 1055-8). 
 

Clytemnestra will twice mention that she has no leisure “����)” (1055, 1059) to wait 

upon this new concubine.  The ‘sacrifice at the hearth’ stands ready for those who had 

never hoped for such charis (1058).  Ritual should, of course, follow its own schedule- to 

delay the matter is improper.  But here it is Clytemnestra who is intent, under the guise of 

ritual, upon performing a murder that cannot suffer delay.  In temporal terms, 

Clytemnestra avails herself of the compulsion to perform ritual according to a rhythm 

that should not be open to subjective manipulation, whereas she, in point of fact, is 

attempting to use the kairos in a most subjective fashion.  This amounts to a perversion of 

the temporal integrity of ritual action, here subverted to the will of one agent alone.300    

                                                                                                                                                 
297 See section I on Iliad. 
298 Taplin (1972). 
299 Taplin (1977) 317, “Clytemnestra remains domineering; yet, although she continues to make seem to be 
another of her brief, incisive appearances, this time she is worsted.” Cf. Judet de La Combe (2001) 410 n3, 
“…en ne se laissant par persuader, Cassandre domine Clytemnestre…elle obéira au moment qu’elle aura 
choisi,” (emphasis added). 
300 To some extent Cassandra’s temporal strategy of delay directly interferes with even this aspect of 
Clytemnestra’s plans. 
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 The chorus speaks of Cassandra as “trapped” either in the nets of fate (!��3���' 

F��@�
�����������.����	���, 1048) or like a newly-caught animal (����������&�3��

c����
��-���, 1063)- not unlike their own experience of being overtaken by forces 

outside their own control (as was the case in the foregoing stasimon).  Clytemnestra, 

however, imputes that Cassandra has just left her recently captured city of Troy and so 

does not yet know how to bear the bridle of slavery before such time as she becomes 

exhausted by foaming blood (1066-7).  The queen will waste no more time: she will no 

longer be dishonored by wasting words (�8������-��T��
�������
��)���
�, 1068).  

That Clytemnestra should choose to couch the confrontation in terms which bespeak a 

loss of honor highlights the success of Cassandra’s strategy of silence and delay.  The 

chorus feels compassion for the barbarian princess and promises not become angry at her 

in turn (1069).   

 Once Clytemnestra has gone back inside the palace, Cassandra launches into a 

threnos which, contrary to the ritual practice, mentions Apollo from the outset: 

5��������$������%.                                                                 
C������C�����. (Ag. 1072-3). 

 
 
To which the chorus responds 

   ����
@�' �������;
�����,�a�;���=��
         �8�.0������@�����������&�&��@�����$�. (Ag. 1074-5). 
 

As the opening of the Alcestis makes clear, Apollo should not to be found anywhere near 

death or death ritual.301  Much to the horror of the chorus, Cassandra does not heed their 

                                                 
301 Alc. 28-76.  Denniston-Page aptly quote Stesichorus frag. 22, 
�.�����
��<��> ����$����	���' 
�B�����, #)��
��������
�	���' �B��
��I�
����8��$
����[�]�
.   
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warning, but instead repeats the cry.  The chorus now feels compelled to admonish her in 

stronger terms: 

[�' 
p�������&��@�
��3����3��#
��$��
�8�������)#���' !��.�����
�
��
��$�. (Ag. 1078-9). 
 
She again blasphemes and calls on the god 
A god who should in no way stand near funeral chants. 
 

Critics have not sufficiently appreciated Cassandra’s violation of religious registers at 

this point: while ritual perversion marks much of the Oresteia, here, in self-conscious 

fashion, occurs a comment upon such perversion.  Cassandra’s action, by so clearly 

combining opposite ritual categories, is the first of its kind to draw the appropriate 

inference from the chorus.  She responds to Clytemnestra’s double attempt at ritual 

perversion (nostos into human sacrifice and the invitation to take part in the 

sacrifice/become the sacrifice) by emphasizing, indeed creating, her own ritual perversion 

in order to fix the appropriate context for her subsequent interpretation of the past, 

present, and future at Argos.   

Cassandra, in mentioning that Apollo has destroyed her a second time now 

(1082), connects her current misfortune not to the recent sack of Troy, as Clytemnestra 

would have it, but rather to the continuing (and prior) influence of Apollo.  This marks 

the beginning of several passages in which Cassandra will analeptically and proleptically 

displace Clytemnestra’s temporal frame by going both further back into the past and 

further on into the future.  The future may be fixed,302 but there is still room for 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
302 Goldhill’s comment (1984) 88 is mistaken, “Knowledge of the future [by which he means Cassandra] 
constitutes a lack of free-will.”  Time and its manipulation are crucial indices of agency, cf, Bourdieu 
(1977) 15, “But even the most strictly ritualized exchanges, in which all the moments of the action, and 
their unfolding, are rigorously foreseen, have room for strategies: the agents remain in command of the 
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Cassandra use both tempo and prophecy to demonstrate for posterity the superiority of 

her temporal understanding over against her enemy Clytemnestra. 

The chorus finally understands that she will now utter prophecy although a slave: 

��)�����I��#������,��7��
<�"��#
#7�.  
�-�����3���$��������R����!�������.  (Ag. 1083-4). 

 

“The mantic gift abides (although) in a slave’s mind.”  Cassandra, however, has not quite 

yet accepted Clytemnestra’s offer to take a place beside the other household slaves of the 

hearth.  Her identity, in the small window of time she has opened up for herself, lacks 

precise boundaries: she “is” barbarian, slave, concubine, seer, survivor of Troy, 

“paramour” of Apollo.  In pointed distinction to Agamemnon, delay has afforded her a 

modicum of opportunity to forestall adopting the identity Clytemnestra has set for her 

(before she must resign herself to the inevitable).  To the degree Cassandra employs the 

strategy of delay to benefit herself (however slightly), she casts Agamemnon’s lack of 

temporal prowess vis-à-vis Clytemnestra into question by contrast with her own. 

 In keeping with the program of agonistic temporal framing, Cassandra now 

proceeds to establish yet another causally more decisive point in the past, prior to 

Clytemnestra’s symbolism of Iphigeneia’s murder in the Carpet scene.  The following 

schematic illustrates the competing temporal frames: 

 

 

    

                                                                                                                                                 
interval between the obligatory moments and can therefore act on their opponents by playing with the 
tempo of the exchange…the mastery which defines excellence finds expression in the play made with time 
which transforms ritualized exchange into a confrontation of strategies.  
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   Agamemnon������������� �� � �� �� 
          Sack of Troy  (Convocation of Assembly) 
  
      Clytemnestra����������������������������  
                       Sacrifice of Iphigeneia    Murder of Agamemnon 
 
 Cassandra ������������������������������������ 
                Banquet of Thyestes      Orestes’ matricide 
 
  
 
Each of the last two frames seeks to subsume and thereby transcend the previous in terms 

of temporal understanding.  Cassandra, for her part, begins by grounding the current evil 

not in the sacrifice of Iphigeneia but rather in the banquet of Thyestes which she 

mentions four separate times (1091-2, 1095-7, 1192-3, 1219-1224).  The chorus credits 

her with an astounding ability to know of such things despite being raised across the sea 

(1199-1201).  In this way the extent of Cassandra’s vision, which so effortlessly crosses 

the boundaries of time and space, acts as a corollary to Clytemnestra’s equally 

extraordinary ability to “see” the destruction of Troy.303 Cassandra is, afte all, the 

worthier adversary. 

 The chorus cannot, however, follow all the details and so Cassandra opts to leave 

go her mantic style of delivery and to speak more straightforwardly (1178-1183).  She 

claims that she wants the chorus to bear witness (�
�����$��, 1184 and !#�
����&���, 

1196) to her knowledge of the past.  Here we learn that a chorus of Erinyes has not ever 

left the house of the Atreidae for it has drunk of human blood: 

����.0����-.&���)��' �4��' !#���������3���
        ������..����8#��4�����· �8�.0���p��-.��.  
        #
,�������#/��.', c����
������
���-��,  
        :��������
d�
�#7����!����������-���,  

                                                 
303 Ag. 320-350; see discussion at chapter 2, secton 3. 
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       ���������I;�, ��..������r������.  
        <���@����' \������/�
�������)���
���
        �/�
�����A�&�· !���-�����' �-���
���
        �8�0��������@��S�
��@�����������$�. (Ag. 1186-93). 
 
Cassandra even plays on the adjective �������$� here applied to the Erinyes.  Just as she 

saw ������ (1081) in B̀����� (1080) and +.
.-� in Apollo �.��%����(1086-7), 

here the prophetess designates the Erinyes as a komos that abides (�-���, 1189), but does 

so in a hostile manner (������������v����$�) that is also an abiding force (����������������$�).  This jeu 

de mots has the function of stressing the Erinyes’ embodiment of continuous, sacralized 

negative duration, here made even more pronounced: they are performing a ritual 

function (singing in a wedding komos) long past the proper time frame for it.  This is a 

clear instance of how the Erinyes are wont to extend the time of a ritual beyond almost 

indefinitely.  In Eumenides, of course, these same agents will take on a new role and 

become �8�������������$� “well-disposed,” or, perhaps, “abiding favorably.”  Here Cassandra 

insists that they have been singing in the house since the time of Thyestes’ seduction of 

his brother’s wife. She thus takes yet another step further back into the past than anyone 

else in the play has or will by locating the involvement of the Erinyes from the time of 

the first adultery.304  In choosing to call Thyestes’ act a “treading” this transgression is 

akin to Agamemnon’s own propensity to tread upon that which she should not.305  

 Cassandra then explains how she deceived Apollo in order to come by her mantic 

gifts (1202) for which he punished her by witholding the ability to convince anyone of 

the veracity of her visions (1212).  Another frenzy comes upon her and she tells of 

children similar to the forms of dreams who sit near the house (1217-8).  They hold in 

                                                 
304 Clytemnestra and Aigisthus will only go as far back as the banquet of Thyestes.  The first adultery was 
such an enormity that it reversed the course of the sun, cf. Eur. Orest. 1001-1010. 
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their hands the entrails of which their father tasted (1220-3).  This is yet another instance 

of the abiding force of transgression in the Oresteia: Cassandra sees the children, just as 

she sees the Erinyes, as still present at the house of the Atreidae.  In terms of the 

developing temporal frame, Cassandra subsumes the motivation of Aegisthus (and 

Clytemnestra) into a subset of her own larger and temporally more expansive 

understanding of the cause and effect sequences.  She then moves to the present frame 

and calls Aegisthus an effeminate, stay-at-home lion who plots revenge for Agamemnon, 

the sacker of Troy (1224-7).  She further highlights another facet of gender reversal: a 

female will be the murder(ess) of the male (�"����A�������������,1231). 

 In fact, Cassandra is not even that intent on persuading the old men of Argos of 

the impending murder: the future will come and they will soon recognize that she spoke 

all too truly (1240-1).  By this she means that they will look upon the death of 

Agamemnon (1246).  A third frenzy comes upon her and she begins to speak of her own 

death (#����$���������	�
��
�, 1260).   

 In a gesture that has never received the attention it deserves,306 Cassandra divests 

herself of her mantic raiment: 

   ����"�' !�
��"��#
�
.-���' I����	��,  
#
,��#"��
�#
,��
���$
���,��-�O���-�&=��

         ��������3�����
���"��!�"����
����7.  
         D�' !��������· �����
�.' M�' ����:��
�.  
         A��&�����' B̀�&�����' !��@������W���. (Ag. 1264-8). 
 
 
In dropping the scepter and garlands from her person, Cassandra relinquishes the office 

of priestess of Apollo; from this point on, no further visitations will trouble her.  She thus 

                                                                                                                                                 
305 See Daube (1939) 115. 
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steps out of a state of consecration before walking willingly to her death- the connection 

between her and the god has been broken.  The end of line 1267 (�����
�.' M�' 

����:��
�) has not received satisfactory explanation. It is, as we shall see, a key to 

understanding Cassandra’s actions at this point of the action.   

 Fraenkel takes �����
�.' M�' ����:��
� to mean, “now at least, you’ll lie on the 

ground, I thus requite you.”  Judet de La Combe keeps close to the manuscript reading of 

�.
�� and translates, “Je vous échange contre des biens.”  Only Denniston-Page seem 

initially (and with misgivings) to take the phrase in a literal sense, “…Cassandra 

accompanies her words by some action, e.g. trampling,” but then translate ����:��
� as 

“I pay you out.” While this sense of the verb doubtlessly exists, its use elsewhere in 

Aeschylus (in the middle voice) supports a more physical meaning of “cross from one 

place to another.”307  Quite literally Cassandra says, “I will cross over you once you have 

fallen [to the ground].”  Thus she means to throw upon the ground consecrated objects 

and trample upon them (as Denniston-Page correctly remarked).308 Moreover these 

objects are directly connected to a notion of wealth as Cassandra mockingly bids that 

they now enrich some other woman (A��&�����' B̀�&�����' !��@������W���, 1268).  

Given the verbal conception of the raiment and the physical act of trampling upon it, 

Cassandra stages her own “Carpet scene” by casting to the ground and treading upon 

sacred materials before entering the palace.  Furthermore the parallelism between 

                                                                                                                                                 
306 Taplin (1977) has very little to say about the obvious act that must have accompanied Cassandra’s 
divestiture. 
307 LSJ s.v. ����:��B II 2.  Cf. Choe. 965 �	�
����
���������������������
�������
����	���.                                                         
308At 1269ff. Apollo joins in (finally) undressing her as well, P��b��', �B������
8�3��!#�����!���
��&��&��
��!��"�
' 
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Agamemnon’s and Cassandra’s entrance has been insisted upon by several critics.309  I 

suggest that the parallelism goes farther than previously believed: Cassandra is at pains to 

deploy what strategies she can to anticipate, “post-date,” and expose her murderess in the 

here and now.  Cassandra thus crosses and resolves her own liminality as prophetess 

before going to her own death; she consciously and publicly brings to light the operative, 

yet heretofore hidden, designs of Clytemnestra310 and then reconfigures and performs 

them in her own fashion, at her own pace.  She thus successfully desacralizes herself 

before facing the next ritual sequence.   

 It only remains for Cassandra to extend the frame of the future beyond 

Clytemnestra’s metaphor of Agamemnon’s death (in wrapping him in the sacralizing 

fabrics): 

������8�����A������.' !#���7������);����.  
      [;���.0��1�7��A�����
p����	����,  
      �&���#�����������
, ���	����
����·  
      ��.0���' ��)�&���"����."����;������
      #	������, A�
���	�������.#/����������·  
      5�/���
��.0����#���!#���7���-.
�,  
      A;��������<��
��
�#���-����
����. (Ag. 1279-85). 

 
By predicting Orestes’ revenge Cassandra demonstrates her superior temporal grasp of 

the true frame of events at Argos.  A future unforeseen by Clytemnestra supplants her 

apparent total victory over Agamemnon, just as the evocation of a more distant in the past 

undercuts the queen’s or Aegisthus’ emphasis on the banquet of Thyestes.311  

                                                 
309 E.g. Reinhardt (1949) 97-105, Taplin (1977) 321-22. 
310 Taplin (ibid) 322, “It is Cassandra’s purpose to lead the chorus, and us, out of confusion and perplexity 
towards sight and perspective.” 
311 Denniston-Page (1957) 164, “Cassandra’s visions (1090-1129) and the prophecy which follows them 
(1136-72) form a continuous series of events.  Cause and effect, the crime of Atreus and the murder of 
Agamemnon, are revealed to her stage by stage in a stream of visions, past and future in orderly sequence.” 
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 Cassandra is the willing sacrifice which proceeds confidently to the altar; so, at 

least, the chorus (�������3��
<�"���k��
, 7����&�	����:�3����#&���3��:��3��

�8�������
��$�=�1297-8).  Time becomes foregrounded again as pronounces that she 

will gain nothing by further delay (1299).  The chorus responds that the last measure of 

time is honored (*��' \��
����.����@�����������:����
�, 1300), but Cassandra, in the 

face of what she knows to be destiny, realizes that little is gained by flight ([#������' 

e�
�· ���#�0�#���
�7���.V, 1301)- she has already won and will still win on temporal 

grounds.  She goes on to employ the verb �
����-��a third time to secure the chorus’ 

acknowledgement of her temporal foresight: 

A����· �
����O��
�����$�-���������,  
��
��.����.��
�#3�����' !��@��	�O,  
��)���������	�
��������' ����3��-�O.  
!�;���@�
���
@�
��' c���
����-�&. (Ag. 1279-82). 

 
In the latter instances of �
����-��(1184 and 1196)312 Cassandra sought to establish her 

unerring grasp of the most distant (but still active) past; she now uses �
�����$�- to 

indicate an act yet to come, “when a woman will die in requital for me, a woman, and a 

man will fall in requital of a man ill-wed.”  She will now enter singing a funeral dirge (in 

ring composition with the opening of her speech) for herself and for Agamemnon (1313, 

1322).   

 It cannot be accidental that the chorus both accords her pity and recognize her 

intelligence (C����0������	�
��
, ���0��' 
p�����,1295): these are the very two 

                                                 
312 See below. 
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concessions Clytemnestra, no enslaved, foreign concubine, would most like to elicit from 

her citizens.313 

SECTION  10: AFTERMATH OF AGAMEMNON’S MURDER 

 

 The chorus sings a short song before they hear the death cries of Agamemon 

(1343, 1345).  Editors of the text break up the next thirty lines between different 

members of the chorus who, after hearing the cries, proceed to debate the correct course 

of action.  Delay is outright criticized (�3�����-�������' �#�), 1353 and �����W����, 

1356), a repetition which brings to the fore an inability on the part of the chorus to 

capture the kairos and so act according to the necessities of the situation at hand.  This 

debate also operates by contrast to the preceding scene in which delay was a positive 

strategy employed by Cassandra (who, so far as possible, controlled the tempo of the 

scene through her own agency).  Significantly, Clytemnestra’s first words to the chorus 

upon emerging from the palace privilege the kairos as the core part of her strategy: 

�
���7��	�������#
�������P�&�-�����
���
���' �P�$���8#�!
������)���
�.  (Ag. 1372-3). 
 
In contradicting what I said before to suit the moment 
I feel no shame. 

 
 
Clytemnestra at once claims to have had control over the kairos in the Carpet scene as 

she also gives voice to a term that was conspicuously absent in the immediately foregoing 

debate of the chorus.  This juxtaposition of such a key term stresses Clytemnestra’s 

                                                 
313 Intelligence Ag. 277, 479-487 (see sections 1 and 4 above), 587-93 (esp. 590-1), 1401; pity for the loss 
of Iphigeneia 1412-20.  
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attempt (largely successful but for delay caused by Cassandra) to control the here and 

now of events at Argos.  The issue of time and its control is not fortuitous; Clytemnestra 

immediately devotes yet more attention to the issue of temporality: 

   !��,��' �.K����' �8#�������������	�
�  
��#&��
�
�%��e���, �b������Q�.���)�·  
?��&#
��' I��' I
��' !' !;���.
��-����.  
�\����' I�
;
–#
,��	�' �8#����)���
�– (Ag. 1377-9). 
 
This contest, of an old victory/quarrel carefully 
planned long since has come to me, albeit in time,   
but still it did come (.���)�) in time.  I stood  
where I struck in these deeds that have been done.   
Thus I acted and I will not deny it! 

 
Commentators have been deeply troubled by the “excessive” emphasis upon time in these 

lines.314  A more inclusive view of time in the Oresteia allows for the following 

interpretation: Clytemnestra delineates that 1) there has been an agon (�.K�����) 

between herself and Agamemnon, 2) this agon has occupied some duration (	�
�), 3) 

its inception is itself quite old (
�
�%�), 4) the process has come to fulfillment only 

after the passage of a considerable amount of time (�b������Q�.���)�).  In terms of 

agonistic temporal framing Clytemnestra reveals that her control of temporality in the 

issue of her revenge upon Agamemnon has been proven over the stretch of time from 

conception to execution.  She thus conceives of her agency in revenge to be very much 

like Zeus’ own, as Judet de La Combe notices: 

                                                 
314 Denniston-Page, “Clytemnestra has reason to emphasize the long duration of the feud, but the repetition 
in 	�
� ���#&� is more than usually inelegant.”  They lean toward the conjecture of �����
� to agree with 
��#&��(the latter word it the manuscript reading which they provisionally emend to ���#&�) as an expedient 
to avoid the said “inelegance.”  Thomson at 1376-7 follows Wilamowitz in proposing ��#& �-����� where 
he thinks, “
�
�%�…is merely a careless repetition of 	�
�.” Fraenkel is more comfortable with�	�
� 
and 
�
�%� – but deems ��#&� “unmistakably corrupt” and so adopts ���#&�, a word Wilamowitz thought 
impossible.  Judet de La Combe alone of modern commentators strives to retain the manuscript reading, 
“Le combat-ci n’est pas advenu sans s’être soucié (ou plutôt, avec l’indetermination propre aux adjectifs 
verbaux: ‘sans que je ne sois souciée depuis longtemps d’une victoire ancienne.”  
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  …le combat qu’elle vient de mener était réfléchi depuis longtemps 
  et, si l’on suit la lettre des manuscrits, a conduit à une victoire qui 
  était elle-même gagnée depuis toujours…Par cette double inscription  

dans la durée, la justicière s’octroie une position analogue à celle de  
Zeus vis-à-vis de Troie : le coup porté contre la ville, d’un part était 
soumis à la règle de l’alternance temporelle…mais, d’autre part, le  
but était visé depuis longtemps (�������
�	�
����;��). 315 
 

This point concerning Clytemnestra’s Zeus-like operation in the temporality of revenge is 

made all the more explicit in what follows during her boast to the chorus.  She states 

�\����' I�
;
, “thus I acted,” (1380).  This phrase, both in its brevity and its choice of 

verb, reminds us of Zeus’ own agency as earlier described by the chorus (in the passage 

which closely follows the phrase �������
�	�
����;���[364]):  I�
;���c��I#�
����

(Ag. 369), where, as we saw earlier, the phrase connects planning with (eventually) 

effective deployment in a demonstration of continuous duration.316  It is also, of course, 

the very method of the Erinyes to begin the destruction of their victim from the time of 

transgression.317  

 Clytemnestra next turns to a discussion of the device used to capture 

Agamemnon: 

   A����������:�&�����, �����P�����,  
       ��������W�, ��@�����Y�
����#
#��. (Ag. 1382-83). 
 

These words in particular best illustrate how the material used to wrap up the king in his 

bath has an intimate relationship with the Carpet scene.  Just as the carpet/dyed-fabric 

was associated with the sea (I������	�
��
, 958) and with wealth (���"�������
��

P�	�.����, 959) so too is the fabric used in the bath.  Even the designation of �d�
�for 

the material occurs in both passages (�E�	����:
�	�, 960 and ��@�����Y�
����#
#��, 

                                                 
315 Judet de La Combe (2001) II, 616. 
316 See chapter 1, section 4. 
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1383).  Furthermore, in both cases the notion of their “limitless” extent is prominent 

(I������	�
��
–�����-�����#
�
�:-���, 958 and A����������:�&�����, 1382).  

Here it is worthwhile to recapitulate Clytemnestra’s train of thought on this subject:  she 

has just finished speaking of her Zeus-like mastery of temporality in revenge before 

identifying the precise means of killing Agamemnon.  As argued earlier,318 the fabric in 

the carpet scene combined analepsis and prolepsis together in such a way as to 

demonstrate the temporal ensnarement of Agamemnon (his re-performance of the murder 

of Iphigeneia and a pre-performance of his own death in one and the same act of treading 

upon the richly dyed fabrics).  Thus, the metaphor of boundlessness, A�����, is 

particularly apt, in a temporal resonance, to the degree that Agamemnon has been 

engulfed by a temporal frame outside his purview (which should have been, in the 

performance of his nostos, more expansive).  Clytemnestra’s mastery is, however, 

undercut when she turns to metaphors of ritual and fertility to complete her description of 

Agamemnon’s death: 

������ � � 
����-��������· #������$���P��.�	������
         ���"#���
8��@�#7�
· #
,����#�����
         ����&��!��������, ��@�#
�0�������,  
         qB����, ��#�7�����"���, �8#�
�
���	���.  
         �\����3��
<��@����3��*��
�������/�,  
         #�#����7��5;�$
��
Y�
������
.����
         :	������' !����V��
#	��������
��������,  
         �
�����
���8����������9��������Q��
         .	�������&�3��#	��#���!��������
���. (Ag. 1384-92). 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
317 See section 3 above. 
318 See section  6c above. 
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Three libations were poured at symposia to complete a ritual sequence of reverence to the 

gods.  This, to be sure, is another instance of ritual perversion.319  The phrase �8#�
�
��

�	��� (1387) seems to refer to Clytemnestra’s conception of the third libation as a 

fulfillment of a vow,320 thus another indication arises, at least in the queen’s mind, that a 

cycle of ritual action has run its course by virtue of her striking Agamemnon three 

separate times.  No sooner does she proclaim ritual finality than another curious metaphor 

intervenes to cast doubt upon any notion of closure.  Blood from Agamemnon’s wounds 

(1390) has splattered upon Clytemnestra as if she were a sown furrow (���&�3�) when, 

“the sheath is in labour with the ear.”321  The expectation arises that, naturally and 

unavoidably, that the field will bloom.  In Hesiod, the blood of Ouranos, after it has fallen 

into the sea, “gives birth” to the Erinyes. 322 

Once again ritual completion (in the metaphor of the third and final libation) is 

overlaid with an opposite movement (the sowing of the field).  In keeping with the 

prevalence of temporal frames we hear once again of the end frame of one sequence 

being superimposed directly onto the beginning of another, entirely separate temporal 

process.  For all her manipulation of time and tempo, Clytemnestra here falls into the trap 

of unconsciously extending liminality for both the community and herself.323   

 To Clytemnestra’s mind the sacrifice of Iphigeneia (I������
<��@�
$�
, 1417) 

was a magic spell affecting the Thracian winds (!Q�3��|�O#�����&�	���, 1418).  Her 

                                                 
319 Cf. Fraenkel (1950) ad loc., “…the pure and healthful third libation changes into something baneful and 
horrible…the harsh impiety must not be interpreted away.” 
320 See Denniston-Page ad loc., (pace Fraenkel). 
321 Fraenkel’s translation. 
322 Theog.183-185. ���
��.0��T
�	��..����-�������
E�
�����
�,/	�
���-;
����
$
· 
������-�����' !��
��7��/.���
�' �r���@�����#�
���0����.	����������.
��
�.� 
323 The will be brought out in much of the extremely dense ritual language of the Choephoroi. 
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anger and indignation turns to the chorus for threatening her with exile while they did 

nothing against Agamemnon as a punishment for the miasma he caused by murdering his 

own daughter (��
��	����A���
, 1420).  She then utters a threat of forcing them to 

learn sophrosyne albeit late in life (.�/�O����
���,��5���.�@���3��������$�, 1425)   

Under her tutelage the chorus is to learn a lesson they should have mastered much earlier: 

against the backdrop of agonistic temporal framing Clytemnestra has imputed a missed 

opportunity in the past for which she will compensate in a future of her own choosing.  

The queen tries to demonstrate her superior temporal understanding by boxing the chorus 

into a smaller frame within her more expansive view of time and propriety. 

 To this charge the chorus does not reply directly; they first imply that 

Clytemnestra is not in control of her own words since she must be suffering from the 

madness that afflicts those who have recently shed blood (1426-9).324  Only then do they 

push the boundary of the future further on towards the retribution she will face from 

Orestes (A�������I����������������-�
��������/����
�����
�����$�
�, 1429-30).  In 

this way the elders of Argos attempt to dilute the direct control Clytemnestra claims to 

have over herself and over the situation at hand while they also turn the tables on her 

temporal frame by indicating a more decisive point in the future. 

 Clytemnestra has already once boasted how an oath of hers was fulfilled in the 

course of time (1387),325 and she now utters a second oath, sealed by reference to 

Agamemnon’s murder: she will be safe as long as Aegisthus will light the fire at the 

hearth of the home (1431-6).  The efficacy of his presence has been proven by his 

                                                 
324 This same phenomenon (of madness resulting from the fresh blood of murder) recurs at Cho. 1055-6. 
325 See section 10 above. 
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function as counselor up unto this point (BD.�����, c���3���������p�����7��!���, 

1436). 

 The chorus seems shaken, especially by Clytemnestra’s inflammatory 

language.326  They wish for a close to the frame of their lives since their most kindly 

guardian has been laid low by a woman (1447-52).  It is as if the chorus wishes to slip 

into an unbroken duration of their own choosing in a direct movement away from the 

here and now of Clytemnestra’s domination.  Since she has countered their oblique 

reference to Orestes’ return (1429-30) with the continued presence of the Aegisthus 

(1434-6) as a proof against danger, the chorus next tries to work around her temporal 

frame by taking a step further back in the cause and effect sequence.  Whereas 

Clytemnestra has just forwarded Iphigeneia as the major cause of the fall of Agamemnon, 

the chorus suggests that Helen was the prima causa: 

PK�PK�
�	�����ur�-�
���������������������������������������������������������������         
��
��0�����	�, �0��	������0���

             ���0��5�-�
�' <3�j���R,  
           �@�����-
�������
�����!&�������
         ��' 
d�' A������[����e�����' !����������
           I����!����
���, ����3���PW��. (Ag. 1455-61). 
 
In assigning blame to Helen for both those lost at Troy and the new (�@�) blood that 

cannot be washed away (��' 
d�' A�����), the chorus temporally displaces 

Clytemnestra’s agency by (implicitly) relegating it to a subset of her sister’s effect upon 

their world. Textual corruption impairs the reading of 1459 but it seems to mean, in the 

                                                 
326 The queen publicly mocks Agamemnon for being the “darling of the daughters of Chryses” 
(^���&����������.�
��7��<' ����Q ,1439) and she even goes so far as to reverse gendered language in 
calling Cassandra the lover of Agamemnon����)���, a term used exclusively of the male in reference to 
the female- perhaps a grudging gesture of respect for her only real adversary. 
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view of Denniston-Page, something like, “you’ve adorned yourself with a perfect 

ornament, to be remembered long-after by reason of blood not to be washed away.”  

They then fix a time in the past (e�����') as the definitive point for understanding the 

present (which will also extend far into the future since the act is to be �����
����). 

 Clytemnestra’s response counters both of the frames recently forwarded by the 

chorus.  She tells them neither to wish for death (1462), nor to blame Helen for the 

situation at hand as if she alone had effected (I�
;�, 1467) a pain (A�.��) of unstable 

proportions (�;���
���).  The adjective �;���
���, from �v������
�
�, suggests 

something that cannot be marshaled into a whole.327  As such the denotation succinctly 

captures what is at issue in the debate: how to define the limits of the actions and their 

effects into a clearly demarcated whole? 

 To this the chorus has recourse to invoking the daimon of the house: 

 

�
$���, H��!���������/�
���#
,������-                                                               
�����j
��
���
����,   
#�	����<�'> P��������!#�.��
�#7���
#
�����&#����!��,�#�
������, (Ag. 1468-71). 

 
   Daimon, you who fall upon the house and the twin- 
   descendants of the Atreidae 
   you wield heartrending power through 
   two women of equal intent. 
 
 
The scholiast in this passage recognizes that j
��
���
���� can refer to Menelaus and 

Agamemnon or, equally well, to Atreus and Thyestes.328  If the latter pair are meant, the 

                                                 
327 Dennistion-Page ad loc., “‘that will not stand together,’ i.e. uncohesive, not compact or solid.  The 
context here suggests ‘uncongealed pain,’ the pain of a wound that will not close up.” 
328 Quoted by Fraenkel ad loc. 
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chorus has followed the trajectory of agonistic temporal framing by situating the 

daimon’s activity even before Helen’s entry into the chain of cause and effect. 

 Clytemnestra, for one, seems to take the meaning j
��
���
���� of as referring 

back to Thyestes and Agamemnon: 

         �@���' �����
������
����.�/�&�,  
         �3�����	��������
         �
����
�.-��&���"����#�#���#��. (Ag. 1475-80). 

 
            Now you have set aright your mouth’s judgement 
            naming the thrice-fattened daimon of this race. 
    
Fashioning herself as a sort of instructor, Clytemnestra finally approves of the suggested 

agent and frame after having summarily dismissed the earlier attempts at understanding.  

She calls the daimon of this house thrice-gorged (���	������) by which she means, 

presumably, the children of Thyestes, Iphigeneia, and now Agamemnon.  The process she 

describes is, further, akin to a wound breaking out afresh before the previous one stops 

bleeding. (1479-80). Such a conception transposes into medical terms the ritual 

conception of a new round of sacralization taking hold before the first sequence has run 

its course.329  This admission of almost (unwittingly) identifying the continuous overlap 

of ideally separate cycles we have seen before with the chorus affirmation of the same 

during the performance of the parados.330  It cannot but suggest that the process, despite 

the queen’s fervent hope, is not yet resolved. 

                                                 
329 Dumortier (1935) 53, “Ainsi s’exprime Clytemnestre pour évoquer la suite ininterrompue des crimes 
qui souillent la race des Atrides.  Hippocrate parle, à plusieurs reprises, de l’ichor ou de l’humeur 
ichoreuse, à propos de plaies de l’avant-bras: quand la maturation est venue, on en exprime un ichor 
visqueux.” 
330 See section 3 above. 
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 Although the chorus, under Clytemnestra’s negative instruction, was just credited 

with a correct appreciation of the time frame involved, they choose now to invoke Zeus 

as “all responsible, who does everything (
���.-�
, 1486): 

e��-.
���D#������$�����������������������������������������������������������������  
�
����
�#
,�:
���&����
P��$�,  
��@���@, #
#3��
k�����
��&�%�����
���#�������·  
PK�P����
,�2�3���

�
������
���.-�
·  
���.0��:����$��A����2�3������$�
�=��
����7��' �8����#�
�����!����=�(Ag. 1480-8). 

 
As with �;���
��� above, so too does the adjective �#������� lend an aspect of 

ceaselessness to the activity of the daimon.  Moreover, the chorus emphatically encodes 

the dominant frame of past and present (and, by extension, future) within the agency of 

Zeus.  He is, first, he through whom everything achieves its telos (���.0��:����$��A����

2�3������$�
�, 1479); nothing in this matter has come to be without his prior assent (���

�7��' �8����#�
�����!����, 1488).  The compact force of their language (����$�
�, 

���v#�
����) repeats key terms used in conjunction with assessing time and agency in 

earlier action of the play (cf. ����$�
� Ag. 67 and I�
;���c��I#�
��� Ag. 369).  Thus 

the chorus once again reconfigures the decisive time frame to show that Clytemnestra’s 

act is book-ended by two poles outside her own temporal activity (and thus outside her 

direct agency).  

 The sacrifice of Agamemnon, in Clytemnestra’s view, was a ritual act of revenge 

whose specific formulation most resembles the antipodal character of the sacralization 

and desacralization scheme: 

�
��
W����������.��
�#,���#��@��
��@�' *�
�
�3������b����	������
�B��-����
���@�����
�"�����
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����' �-������,  
�-�������
��$��!����
�. (Ag. 1500-4). 

 
In the last line we hear that the murder was a sacrificial act (!����
�) which is not so 

much a corruption of the sacrificial act per se, but, instead, features a strong inversion of 

victims in �-�������
��$� as the beginning and ending of a sequence of the daimon’s 

activity.  As with the sacrifice of the virgin Iphigeneia (whose sacrifice inverted the 

defining feature of hare’s sacrifice- for the latter was extremely pregnant, !��#����
), so 

here the sacrifice of Agamemnon is conceived of as a conforming to the desacralization 

ritual in reference to Thyestes’ children since he was ‘full-grown/brought to (ritual) 

perfection’ (�-����) while they were robbed of the possibility of becoming old (��
��$� 

1504).  In this way the sacrificial metaphor presides over the otherwise predominant 

conception of the lex talionis of “like for like.”  Significantly, Clytemnestra does not 

describe the vengeance of the alastor in terms of a child for a child or a feast for a feast 

(the very action of the Erinyes): it is her hope, rather, that the ritual sequence has ended. 

 Before turning to the matter of Agamemnon’s death ritual (1541-50) the chorus 

hints again that ritual closure has not been achieved since, in their view, Justice is being 

whetted for another deed of harm (��#&��[�'] !' A�����%.�
��&.	����:�	:&�, 1535).  

After enduring more taunts from the queen they affirm that the does must suffer in turn so 

long as Zeus abides on his throne: 

����
�
��' !��,�#�$�
�.  
         �-�����-����', !#�������' *�#
����.  

��������������������!������Q�2�3���

��$���3��I�;
��
· �-������.	�.  
����L��.��0����
$���!#:	���������=��

         #�#���&�
��.-�����3��A�R. (Ag. 1560-5). 
 
These matters are hard to judge/separate. 
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She takes the taker, the killer pays the punishment. 
It abides that the doer suffer, so long as Zeus 
abides on his throne.  For such is the law. 
Who could cast the cursed seed out of the house? 
The family has been affixed onto destruction. 
 
 

Resolution is impossible since what has been done cannot be properly distinguished 

(����
�
��' !��,�#�$�
�, 1560).331  Furthermore, the house is still caught up in this 

dynamic of reciprocal revenge (#�#���&�
��.-�����3��A�R, 1565).  Clytemnestra 

seems to concede that such a conception does indeed exist and so she vows that she will 

endure the current situation provided that, in the future (�����) the daimon visit another 

family with internecine murder (1569): 

…!.K��' �p���
         !�-����
�������S�w���������%���
         ��#�������-�&��	���������-�.���,  
         �����&�	����g��'· H���������, P���'  
         !#��7����������A��&��.���0���
         ���:�����
�	�����
8�-��
���· (Ag. 1568-73). 
 
 
She is, in addition, willing to make do with a small part of wealth since she has removed 

the madness from slaughter from the house (�
��
�����	��������&���������

�������O, 1576).  In temporal terms, Clytemnestra has countered the chorus claim that 

the daimon is still operative in the present frame at Argos; by means of a vow (a hopeful 

extension of her agency into the future- already shown to be quite effective in her case) 

she prays that event in the future conform to her and not the chorus’ will. 

SECTION  11: AEGISTHUS AND THE CHORUS 
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 Aegisthus now enters with a prayer addressed to the light of the justice-bringing 

day (C��-..����p�����1�-�
����#&�����, 1578).  This language, in all likelihood 

delivered by the same actor who played the part of prologue, resembles the watchman’s 

prayer for Eleusinian deliverance in that it invokes the day as a turning point towards 

success after the passage of a long, uninterrupted duration.  The revenge, moreover, is 

cast in terms of a fulfillment of a curse uttered by Thyestes against Atreus (1600-2).  

Much like the vow of Clytemnestra (1431), Agamemnon’s death brings to completion 

oaths which invoked the agency of gods in the affairs of men.  So great is the satisfaction 

resulting from the completed frame that, entirely similar to the chorus (550) and the 

army’s herald (539), it elicits a striking wish for death from Aegisthus (�\���#
�3�����

#
,��3�#
��
��$��!���, 1610).  He then turns towards a temporally agonistic them in 

relation to the chorus when he says that they will learn sophrosyne (1619-20) despite 

their age.  As with Clytemnestra’s ealier threat of the same, the implication is that the 

new tyrant will have to correct for temporal improprieties in the course of the citizens’ 

education (since sophrosyne should be learned earlier in life).  Finally,  Aegisthus 

threatens them with an (unbounded) frame of time in prison which is to instruct their old 

age with forced fasting: 

�����,����#
,��3�."�
��
Y�����)��������
         ��
�����	�#����!;��/�
�
������7���
         P
����	�����. �8��*�N��*�7���	��=��
         �3��#-���
�����	#��W�, ���
��
����.V�. (Ag. 1621-4). 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
331 For an explanation of this phrase, see Seaford (2003) 149, “The indistinuishability of violent opposites 
makes resolution of conflict seems impossible.” 
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The word for hunger, �)������, “fastings,” is, again, not chosen as a mere synonym for 

���3� which will occur in reference to this context later in the text (1642).  As before332 

“fasting” has a liminal tinge which harmonizes with the notion of a specific period of 

time during which the chorus, taken out of their rightful place in society, will suffer.  The 

fastings are, significantly, further encoded within the realm of religious metaphor by 

being called “prophets of healing” (P
����	�����, 1623).  The chorus stands to learn 

self-control through incarceration that is twice related to a realm of the sacred (fasting 

and prophecy).  Aegisthus intends to punish the chorus by enclosing them in a time frame 

not unlike the other (negatively) sacralized frames deployed throughout the Oresteia. 

 To this the chorus responds harshly.  They call him a woman (1625) and doubt his 

agency in being able to have concocted such a demise for one who was a “man, a 

general” (����,����
�&.S�����' !:������
�������= 1627).  They call him a “stay-at-

home” (�P#���3�, 1626) and so repeat a term they had used earlier in a passage of 

warning to Agamemnon (807-9).333  In the latter context Agamemnon was enjoined to 

identify in time (����Q, 807) the just or unjust citizen who stayed at home (�P#����@��
�

����7�, 809).  Here they must fulfill the letter of their own injunction by exposing 

Aegisthus as the constituent of the latter category. 

 Aegisthus admonishes them once again: 

#
,��
@�
��A&�#�
��	�������&.��".  
�����$����.�7��
������!�
���
��I����.  
*�����.0��e.��	��
�������.."���
�N,  
�b��' !;����
���&�����<�	.�
������
A;O· #�
�&��,���' 1���/�������
�V. (Ag. 1628-32). 

                                                 
332 In the Iphigeneia episode the liminal time between the contrary sacrifices caused “fastings;” see section 
1a above. 
333 .�/�O��������Q���
��������������������#
����#
,��3���#
������������P#����@��
�����7�'��
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He first tells them that their words are the originary causes of tears (���&.��").334  

Aegisthus thus places their verbal riposte within a frame whose end can only be regret.  

He impugns the character of their “barkings” (<�	.�
���) by calling them “childish” 

(�&����).  After mocking their rebuttal for being enclosed in a frame doomed to fail and 

unfit for their age at that, he asserts his control over the future frame, “you will show a 

more tame disposition once you have been dominated,” (1632). 

 The chorus, for their part, are incredulous that Aegisthus will become tyrant over 

the Argives (1633).  They aim to dissociate the claim of his agency over Agamemnon’s 

death through impugning him for only having planned the deed, but not doing it with his 

own hand (1634-5).  It is as if his claim to be tyrant now and in the future rests upon a 

suspect, discontinuous frame of planning (which he did) and execution (which he did not 

do).   

 In response Aegisthus goes some way towards undercutting Clytemnestra’s part 

in the murder: she becomes responsible now only for the deception, while he was the age 

old enemy (!.K��' \�����!���3��e�
�
�.��)�, 1638).  He thus temporally 

emphasizes his priority (
�
�.��)�) in the matter of revenge upon Agamemnon.  His 

frame of agency will then stretch from a past beyond anyone else’s to a future (in his 

view) of interminable length.  Again he threatens, now with calling upon help from the 

coffers of Agamemnon’s wealth (1638-9), to make those who do not obey suffer until 

such time as hunger and darkness make them soft (1641-2). 

 The chorus expands the future frame immediately:  Orestes will return out of exile 

(#
����K�, 1647) to become the all-powerful murderer of the pair before them (����$��
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.-�&�
����$����
.#�
����������, 1648).  Fraenkel sees in a word otherwise reserved 

for use in reference to divine beings.335  By using characteristically sacral terminology, 

the chorus counters Aegisthus’ threats of liminalized incarceration with a further, more-

than-mortal visitation of revenge.  Indeed the comments of the chorus, at this point, avoid 

direct concern for their own well being and instead develop an argument whose driving 

force is temporal in orientation:  Aegisthus may win a short-term (and ultimately 

insignificant) victory over a handful of Argos’ elderly, but the long-term struggle will be 

resolved definitively by Orestes’ murder of both Aegisthus and Clytemnestra. 

 The following lines, 1649-53, involve a much debated problem over the proper 

distribution of couplets or single lines to either Aegisthus or to the chorus.  Does 

Aegisthus speak at 1649 and 1651 and so introduce an abortive scene of stichomythia 

(abruptly ended by Clytemnestra at 1654)? 

B�.   ���' !�,���#�$���	�' I������#
,��-.���, .�/�O��	�
·  
        ^�    �k
��), ���������$�
�, ��4�.����8���#0������.  
   B�.   �k
��), ;�������#����%�������8����W-��.  
   ^�.   ���0�#�.K�������#�����8#���
����
���
��$�.  
   B�.    �����-������-.�����
��$����· �������&���' 
E������
'(1649-53). 
 
Page’s OCT keeps to a strictly equal division of lines between king and subjects; 

Fraenkel only makes the change of assigning 1650 ((the first �k
��))) to Aegisthus 

instead of the chorus.  The problem with both these views, as Thomson saw correctly, is 

that to have the extremely elderly men draw swords at this point in the action is quite 

incredible.336  The sense is greatly improved if, with Thomson, we assign 1649-51 to 

                                                                                                                                                 
334 The adjective is a hapax.   
335 Fraenkel (1950) III, ad loc. 
336 Thomson ad loc., “This arrangement [the traditional one of stichomythia], though generally accepted, 
involves the absurdity, against which the whole play cries out, of supposing that these old men ���������
P��b��P��
��
��-�������!,��#)������have been carrying arms unknown to us.  Moreover, 1652 
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Aegisthus: he readies his men to attack the citizens for vaunting of his (impending) 

murder at the hands of Orestes.  The chorus then affirms at 1652 that they are ready to 

die.  They are confident that the temporal conception which they have offered is superior 

to that of Aegisthus in terms of ultimate efficacy; death means but little.337 

          After Clytemnestra interrupts her paramour’s urge to kill yet more on this day, he 

resorts again to threats of punishment in the future (���' !./��' !��<��-�
�����1�-�
���

�-����' I��, 1666).  To this prospect the chorus directly opposes the advent of Orestes 

(�4#, !0���
��������-��&����@�' ������O�����$�, 1667).  They then quickly follow 

up their prognostication with a temporally crucial point: the actions of Aegisthus 

constitute a miasma upon Justice (��
�����������#&�, 1669).  This is now the second 

time they have labeled the situation before them as a form of miasma (cf. �/�
����
��
�

#
,���7��!.������, 1645).  Pollution, however, contrasts strongly with Clytemnestra’s 

next words, the final lines of the play: 

��������)�O���
�
�����7��' <�
.�	���· <!.K>  
        #
,��b��)������#�
��@�����7�������	����<#
�7�>.  (Ag. 1672-3). 
 
On her view, the new ascendance, embodied in herself and Aegisthus, will rule over the 

house of the Atreidae and set things aright (1673).  At the very beginning of Agamemnon, 

of course, the watchman, in a passage full of references to liminalized temporality, spoke 

of the current period of rule as conspicuously abnormal and inverted.338  Thus, whereas 

                                                                                                                                                 
clearly belongs to them, helpless but undaunted in the face of the death with which the tyrant threatens 
them (1653).” 
337 As such the chorus’ repose in temporal superiority resembles nothing so much as Cassandra’s equally 
calm determination in the face of death due to her clearly more expansive understanding of time as against 
Clytemnestra.  To remove death as a finalizing frame has affinities with the temporal strategy of other 
figure in tragedy, notably Antigone’s resolve to die since she has died long since and conceives of death as 
continuous presence in the company of her philoi, cf. Ant.  559-60 and 74.       
338 See section  2 above. 
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Clytemnestra here envisions a return to proper rule (�)�����…#
�7�, 1673), the 

chorus, through the implication that her and Aegisthus’ action has brought pollution upon 

the land, the local gods, and Justice herself, puts forward just the opposite view.  The 

return to normality would seem to promise desacralization of the predominantly liminal 

characteristic of time at Argos since, at least, Agamemnon’s departure;339 the chorus, 

however, sees a new period of negatively sacralized time just beginning before the old 

one has run its course ().  For them, the only hope of bringing the sacralized time period 

to a close lies in the appearance of an explicitly sacralized agent (
.#�
���).  

Choephoroi will starkly justify the view of the chorus on the continuous hold of all-

encompassing liminality before they finally name Time in its sacral guise at the moment 

of the decisive peripeteia.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
339 Thomson (1941) 247, “For her the murder was a necessary rite of purification, a perfect sacrifice by 
which the family has been purified of its hereditary madness; and now that her task is done all she asks is to 
live in peace (1567-76).” 
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Chapter 3:  Choephoroi 

 
 In turning to Choephoroi we will pay close attention to the temporalities involved 

in ritual performance, nostos poetics, and agonistic framing.  More specifically, this play, 

much like Agamemnon, develops several aspects of liminal time, which await the 

completion of the (ostensibly) proper desacralization ritual for their resolution (here all 

the initial characters presented- Orestes, Electra, and even the chorus- function, at first, 

within the ritual suspension of profane temporality).  Orestes’ nostos, however, quite 

unlike Agamemnon’s, will conspicuously include those elements of proper temporal 

awareness and manipulation (especially the use of the kairos) which were earlier 

appropriated by Clytemnestra against the nostos figure.  In this way suspension and 

action are not as contradictory as they may otherwise seem: the “action” of the nostos is 

configured as part of definitive desacralization.  The phenomenon of agonistic temporal 

framing will account for much of the content and structure of the debate between 

Clytemnestra and Orestes.  After this debate, matricide will become, in the conception of 

the chorus, the long-awaited ritual reversal of Agamemnon’s death (itself a sacrifice).340 

It should then lead to the restoration of normative temporality: in the last stasimon (Cho. 

935-971) they will sing of Time itself crossing the threshold once all the proper 

(desacralization) rituals have been performed.  This play will end, as did Agamemnon, 

with the search for the proper temporal frame in which to situate the events at Argos thus 

far.   

                                                 
340 Agamemnon’s death is compared to a sacrifice at Ag. 1386-7, 1395, 1433, and 1504.   
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Accordingly, this third chapter will divide into five parts: 1) an investigation of 

the ritual valence(s) of the first half of the play and an examination of temporality and 

ritual in the great kommos scene, 2) an exposition of Orestes’ temporal awareness of 

nostos parameters for proper action, 3) a schematization of the debate between mother 

and son along the lines of agonistic temporal framing, 4) a full treatment of the third 

stasimon and its emphasis on the word ������, and�5) an analysis of the end of 

Choephoroi in relation to the close of the first play, Agamemnon.  This play, to anticipate 

here our argument, offers at once a more compact yet also more explicit engagement with 

the temporal undercurrents of the trilogy.  Eumenides, in accordance with the trajectory 

of ever increasing liminality, will present the issue of temporal stasis in ritual in its most 

unmistakable aspects.   

SECTION  1: RITUAL ACTS AT AGAMEMNON’S TOMB 

 
 The prologue of Choephoroi is, unfortunately, seriously corrupt and depends upon 

quotations from the scholia and from Aristophanes’ Frogs for what can be gained by way 

of reconstruction.341   From these indications, we learn that Orestes has returned to Argos 

to perform, among other things, ritual acts at the site of his father’s tomb.  He proceeds to 

place two locks of hair upon the burial mound, one as a token of his passage to manhood, 

                                                 
341 There is, however, a degree of stability to the reconstructions as Wilamowitz (1915), Page (1972), 
Garvie (1986), and West (1990a) offer identical texts.  West (1990b) 229-33 offers a conjectural restoration 
of all the missing lines. 
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and the other as an offering to his dead father (4-5).342  He thus does now what he should 

have been allowed to do long before: 

  �8�.0��
�K�����;
����, 	���, �������
           �8�' !;-����
���$�' !' !#���N���#��@. (Cho. 8-9) 
 
 For, I did not lament your death at your funeral, father, 
 nor did I stretch my hand forth when your corpse made its 
 way to be buried. 

 
Significantly, Orestes describes a situation in which he is finally performing a ritual act 

that should have been performed long ago (at the time of Agamemnon’s burial).343  The 

implication arises that there has been an overlong suspension of the proper ritual frame 

for the performance of burial rites,344 and here this period of suspension coincides with 

both Orestes’ tenure as exile345 and his coming of age as a man.346  In all three instances 

we witness the process of a telos on the point of reaching its goal.  The extended period 

of ritual in the example of the burial rites, and the “in betwixt and in between” status of 

                                                 
342 Lebeck (1971) 97, “Two ceremonies, customarily performed on different occasions but in like manner, 
are here juxtaposed.” Hair was also something dedicated to heroes at their tombs, cf. Pausanias 1. 43. 4 and 
2. 32. 4. 
343 Euripides, characteristically, picks up on this element of ritual suspension in the Oresteia and makes the 
point more pronounced in his Electra at 323ff: 
�B.
�-�������������:���f���
��-���� 
�4����	����' �8���#�7�
�������&���
I�
:�����0�����-������.�
���	���'� 
344 Burial practice tends to follow a tripartite scheme, cf. Burkert (1985) 192, “The essential stations in the 
normal funerary ritual are…the laying out of the corpse, prothesis, the carrying out, ekphora, and the 
funeral proper with funerary sacrifices and a funerary banquet- which are taken up as the basis of a 
continuing grave cult.” Orestes mentions the middle phase, the time of passage from the house to the burial 
site.   See also Alexiou (1974), Vermeule (1979) 13ff., and Garland (1985). 
345 Orestes describes his arrival in terms of the reentry of an exile, cf. Garvie (1986) ad loc., “#
�-����
� 
is the technical term for the return home of an exile.” Cf. also Goldhill (1984) 105, “Orestes is involved in a 
personal action of retribution and regaining his position in the oikos- the sense of return (from exile) to a 
former position implicit in the verb #
�-����
�.” 
346 Goldhill (1984) 169, “…the return in status in the oikos is here preceded by a description of death and 
rebirth: the liminality of Orestes’ position marked by the points of transition, of ‘passage.” 
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the exile and the male youth before manhood (outside more fixed social categories)347 

lends multiple overtones of ritual liminality to the proceedings.  As in Agamemnon, 

where we saw a concatenation of various liminalities construct an overall impression of 

ritual time, so too in Choephoroi does the prologue achieve the same effect by a similar 

device. 

 In a further instance of parallelism between the two plays, Choephoroi presents 

not just verbal indications of prevailing liminality, but, very early on in the action, real-

time performance of ritual on stage greatly reinforces the presence of sacralized 

duration.348  In Agamemnon, no sooner did the watchman end his speech of cryptic and 

not so cryptic references to the rites of Eleusis and the year end than the chorus of that 

play marched upon the stage amidst the burning sacrifices of dubious import.349  Verbal 

indications of ritual process were then followed by actual ritual performance.  Here, in 

parallel fashion, Orestes bears witness to a ritual procession, the meaning of which he 

cannot, at least initially, surmise: 

  �����"�
�������=�������' [�' *�).������
            ��������.��
�#7���	���������
.��������

        �-���
=���R�;�����N������#	��=��
        ����
���������"�
����#���$��-��=��
        9�
��,��J�S��	��' !��#	�
��������
       ��0��������
������-����������.�
�
=��(Cho. 10-15) 
 
  What thing do I see? What kind of gathering of women  

                                                 
347 Zeitlin (1978) passim, following suggestions first made by Vidal-Naquet (1969), makes a compelling 
case that Orestes’ presence in Choephoroi is replete with liminal associations of the “rite of passage” 
variety, see esp. ibid. 167, “Orestes’ experience continues to conform to the constellation of symbols and 
events that cluster about the pubertal initiation scenario…in addition to the liminal situation of ambiguity 
and the recurrent imagery of birth, death, and rebirth, other typical features include: (1) ordeal, 
wakefulness, suffering, silence, isolation, wandering…(2) close connection with the deities of the group, 
(3) the presence of a male authority figure as guide…(4) the passive submission  and obedience to that 
authority.”  
348 Cf. the carpet scene and Agamemnon’s overlong roost upon the “marriage” cart, see chapter two. 
349 See chapter 2, section 2 
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  is this, conspicuous in dark robes? To what should I  
  liken it?  Does some new woe attach to the house? 
  Or would I hit the mark in guessing that it is for my father 
  that they are bringing libations, appeasements for those below? 
 
The chorus of Agamemnon, faced with a similar vision of ritual ambiguity, also wondered 

aloud to Clytemnestra about the reason for the sacrifices unfolding before them: 

� � �����-��=�����-��=�����' !
�����-�&��
            �������..���
���

          ����$�������
�����#�$�=��
        	����������7���7�����������,  
        <	���, �������,  
        �7��������
�����7���' �.��
���,  
          :���,��/��������-.���
�·  
      � �
� � What is the matter? What new? What have you perceived? 
  Persuaded by what report do you perform sacrifices everywhere? 
  The altars are alight with gifts for all the gods who guide the city, 
  for those above, for those of the earth, for those of the gates and fields! 
 
At the beginning of both plays, then, an arresting scene of ritual activity fills the stage 

and lays claim to the full attention of the spectators on the stage, chorus and actors 

respectively.  Such a visual instantiation of ritual activity (i.e. the very performance of 

ritual in “real-time” before the audience’ eyes) creates the impression that we, with the 

spectators on stage, are caught up in a period of sacralized duration: we happen upon the 

ritual performance in medias res.  Aeschylus thus follows rather compact verbal allusions 

to ritual process with the very performance of such a time period on stage.    

 Although Orestes guesses that the procession is composed of libation bearers for 

the dead and his sister is among their company, he finishes the prologue with an address 

to Pylades for them to retreat into hiding in order to observe the ritual further (21-2).350 

                                                 
350 w��	�&����
�7����!#��/���c��L���
�7���
���	���.��
�#7��[����[���������).   
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Before he does so, however, he first utters a prayer that functions in ring-composition 

with the very opening of the play: 

  �-���
�. C�o�@, �����������
��
���������
           
����, .���@��������
�����-����!���. (Cho. 18-19). 
 
 Zeus, allow me to take vengeance for my father’s death: 
 become my willing ally! 

 

In the first lines Orestes had asked Hermes to become, “his willing savior and ally.”351  

This specific formulation of prayer language352 appears twice in Agamemnon, both times 

in reference to a release from a period of ritual liminality.  In the first example, the chorus 

asks their queen Clytemnestra to become a, “healer of anxiety,” when they are confronted 

by the ritually ambiguous sacrifices being performed throughout the city.353  By such a 

prayer they hoped for release from worry over the ritual scene surrounding them.  The 

second appearance of this particular formulation of entreaty occurs in reference to Apollo 

in which the newly arrived herald asks the god to become a healer and savior despite his 

“intractable” opposition to the Achaeans at Troy.354  This latter prayer, insofar as it 

directly followed reference to a period of sacralized temporality and looks to the 

cessation of this time period, is also instructive for the other examples of this formulation 

of a prayer for release.  In Agamemnon, the chorus’ first address to Clytemnestra seeks to 

gain a release from a debilitating anxiety occasioned by ritual; in Choephoroi, Orestes’ 

                                                 
351 ur��"���������
��S��!�������#�	�&���
��������.���@�����;���
�������
P����-�Q·� 
352 On the language of prayer see Pulleyn (1997). 
353 
�/�����.���@��"����������&�
�/�����.���@��"����������&�
�/�����.���@��"����������&�
�/�����.���@��"����������&�,  
  ~��@�����������#
#���������-��� (Ag. 98-99)� 
354 \
��������/�
��o���, *�w�������' A�
;,  
  ��;����P	�����&#-�' �P��1�%��:-�&·  
   ����
�0�Z#	�
������e��' ��	�����,  
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prayer evokes a similar plea for release from his own liminal position as exile and 

adolescent on the verge of manhood.  These two prayers, in their formal and substantive 

similarity, evoke a sustained thematic wish for release from temporal liminality- each 

addressed to a different god, Hermes and Zeus respectively. 

 Final release, however, although adumbrated in this scene, will only begin to 

arrive with the full execution of vengeance and the Odyssean nostos of the legitimate 

male ruler; before that moment, Orestes will need to intensify his state of consecration in 

a new ritual program for the upcoming trial.  At this point, despite the hoped-for act of 

vengeance, we hear only of final phase rites and see the actual performance of ritual 

before our eyes- for an audience steeped in ritual performance and familiar with both 

ritual dynamics and the liminal time of their enactment, the mood has been powerfully 

and unmistakably (re)set. 

SECTION  2: THE CHORUS AND RITUAL TIME 
 
 The chorus now enters and provides a detailed description of their state and 

current mission.  Their clothes lie in tatters about their bodies (27-29); blood trickles 

down from their cheeks due to the self-laceration demanded in funerary ritual (23-25).355  

And if Orestes has found himself in a position of interstitial anxiety for being so long 

                                                                                                                                                 
  �@����@����@����@���' 
p���������D����#
,�
�/����
p���������D����#
,�
�/����
p���������D����#
,�
�/����
p���������D����#
,�
�/����.(Ag.508-12). 
355 On the practice of bloodying the face in this ritual performance see Souvinou-Inwood (1983) and 
Seaford (1994) 86, “…various…mourning practices seem to assimilate the mourners to the condition of the 
dead: the same colour of garment; the veiling of the face; throwing hair on to the dead; physical contact 
with the dead; talking to the dead; self-aggression and self-laceration; self-befoulment with dirt.”  These 
practices conform to the tendency of ritual behavior to feature minimal differentiation between the 
performers and the environment they construct through their practice, see chapter introduction for more on 
this concept. 
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separated from his home, the chorus is, analogously, no less trapped in the liminal state of 

ritual as they themselves make painfully clear: 

��' 
P7�����' P�.��$���:��#��
��#-
�. (Cho. 26)  
� � �
� � Throughout the course of my life, my heart feeds on funeral groans. 
 
The temporal indication is stark indeed: the duration of ritual observance, in this case 

mourning for Agamemnon, is coextensive with the very period of the performers’ 

lives.356  Their cheeks display ever-renewed evidence of consistent ritual laceration 

(�-���
�����������' ���.��$�/ g������A��#��������Q, 24-25).357  Seen in this 

light, the transposition of an otherwise delimited ritual duration onto a much larger period 

of time is akin to the other explicit extensions of liminal or sacralized time in 

Agamemnon as we have already seen both in the watchman’s speech (in reference to the 

year-long watch as the initiatory period into the Mysteries) and in the herald’s 

comparison of the whole ten year period of operations against Troy to the nine day 

plague sent against the Achaeans in the first book of the Iliad.358  Along these lines, the 

chorus of Choephoroi comes to occupy, in the mind of the audience, a ritual tenure 

similar in duration and character to that of Orestes (and, as we shall see, even to that of 

Electra).359 

                                                 
356 For 
P/��as the period of one’s life see Wilamowitz (1895) III at Her. 669ff, “Denn 
P/�…ist zunächst 
nur aevum…[es] ist vielmehr die Zeit relative, während ������ dieselbe absolut ist.” 
357 Euripides picks up both on the unbroken temporal continuity of death ritual and the detail of facial 
laceration but transfers them onto the figure of Electra alone at El. 145ff:  
…��,��3�#
�' e�
�'�
��-��
�, #
�0��������
���
g�����������-�
��-�
���
�-�
����#�%�' !,�#���������
�����-�
��
�	�Q��S'��
358 See chapter two. 
359 Cf. Zeitlin (1978) 156-7 speaks of, “Electra, unwed, arrested in maidenhood, bound to the paternal 
hearth…and Orestes, an exile, as yet unable to cross the boundary to adulthood, a status contingent upon 
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 The claim of the dead upon the living, however, does not limit itself to Orestes, 

Electra, and the chorus.  The chthonic power emanating from Agamemnon’s grave has 

even extended into the innermost (women’s) chambers where it has come down hard 

(.��
�#��������!���/�
����:
�b�������, 36).360  Plato in his Laws preserves a 

proverbial account of just how closely the dead person could be bound to his or her 

murderer(s): 

�-.��
�����c��*��
�
����,��A�
�:�
���, !��!����-�Q��
����)�
���:�:��#/�, ����@�
������S���	�
�������������
��, #
,���:���#
,�����
���� �
���0�����:�
����	�&���

8�3����&���-���, *�7������3���
���@����-
�!����$���
+�������$���"���
���@����&���
����
�����������, �
����
����, #
,��
�
���������
8�3���
�	�����#
�0��
���
����%�
���3����	�
��
, ��)�&������
����I���,  

8�������#
,��0���	;����
8��@. ��3�������/��!������
A�
�<�;����$���S�
�������3����	�
��
��0����
���
	�
����@�!��
���@�#
,�!�&�7�
��	��
����b���
�P#���������������	�&���"��
������· (Plat. Leg. 865d-e). 
 
It is said [of old], that the man slain by violence, who has  
lived in a free and proud spirit, is wroth with his slayer when  
newly slain and being filled also with dread and horror on  
account of his own violent end, when he sees his murderer going  
about in the very haunts which he himself had frequented, he is  
horror-stricken; and being disquieted himself, he takes conscience  
as his ally, and with all his might disquiets his slayer--both the  
man himself and his doings. Wherefore it is right for the slayer to 
retire before his victim for a full year, in all its seasons, and to  
vacate all the spots he owned in all parts of his native land; 

                                                                                                                                                 
his assumption of his father’s name and space…” (emphasis added).  My argument is that the chorus is 
equally and more explicitly “arrested” in ritual action and as yet unable to “cross the boundary” to the telos 
of the rite.  Finley (1966) 248 speaks of, “the wasting strain of the attempt to cleanse error.” 
360 Reinhardt (1949) 125, “…wirkt die Macht des Toten von zwei Seiten: sie ist es, die den Orest zum 
Grabe hinzieht, und die durch den Traum der Klytaimestra, der sie gleichzeitig gesandt hat, es so fügt, daß 
der Heimgekehrte von der einen Seite, der Chor und Elektra von der anderen Seite, hergesandt mit 
Sühnegaben für den Toten, einander begegnen.” Turner (1967) 9 describes an entirely similar case among 
the Ndembu, “[they] believe that without the ritual of mourning the shade would never lie quietly in the 
grave, but would be constantly interfering in the affairs of the living, jealous of every new adjustment, such 
as the remarriage of its widow or the appointment of a successor of whom it would have disapproved, and 
indeed it might afflict with illness all those people who should have honored its memory by holding a 
funeral gathering but omitted to do so.” 
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(trans. Bury). 
 
It is of interest to note that the condition of the dead transfers itself onto the living 

(�
�
���������
8�3���
�	����) in a way not unlike the ontological rapprochement 

between objects and performers found in ritual settings.361  Choeophoroi demonstrates 

this connection between normally separated realms almost immediately in the unfolding 

first song of the chorus.  Moreover, Plato speaks of the anger of the “recently slain” 

(�����)�), whereas the situation of Choephoroi asks us to imagine the wrath of a man 

many years dead:362 liminality only intensifies with the “passage” of time in the Oresteia, 

for it is not really passing in the normative, profane sense.  

Clytemnestra’s very dreams have become permeated by the anger of the dead at 

the living (32-41).  That Agamemnon’s restless spirit, here configured as a chthonic 

power, that arrogates all to its attention, conforms well to the tendency of the sacred to 

“spread” (if not contained) in uncanny ways.363  The chorus now makes clear that the 

temporal character of this state of sacralization (so openly marked by them in the 

continual performance of funerary ritual) is felt as a general state of delay for those at 

Argos: 

          T����' !��#���$�2�#
���
          �
��$
���$������!���	��,  
          �0��' !�����
����Q��#������
           �-���������W���' A��
����
            ��b���' A#�
�����I������;.  (Cho. 61-65). 
 
  The scale of justice looks quickly upon  

                                                 
361 See chapter two on the (1) sacrifice of Iphigeneia and (2) the sacralization of Agamemnon in this 
regard. 
362 Reinhardt (1949) 114, “sein Zorn ist seine Schadenkraft, der Tote ist der Schadende.” 
363 Cf. Durkheim (1915) 254, “…the sacred world is inclined, as it were, to spread itself into this same 
profane world which it excludes elsewhere…it tends to flow into it as soon as it approaches…what 
makes…precautions necessary is the extraordinary contagiousness of the sacred.”  
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  those in the light; 
  lingering pains abide for those affairs 
  in the no-man’s land of shadow. 
  Still others does unmanageable night hold. 
 
These lines have not received much comment despite their supposed difficulty.364  What 

emerges from the text is that the chorus speaks of three separate classes of being relative 

to Justice.365  The first group, associated with light, enjoys an immediacy (�
��$
) of 

attention from Justice (2�#
�).  A second class concerns affairs situated in a shaded area 

between two armies (!�����
����Q��#����), in which pains (A��
) cause delay or 

linger (�����W���
).  The manuscript reading offers the verb :���� (is full of) after the 

noun A���,  but editors366 have convincingly argued that the appearance of the former 

verb is a scribal error which here transposes the same verb found in a similar position just 

five lines later.  Clearing the text of this verb requires reading �-��� as from the verb 

�-���� (to abide, await) and not as the dative from the noun �-���.  Page, for metrical 

reasons,367 emends the received text from �����W���
 to �����W���
� and thereby 

provides a new object for the verb �-���.  Alternatively, we may opt for a less intrusive 

change in the text which involves changing A��� to A��
, a form which appears in a later 

lyric passage of the same play368 and conforms to the metrical pattern by a brevis in 

                                                 
364 Garvie (1986) ad loc., “Text and thought are alike obscure.” West (1990a and b) does not treat them.  
Sier (1988) takes a view similar to the one forwarded here, “Doch die wägende Dike blickt schnell auf die 
im Licht, und was in der Dämmerung wartet, reift mit der Zeit; jene aber umfängt ohnmächtige Nacht.”  
The most recent discussion of every difficulty in these lines is found in Booth (1959). 
365 Booth (1959) 111, “…we have a logical sequence: full light, coupled with speed in the action of justice; 
twilight, coupled with delay; and night, coupled with total nonaccomplishment.  Light-twilight-night; 
immediate-delayed-never.” 
366 Cf. Garvie (1986) ad loc. and Booth (1959) 111, “:���� is almost certainly an interpolation from :����� 
a few lines later.” 
367 An iamb followed by a choriamb is needed. 
368 Cho. 418-9:  
����' L���	�������������=�9��	�����������������������������������������������������������������  
 	������A��
A��
A��
A��
�����.���7����#��-���=��
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longo.369 A third and final class of existence is marked by the presence of ineffectual 

night (��b���' A#�
�����I������;).   

 Candidates for the three classes vary widely; little attention has been paid to the 

issue in more recent times.370  I propose to rely upon intratextual clues from both 

Agamemnon (on the issue of time) and Choephoroi (both passages immediately 

preceding and following the lines in question) in order to arrive at a more satisfactory 

approach to the problem at hand.  Doing so will allow us to see how crucial a proper 

understanding of time in the Oresteia can be even in the matter of textual cruces. 

 Light in Agamemnon has come to stand for a state of grace ever anticipated but 

never quite gained.371  On this view, the referent cannot be anyone in Argos just yet, for 

Justice has not quite completed its course.  Concluding lines from the last strophe bear 

upon the middle group: 

  PK�	���W�������
,  
           PK�#
�
�#
�
,������.  

          ��)�����:�������.�$���
          �������#
����������������
            �����%���
�	�����. (Cho. 49-54). 
 
  O hearth of utter woe! 
  O collapse of the home! 
  Sunless, human-hating 
  gloom hides the house 
  by reason of the lords’ death! 

                                                 
369 Garvie (1986) favors this reading since the participle goes better with A��
.  Moreover, the scholiast 
seems to have read A�&' 
370 The exceptions are, of course, Garvie (1986) and also Sier (1988) ad loc. who, however, does not offer 
strong endorsement of any view. 
371 Cf. esp. the prologue of Ag. and the herald’s proclamation at Ag. 522f. (see chapter two for a detailed 
exposition of imagery in connection to notions of ritual time).  Clytemnestra compares Agamemnon to the 
most beautiful (clear) day after a storm at Ag. 901.  Justice, in completion, shines in sooty homes and gives 
honor to the one who is in harmony with fate at Ag. 772f: 
2�#
�����	��������!��
���#	������/�
�����
�����' !�
������������[:���].  � 
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The house under discussion, rightfully Orestes’ yet currently Clytemnestra’s, is here 

explicitly shrouded in gloom (������) just before the performance of the lines in 

question.372  In anthropological terms, the state of being “inbetwixt and in between,”373 

here configured as “in the no man’s land of shadow” (!�����
����Q��#����, 63) quite 

accurately describes the general condition of Argos and its ruling house, especially as 

shadow/darkness has been consistently associated with the activity of the Erinyes, the 

very forces of negative, liminal duration in the Oresteia.374  Moreover, this insistence 

upon abiding (�-���) delay (�����W���
) in thoroughly lugubrious circumstances is not 

unique in the Oresteia: the Iphigeneia-episode of Ag. made similar use of just these 

temporal overtones to evoke an equally liminal (sacralized) time period before 

desacralization.375   

Lingering pain (�����W���' A��
), of course, has been the condition of Orestes, 

Electra, and the community (as embodied in the chorus)376 since the time of 

Agamemnon’s death.  It is now even beginning to engulf Clytemnestra.  Here we see 

clear evidence once again that the carefully orchestrated sacrifice of Agamemnon, which 

was supposed to reintroduce normality after prolonged disruption of social conventions, 

has only resulted in an even more sacralized experience of temporality on both public 

                                                 
372 Garvie (1986) ad loc. objects that Orestes could be thought to be part of this group for, in his case, “the 
interpretation of the intermediate stage is far-fetched in the extreme.”  He does not, unfortunately, elaborate 
on his view. 
373 Turner’s (1967) phraseology. 
374 See Chapter two.  In Ag. darkness was the condition of Argos due to the absence of the king as well as 
to the activity of the Erinys that lay in wait for him.  In Cho, the darkness spreads from the tomb of 
Agamemnon as an all-encompassing shadow awaiting vengeance. 
375 Cf. Ag. 147, �����
������
������
������
��!���V�
������
�,�of the ship detaining winds and Ag. 193,�#
#�������#
#�������#
#�������#
#�������, of the 
evil delay it caused the result of which resolves in the abiding (������, 154) force of long-remembering 
Rage (��	�����"���, 155), see chapter two for full treatment in terms of ritual’s temporality and structure.�
376 The exact composition of the chorus is tellingly difficult to identify, see McCall (1972). 
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and private levels.377  It is an uninterrupted period of suspended profane process to the 

degree that Argos still lacks its proper king (Agamemnon, now Orestes) and that we 

await a ritually encoded response to bring about a cessation of that same period 

(Clytemnestra’s murder will be described in the ritual terminology that includes 

sacrificial, Eleusinian, and “miasma” imagery).378  As if to leave no room for 

misconception about the matter, Aeschylus has colored the time between the poles of 

ritual activity with specific words for delay and suspension coupled with the parallel and 

consistent imagery of darkness, itself caused by the presence of the Erinyes, creatures 

intent upon the completion of a ritual sequence, namely the sacrifice of their consecrated 

victim.379  Whereas in Agamemnon darkness was also a metaphor for the absence of the 

rightful king, in Choephoroi the darkness takes hold and spreads because of the death of 

this same figure. 

 “Night, unable to effect its will,380 holds still others,” (��b���' A#�
�����I����

��;, 65).  Night, a step beyond the gloom just mentioned, most logically refers to 

Agamemnon, as commentators seem to agree.381  The adjective A#�
����, if sound, 

                                                 
377 Thomson (1941) 247, “For her [Clytemnestra] the murder was a necessary rite of purification, a perfect 
sacrifice by which the family has been purified of its hereditary madness; and now that her task is done all 
she asks is to live in peace.” Cf. Zeiltin (1978) 150, “By slaying her husband and by choosing her own 
sexual partner, she shatters the social norms and brings social functioning to a standstill” (emphasis added). 
378 See discussion of Cho 935ff. below. 
379 Even Apollo in his scene of imposing a period of negative duration in the Iliad was described as the 
night coming upon the Achaeans, Il. 1. 47, H��' +�����#�,�!��#/�'  Night was thought to be religiously 
more “solemn” by some groups, cf. the comments of the Stranger at Bac. 486: ������&�'�I�����#����. The 
Furies speak of their victim as consecrated to them most explicitly in Eumenides, see chapter four. 
380 The word A#�
���� is often emended to A#�
���, see Thomson-Headlam (1938) ad loc. Cf. Booth 
(1959) 113, “may perfectly well mean ‘ineffective,’ ‘not-accomplishing’ in an active rather than passive 
sense.”   
381 See the comments of Garvie (1986) ad loc.  Thomson-Headlam (1938) see an Orphic reference to life, 
Purgatory, and Hell. Cf. Booth (1959) 113, “…it would be appropriate in this context to say ‘ineffectual 
night holds others,’ meaning ‘Agamemnon is dead and can do nothing.’”  
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seems to be a transferred epithet from the “others” referred to in this line to “night,” 

seeing as the dead cannot bring their will to bear as they did when alive.382   

 The opening of the next strophe helps fix more firmly our interpretation of the 

middle group as a general description of Argos and its inhabitants since the time of 

Agamemnon’s murder: 

  ��' 
Y�
�' !#��-��' <3�����3�������@��������������������������������������������������������������� 
         ���
��������-&.����8���
����
�.  
            ��
�.���A�&���
�-�����
          �3��
D�����
�
�#-�
��������:�����'�(Cho. 66-9). 
 
  Due to the blood that has been drunk by the nourishing earth, 
  avenging murder has frozen solid, not to flow away. 
  Acutely painful ruin prolongs the guilty one until [he is] 
  full of all sufficient disease.383��
�
Cosmic process itself here responds in parallel fashion to the condition brought about by 

the actions of mortal beings: the blood from Agamemnon’s murder has frozen solid.  In 

temporal terms, the blood has not gradually been taken up into the ground as with any 

other liquid but has instead become arrested in that process as a literal rendering of 

-&.�� would indicate.384  It is almost as if Argos is trapped in the season of winter in 

which liquids freeze upon the ground, whereas Clytemnestra likened the return of 

Agamemnon to the reappearance of spring after a protracted winter.385  Again the focus is 

on the enduring temporal quality that Agamemnon’s murder has provoked and here, 

unlike in the strophe above, it includes, by implication, Clytemnestra (and, by extension, 

Aegisthus) as object(s) of the ate.  This destruction or ruin has been drawing out (i.e. 

                                                 
382 On this view, A#�
���� from �v#�
��� takes up the theme of agency as developed in Agamemnon, see 
chapter two. 
383 This translation follows Garvie (1986) closely.  Cf. Thomson-Headlam (1938), “Ate long-persisting 
keeps the guilty man alive, that he may be steeped and saturated with disease in full sufficience.”  
384 Cf. LSJ s.v. ).���� III, “make solid or stiff, esp. of liquids, freeze.” 
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prolonging and delaying) retribution for the guilty until the disease has reached a 

sufficient potency.386   

The inevitability of revenge, as the ultimate pole towards which all activity is now 

moving, comes to the fore when the chorus goes on to mention that there is no remedy for 

rape (71-2).  This analogy serves to connect the murder once again with its irremediable 

aspect, earlier insisted upon by this same chorus: 

  ���.0�����������������
Y�
����-���=�(Cho. 48). 
 
  How expunge once blood has fallen upon the ground? 
 
In both these passages severe doubt surrounds any possibility of release, a fact that the 

chorus will forget, rapt in their joy, once Clytemnestra is finally meeting her end.387  

 In sum, the last two strophes, despite textual difficulties both supposed and real, 

create, justify, and sustain the overriding temporal character at Argos (for all its 

constituents) in terms of a painful delay.  Specific terms for ritual temporality and the 

implied presence of the Erinyes help imbue the period since the king’s murder with 

intense overtones of sacralization and liminality.388  In the following scene Orestes, 

                                                                                                                                                 
385 Cf. Ag. 970ff.  For a discussion see chapter two. 
386 Others see religious imagery even in this passage, cf. Goldhill (1984) 108, “!#��-��' with libation- as 
often in Aeschylus, events are ‘sacralised,’ depicted with a structuring of religious terminology.”  Waiting 
before sacrifice was also important in the first play: Clytemnestra had seen Agamemnon’s death in terms of 
a sacrifice that was “full grown,” (�-����) cf. Ag. 1501-4: 
��@���*�
�
�3������b����	������
�B��-����
���@�����
�"�����
�������-���������
�-�������
��$��!����
�'� 
387 This specific notion of inevitability despite whatever action taken made its first appearance in an 
unambiguously ritual metaphor, cf. Ag. 68-71: 
…����$�
���' !���3�����-���·  
�4�' <�#
�����4�' !����:����
������E��7���
5�.0�������$��
�
�-�;��'�� 
388 The physical position of Argos, on the interpretation offered above, is literally “on the margin between 
two opposing armies” (!�����
����Q, Cho. 63).  This term later becomes temporal itself, cf. Luc. Am. 21.   
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Electra, and the chorus will conspire to thwart fully Clytemnestra’s effort to desacralize 

this time period by turning her plan for a desacralization ritual into their (re)sacralization 

ritual.389  In doing so they commandeer for themselves the ritual structure which 

organizes the Oresteia and which Clytemnestra had appropriated to such ostensible 

success in the murder of her husband.   

SECTION  3: DESACRALIZATION INTO (RE)SACRALIZATION AT AGAMEMON’S TOMB 
 
 A now familiar ritual reversal confronts us in the libation-pouring scene centered 

on Agamemnon’s tomb: an effort at desacralization turns into its structural opposite, 

(re)sacralization.  Whereas Clytemnestra seeks, through the rite to be performed by 

Electra and the chorus, to dispel the baneful influence of Agamemnon from haunting 

Argos and her dreams, the actual performance (just like the reversal in the performance 

of Agamemnon’s reintegration effort), contrary to her design, includes elements 

specifically configured to arouse further (indeed definitively) the spirit of the dead into 

                                                 
389 A focus on the temporality and structure of ritual reveals the extent to which ritual functions not just as 
a simple metaphor (a term and concept certainly more Aristotelian than Aeschylean) but as an integral part 
of the structure of the whole trilogy.  It is on these grounds that I disagree with sentiments such as those 
expressed by Lloyd-Jones (1998) 295, “…sacrificial ritual, and other rituals, play an important part in 
tragedy, and in some tragedies they loom large; but I would prefer not to say that they pervaded tragedy.”  
What Aeschylus, however, has done is to rely heavily upon the time-suspending character of ritual 
temporality as found in a variety of rites (initiation, year-end, sacrifice, funeral observance, and coming-of-
age rites) to color time with just such a pervasive notion of the sacred in the profane.   
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the world of the living.390  Thus the initial apotropaic intent of appeasing Agamemnon’s 

spirit would conform to the pattern of desacralization insofar as it aims at gaining release 

from sacralized/sacralizing (here chthonic) forces.391  The ritual as performed, however, 

entreats Agamemnon to lead Orestes through to full revenge.  That Clytemnestra 

becomes the victim of ritual manipulation, unlike her masterful manipulation of the same 

device in Agamemnon, is an early indication of her displacement as the preeminently 

insightful figure in the Oresteia. 

 Electra’s opening speech to the chorus is remarkable for betraying an element of 

ritual ambiguity inherent in her presence at her father’s tomb.  She twice asks the chorus 

for the correct words to accompany her offering (Cho. 87, 91-2).  More specifically, she 

hesitates over whether to speak well or ill of her mother (88-[95]).392  In her hands she 

carries libations (87) and wreaths (95) and wonders whether she should cast them 

towards the tomb with her face averted in silence and dishonor (96-98) or whether she 

should pray that, in accordance with the lex talionis, vengeance be paid in kind for those 

sending these offerings (94-5).  This openly debated point about the exact performance of 

the ritual in one of two (opposed) directions foregrounds for the audience the choice 

                                                 
390 This is a point critics have alluded to, in seeming independence of one another, in various forms.  Two 
components have been missing from their efforts: 1) an exact exposition of how this process takes place, 
and 2) what place, if any, such a reversal of ritual valence has in relation to the trilogy as a whole.  Cf. 
Thomson-Headlam (1938) I , 186, “We must remember (what some critics have forgotten) that the 
children’s object in this invocation is not to help and comfort Agamemnon, but to induce Agamemnon to 
help them; to excite his pity and anger and enlist his sympathy on their side,” Reinhardt (1949) 127, 
“…Klytaimestra sich gegen ihn [den Traum] wehrt und, gegen ihn sich wehrend, ihn verwirklicht,” Lebeck 
(1971) 98 following Hölze (1934) 36, “Clytemnestra sends the chorus to appease the infernal wrath with 
their lament; but as the play progresses this lament becomes a conjuring hymn which seeks to rouse that 
wrath,” Burnett (1998) 106, “Orestes…walks into a complex ritual that both empowers and instructs.  He 
interrupts what is already a ‘contaminated’ ceremony, a topsy-turvy rite originally meant to paralyze the 
anger of the dead Agamemnon but reformulated by Electra and the chorus so as to become a call for help 
from underground powers.” 
391 In the case of Agamemnon his death was a ritual sacralization that brought about a period of sacralized 
time. 
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between rites of desacralizing and (re)sacralizing import: in the first instance, the ritual, 

as already introduced by the chorus,393 would be oriented towards appeasing 

Agamemnon’s spirit and so remove him as a force from the queen’s concern, in the 

second case, Electra would ask directly for her father’s help in taking vengeance upon the 

very person who sent the “apotropaic” wreaths and libations. 

 Furthermore, the ritual context provides a striking opportunity for rapprochement 

between the individuals involved in performing the rite: 

  �"��' I����:���"�, C����
�, ���
���
�·  
            #���3��.0��I�����!�������������W����.  

        ���#�����' I�����#
���
����:Q������.  
        �3����������.0�������' !����������-���� 

#
,��3���3��A��&��������������������. (Ag. 100-4).  
 
  Become responsible along with me for this plan, my friends, 
  for we consider there to be a common object of hatred in the house. 
  What is fated awaits both the freeborn and the one ruled by 
  another's hand.� 
 
Electra asks the chorus not just to advise her in a passive capacity, but to become “co-

responsible” (���
���
�) for the unfolding plan.  She then goes on to emphasize that, 

from the perspective of fate, there is no difference between high- and low-born.  Such a 

formulation, unique in Aeschylus from an aristocrat to her social inferiors, is yet another 

appearance of minimal differentiation394 among agents in the performance of communal 

ritual: boundaries of social convention are seemingly relaxed and a feeling of communitas 

overtakes the participants of the ritual.395 

                                                                                                                                                 
392 Page’s OCT accepts Diggle’s transposition of 91-92 after 98-99. 
393 At Cho. 44, the chorus sings that Clytemnestra has sent them forth with libations which are to constitute 
an “aversion” of evils, ��������#
#7�'  
394 For the definition of minimal differentiation see chapter one, section 1e.. 
395 On this aspect of ritual cf. Turner (1967) 99, “In the liminal period …distinctions and gradations tend to 
be eliminated.” 
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 Encouraged by Electra’s invitation, the chorus chooses to treat the tomb of her 

father more as an altar instead: 

        
P����-�&�����:��3��c�����:���
��3���
      �-;�, #��������.	�, �3��!#�����3����.��. (Cho. 106-7). 
 
       I shall tell you the thought from my heart, reverencing 
       the tomb of your father as if it were an altar. 

 
Such a substitution of altar for tomb bears comment if only to adumbrate further the ritual 

transformation that is about to occur.  A tomb, at least in funeral ritual, tends to be the 

site of finalizing ritual actions.  Thus, for the Athenians, the three-part funeral sequence 

of prothesis, ekphora, and burial features a movement from the house of the deceased 

toward the tomb by means of a procession.396  Orestes, in the prologue, has prepared us to 

see the action at the tomb in just this light.  To take refuge at an altar, however, stands 

more at the beginning of an invocation of religious forces as, for example, in the rite of 

supplication.397  It will come as no surprise then that supplication of Agamemnon is part 

of the religious imagery eventually employed by Electra to describe the actions taking 

place in this scene: 

   �	�����' E#-�
���-��#�
���
             ��.	�
���' *�����. (Cho. 336-7). 

 
   Your tomb has received both suppliants  
   and exiles alike. 
 
Here Electra, after the initial movement of the chorus towards this conception, speaks of 

the tomb accepting two separate but similar groups occupying liminal positions in 

relation to society at large.  This latter passage then builds upon the former mention of 

                                                 
396 On the ancient practice of burial see Vermeule (1979) 13ff. and above. 
397 For supplication see Gould (1973).  Supplication at an altar is the Anlass of action in Aeschylus’ 
Suppliants; see also chap. 5 sec.2 
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the altar in terms of a transfer of imagery and ritual from a finalizing rite of burial to a 

more present and forward-looking ceremony (present to the degree that Orestes and 

Electra are trapped in the roles of exiles and suppliants, and forward-looking in that the 

tomb incites them to exact vengeance). 

 Electra, at Cho. 235ff., follows the chorus’ advice and, with some further 

instruction, calls upon Hermes in his chthonian guise (124-6) to bring word to the spirits 

of the Underworld that they are to hearken now to her.  As she pours the very libation 

sent by her mother she asks her father to pity her and her brother Orestes, both of whom 

now wander, having been sold  (��
�-���…��/���
, 132).  The detail of wandering 

well describes the interstitial condition of brother and sister: they function, against their 

will, outside of their proper social positions; as such they more resemble slaves sold into 

bondage than direct heirs to the throne of Argos.  The tapestry of imagery consistently 

presents them and the chorus in either socially or ritually liminal circumstances to lend an 

overwhelming sense of the overlong suspension of profane process for all involved. 

 In her prayer at this point, Electra, far from simply propitiating her father’s spirit 

with apotropaic offerings, asks him to be a conductor of good things to the world above 

(by which she means, of course, the arrival of her brother and therewith vengeance upon 

her mother): 

  1�$�������3��D�����7��!���7��A��,  
            �b�����$���#
,�.V�#
,���#O���#&���Q.  

          ���
$��' !' �8�
$���	��' !��-������	�. (Cho. 147-9). 
 
  Be a conveyor, for us, of good things to the world above, 
  along with the gods, the earth, and victory-bearing Justice. 
  I pour these libations amidst such prayers. 
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This poignant reversal of ritual valence, from desacralization to (re)sacralization, then 

becomes the focus of the difficult choral interlude that follows: 

  Y�����	#���#
�
����5���������
          5���-�Q������R,  
        �3��I���
������#
#7��#���7���'  
          �������, A.�����������,  
        #����-������%�. (Cho. 152-6) 
 
  Cast forth a plashing tear, itself lost for 
  a lost lord 
  at this bulwark of evils, an averter of dear things, 
  a pollution to be prayed against 
  after the libations have been poured. 
   

Once again intratextual clues help establish meaning.  In specific, the mention of 

“averting things dear” (#���7�…�������) takes up a notion already expressed by the 

chorus in reference to what Clytemnestra hoped to gain from the ritual offerings of 

libations at the tomb.398  In the passage above, however, the chorus makes ritually 

explicit the change from aversion of things “evil” to the aversion of things “dear.”399  

Their aim has been to incite Agamemnon; their action even takes on a violent association 

in being cast “at” (�3�) the tomb.400  The “things that are to be averted” are dear to 

Clytemnestra; the tomb (here, uniquely, I���
) is, furthermore, a bulwark of evils 

                                                 
398 Cho. 42-46: 
���	�����	������	�����������������������������������#
#7�,                                                                
PK�.
$
��
$
,  
���-�
��' P	������
��������.��	'��
399 Dodds (1953) 14 sees the passage in a similar light, “The #
#	 of the earlier passage have now become 
both #���	 and #
#	:what for the Queen was and still is an ‘aversion of evil’ is now seen from Electra’s 
[sic] point of view as an ‘aversion of good.’  The paradox is bold, but the intervening scene has prepared us 
for it: the evil the Queen feared is Electra’s salvation.” 
400 Editors have been reluctant to take the passage too literally and have hence emended I���
 to T�@�
, 
(following Dodds [1953]) in order to avoid implication.  But if their intent is to rouse his indignation (they 
will later insist upon the shameful circumstances of his death at Cho.  439ff.), the notion of throwing their 
song at him is quite apt. 
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insofar as it emanates a dangerous chthonic power which has spread over the whole of 

Argos (and beyond).401  That the terminology of “evil” (#
#7�) now appears in this 

formulation only realizes a qualm Electra herself had in regards to the type of prayer to 

be uttered at the tomb.  She had earlier asked of the chorus what she should say (118-9) 

in accompaniment of her offerings to which the chorus responded, “[pray] that some 

daimon or mortal man comes against them [Clytemnestra and Aegisthus].”402  Once they 

go on to explain that a killer is what they mean (121), Electra immediately voices a 

religious concern over the propriety of such a prayer: 

  #
,��
@�	���8��,���8��:"���7��	�
=�(Cho. 122) 
 
  Is it holy of me to pray for such things from the gods? 
 
Praying for vengeance at the tomb encroaches upon the question of �8��:��
, a qualm 

quickly dismissed by the chorus, but perhaps not so easily put aside in the mind of the 

audience. 

 At Cho. 154-6 then the tomb receives a negative valence to a frightening degree: 

it now causes the pollution that should have been averted by prayer, for it has become a 

A.�����������.403  To inaugurate a state of pollution is, of course, by now a familiar 

move within the Oresteia, especially when the original intent was, however carefully 

constructed, to facilitate an exit from a sacralized duration.404  In this way the chorus 

                                                 
401 Reinhardt (1949) 111, “Das Grab ist nicht nur Anlaß zu allerhand Zeremonien, Liedern, Totenspenden, 
Gebeten, Gelübden, und errinernden Vergegenwärtigungen, sondern Quell und Sinnbild der magischen 
Kraft, die bis zur Ausführung der Tat das ganze Spiel lenkt und zusammenhält.” 
402 Cho. 119, !���$�����' 
8��$���
����' 9�:���7�����
' 
403 A.�� is a necessary emendation accepted, by all recent editors, on metrical grounds for the manuscript’s 
A�.��'��Further suggestions on these lines are to be found in West (1990b) 236-7. 
404 In Ag. both the army’s herald at 637ff. in telling of the destruction of the fleet and Aegisthus (ibid. 
1645) by conspiring to kill Agamemnon brought about a state of pollution by their actions/words.  See 
chapter two. 
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fulfills Electra’s request to adorn the ceremony with ritual lament that is also, at the same 

time, a rousing paean: 

<�%�����#�#���$�' !
���W���������,  

�%�
���@��
�������!;
����-�
�. (Cho. 150-1). 
 
Now it is the custom for you to blossom with laments, 
crying out a paean for him who died. 

 
The paean could, on occasions such as this one, be a rousing song performed at the outset 

of a new undertaking;405 the chorus activates this meaning by looking toward the future 

instead of thinking about exorcising the past as Clytemnestra would have them do: 

  #��', C��-���', !;���
��%��������.  
           5������������$,  

          P/, �������������� ��)�,  
          ��
�����������, Z#��&���' !������$���
          [
������' !��I�.Q�:-�&] �	����� B̀�&��
          ��-��	��' 
8��#�
����7��:-�&=�(Cho. 157-61). 
 
  Listen, lord, from out of your darkened mind. 
  Ototototototoi! 
  Io! May some man strong with his spear [come]! 
  One to set free the house…brandishing in his hands 
  War… 
 
An avenger is to come, a deliverer of the house (��
�����������).  By such a 

formulation, the chorus looks for salvation in the (eventual) murderer of Clytemnestra- a 

wish they will most explicitly express in ritual terms in the third stasimon (Cho. 935ff.) 

but clearly foreshadow here.  The essential meaning of ��
���)�, a very rare word, 

derives from ��
���, (to “set free,” “to release”).  The chorus then emphasizes the 

image of the house as held by forces from which is must be freed.  This release is, 

                                                 
405 See Rutherford (2001) 42-3 on the pre-battle paean sung by Greek armies. 
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however, not to be found in the belated appeasement of Agamemnon’s spirit, but in the 

vengeance of Orestes upon Clytemnestra and Aegisthus. 

 With the ritual polarity fully now reversed in word and deed, Electra finds a lock 

of hair similar to her own, almost as if in immediate answer to her prayers.406  She cannot 

quite bring herself to believe in the implications following from the discovery, and so her 

emotional condition returns to that of the preceding scene before she was emboldened to 

pray for vengeance (before which she wept in a state of uncertainty and fear).407  Orestes 

steps forth from hiding and, after some preliminary tokens of recognition are offered, 

produces a garment woven by Electra long ago to prove that he is her brother.  Sister and 

brother celebrate their reunion (235ff.) and then Orestes asks Zeus to bear witness to their 

lamentable condition (246).  Details of his prayer reveal a sustained interest in liminal 

conditions. 

The first specific upon which he offers for general observation is that 

hunger/fasting that has been oppressing the siblings during this time (��b���' 

����
����-�����/�"������-W��������, 249).  Although not mentioned before in 

reference either to Orestes or Electra, hunger and/or fasting408 did play a part in evoking 

ritual liminality in the Iphigeneia scene where such a condition seemed to strain belief as 

well.409 “Hunger” or “fasting” does not seem to figure so heavily into the litany of 

wrongs suffered by the children; indeed, it is not even alluded to after this point.  The 

                                                 
406 This is, of course, the beginning of the famous recognition scene so clearly criticized by Euripides (or 
an interpolator) at Eur. El. 518ff.  Kovacs (1989) does not believe Euripides wrote the lines in question.   
407 Weeping 185-6 and uncertainty about her purpose in the ritual performance at 84ff.  
408 I strongly suspect that ����� is an intrusive gloss to explain��"����, since, without careful attention 
paid to the other mentions of fasting in the Oresteia, “fasting” does seem quite out of place in comparison 
with “hunger.”    
409 See chapter 2, section 1b. 
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intent seems, rather, to be to intone yet another note of enduring liminality to the plight of 

the “orphaned children” who are not yet arrived at the telos (�8…!�����$�, 250) to be 

able to take care of themselves.410   

 Intense states of negative sacralization, such as those found on “unlucky days” 

(1�-�
�������
���), cause, by virtue of their polluting effect, a cordoning off of 

temples associated with the worship of the Olympian gods.411  Orestes envisions a similar 

situation obtaining at Argos in which the destruction of Agamemnon’s rightful heirs 

would entail a crisis in Zeus’ dealings with men and a quasi-permanent abrogation of 

positive ritual process in general: 

  #
��������"����#
��������7������-.
��
            
��3��������b�������' �������
��������

        ?;����*���
������3���4�������.-�
�=��
        �4�' 
P���@�.-����' �������
�, 	�����
        -�����I�����L���)�
�' �8���"�:����$�·  
        �4�' ����#�������%����' 
8
���,���������
        :���$����);���:���������!��+�
���. (Cho. 255-61). 
 
  And yet, after you’ve laid waste to the children of a man 
  who sacrificed [to you] and did you much honor, 
  where will you have the rich gift of a feast from a similar hand? 
  After you’ve laid waste to brood of the eagle, you could not 
  send thereafter trustworthy signs to mortal men. 
  This royal foundation, left by you to wither away, 
  will not safeguard your altars on days of sacrifice.  
 
Orestes, in this address to Zeus no less, implies that positive ritual performance on the 

allotted days (:���������!��+�
���) has been suspended commensurate with the 

                                                 
410 Fischer (1965) 56-58 uses this example to avoid discussion of the ritual implication of the word telos.  
For this scholar even the uses of the word in epic to marriage or to a sacrificial animal have more to do with 
“Vollendung” and “Vollzugsvorstellung,” e.g. ibid. 57, “als Ritual ist der Telosbegriff bei Homer nicht zu 
belegen.” 
411 The second day of the Anthesteria, for example, was just such a day, see Harrison (1903) 39ff. and 
Burkert (1985) 238ff.  
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absence and marginalization of Agamemnon’s progeny.412  The possibility of Orestes’ 

continued separation from his rightful position (in which he will eventually wither away 

[
8
���,�]) is here equated with a ritual rupture that would definitively separate the trust 

between gods and men.  In other words, the do ut des formula would cease to function: 

unless Zeus acts to save Agamemnon’s children he will forfeit normative ritual 

intercourse with humans in general (at Argos at least).  Restoration of normality depends 

upon the salvation of the house which seems to have collapsed: 

  #���W', �3����#��@��' L��A���
���-.
���
           �����, ��#�@��
�#	��
��@�����#-�
�. (Cho. 262-3). 
 
 Restore [us], from an inferior state make our house great 
 which seems now very much to have fallen down.413 

 
Orestes next (269ff.) begins to assure the chorus and his sister of eventual victory 

by signaling the involvement of Apollo in their cause (269-70).  The details of his 

interview with the god reveal that Orestes made a choice between leaving his father 

unavenged and undertaking to kill his mother.  Apollo further prophesied that the first 

option would cause a disease to grow on Orestes’ body (279-82) among other attacks of 

the Erinyes: almost like a pharmakos, Orestes would face exile from the city along with 

being plagued by fear and madness emanating from the underworld (286-90).414   

The activity of chthonic rage is inexorable and will have its revenge (its sole 

telos), even if that should mean discharging itself upon the “wrong” object.  Just as Zeus 

                                                 
412 Unless we are to assume that Aegisthus has been performing the ritual program; even so it is improper 
since Orestes is here insisting on the unbroken connection between himself and his father. 
413 For the importance of the imagery here see the discussion of the third stasimon below. 
414 The whole process will start with whipping him out of society,…�
�#&�	�Q��	���..�����
�����
�-�
� (Cho. 290).  On the pharmakos in tragedy see Girard (1972) and Guépin (1968). 
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himself faces a (permanent) ritual rupture from the extinction of Agamemnon’s line so 

too does Orestes run the risk of absolute exclusion from positive ritual practice: 

  #
,���$�������������4���#�
�"�����-�����
           �k�
�����
���$�, �8��������������:��,  

        :��7���' ����.�����8��*���-�&��
��3���
        �"���· �-����
��<�'> �4���������������	,  
        	������' A������#A����������#��������Q��
        #
#7���
������-��
�
���	��Q����Q. (Cho. 291-296). 
 
  And in addition, [he said that I am] to have no share of the crater, 
  no part in libations, that the unseen rage of my father is to keep 
  me from altars.  No one is to receive me or help me;  
  dishonored in all, friendless, I will die in time 
  horribly preserved by an all-destructive fate. 
 
The attention of the Erinyes evinces itself once again in a durative condition of removal 

from normality for their object.  Their victim comes to occupy a place outside societal 

structure due to the rage (�"���) of the unavenged father.415  The term “wrath” or “rage” 

(�"���) is directly involved in causing prolonged liminality both in the Iliad and earlier in 

the action of the Oresteia: in the former work menis describes the period of the pestilence 

sent by Apollo in Calchas’ formulation (�"�����B���������#
�&:��-�
��A�
#���, 1. 

75) as well as the excessive liminality that marks Achilles’ throughout the Iliad from start 

to finish.416  In the Oresteia, �"����(Ag. 154-5) was also the lingering remainder from 

                                                 
415 Sophocles dramatized an Electra whose suffering passed normal limits imposed on ritual observance; 
see the discussion of Seaford (1985).  Euripides alludes to a very similar break with positive ritual practice 
in his Electra when Electra refuses to participate in the Argive festival of Hera because she is caught up in 
grief for her father, El. 167ff.  Specifically, she claims that the unbroken temporality of mourning for her 
father prevent her from doing most anything else at El. 181ff.  For a discussion see chapter 5, section 1. 
�	#��������������
#������-������-�����
����
�R��3�#
���e�
�'  
416 Seaford (1994) 164-172 describes the period of Achilles’ mourning for Patroclus as an instance of 
“excessive liminality” where, ibid. 167, “the ‘liminal’ participation in the state of the dead 
seems…excessive in duration as well as in degree.”  A prolonged duration marks Achilles’ anger from 
beginning to end, ibid. 165, “This new anger is, like the earlier bout, excessively prolonged.”  Just as 
Apollo’s menis suspended the war-centered activities of the Achaeans until the proper propitiatory rituals 
were performed, so too does Achilles’ wrath, born during the aforementioned time period, keep him at the 
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Iphigeneia’s sacrifice that plunged all of Argos (and even beyond) into liminal 

temporality in the first play of the trilogy.   These examples demonstrate a strong 

tendency for �"��� to produce enduring states of negative consecration which directly 

suspend aspects of profane time for those afflicted by it.  Orestes, for his part, faces just 

such a (permanently) liminalized state should he forego avenging his father. 

 A further peculiarity of language develops to a great degree a threat of an all-

embracing permanence of liminality.  The manner of his death from his father’s rage is 

likened to the process of embalming (�
������-��
) in the passage quoted above.  The 

series of events, leading up to the embalming, is instructive: Orestes will first be 

completely separated from relations or friend (A�����) in time (����Q) before the 

Erinyes of his father finally embalm him.  The embalming process, of course, aims to 

preserve the body from destruction indefinitely.417   If our interpretation is at all correct, 

this metaphor of preserving the body across time aptly highlights the temporality of the 

Erinyes’ activity, especially as, in this case, the embalming is to be decidedly negative 

(#
#7�).418 

 Above and beyond the impending attack of the Erinyes, Orestes judges that 

revenge is right and must be carried out (298ff.).  Part of his reasoning includes the 

consideration of the current wrongful rule of “two women” (���$��.��
�#�$�) over the 

Argives most glorious for razing Troy.419  The rule of a woman in place of that of a man 

                                                                                                                                                 
margins of the army and away from involvement in battle.  Seen in this light, the Iliad, like the Oresteia, 
develops one period of liminality directly out of another, seemingly completed period of the same. 
417 Hdt. 2. 86. and Plat. Phaed. 80c. Powell (1929) 99 takes (rightly) the view that Orestes’ body will not 
undergo decomposition after death, a postion Garvie (1986) rejects without argument. 
418 The Erinyes promise never to release their victim, not even after death, at Eum. 174-5. 
419 Cho. 302-4: 
�3��������
���8#�����	�����:���7�,  
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was the distinguishing feature of the political regime during Agamemnon; here it is in 

essence a promulgation of the same situation- an overlong absence of the rightful ruler, 

made all the worse because now it is a rule of two women instead of one.  Normative 

conditions have been suspended for all the residents of Argos; in Orestes’ case, failure to 

restore the proper order will result in a permanent liminality lasting, incredibly, even 

beyond death. 

SECTION  4: THE KOMMOS FOR THE DEAD KING  
 

 After Orestes has established the parameters and precautions of his plan for 

vengeance, the characters on stage turn once again to the tomb before them.  At Cho. 

306-478 the chorus sings in responsion with Orestes and Electra a dirge over 

Agamemnon through which they incite, without reservation, his spirit to enter the realm 

of the living.420  I shall argue that the dramatic purpose of the kommos is neither to 

present a hardening of Orestes’ resolve nor that it is “dramatically static,”421 but, rather, 

that the scene most fully instantiates a reversal of ritual polarities (i.e. from propitiating 

Agamemnon’s rage in accordance with Clytemnestra’s directive to aggravating it further 

                                                                                                                                                 
j���
����
��
�"�
���8��;Q������,  
���$��.��
�#�$��M���<&#�����-����'��
420 Garvie (1986) 122, “The present #�����, whose ostensible purpose is to invoke Agaememnon’s aid 
against his murderers (456ff.) forms the culmination of all the earlier prayers to Zeus, the chthonic powers, 
and Agamemnon.” 
421 This debate has been particularly German, see Sier (1988) 70-92 for the most current attempt to account 
for all the positions.  He aptly characterizes the interpretational difficulty, ibid. 70, “Der Kommos gehört zu 
den in der Deutung umstrittensten Partien bei Aischylos.”  Lesky (1943) forwards a line of interpretation 
from Müller and Wilamowitz to the effect that Orestes needs further encouragement to carry out the 
revenge.  Schadewalt (1932) disagrees that Orestes lacks for resolve, and hence this scholar judges that the 
scene contributes little to the drama. 
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in order to fulfill the exact opposite of what the queen wants).422  In religious terms, the 

scene serves to align the operative sacralized or sacralizing forces of the play: Orestes, 

Olympians, and chthonic powers.  Moreover, as an undeniable performance or ritual, the 

unfolding of the scene features elements of minimal differentiation, insofar as the agents 

involved become inextricably unified in their resolve as they sing the kommos.423  By 

focusing on the ritual contours and not so much on issues of characterization or plot 

development as such, we can appreciate once more how Aeschylean theater seemingly 

eschews the latter issues in deference to the underlying religious movement of the play, 

and, indeed, of the trilogy. 

 The first words are given to the chorus to invoke the Moirai and to sing of 

reciprocal action arising out of the prerogatives of Justice.424  Orestes, for his part, asks 

what he can say or do to waft his father’s spirit from its resting place: 

  C�	����
P��
���, ��������������������������������������������������������������������� 
          �	������9����T-;
���
        ������' L��?#
�����8���
�,  
          I��
��' I��������8�
�, (Cho.315-8). 
 
  O father, dread father, what could I manage to say to you 
  or to do, conducting you from there 
  where your bed keeps you? 
 
Whereas Orestes earlier invoked the presence of Zeus to behold his current position 

(246ff.) he now turns directly to addressing his father’s spirit in an effort to attract him 

                                                 
422 A third position is found in Goldhill (1984) 139, “The kommos, indeed, the mourning rite, is part of the 
necessary passage he [Orestes] must cross to call himself the son of Agamemnon.”  This view follows 
Zeitlin (1978) closely. 
423 Cf. Garvie (1986) 122, “Brother, sister, and the Chorus now unite in this great appeal for help.”  Earlier 
we saw element of minimal differentiation between Electra and the chorus when they poured the initial 
libation over Agamemnon’s grave, cf. Cho. 103-5 and the discussion above at section 1c.  
424 As such the chorus picks up a theme that they had first raised with Electra during the pouring of 
libations at Cho. 122, 124.  Here they expand upon the implications as they continue to call for 
Clytemnestra’s destruction. 
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more directly into the “profane” world.425  That the direction of force should come from 

the world below to the one above becomes unmistakable in one of Orestes’ next 

apostrophes: 

  o�@�o�@, #	��������-�����
           <�����������A�
�,  

        :���7����	�����#
,�
����.Q��
        �����. (Cho. 382-5). 
 
  Zeus, Zeus, send up from below, 
  A late-punishing destruction, 
  for the overbold and all-daring hand of men. 
 
In response to the first passage the chorus suggested that forces can emanate from the 

grave: 

  �-#���, ����&�
���@��
��������8��
�	-                                                                
         W�����3���
���0�.�	���,  
            �
������' \�������5�.	�· (Cho. 324-6). 
 
The mention of delay in both these passages (<����������, 383 and \������, 326) 

emphasizes the importance of the temporal framework of negative reciprocity as well as 

the inevitability of the telos for the agents involved; the Erinyes have consistently shown 

this quality of reacting to transgressions, often immediately, but delaying the ultimate 

moment of satisfaction until their victim is sufficiently full of the disease and pollution 

they bring.426  

 A curious ambiguity has vexed interpretation of the closing lines of this strophe: 

  
�-�������#
,���#�������

                                                 
425 This phrase has been taken differently.  Tucker (1901) offers in his commentary, “Father mine, father of 
miseries, by what word or deed could I rightly waft from afar to thee, where thou art couched.” Sier (1988), 
“O Vater, Vater von Unglücklichen, was werde ich mit Erfolg, dir aussprechen, dir darbringen, es mit 
günstigen Wind aus der Ferne dorthin sendend, wo dich dein Lager hält?”  Van Wes (1963), however, in 
his study of maritime imagery takes the verb (�8���
�) transitively as does Garvie (1986) 128, “This 
interpretation…with��8���
��transitive…fits best with Orestes’ aim which is to bring up Agamemnon’s 
power from below.” 
426 Cf. Cho. 68-9 
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           .����I���#����
�����,  
          �3�%�������
�����
�
�����. (Cho. 329-31). 
 
  A just lament of fathers and parents 
  is on the search, 
  [the lament] completely aroused on both sides. 
 
Uncertainty over which goos (lament) is intended has caused commentators to opt either 

for a subjective genitive (it is Agamemnon’s lament for his own demise)427 or an 

objective genitive (Orestes’ and Electra’s lament for their father).428  Emendations 

include ���
� for �3�%� to provide an object for �
����� as well as �����
�7� for 

�����
�)� and (most recently) the epexegetical infinitive �
������ for �
�����.429  If, 

however, the manuscript tradition preserves the correct reading, the action of the lament 

seems to comprehend both Agamemnon and those on the “other side.”  Such a 

conception of a mutual goos would conform well to the overall intent of the kommos to 

join the living and the dead upon the path of vengeance.430 

 Following from the interpretation above on the development of ritual communitas, 

we are in a better position to assess the striking temporality implied by the chorus’ 

immediately foregoing words: 

  5����W��
���' *�����#��,   

                                                 
427 So Wilamowitz (1922) and the scholiast. 
428 Sier (1988) ad loc., “Um Vater und Erzeuger erhobene/ Klage hat das Recht, ihn aufzuspüren.”  
429 Seir (1988) ad loc. 
430 Funeral ritual typologically seeks to minimize the difference between the mourners and the dead, cf. 
Seaford (1994) 86, “…in homeopathy with the dead, according to Aristotle,…mourners disfigure 
themselves…other mourning practices seem to assimilate the mourners to the condition of the dead: the 
same colour of garment; the veiling of the face; throwing hair on the dead; physical contact with the dead; 
talking to the dead; self-aggression and self-laceration; self-befoulment with dirt…the relatives’ pollution, 
and their withdrawal from society (to be ended by a ritually articulated return), go along with their state of 
participation of their dead.”  Thus, there is a direct movement of the mourners in the direction of the state 
of the dead.  The dead are also imagined as doing their part to come to the mourners in that they are 
represented as sitting at the feast provided for them by their family, see Burkert (1985) 193, “…the 
deceased, duly provided for, is, correspondingly, often imagined at a banquet…”  The spirit of a wrongfully 
slain person was thought to be even more active in the world of the living, see below on Cho. 439ff. 
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                      ��
�
����
���' *�:�	���. (Cho. 327-8) 
  The one dying is bewailed, 
  The one doing the harm is revealed! 
 
Oddly enough, in the chorus’ ritual language, the death of Agamemnon is envisioned as 

occurring in the present (*�����#��) at the same time that his killer is revealed 

(��
�
����
���' *�:�	���).  To deny the passage of time between the actual murder in 

the space of the ritual lament reflects ritual’s tendency to deny the march of “profane 

duration” when focused on the reason for the performance in the first place.431 Later 

passages “re-perform” the horrible nature of Agamemnon’s murder in the guise of taunts 

which are to outrage his spirit (e.g. Cho. 491-4). 

 This enactment of ritual time in the kommos develops in Electra’s description of 

the ritual stance adopted by herself and Orestes: 

  #�@������, C�	���, !���-������������������������������������������������������������������ 
          ����	#���
�-��&.  
        ��
��������' !����:�����
          ��"������
����	W��.  
        �	�����' E#-�
���-��#�
���
            ��.	�
���' *�����. (Cho. 332-7). 
 
  Listen now in turn, father, to woes 
  deserving of many tears. 
  At your tomb a lament from two children 
  groans over you. 
  Your tomb has received suppliants 
  as well as exiles. 

                                                 
431 The case is most emphatically put by Eliade (1954) 35 in reference to sacrifice, “All sacrifices are 
performed at the same mythical instant of the beginning; through the paradox of the rite, profane time and 
duration are suspended.” Garvie (1986), on the other hand, ad loc. sees a “timeless” present in the participle�
����#��; he quotes Cho. 886 and 909 as parallel examples but they seem rather to contain poignant 
oxymora that should not be explained away as less remarkable than they actually are.  Cf. Seaford (2003) 
following Norden (1915) calls the form of the language used Satzparallelismus and explains, ibid. 142, 
“Here the antithesis expresses the movement within the lament from the passivity of being killed to the 
activity of revenge” (emphasis added).  There is, however, not much of a progression of events and the 
image evoked by the language of the chorus seems more a collapsing of different strata of time into one 
rather than a historical sequence of cause and effect: Agamemnon’s death is exactly concomitant with 
Clytemnestra’s action of killing him.    
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In designating both herself and her brother as suppliants (E#-�
�) and exiles (��.	�
�) 

Electra combines a state of consecration with an interstitial, liminal-like existence to 

construct an impression of the “in betwixt and in between.” Earlier in the play, Orestes’ 

prevailing liminality was couched in terms of “exile;” now the category has spread to 

cover his sister, whose social circumstances, as a consistently present, albeit despised 

member of the royal household, does not technically qualify.432  It is, however, 

Aeschylus’ marked proclivity in the Oresteia to overdetermine liminal indicators in 

evoking an all-embracing sense of the suspension of normality.   

 The rite of supplication induces a comparable liminality in religious and temporal 

terms as it is a state of direct involvement with the presence of the divine (which can be 

seen to delay time for the participants involved).433  The suppliants are, due to the 

protection granted, in part, by holy ground, inviolate for the period of their ritual 

performance.  They are, as it were, ideally unaffected by the actions in the more profane 

world around them.434  This very idea of supplication as a strategy of delay will become a 

crucial element of the religious stasis created at the beginning of Eumenides.  Here, 

however, we may note that Aeschylus has multiplied, indeed slightly exaggerated, the 

liminal status of the children in order to emphasize the gravity of their suspension from 

their proper social roles which has been caused in the first instance by the murder of their 

                                                 
432 In Euripides’ Electra, she even comes to live on the physical margins of society with her farmer-
husband. 
433 Lycus the usurper when confronted with a scene of supplication on the part of Amphitryon and 
Heracles’ children sees the act clearly in terms of delay at Euripides’ Heracles 143: ���' !���������W&��$���
�&#@�
��:���=  
434 Gould (1973), “So long as contact [with holy ground] was unbroken there was no question but that any 
violence brought against the suppliant was a direct challenge, either to the power of the god whose 
sanctuary or altar was involved to protect his own suppliants, or more generally to the power of Zeus 
E#-����…” 
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father in a ritual of resacralization (Clytemnestra’s hopes to the contrary 

notwithstanding). 

 With the seriousness of the situation outlined in liminal terms, the chorus next 

highlights in stark fashion the change in ritual polarity they hope to bring about: 

   ���' I�' L��!#��7������3�����W��� 
        ���&�#��	������8���..��-����·  
        ���,������)����!����:�������
        
�K�����	������!��:
����������
          ���#�%�
�������#���W��. (Cho. 340-4). 
 
  But even from these circumstances a god could, 
  if he so desired, make our shouts more sonorous: 
  in place of laments at the tomb may a victory song 
  in the royal halls bring back the newly mixed wine! 
 
The temporal orientation of the two contrasted ritual songs is crucial: the first involves a 

focus on the past and present insofar as Clytemnestra has sent the chorus and her 

daughter to perform a ritual aimed at stemming the anger resulting, among other things, 

from an improper burial.435  What they hope for instead is to sing, in the future, a victory 

hymn (
�/�).436   

 If, however, we stay closer to the manuscript tradition we find that the indicative 

verb #���W���appears in the text at this point and not the optative #���W���(falsely 

ascribed to M by Page in his OCT apparatus) nor the conjecture #�������� often 

accepted by editors.437  Nor is this the only problem with the line in the estimation of a 

                                                 
435 At Cho. 439ff. we learn that the queen has outraged Agamemnon’s corpse by burying the body with the 
limbs cut off.  See the discussion below. 
436 Garvie (1986) ad loc., “The paean…will be sung with the libations after a celebration banquet…the idea 
looks ahead to the song actually sung by the chorus at 935ff.” 
437 The argument is metrical, but see below. 
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current scholar.438  Nonetheless, what the manuscript reading yields makes sense of the 

ritual act in a way consistent with the other reversals of ritual polarities in the Oresteia: 

the present indicative #���W�� clearly indicates that the song being performed is now part 

of the forward-looking ritual act and no longer the lament stricto sensu. The movement is 

then very much like ritual intervention formerly practiced by Clytemnestra upon 

Agamemnon: where he was in the midst of a performance of final stage rituals to mark 

his reintegration into the community, she set him upon the path of an incipient 

sacralization rite.   Here the agents involved intervene to redirect an effort at 

desacralization into the beginning stages of a ritual process that will envelop the queen in 

ineluctable bonds. 

 The reversal of ritual polarity remains the theme throughout the ode; this is the 

case especially at a strophe we have already previewed (380-4).439  Here Orestes 

concludes his lines with a phrase bearing directly upon the nature of the telos relative to 

his parents: 

  ��#�@���������������$�
�'�(Cho. 385). 

  *In a similar*440 fashion the telos is being reached for the parents. 

As with the earlier appearance of ����$�
� in Agamemnon in a ritual context,441 the tense 

is not future as some suggest, but rather present.  That this is so derives support from the 

                                                 
438 Cf. Seir (1988) 116, “����� ist fraglos korrupt.”  If this scholar is correct, perhaps emendators have 
been too quick to seize upon #���W�� as the sole problem, cf. Garvie (1986) ad loc., “#�������� is Poron’s 
certain correction of M’s #���W��” (emphasis added).�
z���o�@�o�@��#	��������-�����

���<�����������A�
����

���:���7����	�����#
,�
����.Q��

������������#�@���������������$�
�'� 
440 Reading *�7� “similarly” for ����, see below. 
441 Ag. 68: I���·�����$�
�����!���3�����-���·� 
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reading of a scholiast on the third word, *�7�, “similarly” instead of ���� 

“nevertheless.”442 On this reading, we translate, “similarly it is coming to the appointed 

end for [both] parents.”  The word “�-���” contains within it more than a hint of ritual 

process and so can encapsulate succinctly the mechanism that holds victim and murderer 

together at his juncture.443  Just as there was an all-encompassing sense of �-��� in the 

time period leading up to Agamemnon’s murder,444 so too is there a process of fulfillment 

reaching its end with the coming murder of Clytemnestra.445 

 The chorus picks up on the ritual meaning in stating their wish to utter the ololuge 

over the sacrifice of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra: 

!����"�
��.-�����������#	-                                                                
            ���' 5����.�3������3���
          ������-���, .��
�#����'  
          5����-�
�· (Cho. 386-8). 
 
  May it devolve upon me to shout the piercing ritual cry 
  as the man is dying and the woman is being destroyed. 
 
Aeschylus, in his Seven against Thebes, gives what has become the locus classicus for 

the ritual significance of the 5����.���: 

  #��7���#���
�' �8.�	���, I���
��b��
        5����.�3��E��3���8���"�
�/�����,  
                                                 
442 Seir (1988) concurs with the scholiast, “die meisten Herausgeber akzentuieren ����... 
���� …ist jedoch kaum befriedigend erklärbar.” 
443 Cf. Fischer  (1965) 56-67 on the connections of �-��� to marriage ritual throughout Aeschylus.   
444 Immediately before sacrificing Agamemnon, Clytemnestra prayed to Zeus Teleios (Ag. 973-4): 
o�@�o�@��-����, �0��!�0���8�0���-���·  
�-�����-�������,��7����L���-��O������$�'��
445 Commentators also feel hesitation over ascribing the reference ��#�@�� to to both Clytemnestra and 
Agamemnon.  Tucker (1901) ad loc. sees no problem with this, but has to turn the phrase into a question 
and focus on the meaning ‘payment’ for the verb ����$�
�.  He does, however, allow for ambiguity in such 
a phrase, “The Greek words are charged with Aeschylean double-meaning.”  Lebeck (1971) 118 sees also a 
reference to both parents, “[��#�@��] applies to both parents: fulfillment of revenge for the father, for the 
mother penalty paid in full.”  If, however, what is happening resembles a ritual process the imagined telos 
functions without resort to zeugma: the end is the desacralization ritual thought to be accomplished in the 
murder of the queen. 
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        ur��&��#3��������
�����	����:�"�,  
        �	�����������, �����
���-�������:��. (Sept. 267-70). 
 
  Listen to my entreaties, and then shout forth 
  the sacred, cheering ololuge, 
  the Greek custom at the sacrifice of a bull. 
  A source of courage for friends, it dispels fear of the enemy. 
 
The context of the passage is telling for its similarities to our passage in Choephoroi: 

Eteokles is trying to turn the chorus from uttering threnodic, fear-inspiring worries so 

prevalent in their previous songs to adopting a more positive stance with singing uplifting 

themes to embolden the citizenry for the upcoming struggle.446  In Choephoroi, the 

chorus prays to utter such a shout while Aegisthus and Clytemnestra are dying (n.b. the 

present participles ������-��� and 5����-�
�), exactly like the cry performed at the 

sacrifice of the sacrificial animal.447  Beyond the element of supposed ritual perversion,448 

the reconfigured performance of lament for the past to a sacrifice in the future commands 

attention for the change in ritual polarity that it is.  The period of sacralization will not 

end as summarily as Clytemnestra had hoped; rather, it will first intensify before meeting 

its “telos” in her own murder.   

 The enduring context of the ritual lament occasions another degree of minimal 

differentiation between the performers of ritual and the object of their attention.  At this 

point they speak of their collective “rage-filled hatred” (I.#��������.��, 392).  Earlier, 

we heard how the dream-interpreters at Argos read in Clytemnestra’s dream the “rage” of 

the dead for the living (�-�����
����b��.%���-��������������/��$��#�
��@����' 

!.#���$�, 40-1).  Thus, as their song develops, an ever closer rapprochement between the 

                                                 
446 For their laments see, e.g. Sept. 78ff. and Deubner (1941) 1.  
447 Cf. Burkert (1983)  
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subject(s) and object (Agamemnon) of ritual occurs: the darkness brought by the Erinyes 

intensifies to enshroud more fully the living and the dead. 

 This all-pervasive presence of the Erinyes we hear more of in the following 

strophe.  It will prove once again more instructive to keep close to the manuscript 

tradition for the proper elucidation of the following lines: 

  ���0���������������
����
.��
���
        ���-�
��!��-����A�������
���$���
        
d�
· :�N�.0�����.3���r���b���
        
�0��7��������������-����A�&���
          ��-�
��!	.���
��!' A�O. (Cho. 400-4). 
 
  It is the law: the drops of murder,  

once poured on the ground, demand more 
blood.  The Erinys shouts for pestilence 
from those who died before, another/ a second destruction 
coming upon the first. 

 
Many editors follow Schütz (1823) in changing the accusative of the manuscript ���.�� 

to ���.�� and, accordingly, �r����� to �r����� in order for the latter to function as the 

subject of !	.���
�.449  Recourse to a striking example of ���.��, however, in a 

similar context will help reveal the function of the word and the direction of thought 

developed in the passage under discussion.  The plague at the beginning of the Iliad, a 

programmatic example of negatively sacralized duration, is called a ���.�� by none other 

than Chryses, the priest of Apollo, when he addresses the god at end of the period of 

suffering for the Achaeans: 

  f�' I���#
,��@���������' !�#�)&����!-����·  
                                                                                                                                                 
448 Zeitlin (1965) and (1966).  ‘Perversion’ of the norm, however, actually forms the basis for many ritual 
aetiologies, e.g. the Bouphonia, the sacrifice at Mekone, the Choes, etc. 
449 Garvie (1986) calls “:�N����.��” a more natural expression and mentions that nowhere else refers to 
murder.  Tucker (1902) explains, “the alteration to ���.3���r���b� is scarcely possible in itself and ���.�� 
is not ‘a murder,’ but ‘havoc.’”  Sier (1988) 144 does not really provide a thorough argument, “���.3��
�r���b�…für das überlieferte ���.3���r���b�, das den Satz unkonstruibar macht, ist eine evidente 
Korrektur.”  
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+�&��@��2
�
�$�������#-
����.3��A�����. (Il. 1. 455-6) 
 
  Yet again now bring about this wish for me: 
  Now ward off the unseemly pestilence from the Danaans! 
 
By means of this prayer, as we have seen earlier, Chryses provided the necessary 

desacralization ritual to end a period of divinely-controlled time, a period which he now 

calls a ���.�� just as Achilles did when first addressing the issue at council.450  For 

Aeschylus, who had clearly referenced this episode from the Iliad in Agamemnon,451 

���.�� now applies to the time period and character of what the Erinys calls into being as 

a result from those who died before (
�0��7��������������-���).  In both the Iliad 

and Choephoroi the word refers to a period of painful, unchanging conditions caused by 

divine activity- in both instances it is a duration that awaits the performance of the proper 

counter-ritual for release from negative consecration.452 

 Following from the above interpretation of :�N����.3���r�����, the rest of the 

sentence becomes more transparent, “The Erinys, sent by those slain before, calls forth a 

pestilence, another destruction compounded onto destruction.”453  This mention of a 

second ate refers by apposition to the pestilence already in effect; the previous ate then 

could be a muted reference to the preceding ate of the house,454 the sacrifice of 

                                                 
450 Il. 1. 67: :�����
������	�
��1�$���3����.3����@�
�'� 
451 See chapter two ad loc. 
452 A further instance of congruence between the two passages arises in the predominance of “night” 
imagery.  Apollo, who would become assimilated to the sun in later Antiquity, is compared to the night at 
Il. 1. 47:…H��' +�����#�,�!��#/�'  The Erinyes have this coloring throughout the Oresteia, see chapter two 
and Eum. 321 where they call upon their mother, Night herself. 
453 Translation after Tucker (1902). 
454 At Ag. 1486ff. the chorus, after Clytemnestra’s claim to be the embodiment of the spirit of vengeance, 
calls her mention of the spirit “an evil boast of a destructive and insatiable fate: ��@���@, #
#3��
k���/ 
��&�%�����
���#�������·���
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Iphigeneia.455   The first ate, we remember, did not terminate in anything except the 

destruction of its object, Agamemnon. 

 Towards the end of the kommos (429ff.) we return to the theme of Agamemnon’s 

improperly performed burial (first alluded to in the prologue where Orestes mentioned his 

absence at the ekphora).456  The details of the reminiscence revisit, as it were, the episode 

with the intention of rousing further Agamemnon’s sense of indignation at the manner of 

his burial.  This verbal performance of the reason for the current enactment of the rite, the 

return to the illud tempus of the events that bring them to the tomb in the present, forms 

part of the temporal trajectory of ritual in general.457   

 Furthermore, Electra mentions that the ekphora took place not only without 

Orestes’ presence, but even without the accompaniment of other citizens and ritual songs 

of lament (429-32).  Orestes thereupon swears revenge for the dishonor (435) and then 

the chorus contributes the fact that the burial was a complete outrage: 

!�
��
����&��-�.', c�����' �P�V�,                                                                       
I�
�����'  �������M����	���,  

          ������#���
�����-�
��
          A�������
P7����S.  
          #������
���������
���������. (Cho. 439-43). 
 
  So that you may know this: he was mutilated. 
  She who did this buried him in such a way as 
  to make his fate, by her design, unbearable for the time of your life. 
  You hear [now] of the dishonorable pains of your father! 
 

                                                 
455 The sacrifice of Iphigeneia is only mentioned in a passing and oblique manner at Cho. 242. 
456 Euripides in his Troades adds the detail that Agamemnon’s burial was performed at night, and not 
during the day as was normative for funerals Tro. 446:�e�#
#3��#
#7���
�)�O���#������8#�!��1�-�R. 
457 In Sophocles’ conception the funeral does in fact become an occasion for a repeated ritual performance 
which keeps alive Agamemnon’s resentment by revisiting the outrage.  Clytemnestra goes so far as to 
include a celebration of his death within the ritual calendar of the community! 
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Clytemnestra’s precaution of mangling the limbs of Agamemnon’s body (!�
��
����&) 

sought to avert the possibility of his spirit to take revenge in the future.  As in the 

aforementioned story related by the Athenian in Plato’s Laws, the abiding force of the 

recently slain man exhibits a power that seeks to envelop his murderer.458  

In Choephoroi, Agamemnon, not at all recently dead but showing sign of 

increasing wrath nonetheless, survived even the best efforts of his murderers to deny him 

the ability to affect the world of the living.  Such an emanation of chthonic rage, despite 

time and dismemberment, is a testament to Agamemnon’s remarkable claim upon the 

profane world; it is in accordance that we can speak of a prevailing chthonic character to 

life at Argos- a community and family temporally caught up in the performance of a 

funeral ritual only now about to come to an end (a telos).  The chorus rightly insists that 

the manner of Agamemnon’s burial is “unbearable for the duration of his child’s 

lifetime” (A�������
P7����S
P7����S
P7����S
P7����S, Cho. 424- the chorus has been internally caught up in 

ritual lament for the extent of their lives as well, cf. Cho. 26, ��������' 
P7���
P7���
P7���
P7�����' P�.��$���

:��#��
��#-
� ).  Their focus then remains on the durative and temporally suspending 

quality of time that arises from Agamemnon’s murder and looks to only one ritually-

encoded act (during which the chorus plans to sing the sacrificial ololuge) for 

desacralization (release) from their suffering.  Or, as the chorus sings: 

  �3�����������-����	�
�,  
          �8���-������' L��I����. (Cho. 464-5). 
 
  That which is fated has been waiting a long time, 
  may it come to those who pray for it! 
  
 

                                                 
458 See beginning of this chapter, sec. 1b. 
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SECTION  5: THE TEMPORAL FEATURES OF THE NOSTOS  
 

 Orestes’ nostos evinces a character and awareness that was completely lacking in 

his father’s attempt to regain integration at Argos.459  In many ways the son’s return 

resembles the paradigmatic nostos of Odysseus to Ithaka as presented in the Odyssey 

where the hero used deception, delay, and, finally, the decisive moment to secure his 

revenge and footing in his original community.460  We will follow the exposition of the 

text in regard to Orestes’ conception and subsequent execution of his nostos.  In this 

analysis we will come to appreciate the ways in which Orestes is confronted by and 

successfully avoids the same kind of usurpation of the nostos program by Clytemnestra, 

despite her best efforts to thwart once again the rightful ruler of her people. 

 Significantly, Orestes first turns to ascertaining why his mother has offered these 

libations so late: 

…��-��
���' �8�-��!��' I;��������,  
        �������0��I�����, !#���������.����
        ��������������7�' ��)#������	���=�(Cho. 514-6). 
 
  …It is no longer beside the point for me  
  to learn why she has sent these libations so late 
  in honor of a pain that cannot be healed. 
 
�Clytemnestra seems for the first time to have lost the temporal superiority in a matter of 

strategic action by performing funerary ritual “too late” (����������).  Orestes then 

develops the idea in saying that the libations are less than the crime demands since (once 

                                                 
459 See chapter two for details on Agamemnon’s failed nostos. 
460 In the Odyssey Athena counsels a slow and deliberate plan of action for Odysseus (13. 429-32) in 
response to which he gives thanks, for else he may have ended up like Agamemnon (13. 438-441).  Thus 
the fundamental opposition between the nostoi of these two figures finds expression already in epic.  We 
will be interested to observe how Orestes corrects for his father’s un-Odyssean strategy of reincorporation 
at Argos as the rightful king.   
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again) the pain is itself incapable of being healed (��)#������	���).  In this conception 

his mother’s belated offerings cannot be effective since she has misjudged the true state 

of affairs (blood demands only more blood and nothing else).  Such an implication, 

namely, that not even a ritual offering can stem the unfolding telos, was an earlier 

indicator in the first play that Agamemnon was caught in forces beyond his conception 

and control.461  Thus in the statement quoted above Orestes combines two criticisms of 

Clytemnestra’s temporal strategy: 1) she has acted too late for her offerings to be of any 

use, and 2) the gift of libations does not respond adequately to the operative temporal 

frame, for there is no release from the chthonic rage but through another spilling of 

blood. 

 A dream of giving birth to a snake has so unnerved Clytemnestra that she sees fit 

to offer the libations despite their tardiness (523-9).462 Orestes, for his part, wishes to 

know the whole story: 

#
,��$�������N�#
,�#
�
��@�
����.��=�(Cho. 528). 
 
And where does the story end and find completion? 

 
His question aims at full knowledge of the dream before making judgment.  Armed with 

the content of the dream, in which the newborn snake draws blood mixed with milk from 

Clytemnestra’s breast, Orestes proceeds to read himself into the oneiric metaphor: 

���' �4���
��.V��V���#
,�
��3���	�Q��
        ��4��������k�
����@�' !��,�����������.  
        #������-����������������.#������I����.  

                                                 
461 Cf. Ag. 69-71: 
�4���<�#
�����4���!����:����
������E��7���
5�.0�������$��
�
�-�;��'���
462 That the queen here chooses to believe in the import of the dreams contrasts strongly with her disdain 
for “evidence of a sleeping mind” at Ag. 275:  �8���;
��L���	:�����:��W���&��������. 
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        …!#��
#������,���' !.K��
        #���������, c����4�������!��-�������. (Cho. 540-2, 549-50). 
 
  I pray to the earth here and the tomb of my father 
  That this dream brings fulfillment for me. 
  I judge that it holds together as follows: 
  I, once become a snake, kill her, as this dream says. 
 
In temporal terms, Orestes, faced with interpreting the dream, fills the frame with an 

understanding of his own agency, from start to finish (both points as yet opaque for 

Clytemnestra) the son becomes, by his own interpretation, the coincidence of past, 

present, and future: he is the snake once born of Clytemnestra, he is the current threat to 

her power,463 and he will be the cause of her death.  Like a prophet, as the chorus sees 

him (���
�#��������7��-��' 
E��@�
��-��, 551), his power of vision demonstrates 

superior temporal insight.  Furthermore, the specifics of his choice of language reveal an 

oracular quality in the appearance of the “prophetic present” in the verb #�����, a usage 

found only once before for a future action: in Calchas’ interpretation of the omen of the 

pregnant hare’s destruction in the Iphigeneia-episode of Agamemnon.464 

 Crucial for the characterization of Orestes at this point is the emphasis placed 

upon his acute and expansive view of time in relation to the dream, an ability brought out 

all the more by juxtaposition with Clytemnestra’s loss of this same power to comprehend 

past and future in ways that are decisive for the present.  Moreover, Orestes’ impressive 

understanding of past, present, and future is certainly a far cry from Agamemnon’s 

myopic disregard for former and future events surrounding Argos at the time of his 

arrival.   

                                                 
463 The snake is a chthonic image (cf. Harrison [1908] 236ff.), as such Orestes embodies the present 
strength of Agamemnon’s spirit, to which ritual performance has greatly assimilated him. 
464 Cf. Ag. 126: ����Q������.��$�w��	��������� ���#-������' 
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 At the invitation of the chorus, Orestes lays out careful instructions for how they 

are to match his deceptive stratagem for dealing with his mother and her lover: 

F��@��*��@���· �)�����������������I��,  
        
P�7����#��������	��������)#
��!�	�,  
        c��L�����Q�#����
�����A���
���������
        ���Q�.��#
,��&��7���, !���
8�S�:���Q��
        �
������, ��#
,�a�;�
��!�)�����,   
        A�
;��B�����, �	��������������3����. (Cho. 554-9). 
 
  The orders are simple: that she goes inside, 
  I advise that my plans stay secret, 
  so that those who killed an honorable man by stealth 
  be taken in stealth as well, in the manner Loxias, Lord Apollo, 
  revealed, [he who has been]  a seer never false before. 
 
With trust in Apollo, a god of prophecy never wrong before, Orestes shows his concern 

for the importance of a near transcendent aspect of time in the matter of his revenge and 

release from liminality.  Such reliance upon transcendent temporal forces occurs often in 

those scenarios where agents are caught in sacralized durations beyond their immediate 

understanding.465  Here Orestes comes armed with specific temporal knowledge of the 

future (and past, as he stresses in the fact that Apollo has never been false before) as he 

embarks upon the final stage of his release from overlong exile.  These indications of 

temporal foresight and perspicuity increase the audience’s appreciation of Orestes’ 

mastery of time over against that of Clytemnestra in the matter of her rule and control 

over Argos. 

 Orestes next relates that he will go to the palace disguised as a Parnassian (560-4).  

Disguise, of course, forms the indispensable element of Odysseus’ successful nostos, a 

                                                 
465 E.g. in the Iliad the pestilence drove Achilles to consult a seer (Il. 1. 62-3 ).  In Agamemnon, Calchas 
interpreted the omen of the hare-sacrifice with reference to the correct desacralization ritual to deliver the 
army from indefinite suspension. 
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factor that was conspicuosly absent from Agamemnon’s return.466 Orestes states that he 

will wait with Pylades at the palace doors until such time as a domestic servant passes by, 

in which case he will accost the latter with reproaches for Aegisthus due to his reluctance 

to take in “suppliants at his door” (Cho. 569).  Once admitted, however, Orestes promises 

to kill Aegisthus before the adulterer can ask his guests’ country of origin (575-6).  This 

combination of patience in waiting and immediacy in the performance of the critical act, 

all given as an exposition of the impending future to the chorus, once again reinforces the 

notion that Orestes relies greatly upon the awareness and manipulation of time in gaining 

his revenge and, thereby, his nostos.467 

 His concern is that the plan go off seamlessly: 

  ����L������#���
����:
��O��	��,  
        <�$���' !
��7�.�7��
���4�&�����-����,  
        ��.%���' ������$�#
,��-.�����0�#
���
. (Cho. 580-2). 
 
  In order that things may happen exactly right 
  I advise you to keep an auspicious tongue,  

to be silent when need be and also to speak  
  the right things at the right time. 
 
The injunction to “speak the right things at the right time” (�-.�����0�#
���
) appears, 

quite suggestively, only once before in the trilogy: Clytemnestra used the adverbial form 

to describe her deception of Agamemnon in her first vaunt to the chorus after having 

killed their king: 

  ���7��	�������#
�������P�&�-�����
        ���
���' �P�$���8#�!
������)���
�. (Ag. 1372-3). 
 
  I will feel no shame in contradicting the many things I 
  said earlier with a view to saying the right thing at the right time. 
                                                 
466 Athena first mentions the necessity of disguise for Odysseus at Od. 13. 397. 
467 For Odysseus’ temporal mastery in this regard cf. the comment of Murnaghan (1987) 20, “he 
[Odysseus] reveals himself to the suitors with bewildering suddenness.” 
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As argued earlier,468 Clytemnestra boasts in this passage of her appropriation of the 

kairos so central to nostos poetics; in this manner she introduces flagrantly the theme of 

her temporal mastery over Agamemnon after his death.  Orestes, in many ways an 

Agamemnon redivivus (to the extent that he now embodies the chthonic spirit of his 

father through ritual and dream), re-appropriates mastery of the kairos for his own nostos 

performance.  Thus the flow of temporal control reverses from Clytemnestra to Orestes in 

a way that highlights and prefigures the success of the son’s return as opposed to his 

father’s.  It was, of course, Odysseus’ careful biding of time until the critical moment that 

ensured his eventual success in restoring order in his house.469  

 At this point in the performance (before the first stasimon [585-652]) Orestes has 

fully suborned select members of his household, just as Odysseus had, for the fulfillment 

of his vengeance.  They will take orders from him; the chorus will carry out their 

assigned role when they misdirect the nurse who is to alert Aegisthus to come fully 

armed back to the palace at Argos.  Agamemnon, on the other, does not seem to have 

made a careful approach to anyone in his household in order to determine the relative 

loyalty of his former domestics- indeed, it was the chorus in the first play who had to 

warn him of this necessity:  

  .�/�O��������Q���
�����������
       ���������#
����#
,��3���#
������

          ������P#����@��
�����7�. (Ag. 807-9). 

                                                 
468 See chapter two ad loc. 
469 At Od. 20. 9-21 Odysseus must first overcome an impetuous desire to start killing the suitors.  Athena’s 
plan is to let anguish spread sufficiently into Odysseus’ soul from the behavior of the suitors (Od. 20. 284-
6).  Similarly, Orestes must wait until he has been adequately filled with rage over the manner of his 
father’s death before exacting his revenge.  Odysseus, in a demonstration of self-control, strings his bow 
and scans it for defects (21. 405) before beginning his slaughter of the suitors.  He gives a temporal 
indication for action to Telemachus at 21. 428.  The suitors, on the contrary, lives in temporal ignorance of 
the day of vengeance (22.40): �4������' ����/����-������#
��������I����
�' 
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Seen against this backdrop, Orestes’ nostos is much more Odyssean than was his 

father’s,470 as the son, unlike the father, secures the help of his closest blood relation and 

certain domestic servants before wreaking his vengeance.   

 In contrast to Agamemnon’s rather brute transparency about the propriety of 

Clytemnestra’s speech of welcome at his arrival, Orestes is careful to use deception with 

the current occupants of his house.  He fabricates a story of his own death to throw his 

enemies off guard (Cho. 681ff.).  His arrival, like that of Odysseus, puts to the test the 

current rulers’ sense of xenia (Cho. 569-70, 701-11).  Agamemnon, however, had merely 

expected to march into his hall and resume control as if he had never left (Ag. 844ff.) 

 Whereas Clytemnestra maintained control of the tempo of Agamemnon’s return 

by hastening her husband’s approach to the palace, Orestes commands the chorus to 

hasten in their duties to help him: 

A..�������$���#�����������	���,  
        �3���\����[#��#
,��-���#
���b����.���.  
        �	�����	�����	�����	������', c��#
,���#�3�� ��' !��.��
���
        �#�������, ��
��
��
��
��' !�����������-�
���
        A.#��
��!����������
���#����;-���. (Cho. 658-663). 
 
At three distinct points in the action of Agamemnon, Clytemnestra had given orders for 

people “to hasten” in order for her plans to come off properly.471  It is in this way that 

Clytemnestra was portrayed as the temporally savvy and effective agent that Agamemnon 

was not.  In Choephoroi, Orestes gives the orders for haste in order to put his plan into 

                                                 
470 The difference in the nostoi of father and son respectively has received only slight attention, cf. Taplin 
(1977) 340, “Orestes’ return to the palace is quite unlike his father’s.” 
471 Ag. 605: [#���������	����; 908: ����-����', 
d��!-��
��
���-��� and her complaints to Cassandra 
about not having any time to waste at Ag. 1055 (�4�������
�R��V�' !��,�������	�
) and 1059 (���
������������).  There was even a transcendent element of her mastery over time and space as evinced in 
the famous description of the beacon fire.  See chapter two. 
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action and thus demonstrates a usurpation and displacement of his mother’s temporal 

mastery.  While this one mention of tempo does not seem enough by itself to form the 

strong contrast between the two agents, a further appearance of the theme makes the 

importance of the issue unmistakable. 

 The most definitive unfolding of the tempo consideration occurs in the second 

stasimon (783-837).  Here the chorus appeals to Zeus (790-1) to secure for Orestes a 

stable rhythm for his revenge: 

D�����' ����3��������7�����p-                                                                
            ����W�.-��' !�� ��
�����
            &�	���, <�b��'> !������Q��
            �������,���-�����#�������
               �QW�������T�����,   
        ��0�-������@�' P��$������-�����
             :&�	����g��.�
. (Cho. 794-799) 
 
  Know that a well-born foal of a man dear [to you, Zeus] 
  is yoked to a chariot of woes.  Establish an even pace 
  in his run, make the rhythm one of salvation 
  so as to see the stretch of a striding gait over the ground.  
 
The imagery seems to be composed of references to some sort of athletic game.  There is, 

unfortunately, little agreement on the punctuation and need for emendation(s) of these 

difficult lines.472 What emerges from an attempt to stay closer to the received text is a 

                                                 
472 An up to date discussion of the possibilities is rather involved.  Seir (1988) ad loc. emends the participle 
�������,� to the imperative �������� and constructs, by transposition, the phrase &�	���…��-���� to 
mean an “Ende der Leiden,” since he feels that the scholiast’s quite natural reading which joins &�	��� 
with !�� ��
��� (in the sense of  a “chariot of woes”), “ist angesichts der Wortstellung kaum zu 
umgehen.”  After accepting a number of conjectures and a novel transposition he then disposes of a more 
common and less radical conjecture of D��� for P��$�, “Es besteht kein Grund für Änderung, zumal sich 
noch nichts Passendes gefunden hat.”  This belies Thomson-Headlam’s (1938) confidence in making that 
change and concluding, “Except that I have changed the punctuation and removed the accent from ,…the 
only alteration is made at 794, where of course had been conjecture long ago by Portus…my reading agrees 
exactly with the corresponding [verse]…” Garvie (1986) objects to Headlam-Thomson’s more literal 
rendering for reasons of interpretation, “The usual interpretation, that Zeus is being asked to impose 
moderation on Orestes in the race, is almost grostesque.  What kind of moderation or mean can there be in 
the murder of a mother by her son.  And why should Orestes ‘bide his time by guarding against haste’?”  I 
hope that the attention paid thus far to the presence of issues of time and tempo in the nostos prompts 
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rather pointed excursus on the hope for Orestes to perform his revenge in a proper tempo 

where his rhythm will be one that grants him salvation (�QW�������T�����).  Achieving 

temporal mastery has been his concern from the time he gave orders to the chorus; here 

that same body wishes for a continuation of the same bent through to the actual 

performance of the deed they prayed for in the kommos.  In anthropological theory, as we 

have seen,473 insight into and mastery of the critical moment are both key temporal 

elements of male initiation rites (Bloch) and negative reciprocity (Bourdieu). 

 In the contest of Orestes’ nostos proper we have seen that an awareness of time, 

configured as a mastery of tempo, highlights a plane of contention once appropriated by 

Clytemnestra in Agamemnon’s nostos, but now hoped to be under the control of Orestes 

(with Zeus’ and the chorus’ help).474  Seen against the model of Odysseus, Orestes more 

resembles this hero to the degree that he too employs a combination of waiting and 

seizing the right moment in wreaking his revenge, after, of course, a period of disguise in 

which he has suborned key members of his household.   

SECTION  6: THE TEMPORAL FUNCTION OF THE NURSE’ S OBSERVATIONS  
 

 At Cho. 734 Orestes’ nurse, Cilissa, enters under orders from Clytemnestra to 

fetch Aegisthus along with his bodyguard (769).  Views on her purpose in the dramatic 

action range widely, with some seeing her more as a ‘comic’ figure while others interpret 

her short speech as a foil to Clytemnestra’s feigned maternal grief over the news of her 

                                                                                                                                                 
immediate response from my reader to Garvie’s incredulousness at the thought that time could be important 
here.  
473 See chapter one. 
474 Cf. Burnett (1998) 100, “…the hero of such a story risks something like religious guilt, not therefore for 
taking revenge, but rather for any failure, or even tardiness in its fierce performance” (emphasis added). 
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son’s death.475  From lines 748ff. the nurse goes into detail about the various cares that 

Orestes imposed upon her while an infant incapable of tending to his own needs.  She 

mentions that a child before the age of comprehension must be looked after as if an 

animal (�3���������@��.0��c����,�:��3�, 753).  She goes on to speak of her dual role 

as both a laundress and wet-nurse (760).   

 For the audience of the play, the nurse’s speech brings to mind multiple images of 

Orestes as an infant; he has thus become, if only in the memory of this caretaker, 

infantilized and the details serve to make the picture that much more vivid.  He is 

imagined as once more being incapable of manipulating the reality around him to meet 

his own ends.  This striking and extended focus on Orestes as infant reflects both a 

specific component of Odysseus’ nostos program as well as more general features of the 

reintegration phase of a long absent figure back into his community. 

 As part of the action leading up to Odysseus’ slaughter of the suitors, his own 

nurse, Eurykleia, recognizes her master while giving him a bath (Od. 19. 390ff.).  The 

discovery of Odysseus’s tell-tale scar occasions a narrative digression on the way in 

which Odysseus came to get his name from his maternal uncle Autolycus (19. 406).  In 

parallel fashion then, Choephoroi and the Odyssey draw on memories of the returned 

hero as infant before the moment of vengeance and, thereby, point toward successful 

nostos.476  Such imagery was completely absent from Agamemnon’s return; rather, he 

                                                 
475 E.g. Thomson-Headlam (1938) I 43, “This Nurse, like Juliet’s, is garrulous, simple-minded and 
affectionate…the Nurse’s speech is designed to forewarn us against the extravagant acclamations with 
which Orestes is soon to be saluted.” 
476 Both “nurses” act as replacement mothers, cf. Murnaghan (1987) 40, “…Eurycleia is, in many ways, a 
double for Odysseus’ mother Anticleia.” 
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was ontologically identified, in the carpet scene, with every manner of being (god, 

barbarian, woman, his enemy Priam) except with that which he was in infancy.   

 In the classic model of initiation, part of the imagery surrounding the ultimate 

phase, reintegration, often includes elements of “rebirth” imagery.477 Froma Zeitlin 

(1968) has seen in this model several resemblances to Orestes’ own situation in the 

Oresteia, but not at this particular point in the drama.  She sees a place for initiation and 

rebirth more in conjunction with Apollo’s argument in Eumenides against the parentage 

of the mother in comparison with the father.478 Structurally, however, Choephoroi 

presents a more crystallized case of reintegration of the young man into his community, 

who was long absent and forced to lead a life inbetween more fixed social positions.  In 

terms of ritual’s ideology, the initiate’s rebirth allows for the adoption of a new identity 

that seeming leaves behind the former, pre-initiatory, social status and adopts a new 

role.479 

 When the nurse of Choephoroi asks us to imagine Orestes as an “animal” (:����, 

753) she introduces a crucial element in the fulfillment of Clytemnestra’s dream.  As 

already shown, the dream involves the birth of a snake from the queen, which, as a 

newborn (���.������	#��, 530), bites her breast.480  The double “transformation” of 

                                                 
477 Leach (1961), Turner (1967) 96, “the neophytes are likened to or treated as embryos, newborn infants, 
or sucklings by symbolic means which vary from culture to culture.” 
478 Zeitlin (1978) 166, “Orestes is then ritually reborn at the omphalos of Delphi, the female symbol at the 
center of a place whose name means womb,” and ibid. 161, “Orestes’ true initiatory experience begins only 
after his second expulsion from the palace in Argos.”   
479 Turner (1967) 94, “The ritual subject, individual or corporate, is in a stable state once more and, by 
virtue of this, has rights and obligations of a clearly defined and ‘structural’ type…” 
480 The dream of the snake as a temporal symbol, much like the tapestries previously employed by 
Clytemnestra, evinces both an analeptic and a proleptic side.  The snake is Orestes, on one level, and also 
the chthonic rage of Agamemnon over his (past) murder; yet it also makes reference to the future by 
alluding to the Clytemnestra’s (impending) death.  Again it is the failure of the person directly imagined as 
the object of the symbol to appreciate adequately the implications.   
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Orestes at this point, into both an infant and an animal, corresponds to an intratextual 

requirement (the fulfillment of the prophetic dream), a developed intertextual association 

(with the nostos of Odysseus), and thereby also on a ritual level in the matter of Orestes’ 

reintroduction into the Argive community.  While returning to a state of infancy seems, at 

first glance, to be retrogression in time, the context of reintegration adopts such imagery 

in order to render the initiate’s return a more complete reconfiguration of a new social 

status and break with the liminal period.  On this reading, these images confer a finalizing 

patina to Orestes’ return unlike the associations of Agamemnon’s ontology at the same 

point with initial stages of sacralization.  

SECTION  7: AGONISTIC FRAMES IN THE DEBATE BETWEEN MOTHER AND SON  

 
 After Orestes finishes dispatching Aegisthus he turns his attention to his mother in 

order to complete his revenge.  Clytemnestra, however, is not taken unawares as was her 

paramour; a domestic servant warns her in rather cryptic terms that, “those who have died 

are killing the living,” (Cho. 886).  She correctly surmises the situation and calls for a 

“man-killing axe” (�����#�"�
�-��#��, 889).  Although she asks for it to be brought 

as fast as possible (c���	���),481 Orestes arrives before her order can be carried out.  

This temporal preeminence of the nostos figure over against the current ruler of his home 

highlights the shift that has taken place since the action of Agamemnon.482  Orestes will 

now knock down his mother’s temporal frames by substituting more inclusive ones for 

                                                 
481 This is her one order for haste, unlike her multiple orders for the same in Agamemnon, see above. 
482 Even in terms of staging this scene betrays a break-neck tempo, cf. Taplin (1977) 351, “Orestes enters 
just seven lines after Clytemnestra.  She entered ten lines or less after the servant.  The three entries make a 
sequence of unparalleled rapidity for Greek tragedy.  Commentators do not seem to have noticed that 
tragedy doe not normally run at this pace.”  Our own emphasis on the control of tempo in the figures of 
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the correct appraisal of the situation at hand.  Accordingly, our reading will follow the 

stichomytheia closely. 

 At Cho. 893 the queen learns that her “most dear one” (����
��) has died.  

Orestes, stung by the term, responds that he will allow for them both to remain true to 

each other in perpetuity: 

        ����$���3��A���
=����.0��!���
8�S��	�Q��
       #���O. �
����
��' �4���������S�����. (Cho. 894-5) 
 
 You love the man?  Then you’ll lie in the same tomb. 
 No, may you not ever betray him, not even in death. 

 
We recall that at the end of Agamemnon the chorus and Aegisthus had threatened one 

another with temporal frames of indefinite length.483  Apollo, on the other hand, had 

clearly threatened Orestes with interminable punishments for failing to avenge his father.  

Now Orestes offers to construct a similarly permanent frame of destruction and shame for 

his mother: the two lovers will be permanently enclosed together in a tomb of their 

avengers’ design.  Orestes is then the first of the two to speak of a decisive time frame in 

this exchange; for each issue discussed he will offer or be offered a superior frame in 

which to cast the interpretation of the actions hitherto and yet to come. 

 Clytemnestra’s response is to bare her breast at which Orestes both drank and 

slept (896-8).  The goal of this act the queen states expressly, “!�����, C�
$.”  She 

aims to derail Orestes’ resolve by recasting him in the context of a child at the breast of 

                                                                                                                                                 
Clytemnestra and Orestes helps account for this rapidity:  it is result of a confrontation between two 
individuals who rely upon speed and tempo for their predominance. 
483 See chapter two. 
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his mother,  a detail that would have been more effective for her case had not Orestes 

already been “infantilized” in his nostos by a truer mother, the nurse Cilissa.484 

 Orestes, however, does indeed hesitate at this point and it is left to his friend 

Pylades to encourage him in this act, not by revisiting the details of her crime but by 

reminding Orestes of Apollo’s injunctions: 

�@�����3����3��a�;�����
�����
�
��
        �0������&��
, ���	��' �8��#/�
�
=��
         
��
��!����b���7����7��1.�@��-��. (Cho. 900-2). 
 
  What future then does the prophecy of Loxias hold 
  from the Delphic Oracle, what trust then in your oaths? 
  Consider all to be enemies in face of the gods! 
 
Orestes, as per his friend’s advice, would do well to pay attention to elements of the 

future and the past, both of which bear decisively on the present.  First, Pylades asks what 

future (�@�����3����3�) there is to be for the prophecies of Apollo.  We have already 

heard that part of what the oracle related includes the possible punishments awaiting 

Orestes should he be remiss in avenging his father (Cho. 278-297).  Secondly, there is a 

point in the past, also connected to the oracle, to which Pylades makes reference, namely, 

the oaths that were given (���	��' �8��#/�
�
).  Oaths, of course, demand fulfillment 

within a certain time frame in accordance with their wording: from the time of swearing 

an oath to its accomplishment we may speak of decisive time frame for agents so 

involved.485  Clytemnestra is then undercut on two separate grounds, on one level by the 

                                                 
484 See above. 
485 The time frame of oaths, especially those of a more religiously consecrated nature, play a large part in 
the durative nature of action in other plays, such as, e.g. in Aeschylus’ Seven against Thebes.  In this play a 
messenger relates how the invading army made sacrificial oaths in which they have undertaken either to be 
victorious and offer still more sacrifices or to die in their attempt (Sept. 42-49) .  They construct a 
religiously infused time frame for their action that allows only for the performance of acts associated with 
their oath, leading to one of two clearly demarcated possibilities.  Thus the decisive time frame is strongly 
set for all involved. 
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prior appearance of Orestes’ nurse in the guise of “mother,” and, secondly and more 

importantly, by the temporal trump card associated with the oaths and prophecies at the 

oracle at Delphi- where the god involved is the preeminent god of foresight and prophetic 

wisdom. 

 Orestes needs little more encouragement; he reiterates his desire to slay 

Clytemnestra beside her lover.  He states that in this way she is to sleep in death with him 

(����Q��
��@�
�;�.#	�����, 906).  This sentiment reprises his first wish to group the 

two together for all eternity and so construct a finalizing frame to their relationship with 

one another.   

 Clytemnestra proposes another frame entirely: 

!./��' I����
, �b�����.&�	�
���-��. (Cho. 908). 
 
I raised you, and I wish to grow old with you. 

 
What she proposes may be rendered by the following schematic frame (a possible future 

rendered by the broken line at the end): 

������������� � � � � � �� 
   birth of Orestes  natural death of Clytemnestra 
 

Orestes, however, rejects the frame not so much with recourse to a prior point in the past, 

but, rather, he fills the time frame in a curious way.  How, he asks, will she live with 

him?  She is the one who kills the father: 


���#����@�
�.0��;����#)�����!���=�(Cho. 909). 
 
Killing the father, you will live with me? 

 
The language (reflected in the translation) is strained at two points.  First, the verb 


���#���-� should mean “to kill one’s own father,” but here must mean “kill the 
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(somebody else’s) father.486�Furthermore, the participle in the form the manuscript gives 

is present, not aorist.  This emphasis on the present tense, as if the crime were still in the 

process of occurring, does not seem to be accidental.  Orestes uses the present throughout 

this exchange when speaking of his father.487 The force of the present emphasis conveys 

the weight of a past act in the actual world to such a degree that it still seems to be 

happening.  The responsibility of Clytemnestra for the decisiveness of this frame is so 

great that it blots out the natural trajectory of time in the practice of children taking care 

of their parents in old age.488 

 Clytemnestra attempts to subtract herself from sole responsibility.  She steps back 

into the past of Moira, associated with the goddess(es) who allot fate to mortals at birth: 

1�X�$�
�������, C��-#���, 
�
���
. (Cho. 910). 
 
Moira is in part the cause of these things, my child. 

 
This move allows for a retrogression of the time frame on the side of the past from the 

birth of Orestes.  Orestes, however, follows suit and retorts that Moira is also responsible 

for the death about to take place.  The frames now look as follows: 

������������� �� � �� �� 
   birth of Orestes  natural death of Clytemnestra 
   -----illegitimate frame acc. to Orestes------ 
 

Cly.:����������������� � 
   Fate   Agamemnon’s death  

                        Or.: ������������������������������ 
   Fate     Clytemnestra’s death 
 

                                                 
486 See Garvie (1986) ad loc. 
487 Cf. 907: �3��A���
���@�����H�������"������$�����.�$����.�$����.�$����.�$� and 919:����I��.����3�����@����I���
#
�&�-�&'��
488 A child’s duty to support his parents was legally established, see Golden (1990). 
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Clytemnestra’s strategy based on Moira has been incorporated in Orestes’ solution of the 

same for why she must die.  Now that the past has been explored, the convention of 

agonistic temporal framing requires that the future be investigated.  In accordance with 

this tendency, we find that Clytemnestra now starts to speak of the future after her death, 

specifically of the curse that will haunt Orestes if he carries through with the matricide: 

�8������:�WO�.������������	�, �-#���=�(Cho. 912) 

Do you in no way have respect for familial curses, my child? 

This has the function of expanding the frame beyond Orestes’ immediately previous point 

about his mother’s impending death.  The frame now looks as follows: 

Or.: ������������������������� 
          Fate    Clytemnestra’s death 
                                Cly.:������������������� ���������� 
          Fate     Curse after death  
 
Orestes, of course, has a response that plays off the already doubtful claim of motherhood 

in relation to her son, and in this way he will attempt to undercut the past upon which she 

relies in her threat of a “familial curse:” 

��#�@�
�.	���' I����
��!���3�������-�. (Cho. 913). 
 
You gave me birth and [then] cast me off into misfortune. 

 
Orestes implies that Clytemnestra has forfeited her right to true parenthood by almost 

exposing Orestes to a type of infanticide.  One could well imagine a similar response on 

the part of abandoned children to their parents.  What Orestes achieves is a measure of 

refuting Clytemnestra’s claim to true parenthood, based upon an irrefutable fact of the 

past, upon which the future threat of the cursed is based.  In other words, the frame that 
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would run from the motherhood to power over the intra-familial curse is interrupted by an 

insuperable act between the two points.   

 The issue of the curse does not go away; the second time Clytemnestra threatens 

her son with her Furies (924), Orestes takes a different tack in answering her: 

�0��[#��
�]���@�
��3�����7����.�, 
��,���	��=�(Cho. 925) 
 
How should I flee the Furies of my father if I am remiss in these affairs? 

 
In terms both of true parentage and temporal priority (Orestes faced the threat of his 

Agamemnon’s Erinyes first), the father has the past and future claim.  Orestes visited the 

oracle of Apollo early and there received the order to carry out the vengeance (not 

without reference to a possible future should Orestes fail).  Indeed, the issue of 

Clytemnestra’s Erinyes cannot even enter the equation since Orestes has not yet taken the 

decisive step in activating her mother’s curse- he is, rather, caught between the poles of 

an entirely different frame.  In short, Orestes has again anticipated Clytemnestra and her 

construction of temporal frames for effective action.   

For Orestes the time frame with the greater claim has already been established 

beyond further doubt; Clytemnestra now realizes that Orestes is the snake of which she 

dreamed (928).  Significantly, Orestes had clearly foregrounded this interpretation much 

earlier in the action of the play (540-550).  Clytemnestra is forced, belatedly and despite 

herself, to fall in line with the parameters of this time frame after all her constructions of 

alternative pasts and futures have failed.489 � 

The need to construct the correct frame in which to place the sequence of actions 

so far does not disappear even after Orestes’ (correct) fulfillment of the dream 
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interpretation.  All his preparation notwithstanding, Orestes will no sooner perform the 

ultimate act aimed at reincorporating into Argos than he will go into exile again.490  It 

will fall to the chorus to utter one of the most explicit formulations of time framing in the 

very last lines of this play: 

�$��"�
�#�
��$, �$�#
�
�);����
          ���
#����������-����A�&�=�(Cho. 1075-6). 
  Where is the appointed end, where will it stop, 
  and go to sleep, [this] force of destruction?491 
 
 

SECTION  8: TIME AS THE SUBJECT OF THE THIRD  STASIMON 

 
The most explicit involvement of the Oresteia with the issue of time in both 

matters of negative reciprocity and (both initiation and sacrificial) ritual occurs in the last 

stasimon of Choephoroi (935-72).  The chorus’ song sweeps from the revenge wrought at 

Troy through to the dramatic present in which Orestes, currently off stage, is finally 

taking revenge upon Clytemnestra.  Given that the matricide follows from the action of 

Agamemnon and sets up the operative tensions of Eumenides, this choral ode deserves 

more attention than it has yet received in the more thorough-going interpretations of the 

trilogy as a whole,492 despite the challenges the textual tradition presents. 

                                                                                                                                                 
489 Petrounias (1976) 166, “Klytaimestra versteht die Bedeutung ihres Traumes zu spät, als sie in ihrem 
Sohn die für sie tödliche Schlange erkennt.” 
490 Cf. Lattimore in McCall (1972) 85, “Orestes hardly gets a sight of his kingship before he must leave, 
haunted, driven, and alone.” 
491 The verb #�
��$�points toward an act of authority in the past; see the discussion of the term in chapter 
two and at the end of this chapter. 
492 E.g. Lebeck (1971) 130, “The first half of the play [Choephoroi] lends itself to close analysis; the rest is 
action.” 
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The real and perceived difficulties of language at this point have prompted a good 

deal of speculation and emendation.  The state of the text is of particular importance for 

the issue of time in the Oresteia, since the most suggestive appearance of the word 

�������at Cho. 965, once again found in the nominative at a culminating position in a 

choral ode,493 is categorically excised for the first time in the history of editions of 

Choephoroi.494  The most recent scholarly translation of the play follows the new 

development without further discussion.495  Even the latest full-scale commentary on the 

play, while retaining ������, compounds the difficulty in retaining the word by warning 

that little is to be gained by reading the ode in conjunction with the (forthrightly 

admitted) initiatory character.496 

It will be argued, however, in the following discussion that only a proper and 

thorough appreciation of the allusions to the Eleusinian Mysteries, combined with an 

awareness of ritual’s specific construction of temporality (implicit in all ritual action, and 

even more marked in initiation rites), is able not only to defend the manuscript reading 

but also to provide a key to understanding the ode in its particulars and position within 

the type of ritual time deployed throughout the Oresteia.    

                                                 
493 See chapter two at Ag. 984. 
494 West (1990) 260, “I adopt Lafontaine’s ������instead of the impossible �������of M and sch., which 
must be accidental repetition from��������in 963.”  Repetition of words for “time,” however, occurs in 
almost every stanza previous to this one (see Garive [1986]).  For a full discussion see below.    
495 Collard C. (2002) at line 965 offers in his translation of West (1990), “Soon now, as the absolute head 
of his house, Orestes will come through the doorway.”  There is no mention that this text translates the 
idiosyncratic conjecture �������“the absolute head,” for ��������although elsewhere this translator is 
careful to include notes to indicate where he accepts variations from the standard readings. 
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 The OCT text runs as follows: 
 
  	�
�����7��P��$����-.
������&��-�&�
� � �	������D#��'�
� � A�
.���0�����������b��A.
���������
� � �
�
������I#������)'�
�
� � �	�
����
���������������������
��
� � �����
����	�������
����������
��
� � ������ 
��!�
�"����
����������� #
�
���$������%��!�
�&�����'�(Cho. 961-8). 
 
  The light is here to see, a great curb has been lifted  
  from the house! 
  Rise up house! Far too long  
  have you lain upon the ground! 
 
  Soon Time, in full completion, will cross 
  the threshold of the palace, once all the pollution 
  has been driven from the hearth, by means 
  of rites of purification which send off destruction. 
 
 
The first section, the so-called mesode “B” (961-4), relies heavily upon religious 

language and imagery.  As we will see, ritual liminality is here overdetermined.  We will 

take the elements one by one in order to gauge their religious significance. 

George Thomson, following the lead of Walter Headlam, has shown how the 

particular combination of images (a passage from darkness to light [	�
�����7��P��$�], 

a release from restraint [�-.
������&��-�&��	����], and movement from a recumbent 

position [A�
.���0�]) relies upon sustained association with what we know of the 

                                                                                                                                                 
496 Garvie (1986) ad loc.,“...though the parallels [with the Eleusinian mysteries] are undeniable it seems 
unnecessary to interpret the ode in mystic terms. The language is fully explicable in the dramatic context of 
the play itself.”  If the issue had been so transparent surely West would have had little trouble keeping 
������ in his Teubner edition, cf. West (1990) 260, “Time could be called 
����)��and it could be said 
to drive pollution from the hearth; but it cannot be said to go through a doorway (since it is never 
localized), nor to perform expulsory purification rites.”  This does, of course, ignore an instance from the 
same author where a localized aspect of time is quite striking, namely, in Clytemnestra’s description of her 
dreams at Ag. 894.  Sier (1988) ad loc. keeps close to the manuscript reading. 
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pattern of mystic initiation at Eleusis.497  While doubt has been cast on a few elements of 

their conclusions for the interpretation of the Oresteia as a whole, this ode contains, by 

far, the most references to the Eleusinian Mysteries.498  While there is great resistance 

from some quarters to reading religious ritual into the very structure of Greek drama,499 

even avowedly anti-ritual commentators on this passage allow for some connection to 

initiation rites.500 

                                                 
497 Thomson (1935) 26, “It will be remembered that those who sought purification were required to 
sit…the most striking feature of the refrain is the sudden appearance of light…this alternation of light and 
darkness was perhaps the most celebrated part of the mystical pageant…a light is brought in, the weeping is 
at an end, and the worshippers receive the promise of deliverance.” See chapter two for a full account of 
probable activities associated with the Mysteries of Eleusis.  Earlier criticism did not look for mystical 
patterns of imagery and language in Aeschylus, and , not surprisingly, did not find any, cf. the remarks of 
Wilamowitz (1931) 130-1, “Für fremde Länder und Sitten hat er [Aischylos] ein starkes Interesse, 
vornehmlich durch sein Feldzüge und Reisen bereichtet, mad auch einzelnes dem Hekataios entnommen 
sein.  Dagegen ist ihm alle Mystik fremd, selbst die seiner Heimatgemeinde.” 
498 Tierny (1937) 11-21 has qualms about accepting  references such as “!#���������&��
”�from 
Firmicius Maternus (de err. Prof. xxii.) as pertaining directly and exclusively to the Eleusinian Mysteries in 
such phrases as �
��
.��������(Ag. 1, 21) or .  See however Bowie (1993) 24, n.94, “…as Tierney has 
pointed out, Firmicius does not relate these words to Eleusis.  The importance of salvation, however, is 
enough for Thomson’s argument to stand.” Thomson’s (and Headlam’s) conclusions are quoted with 
apparent approval by, among others, Bierl (in Solomon [1994]) 151 n. 21, Seaford (1981) 252-3, and 
Goldhill (1984) 193.  Burkert (1987) 75 is noncommittal, “It is unclear to which cult he is referring, but it is 
evident that the fate of the initiate is modeled on the fate of the god as represented in myth and ritual.”  To 
the degree that rites at Eleusis make some reference to the Demeter/Kore myth it is difficult if not 
impossible to imagine that Kore’s ascent was not associated with a passage from darkness to light.  Light 
is, of course, something that the initiate will enjoy after death unlike those who have not been initiated, cf. 
Aristides in his speech on Eleusis who mentions that initiates will not lie in darkness and mire unlike what 
awaits the uninitiated��1. 259, “…#
,��8#�!���#��Q����#
,�:��:��Q�#�����-����, G������b�����)�����
��
�-����.” �
499 See Pickard-Cambridge (1927) 185-207, 329-52 for the case against the Cambridge ritualists.  My 
argument differs entirely from that school: Aeschylus uses the structure of ritual up to a certain point 
(Eumenides) to juxtapose two distinct types of temporality.  Other anti-ritual standpoints include Lloyd-
Jones in Graf (1998) 295, “…I think it would be safer not to say that sacrifice, or any other ritual pervades 
tragedy” (emphasis added).  I would insist on the contrary, at least in the case of the Oresteia.  See also 
Scullion (2002) 102-137 who attacks, once again, any notion of tragedy as Dionysiac.     
500 E.g. Petrounias (1976) 254 who, uncharacteristically, admits, “Ein starkeres Argument für die 
Mysterien-Beziehung ist die Erwahnung und die Ersheinung des Lichtes...Der Ausdruck 	�
�����7��
P��$� konnte ein Zitat sein: Es scheint, dass im zweiten Teil der Mysterien, am 6. Tag des Festes, der 
Hierophant mitten in der Nacht im Licht erchien.” Put in this way, Petrounias’ description elucidates the 
Eleusinian terms of Agamemnon’s arrival even more clearly than do Thomson and Headlam before him.  
This scholar, however, no sooner concedes the point than dismisses it and tries to liken the language to the 
Panatheneia instead, for which the unequivocally intitiatory language (release from restraint, standing up, 
the very passage from darkness to light) would make no sense whatsoever.  This move of connecting the 
imagery to the Panatheneia is prompted by Headlam’s (1906) article on imagery in Eumenides. Petrounias 
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 Granted that the Mystery allusions are both present and particularly compact, the 

question arises as to what stage of the initiation rite the chorus intends us to imagine.  The 

program of rites associated with Eleusis, it will be remembered, spanned over a number 

of days and included a variety of rituals.501 The expectation of release and the appearance 

of light, however, recall nothing so much as the critical change in the subject of the ritual 

from initiand to initiate: it is at this stage that the “moral transformation” takes place 

within the person experiencing release (at last) from a liminal stage (marked, as often, by 

discomfort, fear, and restraint).502  While very little is known of the exact sequence of 

events in the Telesterion, both Plato and Plutarch conceive of the change in the ritual 

program from restraint, fear, and darkness to light, release, and joy as the decisive turning 

point in the Mysteries.  Plutarch compares the journey of the soul (1����&) after death to 

the path of the initiate towards this release: 
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(Plut. De Anima fr. vi. 4). 
 
([speaking of] those who have been initiated into the great Mysteries) 
…and before the rite/end itself, are all the terrible things, fear, shaking, 

                                                                                                                                                 
also states (254) that most of the audience would be hard put to catch such allusions to the Eleusinian 
Mysteries since so few of them would have been initiates, a curious position that contradicts the wide-
spread popularity of this rite, see. e.g. Burkert (1985) 285-6, “Most but not all Athenians were initiates.” 
501 See Chapter 2.  
502 Corporate violence may also be a component of what the initiates must endure, cf. Burkert (1985) 260, 
“…group aggressions are vented through various torments and threats…[i]n this way a dimension of death 
and new life is introduced.”  
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sweat, and awe.  After this, a wondrous light is brought in, and pure places 
and meadows are gained which contain voices, choruses, and the majesty 
of holy sounds and sacred visions.  Among them, he who had been made 
complete (
����)�) and been fully initiated (����&�-���) is freed and  
delivered; he perambulates with a crown on his head as he rejoices and he 
enjoys the company of holy and pure men while looking upon the  
uninitiated and impure mob of the living as they tread, in much mud and 
gloom, upon themselves as they are driven around… 

 
In the passage above Plutarch clearly envisions a stage right before the telos of the rite 

(�3���@��-�����
8��@): fear and darkness precede the final change to light and 

release.503  Plato makes such allusions to the change from fear and obstruction to release 

and joy in the Mysteries throughout both his Phaedo and Phaedrus.  Thomson and 

Headlam adduce passages from the Phaedo in which the journey of the soul after death is 

compared to the trial of the initiate, in which, for example, righteous men, according to 

Socrates, are “freed” and “delivered” by death as if from a prison (Phae. 108c, 

!�����������������#
,��
��
��������������������&����).  In the Phaedrus, we 

hear of the soul and its experience of love; the latter involvement, in Socrates’ 

description, is elaborated by multiple references to Mystery imagery.504  Here the soul 

first experiences fear before mystic-like release (Phdr. 251a, �7��������I���;��#
�����

�7�������<"�����
8�3������	���).  These references from Plutarch and Plato help 

inform our picture of what the initiation itself meant and what stage of rites accompanied 

its realization: release, after a period of fear, is achieved through the (sudden) appearance 

of light after the metaphorical and real darkness surrounding the initiate.505  While we 

                                                 
503 Such a  telos is also mentioned in precisely this context in another writer, cf. Hippolytus V 8, 40: 
8�3��
*�E����	��&����#�3��!���r����$���<3����S���,����7����7����7����7���0���.	�
�#
,�A��&�
�����)��
' 
504 See Riedweg (1987) 47-64 on the themes of light and fear in their Eleusinian sense in Plato. 
505 Riedweg (1987) 50, “Der plötzliche Umschlag von Nacht in Licht erfolgt im Ritus von Eleusis beim 
Höhepunkt der Schau offenbar durch die Öffnung des Anaktorons, eines kleinen, unverrückbaren Raumes 
nicht ganz in der Mitte des Telesterions, zu dem allein der Hierophant Zugang hatte.” 
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may never determine the exact sequence or content of the rituals in the Telesterion, the 

decisive moment seems less shrouded.506 

 Now that we have come as far as the details of the ceremony permit, we can map 

the specifics of initiation stage Aeschylus invokes onto the general model of ritual 

structure (sacralization and desacralization).  Doing so will allow us to understand the 

striking appearance of Time in the following line.  In brief, the passage under discussion 

mentions features of a penultimate stage of initiation (restraint, darkness, and “standing 

up”) in order to set up the expectation that liminality, and hence liminal time, is about to 

end and, thereby, allow for a period of renewed profane time (the time after ritual 

performance).  The passage from liminal to profane time is here made all the more 

critical insofar as the chorus insists that the liminal stage has lasted “all too long” (��b��

A.
��������).  Protracted, overdetermined periods of liminality have been the rule 

throughout the Oresteia since the prologue of Agamemnon. 

 The period of initiation proper, the liminal or sacralized stage, tends to evince, 

cross-culturally speaking, elements of restraint, fear, and darkness just as in the 

Eleusinian rites.507  Desacralization tends to reverse one or more of these to mark the 

break with what has come before.508  Time in the liminal phase is thought to move from a 

state of greater or lesser suspension to a return to its normal (profane, non-sacralized) 

functioning once an exit (embodied in desacralizing procedures) is achieved.  The chorus 

                                                 
506 For a recent attempt see Sourvinou-Inwood in Cosmopoulos (2003) 25- 45. �
507 Turner (1967) 96, “The neophyte may be buried, forced to lie motionless in the posture and direction of 
customary burial, may be stained black, or may be forced to live for a while in the company of masked and 
monstrous mummers representing, inter alia, the dead, or worse still, the un-dead.” Van Gennep (1909) 
127-130 deals with the Eleusinian mysteries as conforming to his model of initiation but does not go into 
details.  He mentions earlier (ibid., 93ff.) the various ordeals that mark the state of marginalization suffered 
by initiates which includes acts such as beatings, disfigurations, and isolation. 
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of Argive women in Choephoroi envision a similar process: Time will cross from the 

house (the site, par excellence, of ritual process in the Oresteia) once the pollution from 

the hearth has been driven away by rites of purification (#
�
���$������%��

!�
�&�����).  At Eleusis, purifications rites of various sorts form a prerequisite to 

participation.509   

That the chorus mentions ritual pollution at this point (�����) only continues an 

established Aeschylean penchant for evoking the sacralized stage by referencing various 

liminal features from different rites: we have seen this process deployed throughout 

Agamemnon and Choephoroi.  Here pollution, already introduced in the first play of the 

trilogy as a force capable of sacralization (of a decidedly negative nature), rings in ritual 

sympathy with the liminal phase of initiation ritual- an equation is made between release 

from pollution and release from the fear and darkness associated with the penultimate 

rites of the Eleusinian mysteries.  Thus sacralization is overdetermined by multiple 

references to otherwise non-exclusive liminal states.  

Deliverance, for the initiands on the point of becoming initiates, comes forth with 

the appearance of the hierophant in a blaze of light emanating from the anactoron.510 In a 

similar fashion the chorus expects to be delivered from the pervasive darkness of life in 

Argos once Orestes kills the cause of their misery.511   

                                                                                                                                                 
508 Leach (1961) 134, “[in the] rite of desacralization…[t]he moral person is brought back from the Sacred 
to the Profane world; he is ‘reborn,’ secular time starts anew.” 
509 Deubner (1932) 75, “…eine Menge karthartischer, apotropäischer und verwandter Riten den Mysten in 
den für die heiligen Handlungen erforderlichen reinen und gesicherten Zustand versetzen.” 
510 See discussion above; cf. Burkert (1987) 93, “The experience is patterned by antithesis, by moving 
from extremes of terror and happiness, darkness and light.” 
511 Thomson (1935) 24, “…in the imagination of the poet, a parallel is being drawn, or is about to be 
drawn, between the murder of Clytemnestra and mystic ritual.” Groeneboom (1949) ad loc. asks us to 
imagine Orestes exiting the house as these words are said. 
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His return to them becomes associated with a return of Time after an intense 

period of ritual activity.  As such, the image of Time exiting the house embodies the 

passage from the site of ritual performance, closeted in one family’s house, to the 

normality so desperately envisioned by the chorus.  He will not only exit the house, but 

cross the threshold, the limen itself (�������
�������
�����
�����
�����
����	���).512  

The adjective 
����)� sustains the initiatory context insofar as it has a specific 

association with matters Eleusinian: Plutarch applies it to the initiate who has gone 

through all the preparatory stages in the passage quoted above.  This lends an air of 

finality to the ritual process being described.  While time ������ is nowhere else called 


����)�, Pindar applies the adjective to the year end in his first paean: 

P]��P), �@��*�
��������r��
������
sm�
[�] ���|���.������
�	;]����A����|):
��!"������
�B��]������
$�
����&����-�
����A.�����· (Pa. I, 5-10). 
 
Iê! Iê! Now the Year, fully completed, 
and the Seasons, descendants of Themis, 
have come to the horse-driving city of Thebes 
and they bring to Apoll a feast enamored of garlands. 

 
The reference to Eniautos and the Seasons seems to be one of the year-end due to the 

presence of the adjective 
����)�.513 The sense of the word is not just one of 

                                                 
512 Cf. Garvie (1986) ad loc., “But soon will (that) time, all-completed, pass out of the front of the house, 
when the pollution is driven out.;” Sier (1988) ad loc, “Bald wird nun die Zeit sich vollenden und durch das 
Tor des Hauses ausziehen, wenn vom Herde alle Befleckung verjagt ist durch unheilvertreibende 
Reinigung.”  Others take the direction of time as going in the house, e.g. Wilamowitz (1896), “…dann 
kommt die Zeit der Vollendung, zieht über die Schwalle zum Herde.”  
513 Rutherford (2001) 256, “The epithet 
������ applied to Eniautos suggests that the festival happens at 
the end of one calendar year and the beginning of another.” w
����)�, moreover, can have both an active 
and a passive valence (“fully-completed” or “fully completing”).  While the passive sense seems to be 
preeminent given the context, the active meaning would fit equally well on the lines that Orestes and the 
Time he is inaugurating is bringing a ritual program to completion.  De Romilly (1968) 57 correctly sees in 
this passage the different types of temporality involved, but she is more concerned to mitigate the 
possibility that Aeschylus may already be anticipating a later element of the “evolution” of ideas about 
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completion but, rather, of full completion of some sequence; in this case, the passage of 

the seasons.514      

In the third stasimon of Choephoroi an entirely similar meaning obtains: Time, 

only after all necessary ritual preconditions have been met, will cross from the inside of 

the house.515  The wish was the same on the part of the watchman at the beginning of 

Agamemnon: the return of the king was to spell the end of an overlong period of 

liminality spent in darkness, restrain, and fear.  Agamemnon, the “light in the darkness,” 

was expected to grant a “release from toils” just as Orestes is now to do the same.  The 

chorus sings: 

!�����;
�' C�������������������������������������������������������������������������������      
��
��.N�#
#7��#
,�#��	�������:%���

       <3����$����
���������
        ������������
�. (Cho. 942-5).  
 
  Scream the cry for the flight of the royal house 
  from evils and from a wearing-down of goods 
  under the rule of the two agents of pollution, 
  during this period of difficult misfortune. 
 
Two religious elements become combined to the same effect in this ode.  First, the chorus 

seeks to raise a ritual cry associated with the critical moment of release just before the 

sacrificial animal is struck down.   

                                                                                                                                                 
Time which culminate in Euripides, “It must be conceded that already in the Choephoroi, Aeschylus makes 
time not only arrive but cross a threshold; yet the verb is in the future, and time there means the decisive 
time, the moment which the gods will make critical.  There is a feeling of mystery and sacred epiphany, but 
no real personification,” (emphasis added).  The first temporality of which she writes would be indicated, 
normally, by the word #
����'��Her description, however, speaks to the impression given by the lines even 
to a  reader who is not at all interested in Eleusinian associations.  Moreover, it is the specific program of 
the Oresteia to associate directly the decisive moment of negative reciprocity with desacralization ritual.   
514 On the thematic centrality of the telos phenomenon see Fischer (1965) who does not, unfortunately, 
deal with implications of the adjective 
����)�. 
515 The verb��������
� is ambiguous and the passage could be read as intimating that Time is going into 
the house, but, to the degree that Orestes and Time are here linked, it is much more appropriate to 
understand that since Orestes has already gone in (at Cho.934) he “will” exit (at Cho. 976), this argument 
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 It may now be useful to render the overlapping instances of ritual liminality in 

schematic form: 

 Aspect of liminal phase   Corresponding desacralization ritual 

 Darkness in initiation    Appearance of light 
 Ritual scream of ololugmos   Striking of sacrificial victim 
 Presence of pollution    Performance of purification 
 
 
We may now ask the question: granted that we have an overdetermined religious context, 

how is Clytemnestra’s imminent murder, envisioned by the chorus as a desacralization 

ritual in three different but related contexts, related in structural terms to the sacralization 

ritual that activated the period of liminality in the first place?   

 Just as in Agamemnon, so too does Choephoroi plot the coordinates of negative 

reciprocity directly onto the outer poles of a ritual structure.  Orestes’ action of murdering 

his mother reverses the murder of his father Agamemnon on levels of reciprocity, ritual, 

and staging.  The latter’s death activated a cycle of revenge while at the same time it 

marked the sacralization stage of excessive liminality so at issue throughout 

Choephoroi.516  The darkness of the Erinyes, pollution, and pre-initiatory experience have 

been the order of the day since the proper king’s ritually-laden demise.  It is a reversal on 

many levels: violence rebounds onto the doer of the “first” deed, the murder of a male by 

                                                                                                                                                 
then buttresses Garvie (1986) ad loc. who also takes �������
�…������
����	��� as “exit from the 
house across the threshold.” 
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a female is now countered by the murder of the same female, and the all important 

stratagem of dolos has been transcribed from being an aspect of Clytemnestra’s 

dominance to forming a key part in her eventual downfall.  The scene on the stage now 

presents the audience with a murderer standing over the slain victims,517 but now with the 

added feature of gender reversal- where once female stood over the victims, now a male 

hovers over a similar display of corpses.  Even the tapestry (Cho. 980ff.) is once again 

present as it was in Agamemnon (Ag. 908-974, and Ag. 1376ff.).  Moreover, the voices 

from the stage would have greatly reinforced the striking reversal for the audience: in all 

likelihood the same actor played the role of Clytemnestra throughout the Oresteia, while 

a second actor took on the roles of Agamemnon and Orestes.518  Thus the reversal would 

have been present to the audience in ways the text does not indicate.  So too would the 

visual representation of a murderer standing over the corpses on his victims, one male 

and the other female, lend a similar reversed parallelism to the scene on the stage.  

Orestes’ matricide, it seems, is set up in every way to be the long-awaited desacralization 

of Agamemnon’s murder.  Or is it? 

                                                                                                                                                 
516 Whereas the model of Zeitlin (1965) and (1966) focuses exclusively on ritual sacrifice and its 
corruption in the Oresteia, I propose reorienting the scope along the bounds of 
sacralization/desacralization.  On this latter view certain conundra of religious imagery are cleared-up and 
the lack of explicit sacrificial language is not as discomfiting: “The Choephoroi is the drama in which we 
expect to find the slaying of the monstrous Clytemnestra and her paramour in terms of ritual 
sacrifice…oddly enough these images are almost non-existent in the play,” Zeitlin (1965) 484.  As striking 
as Agamemnon’s murder is for its sacrificial associations, the third Stasimon of the Choephoroi is, if 
anything, just as powerful in its sustained density of religious metaphor surrounding Clytemnestra’s death.  
And it is the very structure of ritual time that allows us to glimpse the connection between the murders in 
the trilogy. 
517 Lebeck (1967) following Lesky (1931) makes the most explicit case for seeing the two plays as 
structural inversions of one another.  Wilamowitz (1914) 178, however, had already remarked upon this 
feature of the two plays, “Wie aber ist das Schlußbild zu denken? Wieder werden zwei Leichen im 
Hintergrunde gezeigt; wieder steht der neben ihnen, der sie erschlagen hat.  Also ist die Darstellung auch 
dieselbe wie im Agamemnon.” 
518 See the notes in the performance-based translation of Ewans (1965). 
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 A crucial aspect of the ritual program associated with the Eleusinian mysteries in 

connection with this scene has gone long unasked: how would the Athenian audience of 

458 BC have reacted to the equation of matricidal intentions with mystic release? While 

we may still feel some instinctive revulsion at the identification of murder (here, 

matricide, of all forms!) and salvation, for the Athenians this would have been an 

unmitigated abomination. 

 While these rites were particularly renowned for their open policy of induction, in 

which anyone from Greece, slave, child, or woman could participate,519 there were two 

important exceptions: on the 15th of the month Boedromion the hierophant and the 

heralds proclaimed, in their prorrhesis,520 that barbarians and murders were to be 

excluded (�D�.���
�) from the ceremonies: 

r8�����
�����#
,�U)��#���!���V������V��7������&������
��0��3���������$����#
,���$��A������:
�:	������D�.���
���
�7��E��7����������$����������������
.���������. (Isocr. 4. 157). 
 

The implications for the matter at hand are rather striking: how is it that Orestes’ act of 

matricide can be associated in any measure with the initiatory practice of Eleusis when it 

is only barbarians and murderers that are explicitly, indeed publicly barred from 

participation in the first place?  The answer lies in the general tendency of ritual acts, 

especially of the sacralization/desacralization variety, whether configured as sacrifice or 

not, to display strong elements of perversion throughout the Oresteia.521 Much like the 

                                                 
519 For a discussion of the openness of the Eleusinian mysteries to a broad variety of Greeks, see Burkert 
(1985) 286. 
520 Deubner (1932, 1962) 72 connects the gathering of initiands and the declaiming of the prorrhesis to 
the first day proper of the festival as such, “...ist der �.�����, an dem sich die Mysten versammelten und 
der als der erste Tag der Mysterien bezeichnet wird, am 15 Boedromion anzusetzen, und auf denselben Tag 
wird man passenderweise die ����&����des Hierophanten und Daduchen in der Poikile verlegen, durch 
die Barbaren und Mörder fortgewiesen wurden.” 
521 See Zeitlin (1965), (1966), Burkert (1966), Seaford (1994) 375-82 and passim, and chapter two. 
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sacrifice of Iphigeneia in the Agamemnon, here the desacralization ritual comes with 

more than a hint that it will not suffice by itself to put an end to the sacralized duration 

for the members of the house of Atreus- the rite is itself improperly performed.  This ode 

must have produced incredible unease for the Athenian audience of the 5th century: for 

we are asked to imagine a murderer acting as initiator (as hierophant) or initiand in the 

rites of Eleusis!522  Again, in the critical move that discourages readers to look for the 

religious underpinnings in Aeschylean imagery it is difficult to determine what is gained: 

and we must go outside the immediate text into the culturally significant experiences of 

Athenian life in order to appreciate the play made with religious thought here in the 

Oresteia.523 

 

 

   

                                                 
522 Here the dochmiac meter would reveal the reason for its use: it has ever been in the Oresteia a meter 
associated with the Erinyes and, as such, would have prepared the audience for more negative religious 
connotations, cf. Thomson (1961) 130, “[dochmiacs are] the rhythm which Aeschylus has consecrated to 
the unseen Avengers.” 
523 Cf. the comments of Bowie (1993) 25 n. 106 on Garvie (1986), “‘Full’ explanations of imagery, etc., 
will not necessarily involve merely the internal relations of the play; broader cultural references also need 
to be taken into account.” For the extremes of the arguments concerning the proper focus of our 
engagement with Greek tragedy see Goldhill’s  (2000) criticism of Kovacs’ (1987) p. x suggestion that 
criticism limit itself to nothing, “that would not have occurred naturally to an ordinary Athenian in the 
audience.” Goldhill (2000) 43 writes in response, “This is a particularly unreflective and unuseful [sic] 
category: even if one could know what an ordinary Athenian made of any drama (we have evidence almost 
entirely from such extraordinary fellows as Plato); even if one thought that all ordinary Athenians had 
similar responses (which is scarcely likey); even if one ignored the ludicrous repression of class, 
educational, political and social backgrounds of a mass audience- are they all ‘ordinary’?” Goldhill, of 
course, rhetorically underestimates the homogenizing force of the polis’ political and religious claim upon 
its citizens; cf. Goldhill’s attitude toward the efforts of Christian Meier to interpret the Oresteia in political 
terms (ibid.) 48, “The reduction of the Oresteia to a motto from a fortune cookie both depends on and 
justifies a highly truncated, teleological reading of the work, especially in its discourse of victory and 
reconciliation.” It is, however, odd to deny the thought that there is an overriding Telosgedanke cf. Fischer   
(1965). 
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We have passed over the textual sequence of the third stasimon to go to the heart of the 

temporal and ritual matter of its fundamental view on the implications of Orestes’ 

imminent matricide.  With the clues gained from this approach we may now turn to the 

other appearances of words for “time” in the ode, hereafter following the text in the order 

of exposition.524  Time, we learn, is crucial for understanding the whole history of events 

up until the arrival of Orestes: 

I�����������#
�w��
���
�������Q,       
            :
����#������	·  
        I������' !���������3���B.
�-��������
          ����@���-��, ����@�� B̀�&�.  
            I�
����' !���3�%���
          *������&�������.0���
        ��������p���
�
$����c��&�-���. (Cho. 935-41). 
 
  Justice came to the descendants of Priam in time- 
  a heavy retribution. 
  A twin lion, a twin Ares came into the house of Agamemnon. 
  The exile, appointed by the Oracle, sped on by the kindly thoughts  
  of the god, has driven all to completion. 
 
In the chorus’ view, time has been a critical element of reciprocity in action originating in 

Argos and then spread to Troy.525  The word for time here, ����Q, is positioned so as to 

go either with the verb I���� or with the adjective :
����#��.526  The “time” or 

temporality of vengeance, however, has been consistently mapped onto the poles of ritual 

structure in the Oresteia (the “murder” of Clytemnestra, as we have seen, prompts a 

veritable crescendo of such implications here in the third stasimon).  In this conception 

the temporality before the act of vengeance, that time period between act and counter-act 

                                                 
524 We have sought, by taking the text out of sequence, to elucidate more clearly and systematically the 
temporal theme of the stasimon. 
525 Cf. Ag. 984-6 where Time, ������, “fell afoul of youth,” or, “passed out of adolescence,” 
�):&���, 
once the Greeks cast off the mooring cables.  For a discussion of the latter image see chapter two. 
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so subject to manipulation in Bourdieu’s view,527 carries with it overtones of liminal time 

as experienced in the sacralization phase of ritual activity.  More specifically, Choephoroi 

has developed an image of the Erinyes, personified figures of “Justice,” in which they 

usher in just such a time period and shroud the community so affected with an all-

pervasive darkness, a darkness which keeps the residents of Argos from the normative 

light of day.528  The Oresteia thus develops the counter-act of the Erinyes as an act of 

sacralization which, far from ending the pervasive sense of liminality, extends and even 

reinvigorates the aspects of a suspended break with the proper functioning of society.  

Various figures throughout the trilogy, however, tend to couch the counter-act in terms of 

desacralization- an act that is to grant definitive release from the forces (Erinyes) of 

negative consecration.  Finally, just such a conception went to form elements of the initial 

imagery of Agamemnon’s lead against Troy in the first play of the trilogy: 

\
�����' �����+������B�������
9�w0��9�o�b���P����������

        .����5;�:�
���7���������#����
        <������������
          -����
�
:%�����r�����.  (Ag. 55-59). 
   

Hearing from above, an Apollo, 
Pan or Zeus perceiving the bird-cry,  
the sharp-screamed lament of these metics 
he sends a late-punishing Erinys at the transgressors. 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
526 Garvie (1986) ad loc. “Though the rhythm supports the taking of ����Q with I���� rather than with 
:
����#��, the epithet follows on from ����Q.” 
527 Bourdieu (1977) 15, “But even the most strictly ritualized exchanges, in which all the moments of the 
action, and their unfolding, are rigorously foreseen, have room for strategies: the agents remain in 
command of the interval between the obligatory moments and can therefore act on their opponents by 
playing with the tempo of the exchange…the mastery which defines excellence finds expression in the play 
made with time which transforms ritualized exchange into a confrontation of strategies.” 
528 The Erinyes consider their victim a “consecrated” (#
������-����[Eum. 304]) sacrificial victim and 
they bring a durative state of pollution upon the communities which anger them (cf. their threats against 
Athens after the verdict in favor of Orestes- see chapter four).  
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In the chorus’ view, divine sanction sends Agememnon and Menelaus to Troy (the 

“metics”) as human instantiations of the Erinyes.  Under the aegis of these creatures, 

Agamemnon’s expedition brought a prolonged suspension of normality for both Trojans 

and Argives alike until the final (<����������) retributive strike fell.  We noted the 

curious identification of conditions between Troy and Argos in the previous chapter: the 

Erinyes were present in both locales as inexorably effective forces which no 

desacralization procedures could remove.529  Here in the third stasimon of Choephoroi 

the mentions of time and justice in reference to Troy carry with them implications of a 

specifically Aeschylean rapprochement of ritual and otherwise non-ritual temporalities 

(negative reciprocity). 

 We next hear that a “twin lion, a twin Ares” came into the house of Agamemnon 

(937).  Candidates for the reference include Orestes and Pylades (scholiast, Paley [1878], 

Sidgwick [1924], Lloyd-Jones [1979]), Orestes alone (de Jongh [1865], Valgimigli 

[1926], Sier [1988]), Orestes and Clytemnestra (Higgins [1978]), Clytemnestra and 

Aegisthus (Klausen [1835], Tucker [1901], Weil [1909]), while others allow for some 

degree of intentional ambiguity in the formulation (e.g. Conacher [1987]).530  

                                                 
529 The chorus at Ag. 69-71 openly declared that no finalizing rites could attenuate the spirit of wrath 
arising from “fireless sacrifices,” see chapter two for a full discussion.  Cassandra said as much of the 
efforts at divine appeasement practiced by Troy at Ag.  1167ff.: 
PK������������������������������������������������������������������������� 
5���-�
���3�%�.  
PK�����.�������
��
��3���
���#
��$��:��7����������·�A#�������
�8����!)�#��
���
�3�������������������p��!��"��
��$��� 
530 Garvie (1986) ad loc. has a curious note, “The parallelism with 935-6 makes it clear that the coming of 
the lion has to do with the present act of vengeance.  The double lion is therefore not Clytemnestra and 
Aegisthus.”  It is hard to see how this argument is definitive for the issue at hand.  
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 Textual clues both right before this passage and afterwards in Orestes’ speech 

over his fallen enemies (972ff,) may help dispel some of the ambiguity here.  At line 931 

the chorus uses the word ���"� to describe the misfortune of Orestes and Clytemnestra: 

��-��������p��#
,��7����������0�����"�. (Cho. 931). 
 
I certainly bemoan the twin misfortune of these two figures. 

 

Orestes’ predicament enjoins lamentation from the chorus (��-��) since he is about to 

perform an act of matricide, while Clytemnestra’s fate at his hands deserves the same 

reaction as well.  Thus the ������0�����"� here stands for respective fates of two 

figures which lead to lamentation for entirely different reasons.  The same distinction and 

yet close connection between two individuals occurs in Orestes’ first words over the 

fallen bodies of Clytemnestra and Aegisthus: 

D�������/�
���������"�����
����
��
        
���#�������������	�������)���
�. (Cho. 973-4). 
 
  Behold the twin tyranny of the land, 
  father-killers and despoilers of the palace. 
 
He then goes on to differentiate between their respective slaughter at his hands: 

Aegisthus has, in Orestes’ judgment, received the punishment of a common adulterer 

(990) while Clytemnestra that of a murderer of a kinsman (991ff.).   

 In both instances the adjective ���"� has come to be used in reference to two 

individuals with closely related yet conceptually distinct fates.  Such an emphasis on the 

word ���"� points the way toward a solution to the appearance of ����@� at Cho. 938: 

Clytemnestra and Aegisthus are meant.  They are a “twin lion, a twin Ares” since they 

acted in concert but for different reasons against Agamemnon- with the result that they 

“came into his house” (!�������, 937) as de facto rulers.  Although they achieved the 
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same end, they had entirely different motivations.  Clytemnestra killed in vengeance for 

her daughter Iphigeneia (Ag. 1432-3); Aegisthus was focused on avenging his father and 

brothers (Ag. 1603).  Thus there was a twofold lion with a “double” war to bring, both 

discharged on one and the same victim. 

 In temporal terms the “double” imagery is more in tune with the flow of the 

strophe.  First, Justice or Retribution531 visited Troy and liminality was seemingly 

overcome with the light of salvation that sped across the sea to Argos.  In the sequence, 

Clytemnestra and Aegisthus, as a “double tyranny” then came fully to power with the 

death of Agamemnon.  Protracted liminality was again the rule despite the hopes for 

desacralization.  Furthermore the temporal aspect of delay in revenge was also an issue 

for the movement against both Priam and Agamemnon: Calchas prophesied that Troy 

would be taken “in time” (����Q, Ag. 126) and Clytemnestra and Aegisthus both 

emphasized the importance of time in revenge for their plans (Clytemnestra at Ag. 1376-8 

and Aegisthus at 1605ff.).  Thus, Time in consideration of revenge-taking which brings a 

state of liminality in its wake, has been the rule in all these matters despite hopes for an 

end to the cycle and thereby a release from a particularly protracted period of ritual 

activity. 

 Transcendence of this cycle appears in a crucial conception embedded in the 

language of the chorus in the last few lines of this opening strophe.  Orestes too has an 

undeniable part to play in this process of negative reciprocity, but he is said at this point 

to be *������&�������.	� “the exile on a mission from the Oracle” and urged on by 

                                                 
531 On the semantic range of ��#&�see Gagarin (1976) who makes a good case for an undifferentiated 
notion of Justice and retribution in Aeschylus’ Oresteia; e.g. ibid. 68, “the principle of retribution, or 
punishment, which is the predominant reference of dike, is maintained by everyone in the trilogy.” 
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the well-intentioned plans of the god (��������p���
�
$����c��&�-���).  Orestes’ act, 

despite structural similarities to the instances of revenge seen before, relies in great part 

upon the coordination of his efforts with that trans-temporal vision of Apollo’s oracle at 

Delphi.  The chorus hope that, by virtue of this hitherto unexampled element of divine 

sanction, Orestes will drive the whole matter !���3�%� “unto completion.”  This latter 

phrase carries with it a hope for final deliverance since it usually means “forever” as it 

did shortly before at Cho. 684.532 Nor are the chorus’ hopes without foundation in the 

dynamics that surround ritual temporality.  Prophecies and prophetic figures tend to be 

instrumental in bringing about an end to the forces of sacralization.533 In Agamemnon 

Calchas was the only one capable of offering the ritual solution to the interminable delay 

at Aulis.  In the Iliad the same figure revealed the means for appeasing Apollo’s menis 

which was causing havoc among the troops.  Here in Choephoroi Orestes is also an 

interstitial figure (an exile, ��.	�) who has had access to the source of prophecy 

(�����&����).  And their expectation will prove true; it is the time frame, however, 

which differs from their hope- Apollo and Orestes will look to Athens for definitive 

release and not to the act of matricide as such. 

 The chorus, true to their construction of events in the first strophe, now proceeds 

tp overdetermine (to multiply references to) the desacralizing import of Orestes’ revenge.  

They now combine sacrificial and Eleusinian formulae of release from the temporality of 

ritual in ways which prefigure the penultimate strophe we have already discussed: 

!�����;
�' C������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 

                                                 
532 See Garvie ad loc. for a discussion of this phrase in Aeschylus.  In Eumenides such phraseology will 
come to the fore repeatedly in the establishment of permanent reconciliation for the Erinyes, see the 
following chapter. 
533 See esp. chapter two. 
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��
��.N�#
#7��#
,�#��	�������:%���
<3����$����
���������
������������
�. (Cho. 942-945). 
 
Raise the sacrificial cry over the release of the lords’ house 
from evils and from the wasting away of household goods 
caused by the two sources of pollution, [a release] from 
evil-going fortune. 

 
The scream mentioned here !�����;
���points to release in the context of sacrificial 

ritual while the phrase (��
��.N�#
#7�) reprises the Eleusinian �7��' �
��
.���

���� from Agamemnon.534 On the appearance of the scream, Walter Burkert offers a 

detailed reconstruction of its place within the structure of Greek sacrificial practice: 

Hubert and Mauss aptly characterized the structure of sacrificial ritual  
with the concepts of ‘sacralization’ and desacralization,’ that is to say, 
preliminary rites, on the one hand, and closing rites, on the other,  
framing a central action clearly marked as the emotional climax by a  
piercing scream, the Ololygé…thus a threefold rhythm becomes evident  
in the course of the sacrifice moving from an inhibited, labyrinthine  
beginning, through a terrifying midpoint, to a scrupulously tidy conclusion.”535 

 

Thus the scream mentioned by the chorus lends an overtone associated with the 

penultimate phase of rites in sacrificial ritual.  The implication is that we have moved 

through all the preparatory stages so that the present ritual may be a finalizing one 

(
����)�).   

 On the issue of Eleusinian imagery, Thomson and Headlam argue convincingly 

for Eleusinian resonances in the phrase ��
��.N�#
#7�.536  The phraseology 

comprehends both a release from the trials of the initiatory period as well as deliverance 

from the fate of the uninitiated existence.  The implication of this admittedly brief 

                                                 
534 Permanent release is explicitly configured and promised by none other than Apollo, who states that at 
Eum. 83 special means will be found:����' !���3�%������7��' �
��	;
������.  
535 Burkert (1983) 12. 
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allusion in Choephoroi becomes more fully explored in the repeated Eleusinian imagery 

of the second mesode- a passage we have explicated in full above.  The fact that these 

references to the Mysteries find themselves contained in the mesodes and not dispersed 

throughout the third stasimon lends a degree of structural, hence identifiable, consistency 

to the importance of their thematic implications within the third stasimon as a whole.  In 

fact the manuscript tradition offers a repetition of the second mesode as the last element 

of the ode.  If such a conception hearkens back to what Aeschylus actually wrote, the 

Mystery allusions are even more pronounced than we have yet realized.537   

 After establishing the religious context of Orestes’ act the chorus turns to sing of 

his nostos and how it is being accomplished.  They emphasize that retribution has arrived 

with a mind to effect its ends in a hidden or secret battle (946-7).  We remember that 

Orestes’ nostos features just this stratagem: he employed disguise and deception against 

Clytemnestra in order to turn the tables on the preeminent source of danger in achieving a 

successful return.   

 Strophe “B” is, unfortunately, corrupt beyond certain or even probable 

restoration.538  The sole manuscript of Choephoroi, “M,” preserves a reading that seems 

to sustain the interest in time in this stasimon.  At Cho. 956 “!������������$�
�” is 

transmitted, meaning something like “placed in time, or, in time periods.”  If we then 

read �	��� (Page) for �	�� (M) the reference of the feminine participle would be again 

to Justice (2�#&) whose involvement in time we saw from the start of the first strophe.  

Furthermore the participle :�
���-�
� could then mean “delayed,”   giving us a picture 

                                                                                                                                                 
536 Thomson (1935) see chapter two for a detailed discussion. 
537 Page (1972) does not print the repetition. 
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of Justice working in time and in some sense temporally put off.539  Uncertainty, 

however, is too great amidst too many variables to allow for even probable reconstruction 

of these suggestive lines.  What we can say, with some measure of confidence, is that the 

theme of time (�������) was sustained through yet another strophe, a fact that shows 

Aeschylus featured time in this stasimon more than anywhere else. 

SECTION  9: TEMPORAL FRAMES AND  RESACRALIZATION IN THE FINAL SCENE 

 
In the analysis of the last scene of Choephoroi we will pay close attention to 

constructions of temporal frames and to the use of the sacralization/desacralization 

scheme.  Even physical features apparent on the stage will serve to contextualize the 

temporality at play for both Argos and Orestes.  Finally it will fall to Orestes alone to 

offer wry and ironic statements on the proper temporal frame in which to place some of 

the recent events, while, on the other hand, his appearance clearly indicates a resumption 

of the sacralization stage. 

On a visual level we are confronted by Orestes in a new guise: he is wearing a 

suppliant’s crown and carries a suppliant’s branch in his hand (1034).  Although he does 

not mention his reason for appearing so until near the end of his speech, the audience 

(and the chorus) must reckon with a ritual posture the import of which they cannot gauge 

for quite some time.  Supplication, of course, takes us back to the very beginning of 

Choephoroi where Orestes and Electra had called themselves “suppliants” and “exiles” at 

                                                                                                                                                 
538 See West (1990b), Sier (1988), and Garvie (1986) ad loc., “The text is very uncertain and has been 
subject to a host of emendations.” 
539 Cf. Verall (1893) ad loc., “in v. 955 there seems to be something about delay (:�
���-�
� hindered); 
but even this cannot be asserted positively.”  
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their father’s altar/tomb.540  These are exactly the two categories that now apply again to 

Orestes.541  On the level of visual imagery we witness the emergence of a new ritual state 

here following directly upon an extended choral ode on the desacralization theme.  The 

internal ritual dynamic of desacralization into resacralization thus becomes repeated once 

again in the action of the Oresteia, here at least anticipated by the subject of the dramatic 

reversal. 

Orestes’ first vaunt over his fallen enemies takes the form of a bitter comment on 

temporal framing- the oaths taken between the pair will hold true in perpetuity: 

�����,�����e�
��!�������������' [�����,  
        ���������#
,��@�, c��!��#	�
��	�&��
        	������, ��#����' !��-�������/�
���.  
        ;��/���
�������	�
��������Q�
��,��
        #
,�;���
��$��
�· #
,��	�' �8��#���I���. (Cho. 975-9). 
   

 August were they then while they sat on the thrones 
 and dear are they still, as one can infer from their suffering; 
 their oath abides in the pledges given. 
 For they swore together “death” for my wretched father 
 and “to die together.” This is now in accordance with the oath. 

 
In this way Orestes introduces an agonsitic point about their oath.  He suggests that he 

has provided for fulfillment of their pledges to one another to the very letter of the 

arrangement.  He thus acts to close a temporal frame stretching from a point in the past 

(the oath) to the ostensible completion of it (the death of Agamemnon), a completion that 

Orestes has now extended to a future point beyond their initial reckoning, but still part of 

the original oath.  Whereas Clytemnestra and Aegisthus were content to consider their 

                                                 
540 Cho. 336, see above for discussion.  Cf. Garvie (1986) 317, “…once more he is suppliant.” 
541 At Cho. 1038 Orestes mentions that he is in “flight” from his mother’s blood: ���.������' 
d�
�
#�����' 
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mutual pledge completed with Agamemnon’s death, Orestes has stepped in to 

demonstrate that it, in fact, reached completion only with their deaths at his hands. 

 He next points to the “device” (�3��&�	�&�
, 981) of the fabrics used to bind his 

father (981-4) and he calls upon Helios himself to look upon them.  In Agamemnon these 

fabrics embodied analeptic and proleptic elements meant to enwrap Agamemnon as much 

temporally as they did physically.  That Orestes follows his comment about a completed 

temporal frame of oaths immediately with a reference to the preeminent object of 

temporal framing in Agamemnon highlights pointedly the relative success of 

Clytemnestra’s earlier stratagem- one that has now been outdone by placing its 

practitioner in a frame outside her purview.  All of this, of course, had been foreseen by 

Cassandra in her brief and impassioned vision of Argos’ future.542 

 Like the prophetess from Troy, Orestes is anxious for others to “bear witness”543 

to his understanding of events, for, he says, he killed “justly” (!���#��, 988).  In large 

part Orestes anticipates the coming trial scene with his recourse to legal language in front 

of an imagined court of gods and men.544  To the degree that such an anticipation 

functions as a proleptic device we see some change from the end of Agamemnon where a 

similar expectation of narrative continuation (of Orestes’ arrival and revenge) came from 

a third party (the chorus) acting from knowledge gained from still another removed 

source (Cassandra).  At the end of Cho. Orestes embodies narrative proleptics in himself 

and his own knowledge of the future.  Orestes then, unlike Clytemnestra at the end of 

                                                 
542 See chapter two. 
543 Orestes at 987, 1010, and 1041 uses variants of �
����-� to gain support for his interpretation of 
events.  Cassandra had also used forms of this verb three times to win over the chorus to her understanding 
of the most expansive temporal frame to be offered in Agamemnon, see chapter two. 
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Agamemnon, is both the “doer” of the deed and at the same time the only one aware of 

the inevitable future of his own resacralization.  He is Apollo’s agent and thus privy to 

the unfolding narrative in a way unexampled except in the mind of Cassandra. 

He judges Clytemnestra’s murder of his father to be an unholy deed (A�
.�
�

I�.
, 986) and so the audience is reminded of Agamemnon’s starkly described the 

“unholy change [of mind]” in choosing to sacrifice his daughter (���
�
��A�
.���, Ag. 

219-220).  Such appraisal of the actions in religious terms collapses the distinction 

between the two deeds and equates them on a moral level that reinforces the continuity of 

the cycle of violence at Argos.545   

Orestes again describes the fabrics as nets and peploi drawn about the feet of his 

father (998-1000) and wishes to remain “childless” (unmarried) rather than dwell with 

such a wife as was Clytemnestra (1006).  The chorus now begins to worry in earnest 

about the finality of suffering for this family: 


P
$�
P
$����-���I�.��·  
          ���.��S��
�	�Q�����	��&�.  
        
P
$, 
P
$,  

         ������������#
,�	��������$. (Cho. 1007-1010). 

 Alas, alas for the wretched deeds. 
 You have been done in by a hateful death. 
 Alas, alas  
 suffering does now bloom for him who lingers/abides. 

 
Clytemnestra’s death, at the hands of her son, has been hateful (���.��S) indeed.  The 

choice of a verb for “abiding” or lingering contained in �������� (1009) brings to mind 

the liminal stage of chthonic attention once again in a way which rings in sympathy with 

                                                                                                                                                 
544 He calls upon Helios and gives indications of what is to be said to Menelaus in addition to justifying 
himself to the chorus. 
545 See Girard (1972) 346ff. on the obliteration of distinctions caused by (ritual) violence. 
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the visual scene of Orestes’ resacralization in the guise of a suppliant.  In Agamemnon, 

delay was the rule throughout but especially keenly felt in the liminal phase between 

sacrifices at Aulis.546  Despite the seeming release from sacralizing forces over the 

daughter’s death, mindful rage (��	�����"���, 155) abided (������������������������, 154).  In 

Choephoroi, the house of Argos is described as “abiding” (�-���, 64) with lingering 

pains (�����W���' A��
).  Eumenides will present the activity of the Erinyes, implicit in 

all the aforementioned examples, in the simple phrase “it abides” (�-���, 381).547   

 Even the chorus’ choice of verb ����$, drawn from the realm of plant life, 

contains a hint already seen of (re)sacralization after supposed desacralization.  In  

Agamemnon, a similar metaphor obtained in Clytemnestra’s boast that her third blow 

upon the body of Agamemnon, there likened to the pouring of the third libation, spurt 

back upon her like rain upon the fallow ground (Ag. 1386-1392).  In Choephoroi then the 

chorus has given us a double indication that the process of sacralization is reawakening 

despite their hopes to the contrary. 

 Orestes points a third and final time to the robe which, he says, is losing the 

brightness of its dye due to the dual efforts of blood and time: 

���������#&#,��;b������Q�;��:	����
�,  
���0��:
�0����������
���@���#���
���. (Cho. 1012-3). 
 
The gore of murder along with time combines 
in wasting away the many dyes of the ornate work 

 
On a metaphorical level blood and time are equated and the robe now extends beyond the 

initial proleptic index of Agamemnon’s death to inculpate Clytemnestra and Aegisthus as 

well.  Orestes “stretches” its implications passed the initial time frame intended by his 

                                                 
546 The winds were “delaying” �����
� (148) and caused an “evil period of leisure” #
#������� (193). 
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adversary, Clytemnestra.  He then concedes that suffering is again an issue 

(��.7…	���, 1016): the pollution, like a contagion, has now passed onto to him in this 

“victory” (AW&�
���#&���"��' I������	��
�
, 1017).  He, like Clytemnestra, 

Agamemnon, Atreus, and Thyestes will become afflicted by the force of miasma brought 

on by the Erinyes.548 

 He must now also concede that the ultimate telos is unknown to him (�8�.0���k�' 

�&�����$, 1021).  The Erinyes approach and he has but little time before they drive him 

forth from Argos (1022-3).  He finally remarks on his own curious dress:  

#
,��@��*�%�-��', c��
���#��
��-�����
        ;b���S����
��S�#
,���-��������;��
���
        ������
�����' Y����
, a�;����-���,  
        ���������-..���A�������#�#�&�-���…(Cho. 1034-7). 
 
  And now look upon me, how I am outfitted  
  with this young olive branch and crown; I will go 
  to the central seat, the plain of Loxias, 
  to the light of fire called imperishable 
 
By reference to such a ritual posture Orestes fully abrogates the hopes for Eleusinian 

release and thus the hoped-for desacralization phase is countered by (re)sacralization for 

the figure so involved.  Orestes shows himself to be embarking upon an entirely new 

ritual sequence with the stated goal of receving protection from Apollo at his hearth at 

Delphi.  Significantly, it is there that the true light of salvation waits for him, since it is 

“imperishable” (A������, 1037).  Thus the light of desacralization is displaced from the 

definitive and finalizing light of Eleusis to the ever burning light of prophecy at Delphi, a 

place of constant ritual activity (hence another indication of the impossibility of 

desacralization envisioned by the chorus). 

                                                                                                                                                 
547 See chapter four for a detailed discussion of the Erinyes’ self-description in these terms. 
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 In terms of agonistic temporal framing, Orestes evinces an understanding within 

the dynamics of sacralized temporality.  Instead of simply accepting a place in the 

prevalent liminal suspension of time he will expressly intensify his sacralizaed condition 

in a way that has clear implications for a future yet to come.  Unlike Clytemnestra’s 

premature proclamation of a return to normality at the end of Agamemnon, Orestes sees 

before him the possibility of a return to the cycle of sacralization after his act of murder.  

In this respect Orestes more resembles Cassandra than he does his mother despite the 

structural similarity to the latter figure, since here he sees into the true narrative future. 

 As when the chorus wished Orestes a “saving rhythm” (Cho. 798) before the act 

of matricide (desacralization) so too here do they pray that Apollo help Orestes with 

“timely fortunes:” 

���' �8�����&�, #
���' !���������������
       ��3�����	�����#
��������������
$�. (Cho. 1063-4). 
 
  But may you fare well.  And may the god watch 
  over you with care and protect you with timely fortunes. 
 
Finally, the chorus of slave women ends with yet another attempt to frame the temporal 

sequence of events at Argos in their proper order; this time, however, unlike their similar 

effort in the third stasimon, the frame encompasses more of the past and future.  They 

liken the banquet of Thyestes (1068), the murder of Agamemnon (1070-2), and now the 

arrival of a savior or doom (1073-4) to three storms that have broken loose upon Argos.  

The tripartite construction carries with it overtones of finality549 which no sooner surface 

than they are dispelled in turn: 

�$��"�
�#�
��$, �$�#
�
�);��� 
                                                                                                                                                 
548 Gagarin (1976) 65, “All the killings in the Oresteia result in pollution.” 
549 For the number three in this regard see Clay (1969).  
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���
#����������-����A�&�=��(Cho. 1073-4). 
 
Whither is the force of destruction appointed? 
Whither will it fall asleep and relent? 

 
The chorus cannot see into the finalizing frame; neither can Orestes, although he sees 

farther into the future than they do.  As the last play in the trilogy, Eumenides will 

intensify liminal states and liminal time before offering a legitimate context for the often 

prefigured juridical debate that will bind the conflict into a communally constructed 

narrative to hold for all time. 
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Chapter 4:  Eumenides 

 
 At the end of Choephoroi,  the chorus wonders anxiously about the proper 

temporal frame in which to comprehend all that has transpired at Argos (Cho. 1065-

1076).  Eumenides, as part of an answer to this pressing question of Choephoroi (and also 

to Agamemnon), directly challenges its audience with, paradoxically, a more explicit and 

more complicated construction of ritual temporality.  Ritual time in this play comes to the 

fore in such a way as to induce not just a suspension of civic normality but even a cosmic 

stasis: two competing ritual frames interfere with another as a result of Orestes’ dual 

consecration to both Apollo and the Erinyes.  In the case of Apollo, and later of Athena, 

Orestes lays claim to the protection afforded by supplication- a ritual state that ideally 

‘suspends’ the impending danger threatened by one’s enemies until ritual violation or 

armistice results.  For the Erinyes, however, Orestes occupies the position of a runaway 

sacrificial animal upon which sacralization rites have already taken hold.  Both parties, 

then, have equally strong claims upon Orestes; desacralization (an abandonment of the 

supplicant position) cannot be achieved as it would violate the very reason for seeking 

divine protection in the first place. 

 Apollo and the Erinyes, on the advice of Athena, come to transfer their ritually 

irreconcilable claims on Orestes to the authority of the Areopagus.  This court, convened 

for the first time, creates a context for the deployment of juridical temporality in which 

two parties offer different narratives of past, present, and future on one and the same 

issue to a body that decides between them.550  Thus, the antagonism of competing 

                                                 
550 See chap.1 sec. 2d for a discussion of juridical temporality. 
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temporal frames (finally) finds a suitable context for deciding between a temporally and 

ritually insoluble state of affairs.  Insofar as juridical time privileges discursive 

argumentation about different strata of time it contrasts strongly with ritual time which 

tends to be of a stereotypical nature surrounding supra-individual legomena and 

dromena.551  Aeschylus emphasizes this contrast by playing down, this time at least, the 

ritual aspects of the Areopagus while at the same time insisting upon the temporal 

argumentation used by both sides. 

 Athena’s offer of Athenian cult and residence to the Erinyes takes on a new level 

of meaning once seen against a backdrop of competing temporalities: both her speech and 

the Erinyes’ response combines elements of temporal linearity (profane time) and sacred 

time in accordance with what we should expect, anthropologically speaking, at the 

definitive conclusion (desacralization) of ritual process.552 

SECTION  1: THE SUSPENSION OF TIME IN RITUAL AND THE STAGING OF THE PLAY 

 

 Recent criticism has vigorously renewed the debate over the original scene 

production of Eumenides.553  The question interests us since key elements of staging 

figured so prominently in interplay between ritual legomena and dromena in the early 

scenes of both Agamemnon and Choephoroi.554 Earlier arguments concern primarily the 

                                                 
551 See chapter 1 sections 1 and 2d. 
552 For the distinction between ritual time and the time of civic process see e.g. Turner (1982) 250, 
“[liminality is] a culturally structured anti-structure, an anti-temporal stretch of ritual time, which opposes 
and ameliorates the divided, all too temporal world of institutionalized social structure, recognized as 
necessary, if polity and economy are to work, but sensed also as the forked root of all social sunderings.” 
553 For a summary and criticism of traditional views see Taplin (1971) 369-74; the latest contribution is by 
Rehm (2002) 89-97. 
554 On Ag. see chapter 2, sections 2 and 3; for Cho. see chapter 3, sections 1 and 2. 
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possible appearance of the ekkyklema in the matter of the chorus’ entry upon the scene.555  

The very latest views challenge the foundation of the prevailing debate altogether; rather, 

in the question of the chorus’ entry, a radical solution is proposed.556  According to this 

view, we are asked to imagine that the orchestra itself served as site of the inner sanctum 

of Apollo’s oracle at Delphi.  Rush Rehm, in a study devoted exclusively to the use of 

space in Greek theater, argues at length that only such a stage setting accounts for the 

peculiarities of language and the issue of the choral entry in this play.557  Such a view of 

Eumenides’ initial setting has important implications for the continuing presentation of 

ritual temporality on stage. 

 First, in such a conception, during the Pythia’s speech (the prologue), a figure 

stands “paralyzed” before the audience in front of an equally immobile chorus (as yet 

unidentified).558 Static imagery of this kind would reflect quite strikingly the temporal 

suspension created by Orestes’ status as suppliant at the omphalos of Apollo’s shrine.  

Thus the audience sees the very condition of ritual stasis that will be so contentiously 

investigated until the end of the Areopagus’ scene. 

 Secondly, in terms of “ritual space” we can now identify an ever expanding 

movement of the sacred towards the audience from Ag. to Eum. in which consecrated 

space seems to reach into the audience itself.  In Ag. the prologue was spoken from atop 

                                                 
555 Bethe (1896) summarizes the 19th-century positions on this question. 
556 Rehm (2002) proposes a possibly unique possibility for the opening of tragedy.  Eumenides, of course, 
is a novel play in many regards; see Sommerstein (1989) 34 and Taplin (1977) 362, 372, 402, and 409. 
557 Rehm (2002) 91, “If my reconstruction is correct, then Aeschylus presents the temple of Apollo ‘inside 
out.’ What would normally be extrascenic (offstage) space has become the play’s (initial) setting.” 
558 Rehm (2002) 89, “The scene she…describes (39-63) remains visible to the audience but frozen in 
tableau, changing only when Apollo enters to rouse Orestes to leave for Athens” (emphasis added). 
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the skene, a place otherwise reserved for the appearance of deities at the end of a play.559  

In Cho. the burial mound of Agamemnon, a centerpiece of the audience’s attention, 

provided the focal point of (ritual) action for characters and chorus alike.560  Finally, in 

Eum., the sacred space enlarges toward the audience once again: the orchestra, the closest 

theatrical space to the audience, becomes the center of religious action.  Furthermore, if 

Rehm’s reconstruction is correct for the original production in 457, this first scene of 

Eum. would mirror Orestes’ arrival at Athens and his renewed act of supplication 

there.561  The parallelism on stage emphasizes the continued ritual stasis of two separate 

and irreconcilable sacralization sequences. 

 Such a reconstruction must remain speculative without independent evidence, yet 

it would be strikingly consistent with the Oresteia’s demonstrated interest in suggesting 

liminal temporality with ritual action performed in ritual space on stage.  Eum. imposes 

an entirely consonant device, here made even more unmistakable to the degree that the 

ritual “suspension” is played out quite literally with an arrested Orestes before the very 

forces of ritual temporality in the trilogy.  This more explicit presentation accords, of 

course, quite well with Aeschylus’ own tendency of making his themes ever clearer 

through language, imagery, and staging.562  Indeed in Eum., if the audience is brought 

                                                 
559 For a discussion of the possibility see chapter 2 . 
560 Rehm (2002) 80, “The creation of ‘ritual space’ around the body of Agamemnon signals the prospect of 
other transformations involving the future of the house.” 
561 Rehm (2002) 90-1. 
562 Rehm (2002) 92, “This spatial pattern fits perfectly with an often admired aspect of Aeschylean 
dramaturgy, the realization in concrete, physical terms of what previously has only been imagined, 
described, or hinted at.” 
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especially close to the action, this but introduces a defining feature of the dramatic action 

of this play in which the Athens of 457 is ever more unambiguously addressed.563 

SECTION  2: THE LINEARITY OF TIME IN THE PYTHIA’S PROLOGUE 

 

 If the audience is not engaged in a quasi-physical fashion by the tableau on stage, 

it certainly is by the end of the Pythia’s prologue.  Transposed into purely temporal 

terms, what the priestess of Apollo offers is a tightly constructed linearity of cause and 

effect—unlike anything the audience has been exposed to before this point.564  Whereas 

the predominant temporality of Ag. and Cho. was suspended between the poles of the 

sacralization/desacralization structure, Eum., at least initially, contrasts strongly with 

ritual time as if the prologue attempts to answer the final, desperate question about 

temporal frames at the end of Cho. 

 Specific elements of the Pythia’s opening speech develop what can be seen as a 

bid for temporal traction after the suspension of normative time: she takes care to 

establish the correct sequence of mantic gods at Delphi with almost exaggerated temporal 

precision: 

  w�7���������8�V��V������:������7���
        ���������
������
$
�…(Eum. 1-2). 
  
  To begin with, I give precedence with this prayer 
  to the first-prophet of the gods, Earth. 
 

                                                 
563 Sommerstein (1989) 34, “…in a manner unique in Greek tragedy, the audience— that is, the Athenian 
people—are made to feel a part of the drama…and the last voices they hear are their own.” 
564 Critics have stressed how this prologue prefigures the eventual reconciliation between the Olympians 
and the Furies.  While this is true at one level, much more is at stake if we pay attention to the temporal 
modality of linearity brought out in these lines. 
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Within the first nine words there are three separate indications of an opening temporal 

frame.  The prologue begins with the word “first” (�7���) and is soon repeated in the 

compound adjective �����������������
����'��Nothing in the foregoing plays has prepared us for 

such an insistent and unambiguous “beginning point,” especially after so much temporal 

confusion about origins and ends.  Earlier efforts at deriving “origins” have ended 

aporetically: the chorus of Ag. debated to no avail with Clytemnestra over the proper 

“beginning” of action at Argos just as Orestes himself cannot, in Cho. at least, arrive at a 

true point of origin in his preemptive defense for his matricide. 565  The language of the 

Pythia features an affirmative declaration of origins that contrasts rather absolutely with 

what the two former plays develop in terms of temporal framing. 

 Beyond the repetition of “����v” as an adjective or in a compound even the 

verb “���:���” lends to the almost exaggerated concern for the proper order of 

elements in time.566  In the sense of “place as oldest” (LSJ, Ic2), ���:��� not only 

develops the theme of proper temporal order but also, and importantly for the overall 

narrative, takes the audience back to a point in the past as yet unfathomed by the trilogy.  

If we follow the sequence of temporal commentary from the end of Cho. to this juncture 

in the trilogy, we notice something of an answer to the last lines of the latter play: 

  �$��"�
�#�
��$, �$�#
�
�);����
  ���
#����������-����A�&�=��(Cho. 1075-6). 
 
  To where then is it appointed? Where will the force  
  of atê come to rest and stop? 
 

                                                 
565 For Ag. see chapter 2, section 10; for Cho. see chapter 3, section 9.. 
566 Other scholars have noticed the temporal language but choose to focus on different themes, e.g. 
Goldhill (1984) 208, “This [���:���] suggests the continuity of the generations.” Cf. Lebeck (1971) 143, 
“���:���…has thematic significance…[it] suggests the honor owed to age, the Erinyes’ repeated 
complaint that the younger gods maltreat their elders, depriving them of age-old rights.”  
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The first two lines of Eum. discussed above respond to this question of the chorus in 

language now reminiscent of agonistic temporal framing: the Pythia sounds out the 

furthermost reach of the past yet plummeted in an effort aimed at grounding the overall 

narrative in terms of mantic succession, an account of events that will also comprise the 

resolution of Eum.’s own action, except in that the resolution featured in Eum. will be for 

all time.  Thus the Pythia’s carefully constructed address lays the temporal foundation for 

the most expansive frame yet to be set against the action of the Oresteia.567   

 From this point on the Pythia proceeds to list, in quick succession, the subsequent 

occupants of Delphi’s mantic shrine: Themis, Phoebe, and, finally, Apollo (Eum. 2-8).  

Apollo, we learn, received the seat as a birthday present and concomitantly acquired his 

epithet of “Phoebus” from the giver, Phoebe (Eum. 8).  In this way the prologue extends 

its emphasis on strict temporal linearity as well introducing the notion of a divinity 

receiving an honorific through the acquisition of cult.  Just such an addition of epithets 

may have occurred in this play with a change of name for the Erinyes to Eumenides if the 

hypothesis is to be believed.568   

 Temporal linearity, here couched in the history of the Delphic oracle, continues in 

the short mention of Apollo’s early dealings with the Athenians: 

� � -�������' 
8�3��#
,���:�W�������-.
��
        #���������,�
$����u��
�����, ����
��
        ��)���������-�����1�����-�&�. (Eum. 12-4). 
 

                                                 
567 The temporal linearity is also a promise of things to come at the end of the play; cf. Vidal-Naquet 
(1972) 155, “Nous…sommes avertis dès le début de la pièce: le monde du sauvage peut être integer, 
dominé par Zeus, la transition peut se faire sans violence.” 
568Braun (1998) 174, “Es ist…klar und heute allgemein akzeptiert, daß hier Text verlorgegangen sein 
muß. See the hypothesis by Aristophanes of Byzantium and Harpocration s.v. r8��������'''BP�������!��
r8���������PK���0���,�����#�������������-������&�,��c��1��B�&�%��
i�
�
��0���r����
�������
����
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  They send him along and honor him greatly, 
  the way-making children of Hephaestus, making the wild earth 
  tamed. 
 
The Athenians gain mention for being “way-making” (#����������) and for having 

civilized the earth.  Again this “time of origins” is linked to cult: Ephorus tells us that the 

��) by which the Athenians sent Apollo to Delphi became the path taken by those sent 

to the Pythian festival.569  Against the predominant backdrop of ritual and temporal 

suspension, these etiological references in a linear sequence of time make for poignant 

contrasts to what has come before.  Aeschylus’s purpose in constructing this possibility 

of linear temporality will become apparent in the way it is challenged once the Pythia 

attempts to carry out her ritual duty. 

 After concluding her prayer to the gods, among them Nymphs, Zeus, and 

Dionysus, the Pythia “enters” the shrine proper.  The scene on stage, wherever we choose 

to place the imagined hearth of Delphi, involves a rather unexampled dramaturgical 

necessity:  the stage itself remains empty once the Pythia enters the oracle and surveys 

the figures placed around the omphalos.570 The audience waits in anxious expectation to 

hear if, in fact, temporal linearity is indeed possible and the resumption of normative 

ritual process is now, suddenly, possible despite the Oresteia’s previous insistence on the 

contrary.  The Pythia’s return, however, plunges us into an even more exacerbated 

conundrum of ritual time. 

                                                 
569 Ephorus FGrH 70 F316: !;��B�&�7�����*��&�-��
�!,�2����b���
��&��P-�
������*���������@��
�B�&�
$�������w���	�
�-����� 
570 Taplin (1977) 362, “This is unique in surviving Greek tragedy, which generally abhors a vacuum, and 
nearly always preserves continuity.” Even if Rehm (2002) is right about the staging and the Pythia only 
approaches the audience in the direction of the orchestra the effect amounts to the same suspended tension. 
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 Running out of the shrine on all fours,571 the Pythia (34ff.) reappears on stage 

before the completion of her office could have reasonably taken place.  Her exit is 

prompted by the sight of a “polluted” figure in supplicant posture at the omphalos (Eum. 

40-2), himself surrounded by creatures more like Gorgons and Harpies than human 

beings—such a scene belies any notion that sequential process, the linear trajectory of her 

speech and action, is again engaged.  Moreover, here for the first time in the trilogy, ritual 

is now interrupted before its completion.572  In Cho. such a state of affairs was only a 

potential eventuality if Zeus were to fail in helping the children of the eagle regain their 

proper seat: the kings of the gods would lack his share of sacrifices on feast days without 

the continued reciprocity between the line of the Atreidae and Zeus (Cho. 255ff.).  In this 

scene, Argos’ recurrent problem with ritual time and ritual structure becomes all of 

Greece’s concern since the very shrine of Apollo cannot function and guarantee its 

religious service. 

 In contrast to her earlier demeanor of composed security in her knowledge of the 

shrine’s history and place within Greek life, the Pythia now describes herself in quite 

different terms: 

� � ��-������������, �8����#��R��#��7�.  
        ����
�
�.0��.�
@���8�-�, ����
��������p�. (Eum. 37-8). 
 
  I run on my hands, not with the swiftness of my legs. 
  For an old woman, terrified, is nothing, indeed a child once again. 
 

                                                 
571 Taplin (1977) 363, “…the wording seems to be unequivocally explicit: she is on her hands…and so is 
crawling like a child.” 
572 Brown (1983) 30, “…one of the most astonishing features of her sudden reappearance at 34 is that she 
does not prophesy…it would be hard to think of another place in tragedy where the natural expectations of 
the audience, deliberately built up by the dramatist, are so startingly confounded.” 
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In this equation of old age, fear, and “childishness” the audience is reminded of the 

debilitated condition of such figures in the previous plays as the chorus of Ag.573  The all-

enveloping disturbance of actions at Argos subsumes everyone in its wake. Whereas the 

Pythia had earlier spoken in terms of an untrammeled linearity, she now falls into line 

with the general mood of powerlessness in the face of grave ritual disturbance.  To the 

extent that she reverts, at least in her own conception, to the status of a child we may see 

her reaction as consonant with the repeated examples of status inversion so prevalent 

throughout Ag. and Cho. 

 Two points deserve further comment.  First, the juxtaposition of the Pythia’s two 

entries upon the stage has ritual and temporal implications for the development of Eum.  

The Pythia, after clearly marking the beginning of a ritual sequence, finds that she cannot 

complete the full series of normal acts associated with her office.  An entirely analogous 

problem arises in the Erinyes’ complaint about Orestes: he is their consecrated victim 

upon whom they have performed the rites of sacralization, but the intervention of Apollo 

causes an interruption in the ritual program. 

 On a second level of temporal import, no less important than the first, the 

pronounced linearity of the Pythia’s opening prayer is directly challenged.  Whereas she 

affirmed the transition from Earth to Themis to Phoebe to Apollo, the scene now before 

us brings creatures closely associated with the first stratum in the series into conflict with 

the last (Chthonian and Olympian strata now vie for influence against one another at the 

site of their former cooperation).  It is as if the opposite ends of the linear frame 

constructed by the Pythia begin to interfere with one another, where temporal stasis for 

                                                 
573 Cf. Ag. 79: ������<-�.&��������	����+�&��#
�
#
����-�&�������
������*��b������������
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the figure at issue is once again the result.  The site of sequential inheritance devolves 

into an argument over two incompatible ritual claims where desacralization is utterly 

impossible if both claims are to remain valid. 

SECTION  3: ORESTES AND APOLLO ON RITUAL STATES AND CIVIC TIME 

 

 Whether reported or depicted by the orchestra, the image of Orestes surrounded 

by the Furies reveals the ritual problem posed by Eum.  Orestes finds refuge in 

supplication, a state of religiously afforded protection which suspends (ideally) outside 

threats.574 As such it can be a temporal strategy adopted and sustained until agents 

outside the sphere of the sacred resolve the status of the supplicant.575  Thus Orestes’ very 

immobility represents in physical terms the temporal component of the supplicant 

posture. 

 The Erinyes, strewn prone about the figure of Orestes, embody their essential 

temporal function of “abiding” until the proper moment of retribution.576  Asleep before 

their victim, their posture depicts the temporal effect of their office in the paradox of 

activity (trapping Orestes) through seeming inaction (sleeping).577  The Erinyes will offer 

further explanation of their means and purpose at a later point in the play; first, however, 

we come to a clear example of minimal differentiation in the ritual bond between Apollo 

and Orestes. 

                                                                                                                                                 

��3������8������������g�
��1�����
�������
����'� 
574 On supplication as a temporal strategy see chapter five, section 2. 
575 Supplication has been seen as a “game” in itself; see Gould (1973). 
576 The Furies typologically “abide” before exacting retribution upon their victim; see below. 
577 This scene, of course, develops before the audience as outlined above before we learn that Apollo has 
cause the Erinyes to fall asleep (Eum.67-8). 
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 By “minimial differentiation” I refer to the ontological tendency found at the heart 

of ritual activity: social distinctions among agents so involved are reduced and a feeling 

of communitas results.  Moreover, as we have seen throughout the Oresteia’s 

presentation of such activity, even the ontological lines between participants, 

implements, and divinites become blurred or identified.  Such is the tendency, for 

example, in sacrifice, supplication, and larger ceremonies.578  Here just such a process 

results in the supplication of Apollo by Orestes. 

 Apollo insists, in the strongest terms, on the close bond between suppliant and 

supplicated: 

� � !.K��' ��);���3��E#-�&���' !�����
�·  
        ������.0��!��:����$���#������$��-�����
        ��@�������
�����"���, �P����S���' �#/�. (Eum. 232-4). 
 
  I will help to defend my suppliant, for the 
  rage of the suppliant is great among both 
  men and gods, if I betray him of my own will. 
 
Two closely related points deserve comment.  First, the claim of suppliant upon 

supplicated is so strong, in Apollo’s view, that even a god need fear the wrath of a mortal 

if the obligation imposed is betrayed.  In this way the normally distinct spheres of the 

human and the divine find a remarkable rapprochement for the period of the ritual tenure; 

both operate, ideally, more in concert and without regard for the normally distinct 

categories of man and god. 

                                                 
578 Hubert and Mauss (1899) detail the identification between victim, sacrificing priest, and deity.  Gould 
(1973) mentions “symbiosis” as a result of supplication; see discussion below.   For minimal differentiation 
in initiation see Turner (1967) 96, “The metaphor of dissolution is often applied to neophytes; they are 
allowed to go filthy and identified with the earth, the generalized matter into which every specific 
individual is ground down.” 
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 Secondly, the term �"��� (234) has a close connection to the theme of ritual 

liminality as presented in earlier sections of the trilogy.  “Rage” in this sense bespeaks the 

threat of a contagious ritual duration (under the direction of Erinyes) as was the case in 

the ritual remainder from Iphigeneia’s sacrifice (Ag. 155)579 and the threat facing Orestes 

if he fails to revenge his father (Cho. 294).580  This last example hinted at the true 

purveyors of �"���, the Erinyes (Cho. 283) where �"��� is mentioned as a subset among 

the “attacks” of the Erinyes (Cho. 283).  In Eum. “rage” is finally defined as what 

emanates from the Erinyes: 

� � �3������#
�
�0����$�
�����-����'  
        �4����!�-�����"������' 1�7�,  
           ��������' 
P7�
��������$·  
  �������' ����K���������' F�����
            ��$�
������
��!�#�����,  
       �	�������5��
,���$����
��@�����
        
�
.�.�����
���	#������
Y�
�����
          
8�S����-���!�	�&���. (Eum. 313-20). 
 
  No rage from us comes upon him who 
  keeps his hands pure; he goes 
  through life without destruction. 
  he who has transgressed, just as this man here (Orestes), 
  and tries to cover up his murdering hands, 
  acting as steadfast witness to the dead, 
  we appear to him (the transgressor) as avengers of shed blood  
  in a way that is sure to reach completion (���-��). 
 
Thus, the Erinyes’ �"��� acts upon victims ���-��.  The word �"��� renders in one term 

the durative product which kept Achilles in “excessive liminality” in the Iliad.581  In 

describing their hold as ���-��,�the Erinyes�highlight the binding claim of their office: 

they will achieve their end with single-minded determination.  Apollo’s intervention will 

                                                 
579 See chapter 2, section 1d. 
580 See chapter 3, section 3. 
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mean for them a threat to the performance of their telos as they see the matter in two 

separate stasima of Eum. 

 For Apollo, however, the �"��� of Orestes does not materialize since he promises 

to protect his suppliant through to the end (telos). 

  �4�������/��· ��0��-������-��������
;,  
        !..b��
����K��#
,������' ����
�7� 
� � !����$�����$����$���8�.��)���
��-��. (Eum. 64-6). 
 
  I will not betray (you).  Through to the end (telos) I will be your guardian 
  whether standing near or being far away; 
  I will not grow soft in face of your enemies. 
 
The quasi-identification of gods and men develops further: just as Apollo promises 

neither to become weak nor to abandon his purpose so too is Orestes to evince 

fearlessness and to persevere in the face of impending adversity: 

  #
,�.0��#�
��$���' I���
��&��S����-�
�.  
        �-��&��, �����:��������#	�����-�
�. (Eum. 87-8). 
 
  I persuaded you to kill your mother (lit. “your mother’s body”). 
  Remember, let not fear overcome your mind. 
 
In this way both Apollo and Orestes display similar characteristics in their dealings with 

the Erinyes; neither is to be “weak” vis-à-vis their opponents.  Supplication ritual binds 

god to man and their resulting condition enjoins them to act in similar ways. 

 Furthermore, the temporal and ritual indications from this point in Eum. now 

accord well with the familiar pattern established in the earlier two plays of the trilogy 

(further complicating the linear emphasis of the prologue).  Apollo reprises language 

from the Ag. in his prediction of the final desacralization which is to take place at Athens: 

� � #
,������#
����������:��#�����������

                                                                                                                                                 
581 For the designation “excessive liminality” see Seaford (1994) 166-172 as applied to the figure of 
Achilles in the Iliad. 
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        ����· ���K�����w
��	������,��������
        YW���
�
�3��A.#
�����
:K��:�-�
�.  
        #�#�$���#
��0���7����#
,����#�&�������
        �������I��������&�
�0���<�)�����,  
        ���' !���3�%������7��' �
��	;
������. (78-83). 
 
  Don’t tire too quickly when you ruminate upon 
  this task.  Go to the city of Pallas Athena 
  and take your seat, grasping the ancient image of her in your arms. 
  There we will find means: both jurors and spell-binding words for 
  these matters, so as to secure a release from these sufferings for all time. 
 
Apollo prescribes a second round of supplication for Orestes at Athena’s cult image in 

Athens.  The reappearance of Eleusinian language in the conclusion of these lines points 

toward definitive desacralization, for Orestes will be delivered from his toils “forever” 

(!���3�%�).  The watchman of Ag. used entirely similar language to describe the period 

of his ritualized wait atop the house of the Atreidae: 

� � |��b������
P�7��7��' �
��
.������� (Ag. 1). 
 
  I pray to the gods for a release from these toils. 
 
As we saw in chapter 2 (sec. 2), the watchman had cast the long year of his watch in 

terms of Eleusinian liminality: he compared the darkness of his surroundings to the 

darkness of the Telesterion where initiates waited for the sudden appearance of light to 

mark the end of the sufferings (����).  Curiously, Apollo uses the same language to 

signal to Orestes a “final desacralization” (!���3�%�) at Athens.  Two features of his 

promise reveal that desacralization now relies upon “civic process,” features which 

introduce a temporality more akin to the Pythia’s first speech than anything found 

previously in the Oresteia. 

 First, persuasion (through ���#�&������������) at a law-court setting outlines 

the features of the Areopagus scene to come.  The law court enables, indeed constructs, 
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juridical temporality in which a linear construction of time (as a choice between two 

competing temporal frames) leads to a resolution of the conflicting ritual periods 

surrounding Orestes.  The possibility of definitive resolution through civic process is 

further emphasized by a specific formulation of “time” language, in this case the phrase 

!���3�%� “in perpetuity.”   

 The adverbial tag is, surprisingly, quite rare in tragedy outside the Oresteia; in 

Aeschylus it does not occur outside this trilogy.582  It is equally infrequent in other genres 

of literature and non-existent in Homer, Hesiod, and the lyric poets.583  In the language of 

inscriptions, however, where the polis publishes its edicts, we have numerous examples 

of just such a formulation (e.g. LSCG 32. 17-18, 33 B7, 49. 21, and 50 A16).584   

 

 

These examples share with Apollo’s language expressions for “in perpetuity”— an early 

hint that the court scene will involve the civic establishment of future statutes and 

institutions.  Quite simply put, Apollo not only explicitly points to civic process as the 

one expedient to resolve ritual time, but he also uses civic language for time which 

evokes the polis and its functioning in matters of cult.  �

                                                 
582 There is no temporal example of “!���3�%�” in either Sophocles or Euripides.  At Aj. 705 the 
expression for “in perpetuity” is���0�
��3�.  The one occurrence of !���3�%� in Euripides is at Heracl. 
575: ����������������
$�
�, !���3�%�������� where the meaning is obviously not temporal. 
583 A number of similar formulations, however, do occur throughout Eum. (at 291, 401, 670, and 891). 
584 In these examples the formula is either �P���3����,������� (LSCG 32. 17-18 and 33 B7) or �P���3��
 
��
������� (LSCG 49. 21 and 50 A16). 
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SECTION  4: THE GHOST OF CLYTEMNESTRA 
 

 Orestes departs for Athens, leaving Apollo behind to deal with the sleeping 

Erinyes.  The audience then sees an apparition, the ghost of Clytemnestra, moving from 

recumbent form to recumbent form in order to rouse them to wreak her revenge upon her 

son.  Her language is full of ritual implications, from describing her death as a sacrificial 

slaughter (#
�
��
.���&�, Eum. 102)585 to detailing all the offerings she presented to 

the Erinyes while she was still alive (Eum. 107-9).  Ritual acts have effected a close bond 

among each of the respective groups: supplication has bound Apollo to Orestes and 

sacrifice has bound the Erinyes to Clytemnestra.  Moreover, there is a strong degree of 

ontological assimilation between the members on each side insofar as Orestes is to 

behave like Apollo and Clytemnestra acts like an Erinys herself on stage as she moves 

about, a spirit of vengeance bent on the destruction of her adversary.586  Like an unburied 

shade she wanders (��7�
�, Eum. 98) among the dead and endures shame for what she 

did, made all the more difficult now that no one rages (�&����
�, Eum. 101) on her behalf 

against Orestes. 

 This scene follows a well established pattern of the Oresteia: forces or themes, 

once only barely visible or hinted at, find progressively clearer expositions.587  Here, 

whereas the spirit of Agamemnon only rose to a chthonic threat in Cho., Clytemnestra 

enters the scene abruptly and without any extensive ritual preparation.  The forces on 

                                                 
585 On ��	W� as a term for ritual slaughter in tragedy see Henrichs (2000). 
586 Fontenrose (1971) 96, “And in the Eumenides Clytemnestra is virtually leader of the Erinyes, as ghost a 
chthonian power herself.” 
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both sides come on stage, declare their close connection to their benefactors, and proceed 

to operate against their enemies.  In the case of Clytemnestra, we witness the ceaselessly 

goading resolve of a murder victim acting through the Erinyes to pursue her murderer in 

the world above.   Details of her speech to the Erinyes reveal that her condition is in fact 

not at all that different from Orestes—key terms point to even an element of minimal 

differentiation between Clytemnestra and Orestes! 

 Both sides labor under “����” which keep them embroiled in the aftermath of 

the matricide long after it has taken place.  Clytemnestra even fears that the ponos of 

vengeance may be too much for the Erinyes: 

� � �����N�=�������, �)������#	������� (Eum. 133). 
 
  What are you doing?  Don’t let ponos overcome you! 
 
The word ponos marks the degree to which both sides must undergo “suffering” until 

they find release from their plight.588 Furthermore, Clytemnestra gives a command to the 

Erinyes not unlike Apollo’s advice to Orestes when she tells them not to become softened 

by sleep (�&�' �.��)�O��"�
��
��
���$��
��
���$��
��
���$��
��
���$�' \�Q\�Q\�Q\�Q,134).589  Once the minimal 

differentiation has been established (through ritual) between Apollo and Orestes, it is 

then, strikingly, suggested as a point of overlap in the condition of Orestes and the 

Erinyes themselves: this connection between otherwise opposed agents helps pave the 

way for the ultimate formulation of ritual stasis as developed in Orestes’ dual 

consecration. 

                                                                                                                                                 
587 Lebeck (1971) 132 speaks of, “recurrent images ultimately becoming object or action.” 
588 Clytemnestra insists on the word a second time at Eum. 127-8:�\������������������������#�������������
��
/����"����
#
��&��!;�#)�
�
���-���. 
589 Apollo had warned Orestes “not to become soft:” ����������@.���&����
��
#3��.-�O (Eum. 74). 
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 In response to Clytemnestra’s admonition the Erinyes awaken and sing of their 

sufferings (P�b�P�b��
;. !	�����, ���
�, Eum. 143) at the hands of Apollo.  Against 

the younger god they press their case, for he has acted, according to them, beyond his 

sphere and, in doing so, has polluted the sacred hearth of Delphi: 

� � !�����Q�����	����������	��
�����������������������������������������������������������������        
  ���3��!��	�
�' 
8��������, 
8��#�&���,  
           
�0���������7��:����
���������,  
           
�
�.���$���������
������
�. (Eum. 169-72). 
 
  Although a seer he has, by his own will, smeared the inner recess 
  with pollution at the hearth.  He did it on his own! 
  Honoring the mortal beyond the nomos of the gods, 
  despoiling the original dispensations created of old! 
 
With this charge the Erinyes inaugurate the theme of ritual purity versus defilement so at 

issue immediately before the Areopagus scene.590 The issue is a real one, given that the 

oracle at Delphi did not seem to offer purification for blood-guilt.591  The theme of blood-

guilt and its effects has taken on new meaning since it is no longer just the immediate 

family that is concerned but, rather, defilement may have polluted one of the most sacred 

seats of religious practice in the Greek world. 

 In temporal terms, the Erinyes view their hold on Orestes as absolute and 

persisting even beyond the boundary of death: 

  #�����.�������, #
,��3���8#�!#�����
�,                                                                
            <3����.%����.K���4���' !�������@�
�. (Eum. 174-5). 
   
  Yes he is a source of pain to me.  He (Apollo) will not free him, 
  He will never find release even if he should flee under the earth. 
 
Here we see clearly displayed the Erinyes’ temporal self-understanding.  They are forces 

which envelop their victim so totally that not even death can lead to a release from their 

                                                 
590 See section 9 and 10 below. 
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grasp.  Such has been the character of ritual time, itself inaugurated and sustained by the 

Erinyes at every turn, throughout the Oresteia—the temporal frame of their action has no 

outer limit, contrary to what one would expect.  Orestes is , as it were, permanently 

consecrated to their attention; no desacralization will be sufficient to dispel their presence 

from his life (or death).  Seen in this light the Erinyes embody the very temporal problem 

in the Oresteia: just as former agents and associated communities found themselves 

trapped in a quasi-permanent series of liminalities, so too do the Erinyes envision such a 

period extending over their object and their own activity.  This temporal theme, which we 

have followed since the beginning of Ag., has finally become fully articulated by the very 

forces responsible for the shadowy liminality haunting Argos and now, possibly, the 

oracle at Delphi.  Among their complaints against Apollo, the Erinyes will reiterate key 

temporal and ritual problems of the play (and trilogy). 

SECTION  5: APOLLO AND THE ERINYES (FIRST DEBATE) 

 

 After their short song of waking to find their prey lost, the Erinyes face harsh 

words from Apollo.  He tells them to depart quickly (Eum. 179-80) or else to face his 

arrows (181-3).  He also plays upon the language of “deliverance from evils” which has 

been present since the first words of the trilogy, for he tells them to “depart from the 

sanctum of prophecy (…�
��	��������
���#7�����7�, 180). The root “�
��
.)” 

of the verb �
��	����has been, up until this point, an index for Eleusinian deliverance 

from liminal duration.  Here the language closely follows upon the Erinyes’ own 

identification with an extreme form of liminal tenacity; they now threaten Orestes with 

                                                                                                                                                 
591 See Dyer (1969) 38-56. 
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permanent suffering.  Apollo, by his verb choice, hints at the true problem facing his 

suppliant Orestes; deliverance from the Erinyes now becomes a concrete problem for the 

status of the god’s hearth in addition to it being a more religious problem for Orestes.592 

 Apollo associates the Erinyes with pollution (�����): 

� � …�-������A������
E�
����������
        �P#�$�����
��
���P#��, �8���&��&�������
        !����$�����&����������:���
�������. (Eum. 193-5). 
 
  Such creatures as you should dwell in a cave of a blood-slurping 
  lion, and not rub off your pollution here on this oracle! 
 
Pollution, of course, has been the result of all the murders hitherto593 and causes a time 

period of suspended normality for transgressors and bystanders alike. 

 Apollo and the Erinyes turn to an extended argument about the nature of the 

marriage bond which adumbrates a future focus of the play on social and “natural” 

connections between mortals.  In this passage (Eum. 211-224) the Erinyes begin by 

claiming that they only concern themselves with murderers who share a blood-relation 

with their victim (Eum. 210 and 212).  For Apollo this restriction belittles the institution 

of marriage, a rite sacred to both Hera and Zeus in addition to Aphrodite.  Apollo’s 

contention deserves further exposition since it tends to be ignored by commentators who 

are content to focus on Apollo’s “rudeness.”594 The Erinyes, however, are also “at fault:” 

just as they are wont to cast the conflict in terms of dishonor done to them (Eum. 227, 

394, etc.) so too does the subordination of the marriage bond entail dishonor to the gods 

                                                 
592 Cf. Lloyd-Jones (1956) 64, “The issue lies between the law of Zeus, who as the champion of Dike 
demands through his ���)�&� Apollo that the doer shall suffer, and the ancient ���) of the Erinyes, who 
pursue the slayers of their own kin.” 
593 Gagarin (1976) 65, “All the killings in the Oresteia result in pollution.” 
594 E.g. Lebeck (1971) 134-6 who sees in the presentation of Apollo elements of the burlesque.   
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who look after the institution of marriage.595  Thus the “dishonor” cuts both ways in the 

conflict between the Olympian and chthonic deities.  While the Furies feel their 

prerogatives have been infringed upon by Apollo, the Olympians are entitled to feel that 

the Erinyes do not (yet) recognize divine rites sacred to Zeus, Hera, and Aphrodite.  In 

temporal terms, the older gods have not deigned to countenance the “newer” institutions 

of the younger gods.  The Erinyes are more interested in ��$�
�and the strength of their 

original dispensation no matter what else has come into being since then. 

SECTION  6: ORESTES AT ATHENS 

 

 The staging of Eum. at this juncture requires a scene change, quite in violation of 

Aristotle’s wishes.596   In effect, another supplication scene develops before the audience; 

this time Orestes grasps the statue of Athena (Eum. 234) instead of sitting at the 

omphalos at the Delphic shrine.597  In defiance of the Erinyes and their position on the 

matter of his consecration to them, Orestes makes a special claim of ritual purity as 

regards his person: 

� � A�
��' �B�	�
, a�;����#�����
�����
� � [#�, �-�������������7����	����
,  
� � �8�������
�����8�' ����:
������-�
,  
� � ���' ��:�b��+�&�����������-��������3���
� � A���������D#����#
,������
����:���7�. (Eum. 235-9). 
 

                                                 
595 Apollo says that Aphrodite is “dishonored” by the Erinyes’ line of argument: U������' A�������S�' 
�-����
����.Q (Eum. 215). 
596 Taplin (1977) 377, “The inadequate and artificial terminology…in the Poetics ch. 12…is not able to 
accommodate the structural technique of a place like this.”  On Aristotle’s categories in general as 
(mis)applied to Aeschylus see Wilamowitz (1914) 232, “Aristoteles…berücksichtigt in der Poetik die 
Dramen des Aischylos wenig, seine immer ganz rationelle Kunstbetrachtung konnte auch für das nur wenig 
Sympathie haben, worin die spezifische Größe des Aischylos beruht.” 
597 Rehm (2002) 97, “The play ‘begins again’ with Orestes’ arrival in the city of the audience.” 
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  Mistress Athena, by the bidding of Loxias Apollo 
  I’ve come, kindly receive me, a wanderer, 
  not a suppliant, nor yet with unwashed hand, 
  but [my guilt] has been blunted and worn down at  
  other dwellings and by traveling among men. 
 
This particular point about ritual purity has occasioned much bewilderment and 

controversy.598  By keeping our focus on the specifics of ritual structure, however, we 

will be able to account for what is at stake.  In this debate terms best translated as 

“sacralization” and “desacralization” appear and highlight, once again, the recurrent 

religious problem of the trilogy. 

 No sooner does Orestes proclaim his ritual purity than the Erinyes insist upon the 

opposite.  In pointed contrast to Orestes’ declaration of his pure hands and purificatory 

journeys, the Erinyes affirm that they have tracked him by a blood-trail: 

� � �k��· ���' !��,������3��!#�
�����-#�
�,  
        ?�������&���"�������-.#������
�
$�.  
        ����
��
����-����.0��c��#������:�3���
        �3��
d�
�#
,���
�
.�3��!#�
�������.  
  … 
  5����:��������
E�	����������.��N. (Eum. 246-9, 253)  
 
  Aha! This is the manifest track of the the man! 
  Follow it by the indications of the voiceless informer. 
  For like a dog, we pursue a wounded hind  
  by the drip of blood. 
  … 

                                                 
598 Cf. Taplin (1977) 383, “Aeschylus seems to be deliberately complicated and unclear on the matter of 
purification…perhaps there is a simple explanation…Aeschylus wants the supplication at Delphi, but he 
also wants the salutary suffering of Orestes’ wandering.” Podlecki (1966) 87, “So far from showing the 
efficacy of ritual purification, Aeschylus’ retelling of the Orestes story shows how ineffectual are 
traditional expedients against the Furies’ wrath…the whole notion of ritual impurity fades into 
insignificance.” Sidwell (1996) 55, “The strange treatment accorded to Orestes’ purification in the 
Eumenides can be understood once it is realized that the return to Argos of an unpolluted Orestes is a 
primary narrative goal of the drama.”  This latter view does not seem much advanced beyond Taplin’s 
attempt at a solution.  The difficulty is best summed up by Müller (1833) 148-9, “Eine größere 
Schwierigkeit [ist], daß die Reinigung des Orestes, die ihn für den Verkehr mit Menschen und Götten 
völlig mackellos macht, doch die Erinnyen so wenig von ihm entfernt, ja in ihrer Verfolgung kaum zahmer 
macht.” 
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  The smell of human blood breaks out in a smile at me. 
 
They follow up on this grisly description with a familiar refrain of the Oresteia on the 

theme of spilled-blood: 

  …
d�
��&��S����
�
,��
               ���
.#�������, 

$·  
            �3�����3��-�������������D���
�. (Eum. 261-3). 
 
  A mother’s blood once on the ground is 
  hard to call bring back up again, alas! 
  It, as liquid spilled into the ground, is gone. 
 

In the Erinyes’ conception there can be no release from blood guilt by any means.599 

While this seemingly belies the efficacy of ritual purification for blood guilt altogether, it 

is completely consistent with the dominant modification of ritual structure to be found in 

all major scenes of Ag. and Cho.: “desacralization” never takes hold, no matter what 

ritual (sacrificial, initiatory, or apotropaic) is performed.  Here the Erinyes, in keeping 

with the ever more transparent declaration of underlying themes, make explicit their 

disregard for the ritual of desacralization in matters of blood-guilt.  An exclusively 

“ritual” word most fully conveys the force of their claim just before they sing the 

“binding song” over Orestes: 

� � �8�' ��������$�, ���' ����������.������
        !��,���
��������#
,�#
������-���=��
        #
,�W7������
�������8����3��:��S���
.���· (Eum. 303-5). 
 
  You’re not answering, do you just reject my arguments, 
  you who have been raised and consecrated (#
������-���) to me? 
  Indeed, while still alive you will feed me, not even slaughtered at an altar! 
 
Through such language the Erinyes identify Orestes as their sacrificial animal for which 

the appointed ritual end is now overdue.  The perfect passive participle #
������-���, 
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quite rare itself and unique in Aeschylus,600 points to the strong sense of “consecration” 

resulting from Orestes’ murder of Clytemnestra—whereas the chorus of Cho. thought the 

matricide would mark a return to normality, the Erinyes insist on the reverse in which 

Orestes immediately enters into a religiously-defined bond with them.  They imply that 

Orestes runs like a temple animal recently escaped from the priests appointed to sacrifice 

it.  The lapse between sacralization and the ultimate act of the ritual sequence is so long 

overdue that Orestes will be summarily slaughtered as soon as possible and without 

regard to convention (�8����3��:��S���
.���).601  In their view, the period of 

liminality persists for Orestes without the possibility of desacralization at all. 

 Orestes, for his part, directly counters their claim and even their language, for he 

asserts to Athena that he has been “desacralized” as regards the taint of spilled blood: 

� � A���..����k�
���3��
�
��
$��������,  
        I��' L���3������3��
Y�
����#
�
�������
        ��
.
,�#
�
��	;��������)����:���@.  
        	�
���3��A�������
@�' �����/���
��
        �D#����, #
,�:���$���#
,�T���$�������. (Eum. 448-52). 
 
  It is the custom that the murderer be silent until sacrifices, 
  conducted by a man able to purify blood-guilt, wash him in the  
  blood of a young animal.  Long since, at the homes of various people, 
  and by animals and liquids I’ve achieved desacralization (�����/���
). 
 
Orestes first speaks of the extent of his efforts to secure purification for himself before 

employing a specific verb (�����/���
) to counter the Erinyes’ assertion that he is 

#
������-���.  The verb ��������occurs first here in extant Greek literature.602  Lexica 

                                                                                                                                                 
599 Desacralization was an impossibility already at Ag. 69-72, see chapter  2, section 1d. 
600 The word is not otherwise attested for tragedy of the 5th century. 
601 Cf. the paraphrase and comment of Vidal-Naquet (1972) 157, “Toi, victime engraissée pour mes 
sacrifices, tout vivant, sans égorgement à l’autel, tu me fourniras mon festin, ‘l’anti-sacrifice est cette fois 
désigné.” 
602 This is in fact the only occurrence of it in tragedy. 
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reproduce Hesychius’ explanation of the meaning in the sense of “purify, make 

hallow.”603  Purifications, however, can occur as part of a sacralization sequence (e.g. 

water at the beginning of a sacrifice or of the Eleusinian mysteries or a desacralization 

sequence, or the washing off of defilement as part of the conclusion of the plague in Il.1).  

Here Orestes clearly intends the meaning of “desacralization:” he is no longer afflicted 

with the taint of spilled blood.  Taken this way, ������� functions much like the later 

verb ������� which exclusively denotes discharging the hold of a religious obligation of 

infraction.604  Orestes thus makes the case that he is ritually absolved from blood guilt 

while also countering directly a key designation made by the Erinyes: he is not 

#
������-��� (thoroughly consecrated/sacralized) but �������-���.  Our attention paid 

to ritual language and ritual structure, especially as presented in the Oresteia, allows us to 

go much further in the interpretation of the language and themes of the trilogy as a whole.   

SECTION  7: THE ‘BINDING’ SONG OF THE ERINYES 

 

 Once the Erinyes present their own side of the argument they do so by casting 

their claim in terms of a temporal frame.  They move quickly to establish that the office 

of punishing murderers is due to them from time immemorial—it is a dispensation 

(�	�&) from Fate (X�$�
).  Thus, while criticism has focused on magical elements in 

                                                 
603 Cf. Hes. s.v. ���-����· �S���S���-�&#��'  This usage is later than the Classical period to be sure. 
Rudhardt (1992) 170 speaks of,  “un verbe que sa rareté empêche de definer avec rigeur, le verbe 
������@�.” 
604 Cf. Rudhart (1992) 168, “il veut dire en effet, conformément à une valeur habituelle du préfixe -��, 
rétablir dans l’ordre en éloignant, en éliminant ce qui l’a détruit ou menace de le perturber.” 
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this choral song,605 we will concentrate rather on what the Erinyes say about the temporal 

foundation of their activity in the world of men.   

 The Erinyes introduce the theme of original dispensation early in their song and 

continue to define it in the second antistrophe: 

  A.�����#
,����3�� �����, !�,� 
        ��@�
�����.��0���
          ���
�����
������#&#��,  
        �-;
������	�&��0�#
�' ����/�����
          c��!����N���	����F�	.  
        … 
  ��@���.0���	������
�-                                                                
        �
�
�X�$�' !-- 
        #������!�-����I����,  
      ��
�7����$����
8����.�
���
        ;��-�������	�
���,  
          ��$��*�
���$�, g��' L���
          .%��<-��O· �
�K���'  
         �8#�A.
��!��������. (Eum. 307-11 and 334-40). 
  
  Come let us join to form a chorus 
  since it has seemed best to reveal  
  our hateful song and to speak of our apportionment 
  among mankind as our group applies it. 
  … 
  Moira, who follows through, has spun this office 
  for us to be our steadfast destiny: that upon those who fall into 
  kin-murder in thoughtlessness, we attend him attend until 
  he goes underground.  And even after he has died 
  he is not quite free! 
 
The Erinyes make two important points.  First, they situate the frame of their activity as 

something stretching from their very conception, for Moira herself vouchsafed them their 

                                                 
605 See, e.g.,  Faraone (1985), “…the song is closely related to a specific kind of curse tablet used to affect 
the outcome of court cases in Athens as early as the 5th century BC, and as such it is important to the 
dramatic context of a tragedy which depicts the mythical foundation of Athens’ first homicide court.”  It is 
odd, however, that the song is largely ineffectual; cf. Rehm (2002) 97, “…the binding song has no palpable 
effect on Orestes.” 
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prerogative, the goddess who assigns destinies to beings even before their birth.606 For 

the Erinyes, the possibility of Orestes’ escape from punishment constitutes an infraction 

against the integrity of the temporal frame defining their existence and function.  By 

mentioning Moira, the Erinyes make the strongest claim available to them as regards the 

firm grounding of their agency and understanding of the past.  In terms of agonistic 

temporal framing, their construction of the past necessarily undercuts Apollo by virtue of 

being prior to his very existence; a concern about the future (the result of Apollo’s 

protection of Orestes) will inform much of the second stasimon (490-565) shortly to 

follow this song.  Seen in this light, the two stasima form a complementary pair in which 

an agonistic temporal frame is developed: first the Erinyes speak of a “past” (prior to 

their opponents)607 then of a future (beyond the understanding of Apollo and Orestes). 

 Secondly, the passage quoted above develops still more strongly the enduring 

nature of the Erinyes’ bond to their victim.  They sing that they accompany him 

underground and that not even there does he find freedom (338-40).  This persistence 

beyond the life-death barrier for mortals resonates with the overall temporal structure of 

the Oresteia: ritual liminality of the type brought on by murder and sustained until the 

moment of vengeance carries on despite the appearance of a telos achieving completion. 

In the self-understanding of the Erinyes, as forces of enduring liminality, there is no end 

for the transgressor, not even after paying the debt of blood with his or her own life. 

                                                 
606 See Greene (1944) and the comments of Burkert (1984) 174, “Moira, the portion at the apportionment 
of the world becomes, by a kind of amalgamation of Eileithyia and the Erinyes, Klotho,…Lachesis,… and 
Atropos.” 
607 Cf. Lebeck (1971) 150, “The major portion of the lyric concerns the Furies’ age-old prerogative, their 
.-�
��
�
��� (394), sanctioned by both Moira and the gods.”  The problem may be, however, that the 
other gods have not yet (officially) sanctioned the Erinyes’ office. 
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 Later in this same stasimon, in keeping with Eum.’s progressive revelation of 

themes only hinted at before, the Erinyes finally define the hallmark of their presence in 

terms of a liminalizing darkness which simply “abides:” 

� � ������' �8#��k�������' <' A���������R·                                                                
        ��$���!,�#�-�
������,����������
�
�,  
        #
,�������	�����' ���b��#
�0��/�
����
8�%- 
            �
�������������	���.  
  �-����.	�· �8�)�
������������������������������������������������������������������ 
        ���#
,��-������#
#7���
        �����)�����, ����
,��
        #
,����
�).�����:����$�…(Eum. 377-84). 
 
  Falling, the transgressor does not recognize this [our attack] 
  due to his mindless outrage; such a twilight, a pollution, steals  
  over the man and a much groaning voice bespeaks a murky  
  gloom through his house.   
  For it abides.  We, able, efficient, and mindful of wrongs 
  are august and implacable for men. 
 

Darkness, caused by the Erinyes’ presence, was implicit from the very beginning of Ag. 

where the watchman evoked a sense of  pervasive gloom at Argos.608  In the passage 

above, the Erinyes reveal that their gloom (#�-�
� and �����) involves the presence of 

pollution (�����); moreover, it affects the individual concerned as well as his house 

(#
�0��/�
���).  Such was the prevailing condition at Argos in the action of both Ag. 

and Cho. 

 With the physical effect of their presence now revealed as darkness, the Erinyes 

define the temporal component of their attention in an unequivocal term, “�-���'”  This 

verb and participles drawn from it have clustered around descriptions of the aftermath of 

murder.  In the Iphigeneia episode, for example, the resulting rage (�"���) remained 

                                                 
608 See chapter  2, section 2. 
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(������) mindful (��	���,.Ag. 154-5).  In Cho. (63-5) abiding pains (�����W���' A�&) 

awaited (�-���) in darkness (!�����
����Q��#����) for transgressors.  These key terms 

from the earlier two plays of the trilogy adumbrated but never fully explicated the 

specific physical and temporal activity of the Erinyes in a community harboring a 

murderer.  Now at last the Erinyes themselves lay bare that rage, darkness, and an abiding 

sense of impending doom best define the reason, means, and temporality of their activity.  

This link between their object in the individual and the community is especially crucial 

insofar as it explains why darkness spreads from the particular to the general.  Earlier 

anthropological expectation of such an unfolding of the sacred/polluted led us to 

conclude much the same of the Erinyes’ presence at Argos.609 

 In reference to Orestes in particular, this attack has already been, in part, carried 

out as a curious feature of the Erinyes’ language choice reveals: 

      !,�����S������-�Q��������������������������������������������������������������\ 
        ������-���, 
�
#�	,  
        
�
���0�������
�)�,  
        \�����!;��r������,  
        �-����������7�, ����- 
          ��#���, 
<��0�:����$�. (Eum. 328-33). 
 
  Upon him (already) consecrated for sacrifice 
  this is the song: delirium-inducing,  
  deranging, and mind-destroying, 
  a hymn of the Erinyes, 
  a binding song for the mind, 
  unaccompanied by a lyre, withering for men! 
 
The perfect passive participle �����-�Q indicates that, to the Erinyes’ mind, opening 

rites have already begun; such a formulation reiterates the force of line 303 in which the 

Erinyes described Orestes, in the same tense and voice, as #
������-���.  If Orestes 

                                                 
609 See chapter 3, section 2. 
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finds release through the help of Apollo, the very temporal frame of a sacrificial rite risks 

being interrupted after the sacralization sequence has already taken hold.  In terms of 

Greek ritual practice, such a transgression of proper procedure would be extremely 

anxiety-inducing.610  

 In this “binding song” then the Erinyes present an argument for themselves and 

their office which they ground in an Ur-past concomitant with their creation.  They also 

make clearer than has yet been the case that they bring darkness and “waiting” in their 

wake and that punishment awaits their victim even after death.  In the coming scene acted 

before the figure of Athena both Orestes and the Erinyes will transfer the frame of the 

their respective claims (the telos) to the Areopagus in which their opposing narratives 

will find an audience convened to be able to decide between the competing temporal 

frames.  

SECTION  8: THE ARRIVAL OF ATHENA 

 

 Athena arrives on stage at this point in the play fresh from Sigeum: this detail, 

which brings to the audience’s mind contemporary events,611 inscribes current history 

into the “mythic” time of the play.  Thus far, all the figures except the Erinyes speak in 

terms of a more civic or linear temporality (at least at the start of their speeches) and in 

this way the possibility of non-ritualized time comes again and again to the fore as a real 

                                                 
610 Cf. the interruption of ritual process in the Bouphonia (see chapter 1, section 1d). 
611 Sigeum was a recent ally of Athena’s after the Persian war; see Podlecki (1989) ad loc. for a full 
discussion of the historical possibilities behind the reference. 
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possibility.612  What emerges for the audience is the possibility of a resumption of the 

temporality of history and the polis, something that the presence of the Erinyes 

complicates greatly as we shall see. 

 At her cult image (:�-�
�), Athena sees Orestes in a suppliant’s posture and 

around him the Erinyes who seem to be unlike either gods or men (Eum. 410-12).  To the 

extent that this tableau reproduces the arrangement of Apollo’s own confrontation with 

the Erinyes at the beginning of the play, the audience may well wonder if a release (an 

�
��
.)) will be possible at all. This reproduction of protection sought in supplication 

against the manifest threat of the Erinyes brings onto stage the conundrum of Orestes’ 

double consecration once again, here highlighted against the civic character of time 

implicit in Athena’s first words on stage.  On the temporal score, Athena at first adopts an 

unproblematized tone about the historical realities of her city (in the Sigeum reference) 

until she is faced with a ritually complicated stasis that only her polis will be able to 

resolve.   

 Before this can happen, however, the Erinyes continue to use the temporal 

language of indefinite duration to introduce themselves to Athena.  The manuscript reads: 

� � 1��$��.	��!�����]�#�3��
P
�"��-#�
,  
        �B�
,��' !���D#����."��<
,�#�#�)���
. (Eum. 416-7). 
 
  We are the everlastingly terrible children of Night, 
  and we are called “Curses” in the dwellings beneath the earth. 
 

                                                 
612 Sommerstein (1992) ad loc. asks, “What is the dramatic relevance of this passage…perhaps it sets the 
tone for Athena’s role in the play, throughout which she has constantly at heart the interests and glory of 
her people?” In the temporal scheme of approaching civiv or profane time we may read the purport of the 
scene to be a step in the direction Apollo first intimated with his use of the expression !���3�%�: the linear 
trajectory of the Pythia’s prologue, the specifics of Apollo’s language, and the historical reference in 
Athena’s language all point to a type of temporality that the Erinyes make impossible.  
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Page in his OCT changes 
P
�" to 
P
�"� in order to have the word agree with ]�#�3�.  

This misses the essence of the temporal argument the Erinyes having been making about 

themselves all along: 
P
�" characterizes them perfectly since the adjective combines the 

meanings of “terrible” and “everlasting” in one and the same word.613 

 Instructively, they follow up on this designation of themselves by reiterating that 

they pursue transgressors to Hades (Eum. 423).  Athena sees the plight of their victim in 

terms of a wanderer/exile (��."�, 422 and ��.	�,424) which fits precisely with the 

status of Orestes since he carried out the matricide.614  The social position of the exile, as 

we have seen, is interstitial, a clear case of being “inbetwixt and inbetween” more stable 

categories.615 

 Orestes has, we learn, refused to give an oath stipulating his innocence (429) and 

so Athena admonishes the Erinyes to refrain from only seeking after the trappings of 

justice (430).   She then asks that the matter be turned over to her discretion: 

� � e�#�' !��,���-���' L��
P��
���-���=�(Eum. 434). 
 
  Would you then turn over the telos of this case to me? 
 
The use of the word telos deserves further comment since it too bears on the issue of the 

Erinyes’ self-understanding.616�Earlier the Erinyes had stated that they act ���-�� in their 

                                                 
613 Cf. Jebb (1894) at Soph.  El. 506, “
Pv
�)� suits the idea of persistent calamity.” 
614 Cf. Cho. 1038: ���.�����.�����.�����.��������
d�
�#�����·��8���!�������
� and 1042: !.K��' ��)�&���)�&���)�&���)�&���"����."��
��;����. 
615 See chapter 3, sections 1 and 5. 
616 Cf. Eum.320 “���-��” and 393 “�-����”. 
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absolute will to punish transgressors (Eum. 320).617  In the opening of the second 

stasimon the Erinyes combine the durative nature of their office with the word telos: 

� � ���0�.0��!-��
�.  
            #�������-�����-���. (Eum. 542-3). 
 
  For retribution will come. 
  The authoritative telos abides. 
 
From this point (Eum. 434), however, telos is more often to designate the process and 

outcome of the Areopagus.618  On a temporal plane the Erinyes can be seen as (willingly) 

transferring the binding frame of their Moira-granted telos onto the jurisdiction of first 

Athena and then the law court she convenes.  In this way the issue of ritual liminality and 

its hold on Orestes becomes displaced from the suspension of ritual stasis to competition 

of narratives between two competing litigants.  We will pay close attention to the means 

by which this transposition takes place. 

 Orestes’ answer to the Erinyes’ charge before Athena culminates in his claim of 

“�����/���
” (Eum. 451) which we already had occasion to investigate.619   He says, in 

addition, that ����� no longer attaches to his person (Eum. 445).  In telling of his 

identity, Orestes is careful to mention not only his father Agamemnon but also the fact 

that Athena sacked Troy along with him (Eum. 456-7).  He then relates that he was an 

exile even in the “time before” killing his mother: 

� � #�.K�#
����/�, �3���3���@����.���������,   
        I#����
�������#�@�
�, �8#����)���
�, (Eum. 464-3). 
 

                                                 
617 Fischer (1965) 89, “Die aischyleichen Menschen haben…nicht bloß ein Telos irgend wann einmal zu 
erwarten, sondern sie stehen, sofern sie schuldig geworden sind, unter diesem Telos, das mit der 
Anwesenheit eines Daimons identisch ist.” 
618 Eum. 434, 729, and 743.  See also Fischer (1965) 49, “Der Übergang vom Vers 433 zum Vers 434 ist 
eine Art Umkehrung der Entwicklung aus eigener Verantwortung zum delegierten Amt.” 
619 See section 6 above 
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  And I returned, having been in exile in the time before that: 
  I killed the one who bore me, I will not deny it. 
 
Here Orestes establishes that his first absence from home was an “exile;” Clytemnestra, 

on the other hand, claimed it was merely a removal from Argos for his own good (Ag. 

877-85).  Orestes’ first period in exile corroborates the notion of successive periods of 

liminality for at least one (principle) figure in the time periods covered by both Ag. and 

Cho.620 

 Athena’s response to the two parties astounds.621  She, a goddess in her citadel, 

cannot undertake to resolve the dispute by her own agency: 

� � �3��%.�
���$W���+������D��
��������
        :����$����#	W���· �8�������!��,��-�����
        ��������
���$��5;��&��������#
�·  
� � A��������#
,��b�����#
�&���#K�����Q��
        E#-�&�����"�����#
�
�3���:�
:���������.  
        ������' A�������g��
��' 
E��@�
������.  
        
��
���' I��������$�
���8#��8-�����.  (Eum. 470-6). 
 
  The matter at hand is beyond the reach of a mortal  
  to judge, even if he thinks himself able.  Not even is it right 
  for me to decide upon judgment in the case sharp, rage-arousing murder. 
  Indeed, you (Orestes), having performed the rite with proper usage, 
  have arrived as a suppliant, purified, and without harm to my abode. 
  I mark you as blameless as regards the polis. 
  These, however, have a dispensation (��$�
�) that is not easy to dismiss. 
 
The conflict cannot be resolved on a divine plane, not even by a goddess in her sovereign 

polis.622  Athena thus clearly indicates that the matter has to move away from the realm 

of the divine and towards a more human context (although it cannot be just any one 

                                                 
620 Generalized liminality comes through in the chorus’ description of their lives at Cho. 26.  In Ag. the 
prologue and the first stasimon achieved this same function; see chapter 2 sections 1, 2, and 3. 
621 Chiasson (1999) 142, “…Athena’s startling pronouncement [is] that she cannot resolve the dilemma 
posed by the matricide without consulting her citizens.  This revelation is likely to have been a great 
surprise.” 
622 Braun (1989) 237, “Erst die Polis vollendet den Kosmos der Zeus und bringt die Gegensätze zur 
Einheit.” 
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mortal who renders a decision).623  Several points of language take up recurrent themes of 

the play.  First, Athena recognizes that the affair before her may induce �"����

(5;��&�����). Rage, however, can also result from a suppliant’s loss of protection from 

his benefactor as Apollo had underscored earlier in the play (Eum. 234).  Athena also 

recognizes Orestes as a suppliant (E#-�&�) whom she grants to be harmless and purified.  

Yet she realizes, at the same time, that the Erinyes have an ancient office (��$�
�) not 

easily swept aside (�8-�����).  Moreover, her fear is that the Furies, deprived of their 

prey, will turn their grievance against Athens and cause an “evilly persisting plague:”  

� � #
,��������@�
���	.�
������#&�����–  
        ����$����
@����P3��!#�����&�	���,  
        -������K��A�������
P
���������. (Eum. 477-9). 
 
  And these (the Erinyes) not obtaining a victorious result- 
  afterwards poison from their thoughts comes. 
  an enduring, unbearable pestilence falling upon the ground. 
 
The adjective 
P
�)� describes the seriousness and duration of the pestilence—Athena 

easily transfers it from the Erinyes’ use of it to describe themselves (!�����]�#�3��


P
�"��-#�
) to a description of their activity in the world of men (
P
���������).  

Such a plague resembles the result of divine wrath in cult aetiology where a blight upon a 

community occurs after the performance of some religious impropriety.624   

                                                 
623 Cf. Podlecki (1966) 75, “Athena, like a fifth century archon deciding which court was competent to 
hear the case, convokes a special jury of the ‘best of her citizens.’”  Lebeck (1971) 141, “…in Eumenides 
the gods themselves fall heir to man’s misfortunes.” Braun (1998) 89, “Athenes Rede wird so zu einer 
direkten Ansprache an das Publikum.  Die Grenze zwischen der fiktionalen Ebene der Darstellung und der 
Wirlichkeit des Zuschauers verfließt.”  Solmsen (1949) 195 speaks of, “…an atmosphere of civic 
institutions, and with help of dialectial reasoning.” 
624 See chapter 1, section 1d. 
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 True to the emerging pattern of Eum. as a whole, the recognition of liminal states 

both present and possible confronts the institution of civic temporality here encoded in 

the decision Athena makes about the conflict and its resolution: 

� � !�,�����%.�
���@�' !-�#&��������,  
            .    .    .    .    .    .  
        ��������#
��0��*�#����
P����-�������
        ������, �3���P�� 
��' !.K��)���������.  
        <��$������
�����	����#
,���#�)��
��
        #
��$��', ���.0��"����#&��5��/�
�
.  
        #���
�
��' ���7���7��!�7���0�:-��
�
��
        [;�, ��
���$����@����%.�' !�&�����. (Eum. 482-9). 
 
  Since this matter has devolved upon us here, 
  [I will select] jurors who have reverence before oaths in murder cases 
  in this legal institution which I will establish for all time to come. 
  You call forward your pieces of evidence, 
  aids under oath in the suit. 
  Selecting the best of my citizens, 
  I will return, so that they may disentangle this matter truly. 
 
The convocation and the working of the court depend upon the possibility of making 

clear distinctions (#���
�
 …��
���$� …!�&�����); as such it is opposed to the 

tendency so predominant in ritual states where minimal differentiation, the progressive 

lack of distinction, obtains.625  Furthmore, Athena here explicitly uses the exact 

language of civic inscriptions for the future in the phrase �P�� 
��
…������ (cf. �P��

�3�� 
��
������� [LSCG 49. 21 and 50 A16]).  The language is all the more striking 

given that a goddess is using polis-discourse for a creation of her own choosing.  This 

juxtaposition, however, matches the intent of Eum. in which the divine sphere relies upon 

the institutions of the polis for a resolution of ritual time. 

                                                 
625 Cf. Rappaport (1999) 221ff. for a comparison between the “rational, discursive” methods of the law 
court and the more associative thought patterns associated with ritual states in liminal time. 
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 In order for the court to decide (��
���$�) between the two parties the contention 

between Orestes/Apollo and the Erinyes must present itself in a form appropriate to the 

juridical context.  Significantly, then, almost all the ritual language of consecration, 

sacrifice, and supplication will disappear in favor of narrative whose form best 

approximates what we’ve seen in the practice of agonistic temporal framing.  Tentative 

moves from the stasis of ritual liminality to temporal frames have been part of the action 

before in the trilogy but never did it succeed in putting an end to sacralized time.  

Furthermore, as we shall see shortly, Aeschylus emphasizes the more profane aspect of 

the Areopagus by conspicuously deemphasizing the rituals surrounding its enactment.  

Eum. portrayal of this law court will strongly favor the working of juridical temporality 

in its anti-ritual aspect.  But before this can occur the Erinyes use the second stasimon to 

complete the argument for their claim on Orestes; they here emphasize their 

understanding of a future in which no retribution attends upon the kin-killer.  In this way 

the second stasimon complements the first by virtue of closing the temporal frame around 

the action of Apollo and Orestes: their office came into being long before them and its 

abrogation would be unthinkable.  

SECTION  9: THE SECOND STASIMON 
 

 The second stasimon (490-566) complements the temporal frame initiated by the 

Erinyes in the first.  In the latter song, they made much of the past and grounded their 

office in Moira.626  This second chorus is performed, as it were, in the future tense:627 the 

                                                 
626 See section 5 above. 
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Erinyes evoke a wretched eventuality should Orestes escape them and thus irreparably 

alter their absolute hold over their victim.  This one exception, to the Erinyes’ mind, 

would prove catastrophic to the integrity of their temporal frame which demands 

completion.  Much like a ritual sequence, to which they compare their hold over Orestes 

throughout, any deviation from the established practice (the �-����of their��	�&) would 

interrupt the workings of a religious office.  To disturb this pattern can only result in 

despair and anxiety for those who suffer murder without assurance of the Erinyes’ 

vengeance.  In the last strophe, reprising language from throughout the trilogy, the 

Erinyes turn to the temporal frame they impose upon a murderer.  The temporal 

construction of their power over murderers serves to cast, preemptively, the frame of 

Apollo’s own action into serious doubt before the presentation of still more specific 

frames in the trial scene. 

 Time is a concern for the Erinyes from the first strophe of this stasimon: 

            �@��#
�
�����
,��-�����������������������������������������������������������������            
  �������, �P�#�
�)- 
            ������#
�<��> #
,�:�	:
��
             ��@����&���#�����.  
        	��
��+�&����' I�.����8�����- 
            R����
�������:������.  
            ���0��' I���
�
�������
��
            	��
�����-������#�@- 
            �������
@����!������Q. (Eum. 490-8). 
 
  Now [there is] an overturning of new statutes, 
  if the case and injury of this matricide will prevail. 
  This act will induce all mortals to an ease in committing murder. 
  Many genuine sufferings, wounds wrought by children, 
  await parents in time to come. 
 
                                                                                                                                                 
627 Of fours pairs of stophe and antistrophe only one section (antistophe :) does not expressly address the 
future, but instead uses the key verb “�-����” to carry the temporal element of their claim further; see 
below. 
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Despite the difficulty of the first genitive,628 the sense is clear enough: Orestes’ particular 

victory in this matter will soon (+�&) transcend its position in time and space.  Parents 

will in general need fear their children in time to come (���
@����!������Q).  In terms of 

an agonistic framing device, the Erinyes uses this future possibility to look past Apollo’s 

stated goal of protecting his suppliant; in other words, they show his present and future 

goal to be insufficiently concerned with the ultimate outcome of such action.629  By such 

a move they have now encompassed Apollo’s frame for action as it has been presented in 

Eum. so far.  In the first stasimon they established that their honors were due to Moira 

(335); now in the second they imagine the full consequences of murder where 

punishment does not necessarily follow.  The verb �-���, here in the form�����-���, 

signals the shift from the inexorable frame of the Erinyes’ action (infraction-liminality-

punishment) to an open-ended one in which many sufferings await parents.  The use of 

the noun ����Q (498), never random in the Oresteia, confirms the temporal orientation of 

their argument as one that plots their agency in an expansive horizon of time now 

threatened by a singular yet devastating challenge.  If we cast the argument in terms of 

the integrity of temporal frames, Orestes’ case, if successful, would permanently sever 

the continuity of the Erinyes’ office in this, their ancient and lawful domain. 

 In the antistrophe they make their position clearer: no longer will their rage come 

upon kin-killers (499-500), for they will let anything and everything go (501).  Moreover, 

there will be no end to the sufferings caused by murder; they can expect no “cessation 

                                                 
628 Objective or subjective? For discussions, immaterial to our argument, see Podlecki (1989), 
Sommerstein (1989), and Sedgwick (1895) ad loc. 
629 Thus the comments of Achilles to Agamemnon could be inserted here, for Apollo, according to the 
Erinyes, cannot, “look at the past and future together at the same time.”  See chapter 1, section 2c for a 
discussion of agonistic temporal framing. 
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and release from toils” (�";���<����������������, 505).  Such language reproduces 

the sense of the often seen phrase “�
��
.������,” which appeared at various points 

in the text to signal the release from liminality for either communities or individuals.630  

Here the Erinyes envision an unchecked proliferation of such periods of liminal suffering 

for men to come.  Furthermore, they follow upon this formulation by using the imagery 

of the “fallen house” once applied to the palace of Argos (cf. Ag. 1532 and Cho. 964) but 

now transferred to the house of Justice (�����������������#
�, Eum. 515).  Again we 

see the Erinyes generalizing from Orestes’ case to extend over everyone for all time to 

come. 

 Next the chorus of Furies refers directly to the durative and beneficial nature of 

their presence among men: 

� � I��' �����3�����3���p�������������������������������������������������������������� 
            #
,�����7��!��#�����
            ��$��-�����#
�)�����·  
            ;���-�����
            �������$��<3���-���. (Eum. 517-20). 
 
  There is a place where it is good that the dire (�3�����3�) 
  remain steadfast as a watcher over men’s minds. 
  Self-control, under duress, brings profit. 
 
The reappearance of the verb �-���� insists upon the temporal character of the Erinyes’ 

self-conception, for the dire consequences they unleash act to deter unrestrained violence, 

especially violence direct at parents from children.  They abide imperfectively to cover an 

unlimited duration—thus there is perfect coincidence between the temporal frame 

accorded to them by Moira and their “waiting” in the world. 

                                                 
630 See chapter 2, section 2. 
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 Apollo had used the adverbial tag !���3�%� in reference to deliverance for 

Orestes (Eum. 83) once they gain a hearing at Athens.  The Erinyes employ the words to 

point to a more expansive view of the future: 

� � !���3�%��[�-] �����-.�,                                                                
            :��3��
D���
����#
�·  
            �&�-������
        #-�����P�K����-Q���,��0;�����O�,  
               ���0�.0��!-��
�.  
            #�������-�����-���. (Eum. 538-40). 
 
  I tell you for all time: 
  reverence the altar of Justice. 
  Don’t dishonor her when you see gain, kicking her sacrilegiously.  
  Retribution will come. 
  The efficacy of our telos abides. 
 
Mortals, we hear, should reverence the altar of Justice (not just of Apollo), for 

recompense (���	) will arrive upon those who kick against her out of greed.  By such an 

exposition, the Erinyes reaffirm the integrity of their temporal frame and do so in using 

strong language for their office (�-���): it abides (�-���) effectively and authoritatively 

(#�����).  Such terminology marks a break with imagining the aftermath of a freed 

Orestes and instead focuses on the temporally inexorable hold their telos should exert.  

From this point the Erinyes figuratively outline the demise of their victim in 

programmatic terms (Eum. 553-557). 

 In time (;b������Q, Eum. 555), they sing, the transgressor will lower his sail 

once toil overtakes him (��
���	:O�����, Eum. 556).  The first detail intimates how the 

punishment is a process embroiling the victim from the time of infraction; ponos, of 

course, is exactly what Orestes is trying to escape from.631 The durative nature of the 

                                                 
631 Cf. discussion of Eum. 83 above. 
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Erinyes’ interest in such a person is more fully alluded to at the end of the second 

stasimon:  

  ��' 
P7��������3���,��g�:����
             ?��
������:
�K����#
���
               ����' A#�
�����, �����. (Eum. 563-5). 
 
  Throughout his lifetime, which, blessed before, 
  he struck on the reef of Justice, 
  he is destroyed, unwept and unseen. 
 
This description of the transgressor forms a corollary to the final description of the same 

person in the first stasimon.  In the latter example, the person so afflicted was falling 

(Eum. 377ff.) but did not know it; here, he is destroyed throughout his lifetime (��' 


P7���, Eum. 563). 

SECTION  10: CIVIC TEMPORALITY IN THE AREOPAGUS SCENE 

 

 After the second stasimon the trial before the Areopagus begins in earnest.  

Athena grounds the court’s establishment in and through time: 

� � �&����-����.0����@���:������&������
        ��.%����).���#
,��
��$�������b��!��b���
        ��������%�
��!���3��
P
�"���������
        #
,��/�' ����L���p�#
�
.����V���#&. (Eum. 570-3). 
   
  While this council chamber is being filled 
  it is fitting that the whole polis keep silent and learn my thesmoi 
  for time everlasting; that the case may be thus judged well. 
 
Here the adjective 
P
�)��loses any pejorative sense, yet retains its temporal valence of 

“everlasting.”  To the degree that this specific formulation “!���3�…������” echoes the 
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exact wording used in polis-sanctioned inscriptions Athena emphasizes the civic-oriented 

temporality present in the Areopagus’ very conception.632   

 This focus upon the civic character of the Areopagus matches well with another 

underappreciated feature of the court as Athena presents it: the almost total lack of any 

ritual attached to its convocation.  From what we know of the actual practice of the 

Areopagus, various ritual activities attended its operation.633  What Aeschylus does, then, 

in unmistakably highlight the separation of the juridical and ritual phenomena by 

conspicuously glossing over the ritual elements of the Areopagus.  Thus, on both the 

level of dramatization and language, the division between the realms of the strictly civic 

and the religious is constructed and maintained in the play.  “Maintained,” since Athena, 

even as a goddess, could not herself adjudicate in the dispute between Orestes and the 

Erinyes.634   

 In accordance with the custom (to be) established, the Erinyes present their side of 

the case first and so begin to interrogate Orestes.  They proceed with their questioning in 

a format that largely resembles agonistic temporal framing; that is, they follow the 

convention of establishing the past in terms of a decisive frame before moving on to 

concerns of the future.  Specifically, they use the metaphor of a wrestling bout (Eum. 

589), where three falls constitute loss, to implant in their audience and interlocutor the 

image of a delimited frame.  Once Orestes admits that he killed his mother they feel that 

the first fall has gone to them; two more and he is defeated.  They then ask questions 

                                                 
632 See section 3 above for epigraphical parallels to the expression !���3��
P
�"������� . 
633 Braun (1998) details the list of ritual actions (sacrificing a boar, ram, and ox, and then standing in the 
cut-up parts of them) that the defendant at the trial has to go through.  He, however, does not address why 
these elements might be absent from the action of Eum. 
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which follow a thread of reasoning progressively back into the past.  After they elicit 

from Orestes a response about his commission of matricide and how he did it, they ask by 

whose orders he performed the deed (Eum. 593).  From that point Orestes has a chance to 

mention not only Apollo but also his father—he thus “pre-frames” the cause-effect 

sequence to move a step further into the past than the Erinyes had done.  He follows up 

by asking the Erinyes why they did not drive his mother out of Argos after she killed her 

husband (Eum. 604).  Thus, while the Erinyes began the movement into the past, step by 

step, Orestes beats them at their own game by moving even further back to ground his 

reason for action and question their own motivation (Eum. 604). 

 Before ceding the defense to his tutelary god, Orestes even hints at Apollo’s 

infamous argument concerning the true parentage of children when he asks, “Am I of my 

mother’s blood?” (Eum. 606).635  If we pay careful attention to the incremental movement 

of the narrative back into the past we see that Orestes lays the groundwork for 

preempting the Erinyes’ temporal understanding of events: their narrative extends only as 

far back as the point in time of Apollo’s commands (Eum. 593).  Orestes, shortly 

thereafter, brought up the death of his father (Eum. 598, 600, 602, 604) and then gives 

way to Apollo to go even a step (further) back into the past, namely, to the true nature of 

Orestes’ conception. 

 Apollo, not to be outdone by anyone, will not only develop the narrative of the 

past but also, right from the start, opens the perspective on time far beyond the limits so 

far intimated by Orestes and the Erinyes.  He declares: 

                                                                                                                                                 
634 For these reasons I cannot agree with the views of Chiasson (1999) who maintains that the combined 
presence of deities and mortals leads to a resumption of the Golden Age (see discussion below). 
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� � �-;���3��<�%�, ����' �B�&�
�
���-.
���
        ������, ��#
���, �	���������' �8�������
�.  
        �8/��' �k����
���#�$����!���������,  
        �8#�������, �8�.��
�#��, �8�������-��,  
        H����#�����
��o�b�����������
�)�. (Eum. 614-8). 
 
  I will speak justly to you, great court of Athena, 
  insofar as I am a prophet I will not prove false. 
  On my mantic seat, I have never spoken in reference 
  to a man, woman, or polis 
  anything that Zeus, the father of the Olympians, has not ordered. 
 
As the Pythia made clear, Apollo is a seer of Zeus himself (2�3�����)�&���' !��,�

a�;�
��
����, Eum. 19).  As for the future, Apollo instructs the jurors to hearken to no 

oath more than to Zeus.  Apollo thus acts quickly to establish and insist upon the 

temporal frame of his agency as vested in the prior and future authority of Zeus.  The 

temporal horizon, opened up by Apollo, allows the Erinyes to question Zeus’ rationale 

for involvement in this matter.  Faced with the authority of Zeus for Apollo’s prophecy, 

the Erinyes, true to the form of agonistic temporal framing, move to undermine Apollo’s 

reliance upon the past by themselves moving further back into it: they question whether 

Zeus really does favor the father as Apollo claims since the father of the Olympians 

mistreated his own father Kronos (Eum. 640-3).  Apollo’s response, however, delineates 

a key difference, for Zeus only threw his father into bondage (Eum. 645-6).  In death, 

however, there is no possibility of reversal.  In other words, death is a finalizing frame 

and, as such, utterly different from what transpired between Zeus and his father Kronos. 

 Agonistic temporal framing tends to follow the format of debating the past before 

presenting various constructions of the future.  At this point in the debate, the Erinyes, 

                                                                                                                                                 
635 Cf. Solmsen (1949) 192, “…we must not allow ourselves to find here merely a bundle of sophistries 
and lawyer’s tricks.” 
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true to the convention, turn away from undercutting Apollo through arguments based on 

the past.  They ask: 

� � �3��&��3��
d�' ��
�����!#�-
��-�����
        I���' !�� B̀�.����/�
�' �P#)����
����=��
        �������:���$����/��������$���&�����=��
        ��
�����-�������
�-��������-;��
�=�(Eum.653-6). 
 
  Having shed his mother’s self-same blood upon the ground 
  will he then dwell in his father’s home at Argos? 
  Which of the public altars will he use? 
  What phratry-basin will receive him? 
 
The future as seen by the Erinyes will debar Orestes from both domestic and private 

space.  With this temporal shift in argumentation from the past to the future (future tenses 

in 654-6) the Erinyes show the incongruity of the frame of action proposed for Orestes: 

how can he kill his mother and then expect to be part of the same household in the future?  

For the Erinyes this is the decisive temporal frame: the past act of a matricide cannot lead 

to a future resumption of normality but must instead lead to a permanent liminality for 

the individual so involved. 

 Apollo’s response expands the frame on both temporal poles.  First, he declares 

that the mother is not the true parent of the child, but rather that the father fulfills this 

function alone, at least in the biological sense (658-666).  As proof he adduces the birth 

of Athena (664-666).636  The temporal function of such a position allows Apollo to 

undercut a critical assumption of the Erinyes as regards the past: the “mother’s blood” 

(�&��3��
d�
) is no longer so intimately connected to the children (i.e. it is no longer 

                                                 
636 This argument has, of course, been the subject of intense scholarly debate.  Cf. Lebeck (1971) 135-7 
who summarizes Kuhns (1964) defense of the argument in an effort to discount it.  Thomson (1966) was 
convinced that Aeschylus was a Pythagorean and that Apollo’s argument was Pythagorean in nature.  
Sommerstein (1989) ad loc, “The audience…probably saw Apollo’s argument as a clever and specious but 
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��
���� to use the Erinyes’ term).637  Furthermore, Apollo extends the future frame of 

his presentation far beyond the issue of Orestes’ eventual return to Argos: 

� � !.K��-, w
��	�, �A��
��' c��!���
�
�,   
        �3��3�������
�#
,����
�3�����;���-.
�,  
        #
,�����' I���
��7��������!�-�����,  
        ����.-������������!���3�%����������
        #
,�����' !�#�)�
�������
���, ��	,  
        #
,���b��I���
, #
,��	�' 
P
�7���-������
        ��-�.�����0����0��7������b��!�������.  (Eum. 667-673). 
 
  I, Pallas, *especially* as I know how, 
  I will make your polis and your people great. 
  Indeed, I have sent this man here to your hearth 
  so that he could become a source of a covenant for all time, 
  so that you, o goddess, and those still to come 
  could acquire him as an ally, that things may abide eternally, 
  that these men’s descendants approve of this covenant. 
 
Aimed at the jurors, this picture of a future to cross generations transcends the eventuality 

the Erinyes brought up in their last question to Apollo.  This technique of temporally 

encompassing an opponent’s arguments by establishing both antecedent and future 

possibilities reflects an interest in the construction of temporal frames and reflects 

elements of actual courtroom argumentation.638 Apollo creates for the jurors a linear 

model of the future which is to abide (�-���) “forever” (!���3�%��������) and 

“eternally” (
P
�7�).  As noted before,639 the expression !���3�%�������� draws upon 

the conventions of civic discourse for future time and so forms a contrast to the 

                                                                                                                                                 
fallacious piece of forensic pleading.” Sidwell (1996) disagrees with Sommerstein explicitly and attributes 
the latter’s view to a generally negative impression of Apollo. 
637 Cf. Solmsen (1949) 194, “…Aeschylus pleads a case in cold legal terms and draws on physiological 
theory in support of forensic arguments.” 
638 Cf. the temporal distinctions made between strata in the past in Lysias 13 where a certain cousin of 
Dionysodorus links his case not just to the matter at hand, but to punishment of the Thirty, an event a 
generation away in the past; see esp. Pl. Apol. 18a-19a where Socrates differentiates between his more 
recent and older accusers.  Cf. also Wohl (2003) 100, …justice and its civil institution, law, both assume 
and secure temporal continuity in the progression of past-present-future.” 
639 See section 3 above. 
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predominant mode of temporality of the Oresteia—that is until the context of the law 

court allows for the construction of competing models of the past and future.  Apollo 

exploits this temporal mode for his own ends and even manages to appropriate the verb 

�-�� (�-���, Eum. 672) which is for the first time not applied to the ritual temporality 

caused by the Erinyes. 

 In fact both parties subordinate their “abiding” influence (tied to ritual stasis) to 

the verdict of the court.  If we think of the prior ritual condition of ritually induced 

stalemate (Orestes’ double consecration to the Erinyes, as animal to be sacrificed, and to 

Apollo, as suppliant to be protected at all costs) the court, by contrast, promises an end 

(�-���, Eum. 434) to the conflict.  It is no surprise then that “abiding” for both parties 

describes their mutual submission to the decision of the law court.  At Eum. 672 Apollo 

says that he waits (�-��) to hear the outcome of the case.  At Eum. 732 the Erinyes say 

that they abide (�-��) to hear the same.  Their respective “abiding” presence, the 

interminable duration of ritual time, is transferred to the �-��� of the law court.  Ritual 

temporality is, for its resolution, subsumed under juridical temporality. 

 Athena now turns to the court.  She discusses the origin of the name “Areopagus” 

(due here to the Amazons’ sacrifices made to Ares in the time of Theseus, Eum. 685-9) 

and how this court will function for all time (
P��, Eum. 684).  Apollo and the Erinyes, 

for their part, continue to use mythological exempla (Ixion and Admetus respectively) to 

undermine each other as well as debate the future, albeit in brief (Apollo declares that he 

will win at 722 and the Erinyes state at 720 that they will take vengeance upon Attica if 

thwarted of their purpose). 
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SECTION  11: THE VERDICT AND THE AFTERMATH640 

 

 The votes, being equal,641 result in exoneration for Orestes and Apollo.  In 

keeping with the trajectory of civic temporality, Orestes makes several promises to 

Athena: 

� � !.K�����/�R��V���#
,��S��S����
�S��
        �3����3���P�� 
��
������)�&���������
        *�#����)�
���@��A������3��������,  
        �)�������' A���
���@�������)�&������3���
        !�����' !��������p�#�#
��-��������. (Eum. 762-6). 
 
  I will leave for home, having sworn to this land and people 
  that, in the future and for the full extent of time, 
  no leader of my land will come to attack [Athens]  
  with a well-outfitted army. 
 
The fullness of the phrase �3����3���P�� 
��
������)�&������� conveys the intense 

focus on the civic future afforded by the Areopagus’ decision.  The wording is an 

expansion upon the phrase !���3��0��
�������, here occurring with the hapax 

�����)�&� for emphasis.  What Orestes promises is tantamount to a civic alliance that 

is, ideally, to last for all time.  He indicates that his hero-cult will insure proper civic 

                                                 
640 It is important to offer a detailed temporal commentary from this point on.  The general comments 
offered by scholarship so far are not altogether clear; cf. Solmsen (1949) 208, “In the last part of the 
Eumenides past, present, and future are curiously blended and fused, “ and Dover (1957) 230, “ 
Eumenides…is unusual, and one of its unusual aspects is the clarity and persistence with which the hearer’s 
attention is engaged in the political present as well as in the heroic past; one might almost say, directed 
away from the past and towards the present.” 
641 What would otherwise result in stasis (equal votes on each side and hence an impasse) leads to 
resolution due to the specific parameters of the law court as Athena set it up.  Here we see how the law 
court, by its very function, is proof against the type of stasis that can result from ritual liminality (especially 
where the Erinyes are concerned).  On the etiological import of the equal votes cf. Podlecki (1966) 77, 
“…Athena’s vote for the defendant (735) allows him to go free, an ‘aetiological’ explanation of the 
contemporary ‘vote of Athena’ whereby a drawn jury meant acquittal on the grounds that the president of 
the court was assumed to have voted for the defendant.” 
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relations between Argos and Athens (Eum. 767-771);642 the threat against Argos will only 

become active in the event of a break in the covenant. 

 The Erinyes, however, cannot accept the outcome in which they see their honor 

diminished.  They threaten Athens with a suspension of normative time: 

� � PK����,���/�����, 
�
��b����������������������������������������������������������������������� 
        #
��	�
����#�#����7���Y����-����.  
        !.K��' A������F��	�
��
�:
��#������
             !��.N��N��, ��@,  
        P3��P3���������"�����$�
�#
���
���
             ��
�
.�3������,��
             A�����· !#������@��
        �������A�������A��#���, PK���#
,  
             -����!����������
        :������������#&�$�
��!���/�R�:
��$. (Eum. 778-87). 
 
  Alas, the younger gods have run roughshod over the ancient laws 
  and seized them from my grasp. 
  I, dishonored, wretched, grievous, 
  upon this land will cast poison, poison from my heart, 
  in response to the pain, unbearable for the land 
  from which a leafless, sterile blight, o Justice!, 
  will speed upon the plain and cast man-rotting pollution upon the environ! 
 
First the Erinyes highlight the temporal incongruity of what has transpired: younger gods 

have downtrodden ancient laws (n.b. the juxtaposition ��/�����, 
�
��b�).  This 

inappropriate clash of temporally distinct strata arouses their indignation that the 

temporal frame has been displaced by the later agents (the “younger gods”).  Their office 

(�	�&) grounded in the Ur-past should preempt the efforts of more recent agents in this 

domain.  This constitutes a clear violation of temporal frames, for the “more ancient” is 

undercut by the comparatively less ancient.   

                                                 
642 Sommerstein (1989) ad loc., “Orestes, after his death, will have the supernatural powers of a [���, and 
he promises to use them to protect Athens against any violation by Argos of her alliance.” 
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 Such dishonor (A�����) causes the Erinyes to revert to what they do best, namely, 

to introduce an indeterminate period of time akin in effect to a 1�-�
�����	�.643  The 

plague which they bring will result in the spread of an unbearable poison over the land.  

Programmatically it functions by disrupting normative process assumed in the 

(re)productivity of plants and animal life (A�������A��#���).  The plague will thus 

cause leaves to fall from the trees and a lack of child-bearing.  As in the etiological myth 

of the Bouphonia, such a plague suspends the normative process of reproduction just as 

Athena sees it (she terms it �#
��
�, a “barrenness”).  In the myth surrounding the 

Bouphonia, Athens suffered drought and a poor harvest because the gods were angry over 

a ritual impropriety,644 here the plague will attack reproductive capacities (:���"�
��


P��0������	������&�-����, Eum. 803).645  Furthermore, the Erinyes themselves 

term their attack a ����)�, a word used by Orestes of the divinely conditioned retribution 

he would face had he not undertaken to avenge Agamemnon (Cho. 281).  The latter threat 

of destruction involved a (permanently) liminalizing punishment for Orestes.646  In 

temporal terms the Erinyes reject the transgression of the temporal frame before them and 

menace Athens with a community-wide period of abnormality and disruption not unlike 

what Argos had experienced in the previous two plays. 

 Athena counters the Erinyes’ frame with a carefully structured sequence of past, 

present, and future.  In lines 794-9 she challenges their view of the past by insisting that 

                                                 
643 Cf. chapter  1, section 1d. 
644 See chapter 1, sections 1d and 2a; another example in Soph. OT 25-27. 
645 Braun (1998) 167, “Nach ihrer Niederlage richtet sich der Zorn der Erinyen gegen die Stadt Athen 
selbst.  Aus ihrem Herz wollen sie Gift ausströmen, das das Land und seine Bewohner unfruchtbar macht.” 
646 See chapter 3 sec. 1c.  Cf. also Taplin (1977) 408, “The Erinyes have taken over from Orestes the role 
of the disinherited, homeless wanderer.” 
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they were not dishonored since the votes were equal on both sides647 and Zeus himself 

had a hand in Orestes’ freedom from the charge.  In lines 800-3 she focuses on their 

current anger and tells them not to unleash the impending plague upon her polis.  Finally, 

from 804-7 Athena illustrates a future wherein the Erinyes will have seats of honor at 

Athens.  The younger goddess thus persuasively challenges the Erinyes’ understanding of 

the (recent) past and the future part they feel they need to fulfill.  The tightly-woven 

structure of her argument underscores time as a primary concern: Athena seeks to 

“correct” their temporal frame of understanding.648         

 Athena’s next argument more fully focuses on the future of Athens: 

� � �<���-���.0������/��������������
        I��
������
�����$���. #
,��b�����
���
        ?��
��I����
��3����������r����-����
        ���;O�
�' ����7��#
,�.��
�#�������������
        ��' L��
�' A������4��' L����-�����:���7�. (Eum. 853-7). 
 
  Time, flowing onward, will bring even more honor 
  for these polis-dwellers.  And you, having a seat 
  near the home of Erechtheus, will have so much from 
  these men and women as you could never have from other mortals. 
 
Following upon the interdiction of civic temporality of the law court scene, Athena 

develops time (������) in its civic aspect: time will, in a linear fashion, bring 

progressively more honor to Athens (and, by extension, to the Erinyes).  This type of 

forward-looking presentation of time contrasts in the strongest possible terms with what 

the Erinyes threaten, a resumption of negatively consecrated duration in which no 

                                                 
647 Here again the court avoids stasis as could result in ritual. 
648 Athena’s second response the Erinyes’ repetition of the their same complaint (808-22) follows in this 
same vein. By insisting that the Erinyes were not dishonored (821) by dissuading them from attacking 
Athens (829-3), and again by offering them cult (833-6). 
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progress (or even basic reproduction) is possible at all.649  Significantly, Athena asks the 

Erinyes to remain (�b��' �p���-�����A�, Eum. 887) and not to release their rage (�"���, 

Eum. 889); in both instances she uses programmatic terms of ritual liminality in an 

attempt to divert the Erinyes from their intent.  If “abiding” has been almost exclusively 

used in the trilogy for the ritualized duration which the Erinyes bring, it is here applied to 

a (progressively) more honorable condition for the same figures should they accept cult at 

Athens.650  

 Finally, Athena opens the civic perspective on time even further in suggesting that 

the future will guarantee the Erinyes everlasting honor: 

� � I;�����.	�������"����.
���Q�����3���
        �k�
����#
����!���3�%�������-�O. (Eum.890-1). 
 
  It is possible for you, as shareholders in this land, 
  to be justly honored in perpetuity. 
 
By foregoing an unlocalized exaction of their office and choosing instead to settle at 

Athens, the Erinyes will gain “honor” for all time (!���3�%�).  This promise responds to 

the difficulty inherent in the Erniyes’ duties; for it is not an occupation any god or 

goddess would envy (cf. Eum. 190-1, 209, 228, 360-1, and 386).  The Erinyes now have 

the opportunity to increase the honor due to them, despite the localization necessitated by 

residence at Athens. 

 The change to a consideration of such a future appears both in the sense and 

wording of the Erinyes’ response: 

� � #
,�����-��.�
�· �����-�����������-���=�(Eum. 894). 

                                                 
649 Dover (1957) 232, “there is an image of time accumulating, new time flowing, as it were, on to old 
time.” 
650 In this way “abiding” is rehabilitated as a positive term along the lines of what happened to the term 

P
�)�, see sec. 9. 
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  Suppose I accept: what honor remains for me? 
 
The Erinyes accept the general shift of durative frames from an insistence upon their 

Moira-granted office to the future trajectory offered by Athena.651  She then states that no 

household will prosper without their favor (895).  The Erinyes complete the transfer of 

frames to the future in their next question: 

� � #
��������
�����!..�&���)�O�������=�(Eum. 895).��
�
� � Will you give me surety of this for all time? 
 
Athena assures them of such a telos (I;�����.	����������-.����G�������7, Eum. 899).  

Moreover, Athena intends to make the Erinyes responsible for the regularity of organic 

process in a way that categorically contrasts with the threat they had just leveled at 

Athens: 

� � *�$
���#&�����#
#"��!��#�
,  
        #
,��
@�
�."����I#��������
��������,  
        !;��8�
��@���, #��-�����)�
�
��
        �8&������-���' !��������������
·  
        #
�������.
�
��#
,�:��7��!���������
        ����$�����8����@��
����#	����������Q,  
        #
,��7��:������������	�������&��
�. (Eum. 903-9). 
 
  [Pray that] nothing redolent of an evil victory [comes to Athens] 
  and that benefits come from the earth, dewy sea, and sky 
  and breezes of the wind waft with bright sunshine upon this ground, 
  and that the overflowing yield of the earth and of animals, and 
  preservation of mortal seeds, abound for the citizens and does not 
  give out in time.  
 
Instead of suspending normative process, the Erinyes are now made the guarantors of its 

very possibility in the future.  In such a way the honors due to the Erinyes are doubled in 

that they still hold power over murderers but now also share in the organic process of 
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communal life.652  The Erinyes in fact now make prayers for the good of Athens which 

seek to ward off the very type of plague they earlier were about to cause: 

� � ������)�����������-���:�	:
–                                                               
               �0��!�0���	�����-.�–  
        ���.��b��5��
�������$�����7�, �3��
               �����%�����������,  
               �&�' A#
����
P
- 
               ����!���-��������,  
               �"�	��' �8����@��
�w0���
               ;b������$����!�:�������
               ��-��������Q����
.�-�Q· (Eum. 938-45). 
 
  May no tree-destroying damage blow— 
  I make mention of my goodwill— 
  may no seed-withering heat cross into this boundary of the land 
  and destroy the crops. 
  May there arrive no persistent plague which causes barrenness. 
  May Pan raise the flocks to flourish with  
  double the offspring at the appointed time. 
 
The Erinyes pray now that the appointed time (����Q����
.�-�Q) hold sway over 

Athens and not that a seed-destroying blight ensue (���.��b��5��
�������$�����7�).  

This theme of the “proper time” for things recurs at the beginning of the next strophe 

(�����#�"�
���' �/���������-�����
�, Eum. 956-7).  Nothing could contrast more 

strongly with the temporal character of the Erinyes’ previous intentions: they now will be 

responsible for the very regularity of time and its natural processes instead of being the 

creatures who cause an interminable suspension of the same.  As part of a larger 

resolution stemming from the activity of the law court, we see a continued emphasis on 

civic temporality progressing in normative fashion, to which the very forces of negative 

duration are now (forever) subjugated. 

                                                                                                                                                 
651 The Erinyes’ change of mind can be read differently; cf. Lloyd-Jones (1956) 64, “and only in the face 
of a direct threat of Zeus’ thunder do they at length accept Athena’s tempting offer.” 
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 They now also ask that civic strife not erupt in Athens (Eum. 976-983).  

Significantly, they encourage the Athenians to repay favors or join in hatred as a 

community for this, they say, brings healing (���7����.0�����' !��:����$��A#��, Eum. 

987).  Healing (A#��) was never a possibility for anyone under the domination of the 

Furies in time past.653  Athena, thinking of her citizens, rejoices at the turn of events: 

� � !#��7����:��7���7�������/����
            �-.
�#-�����*�7���$��������
��·  
            �	����.0���4����
���4���������,��
            �-.
����7�����#
,�."��#
,�������
           5�����#
�����
� � �-�����	�������	.�����. (Eum. 990-5). 
 
  From these fearsome visages 
  I see a great benefit for my citizens. 
  For, ever honoring these kindly ones with kindness in turn, 
  you’ll assuredly gain recognition in the management 
  of your land and uprightly just polis.��
�
The Erinyes will help in the proper maintenance of the polis if the Athenians remember 

to honor them constantly (��,).  The Erinyes now have temporal jurisdiction over both 

murderers (Eum. 931-2, and 954) as well as over the future prosperity of Athens (Eum. 

954-5).  In this way there is a reciprocity of honor and prosperity between Athens and the 

Erinyes: just as Athens becomes more renowned, so too will the Erinyes gain increasing 

honor and the Erinyes themselves will contribute to Athens’ reputation.  All of this 

unfolds in and through time, so much so that the Athenians are said to enjoy a special 

relationship to time: 

� � �
����' ����#3����/�,  
            D#�
��[������2���,   
            
��-�������
���������

                                                                                                                                                 
652 The Erinyes may have already had such powers; see Harrison (1903) 256, “Athena offers them what 
was theirs from the beginning.”  Cf. Henrichs (1991) 167 for a similar view. 
653 Cf. Ag. 17, 387, 1169, and Cho. 72. 
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            �������@�����!������Q.  
            w
��	�����' <3�����$���
            g��
�� W��
��
�)�. (Eum. 997-1002). 
 
  Rejoice, city-dwelling people, 
  sitting near the virgin daughter of Zeus, 
  dear to one another, 
  practicing sophrosyne in time. 
  The father reverences them being 
  under the wings of Pallas Athena. 
 
The last phrase is difficult and has been variously interpreted.654  Our reading of the 

play’s focus on temporality will, I submit, offer a more plausible view of what is meant 

by �������@�����!������Q at this juncture. 

 The first issue we can address with relative certainty is the meaning of the words 

!������Q.  Earlier examples of the words indicate that a passage of some time, often 

open-ended, is intended.  In Ag. Clytemnestra used the expression to speak of a long 

duration during which her feeling of fear and shame was worn down (!������Q��' 

��������/��3��	�:�������/�����…, Ag. 857-8).  In Eumenides, the Erinyes used the 

expression to speak of sufferings attendant upon parents in the course of time to come 

(	��
�����-������#�@-/ �������
@����!������Q, Eum. 497-8).655   From these 

                                                 
654 See e.g. Podlecki (1989) ad loc., “They appear to be calling on the Athenians to match them in showing 
the ‘good sense’ which they themselves have learnt…wise probably also refers to the theme of ‘wisdom 
through suffering’ which was so often heard in the trilogy.” Thomson (1966) ad loc., “[�������@����] by 
their acceptance of the deterrent influence of law.”  Sommerstein (1989) ad loc. first argues, correctly, that 
!������Q means, “in course of time,” but later suggests that the meaning is, “in due time, at the proper 
time,” as if there were occasions at which sophrosyne would be inappropriate.  The other option he 
proposes for this passage is still less likely, which he paraphrases as, “At last we have found a body of men 
endowed with sophrosyne.”  All explanations seem to equivocate.  Chiasson (1999) 151 proposes, “gaining 
wisdom with the passage of time.”  The participle��������@����, however, does not mean to gain wisdom 
but, rather, to practice it (LSJ s.v. ������-��1 and 2).  Chiasson (1999) goes on to argue that the 
Athenians are meant to be raised to the level of Golden Age heroes, something akin to an escape from time: 
Chiasson (1999) 139, “Aeschylus’ climactic celebration of his fellow citizens conditionally raises them 
above human status to a status reminiscent of the golden and heroic races described by Hesiod in his myth 
of races.”  We will have more to say about Chiasson’s reading below.     
655 Cho. 1040 presents another example of the expression but, unfortunately, in a corrupt line; see chapter  
3, section 9. 
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occurrences of the expression, a meaning such as “in the course of time” fits both 

Aeschylean usage and the context: what is at issue in the example at Eum. 1000 

(�������@�����!������Q.) is the course of time for the Athenians. 

 On �������@���� we may note that the literal meaning, “to think safely” reflects 

well the intent of the Erinyes’ prayer.  Athena’s and the Erinyes’ prayers concern how the 

Athenians will prosper in a future where both rewards and punishments for their conduct 

are immediately present to their consciousness, that is to say, that the Athenians know, 

for all time to come, that their polis will become more glorious if they avoid internecine 

strife and do (ritual) honor to the Erinyes.  The presence of deity (here Zeus, Athena, and 

the Erinyes) guarantees not so much a typological Golden Age prosperity as the 

possibility of a progressively enriched and more glorious future for the polis and its 

citizens.656  The Athenians do not escape from Time due to the presence of the gods in 

the affairs of their polis, but now have rather sure indications for how to prosper through 

its course (!������Q) if they heed (�������@����) Athena and the Erinyes.657  The 

portrait offered by the mention of gods at this point designates the proper order: Zeus 

above, Athena between him and her polis, and the Erinyes beneath them all.  Thus instead 

                                                 
656 For these reasons I cannot agree with the notion that what the Athenians are to experience is a renewed 
Golden Age.  Cf. Chiasson (1999) 148-9, “The idyll that Athena envisions for her people recalls the 
godlike existence of Hesiod’s Golden Age men (Op. 109-20), whose exemption from the horrors of old age 
represents a victory over time’s passage; they also enjoyed the fruits of the earth without agricultural labor 
(a benefit extended to those Heroes who escaped death and live in the islands of the blest).”  In Eum, 
however, there is no mention at all of an escape from death nor is there a cessation of labor.  The temporal 
theme is rather the opposite: the Athenians will, in civic life, experience a future like no other polis where 
Time will confer added glory and reproduction at the right time, and this only if the Athenians abide by the 
pact they have made with the Erinyes.  Others, however, have anticipated Chiasson’s argument; cf. 
Rosenbloom (1995) 97 who writes of, “a paradigm of justice and golden age fertility,” and Goldhill (1984) 
273, “Such prayers seem to echo a Golden Age narrative—the soil giving its wealth without labour.”  
657 Being “�/����” is also a necessary quality that judges are supposed to embody; cf. Maximus 
Confessor=Jacoby FGrH 328 F20b. 
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of a confluence of gods and men, there is now a hierarchical line extending from Zeus 

down to the Erinyes. 

SECTION  12: A PLACE FOR DESACRALIZATION IN THE FINAL PROCESSSION 

 

 Our understanding of the exodus of Eum. has profited from attention given to the 

echoes of the Panathenaia procession present in the staging of this scene.658  Athena 

announces that she will lead a group of ������ to escort the Erinyes to their place 

under the earth (#
�0�."�, Eum. 1007).  During the procession the Erinyes are to wear 

purple-dyed robes (Eum. 1028) while a torch-lit procession guides them offstage.659  

Reading the final scene in this way will allow us to show once again the attention 

Aeschylus paid to the sacralization/ desacralization structure of ritual action:  both the 

composition of the scene as it is performed and the specific ritual references lend a sense 

of (final) desacralization to the Oresteia. 

 Staging such a scene involves, necessarily, sending a group (here the chorus) 

offstage under torchlight.  The mention of torches, of course, has prompted critics to 

connect this instance of torchlight with the beginning of Ag.  in accordance with the 

widespread phenomenon of ring-composition.660  The exact relationship between the two 

                                                 
658 Headlam (1906) was the first to draw out the parallels between the new clothing of the Erinyes and the 
metics’ purple clothing at the Panathenaia.  He has been followed by, among others, Lloyd-Jones (1970), 
Lebeck (1971), Bowie (1993), and Weaver (1996) who adds material to the parallelism.  The position is 
mostly clearly stated by Rehm (2002) 97, “The Furies manifest their new status by donning the purple 
robes worn by resident aliens in the Panathenaic procession.”   
659 For the staging of this scene see Taplin (1977) 410-15. 
660 On the connection see Gantz (1977) 38, “The line of torches repeats the chain of beacons and sacrificial 
fires in the Agamemnon.” On ring-compostion see the fundamental study of van Otterlo (1944). 
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mentions of fire has been a matter of some bewilderment.661  I submit that Aeschylus’ use 

of the sacralization/desacralization structure of ritual is still operative here at the end of 

Eum. 

 On a purely dramaturgical level, the image of fires coming into the city at the 

beginning of Ag. are now “reversed” in accordance with the desacralization structure by 

the procession of the fires leaving the central area of performance (here the civic space 

proper).662  Such a pattern in ritual processions forms the core of basic ritual structure: a 

procession initiates a period of ritual activity and then is reversed on the return to the 

profane (the desacralization phase).663  In terms of the thematics of the Oresteia, we 

witness the symbol which inaugurated the duration of negative ritual liminality in Ag. 

now countered by the disappearance of the figures imposing the period of negative 

consecration.  Fire, however, will continue to burn underground in the new dwellings of 

the Erinyes and appropriately attend the forces of negative duration.   

 We can go further.  The specific ritual alluded to on stage, namely the 

Panathenaia, makes the sacralization/desacralization structure all the more keenly felt.  At 

the beginning of Ag., in addition to the fire beacon, a specific set of ritual themes 

developed in the combination of Eleusinian language and imagery with the temporal 

context of the New Year.  In Ag.  the prologue intoned elements of the beginning of the 

                                                 
661 Taplin (1977) 414, “It is becoming a commonplace that the torches at the end of Eum. ‘pick up’ or 
‘resolve’ the beacon at the beginning of Ag.; but this is so vague and the connection so remote that it means 
nothing in real dramatic terms.”  
662 Sommerstein (1989) 278, “The priestess and her assistants will have come into the acting area by one of 
the side-passages; since they will naturally be thought of as coming from the Acropolis, it will probably be 
by this same passage that the procession finally departs.” 
663 Burkert in Rudhardt and Reverdin (1981) 82 uses the examples of just such a movement of “there and 
back again” to support a notion of sacralization/desacralization, “Wenn überliefert ist, das man, um Zeus zu 
opfern, auf einen Berg steigt, muss man auch wieder herabstiegen sein, ohne dass bezeugt ist; wenn ein 
Aussnahme-Zustand durch ‘sacralisation’ geschaffen wird, müsste dieser auch wieder zu Ende gehen.”  
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New Year sequence through images associated with the Skiraphoria and the Kronia.664  

Here at the end of Eum. the New Year’s sequence of rituals is completed by the imminent 

performance of the Panathenaia, the last ritual at the end of the New Year’s festivities.665  

If we read these festivals as forming the ritual contours of a period of liminality at the 

year end, as does Burkert, then Aeschylus marks desacralization in the strongest terms 

possible by focusing so visually on the Panathenaia.666  Ritual liminality, of an especially 

durative and destabilizing variety, finally reaches an end both in the removal of the 

Erinyes to a new home beneath the earth and in the specific ritual allusions used to mark 

definitive desacralization.667 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                 
664 See chapter 2, section 2.. 
665 Burkert (1984) 228, “In Athens the cycle of festivals which mark the end before the beginning 
commences as much as two months before the Panathenaia festival” and 232, “at last comes the birthday 
festival of the city, the Panathenaia.  This festival is free from all the curious, nocturnal, unsettling, or 
ludicrous aspects of the preceding festivals; what remains is all clarity and splendour, like the marbe frieze 
on the Parthenon.”  
666 Bowie (1993) 31, “The year-end period of abnormality, violence, and disruption are brought to an end 
by the Panathenaea as the city remakes its unity and faces a new start.” 
667 In addition to the end of the year there is also a subtext of the end of the month since the Areopagus met 
during the last three days of the lunar month; see Braun (1989) 179, “…die Sitzungen des Areopags in 
Mordangelgenheiten fanden an den drei letzten Tagen des Monats, die den Semnai Theai heilig waren, 
statt.”  Thus, there are three endings: the imminent ending of the day of performance (with only the satyr 
play, shorter piece to be performed), the ending of the month intimated through the assembly of the 
Areopagus, and the ending of the year through allusions to the Panathenaia. 
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Chapter 5:  Ritual Temporalities in Sophocles and Euripides 

 

 The foregoing exposition of temporalities of the Oresteia gives rise, naturally, to 

the question of whether similar issues concern the other two tragedians.  By way of 

conclusion the following chapter will show how Euripides in his Electra and Heracles 

and Sophocles in his Ajax and Oedipus at Colonus incorporate key aspects of liminal 

time.  The first pair of plays (El. and Her.) develops liminal time in ritual states before 

dramatizing the introduction of the nostos figure and, accordingly, themes associated 

with nostos temporality.  These plays delineate the temporal consciousness brought about 

by the move away from liminal states and toward the agonistic temporality of the 

“profane” world.  In Aj. and O.C., however, the principal characters give speeches on the 

subject of time from the vantage point of entities on the verge of hero cult.  Given such a 

movement, Ajax and Oedipus are able to deliver reflections on time as figures moving 

away from the profane world of flux and change toward permanent liminality.  In their 

speeches the vicissitudes of time (best seen in the oscillation of opposites) will no longer 

concern them as they do for the nostos figures.  Juxtaposing these two pairs of plays will 

allow us to see more clearly how the passage from liminal duration involves an 

acceptance and mastery of the “here and now,” while the motion towards liminality 

presupposes a critique of the present.668   

                                                 
668 Bloch (1992) 5ff. makes some initial comments on the general temporal orientation of initiates who are 
either about to leave the profane world or who about to reenter it. 
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SECTION  1: EURIPIDES’ ELECTRA 

 
 El. features many of the same liminal themes of Cho.: Orestes is returning from a 

protracted period of exile, Electra is engaged in an endlessly repetitive performance of 

funeral rites, and ritual in general looms large in the background and the foreground to 

the action.669  Indeed even Electra’s particular style of communication throughout this 

play has been taken to be a modality of extended funeral observance.670  In the 

background to the action we hear that the Argive festival of the Heraia is about to be 

performed.671 

 Although many scholars have remarked in the ritual atmosphere pervading the 

play, our focus on ritual structure allows us to fix more precisely why certain stages of 

ritual are highlighted while others are passed over.  Thus Orestes, in this play, strikes 

Aegisthus dead at the end of a sacrificial sequence (El. 839-842), after a rather involved 

performance of many preliminary rites (El. 790-838).  Euripides emphasizes in the latter 

lines the following sequence of rites: the washing of hands (790-1), material preparations 

(798-802), the casting of barley grains (803-4), the utterance of prayers (805-809), the 

removal of the sacrificial knife from a basket (810-11), the cutting of the victim’s hair 

(811-12), the moment of sacrifice (813), the initial butchering of the animal (819-826), 

                                                 
669 Zeitlin (1970) 651, “…cult sacrifice and rites of celebration—together comprise the motif of ritual 
which pervades the play, unifies past and present, and determines the dramatic and imagistic structure of 
the play.”  Sourvinou-Inwood (2003) 345-50 catalogues (and does little else) many of the ritual and 
religious elements of the play, she concludes, “In Electra, there is a significant density of ritual elements, 
intertwined with deep and rich religious problematization.” 
670 Lloyd (1986) 2, “…much of Electra’s behaviour is better understood in terms of Greek conventions of 
lamentation than in terms of modern psychology in which it is often discussed.” 
671 On the significance of the festival for the play see Zeitlin (1970) 645-669. 
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the examination of the entrails (825-839), and finally an ultimate stroke upon the animal 

from a cleaver before the roasting of the larger cuts of meat—a blow which here falls 

upon Aegisthus instead of upon the animal (839-43).  The density of this passage 

provokes various comments from critics of the play, none of which inspires 

confidence.672  The methodical account makes a great deal of sense, however, in the 

sacralization and desacralization scheme: Euripides pointedly highlights that the death of 

Aegisthus comes at the very conclusion to a fully performed sequence of sacrifice,673  for 

it is only after all preliminary rites and the sacrifices as such have been performed that 

Orestes strikes.674  He could have easily done so earlier; Aegisthus put the knife in his 

hand before the sacrifice.  

 Thus there is a double indication of temporal sequencing and awareness in 

Orestes’ action: first, Euripides’ presents the death/sacrifice of Aegisthus as occurring in 

                                                 
672 E.g. Vickers (1973) 561, “the realism has its effect, creating a sickening alienation from revenge.  The 
roles are reversed, but so are our sympathies.”  Against this see Lloyd (1986) 15, “…perhaps most 
plausibly, we could be meant to be shocked to some extent by the details of Aegisthus’ death without this 
altering our belief that it is just.”  Cf. also Conacher (1967) 207, “The murder of Aegisthus by the 
sacrificial cleaver, just as he bends to discover the sacrifice’s augury is…an exciting theatrical effect.”  
Arnott (1981) 181, “The murders of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra are pointed with the sordid brutality of 
Chicago gangland killings.”  Zeitlin (1970), curiously, does not address such details in paper otherwise 
devoted to ritual themes in the play.  
673 On the rhythm of sacrifice in general, cf. Foley (1985) 29, “The ritual normally consisted of three 
important stages: the consecration and killing of the victim, the extraction and ritual use of certain parts, 
and the separate butchering and distribution of the remaining parts.” Burkert (1983) 12, “Hubert and Mauss 
aptly characterized the structure of sacrificial ritual with the concepts of ‘sacralization’ and 
desacralization,’ that is to say, preliminary rites, on the one hand, and closing rites, on the other, framing a 
central action clearly marked as the emotional climax by a piercing scream, the Ololygé…thus a threefold 
rhythm becomes evident in the course of the sacrifice moving from an inhibited, labyrinthine beginning, 
through a terrifying midpoint, to a scrupulously tidy conclusion.”   
674 Sournivou-Inwood (2003) 349 largely misunderstands the scene, “…it was his [Orestes’] decision…to 
kill Aigisthos at a sacrifice and so pollute the ritual and pervert the ritual order, as well as offend against the 
laws of hospitality, and also against Zeus Xenios.”  Against the last point cf. Kovacs (1998) ad loc., 
“Orestes cleverly avoids accepting hospitality from Aegisthus and thereby becoming his guest, which 
would have made his murder the killing of a host.”  It is indeed Orestes’ decision not to interrupt the 
sacrifice before its telos in which he prays for vengeance silently and strikes as if in fulfillment of the 
fearsome augury gained by an examination of the liver and gall bladder (see below).  Castor as the dues ex 
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the closing (desacralization) sequence of ritual action and secondly, Orestes clearly 

demonstrates a temporal awareness in controlling his impulse to kill Aegisthus until the 

proper moment.675  Indeed, in so doing, Orestes gains by waiting, for the lobe of the liver 

and gall bladder point to imminent destruction for Aegisthus in a sign of divine favor to 

Orestes’ and not Aegisthus’ prayers for mastery over enemies.  

 Whereas Aeschylus had only indirectly used ritual element of the Eleusinian 

Mysteries to equate matricide with desacralization, Euripides, makes Clytemnestra’s 

death clearly part of a desacralization sequence.  Thus both Aegisthus’ and 

Clytemnestra’s murder are paralleled in the design of Orestes and Electra respectively.  

At El. 651-2 we learn that Electra conspires to lure her mother inside her house by (false) 

news of a recent birth.  More specifically, Electra casts the ritual pretext in terms of a 

concluding sacrifice to mark the end of a period of ritualized, post-partum isolation.  Here 

there a close relationship between the sacralization stage (giving birth) and the 

desacralization stage (rejoining the everyday world through sacrifice) since the same 

figure, the midwife, is to perform both tasks as Clytemnestra wryly observes (El. 1128).  

The verb used of Electra’s supposed state (F.�����, El. 654) refers explicitly to a 

sacralized tenure during which the mother is to keep away from others and so isolate 

                                                                                                                                                 
machina at the end of the play does not censure Orestes for any perversion of ritual order; rather, he says 
that the action was just and he is not in any sense polluted (El. 1294).   
675 MIchelini (1987) 214, “The invitation to skin the sacrificial victim place a knife in Orestes’ hands, but 
he waits, as Aegisthus anxiously inspects the evil signs, until the host calls for a cleaver…with which to lay 
open the chest cavity [of the victim].”  Although this critic recognizes the prominent of Orestes’ use of 
delay, a lack of attention to the temporality of reciprocity leads to some erroneous statements, cf. Michelin 
(1987) 188, “Between strong males, presumably, injuries, at least in a heroic setting, can and should be 
revenged in more immediate ways; but weak avengers must proceed, as Orestes and Odysseus do, by 
stealth and disguise.”  This view does not adequately account for the strategic use of delay in matters of 
negative reciprocity, see chapter 1, section 2b for a discussion of Bourdieu on this issue. 
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herself for fear of polluting those in the profane world.676  In Electra’s design, 

Clytemnestra receives an invitation from her daughter to participate in a sacrifice 

performed at the concluding sequence of rites associated with the new mother.   

 A further element of correspondence corroborates our view of the parallelism 

between the ritualized murderers of both figures: both Aegisthus and Clytemnestra make 

crucial procedural errors in their undertaking of ritual action.  Aegisthus had recognized 

the need for Orestes and Pylades to wash their hands before participating in the sacrifice 

to the Nymphs but, he is casually put off by Orestes with the comment that they have 

already been purified in a nearby stream (El. 793).  Clytemnestra sees clearly that she is 

not the person to perform the sacrifice but goes in the house anyway despite the 

impropriety.  Thus at the outset of both “rites” the doomed participant signals and then 

ignores improprieties in the performance of the ritual they are about to perform.   

 Euripides develops the nostos temporality associated with Orestes in two other 

ways besides his use of delay and the critical moment at the sacrifice.  First, in the 

recognition scene, Orestes displays a clear concern for appropriate, timely action over 

against the emotions of the moment.  Immediately after the recognition between brother 

and sister after so many years of absence from each other, Orestes brusquely cuts short 

any extended rejoicing and turns instead directly to the matter at hand: how to kill his 

father’s murderers.  He even uses key temporal language associated with the mastery of 

the here and now associated with the nostos figure: 

        �k��· ���
������1���0����
��	�����
        I��, ����Q����#
p����
8�0��/�����.  
                                                 
676 Rudhardt (1992) 171, “F.������ signifie être F.��� ou le redevenir par des abstinences.”  Burkert 
(1985) 271 mentions, “…the inviolate state requires when dealing with the gods, the absence of sexuality, 
blood, and death; this is called hagneia.” 
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        �b��', C�.��
�-–#
������.0��+�����–  
        �-;��, �����7��L�����-
�����
��&��
����=�(El. 596-599). 
 
  Well, while I derive pleasure from our embrace 
  we will put this off for later in the future. 
  But you, dear elder, have come at the right time (#
�����). 
  Tell me what I should do to get revenge on my father’s murderer. 
 
Orestes’ interest in quickly putting an end to the joy of reunion with his sister, after his 

prolonged refusal to identify himself, has inspired only tentative explanations from critics 

of the play.677  In temporal terms, however, Orestes demonstrates a correct appraisal of 

current conditions: he must act if he is to seize an advantage which, thanks to the tutor’s 

notice of Aegisthus, he successfully achieves.678  He does this in part since he sees that 

the tutor’s presence comes at the right time (#
�����) for action.679  The same adjective, 

rather rare in Greek tragedy, appears at Cho. 582 where Orestes counsels the chorus 

either to be silent or to say the right things at the right time depending on the situation.680  

In Aeschylus’ play, Orestes demonstrates a superior insight into the here and now and 

even goes so far as to imagine what he will do given different possibilities in the coming 

revenge scene(if Aegisthus meets him right away or later).  The Euripidean Orestes of El.  

evince a similar regard for the importance of the right time directly before and during the 

planning of revenge. 

                                                 
677 Davies (1998) 400, “Let us finally decide what Euripides may have been doing in the Electra’s 
recognition scene…[if] he is complaining about the excessive length in Aeschylean scenes, then change of 
taste over time may be relevant.”  Foley (1985) 43, “In contrast to Aeschylus’ version, the hurried appeal of 
the siblings to their father’s ghost is abruptly cut off.” 
678 Steidle (1968) 73, “Es ist ausgerechnet Orest, der die Wiedersehensfreude schnell unterbricht und sich 
mit Entscheidenheit der Planung der Rache zuwendet.” 
679 This word #
����� cannot, pace Race (1981), be taken to mean “appropriately” in this context and must 
instead have some temporal resonance here. 
680 Cho. 582-3: ��.%���' ������$�#
,��-.�����0�#
���
'�/�0����A��
�����Q���@���!���@�
���-.����
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 Orestes’ insight into the underpinnings of reality forms the subject of one of his 

longest speeches in the play, right after he witnesses the noble bearing of the peasant 

“husband” of Electra.  I quote the relevant parts of the speech below: 

  �8#�I��' �#��:����8�����P���8
����
�·  
        I������.0���
�
.�3��
E��������:���7�.  
� � +�&�.0���k����A���
�.���
����
��3���
        �3��&����g��
, ��&��	��' !#�#
#7���-#�
,  
        �������' !������3��������������)�
��,  
        .�/�&�������.	�&��!��-�&����/�
��.  
           7���p������
8�0���
�
:K��5��7��#����$=���
      � � … 
        #�	��������P#V��
@�' !%�������-�
.  
         � � … 
        �8��������)���', ���#��7����;
��	�����
        �)������
�%���, �V��' *����R�:����b���
        #����$���#
,���$��+��������b���8.���$�=�(El. 367-73, 379, 383-385). 
 
  There is nothing indicative when it comes to manliness. 
  The nature of men is opaque. 
  For I have seen by now a man of a noble father 
  who is of no account, good children from inferior parents, 
  thirst in the understanding of a rich man, 
  and great discernment in a poor man’s form. 
  How will someone distinguish and judge these things rightly? 
  … 
  It is best to let these accident of character be random. 
  … 
  Will you not think, you who wander full of opinions of the empty-minded, 
  and judge men to be well born by their company and morals? 
 
Orestes make a point here about the oscillation of opposites in reality: he has seen 

worthless children born to noble fathers and the reverse (369-70).  Such a reality presents 

a challenge to the proper discernment (��
�
:K��5��7��#����$), but one that Orestes is 

able to overcome by virtue of his prior (+�&) experience.  In this way the lessons of time 

are not lost upon Orestes, a nostos figure, for whom such judgment is of the highest 

importance: Agamemnon at Ag. 807-9 was explicitly counseled to make this kind of 
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distinction among the members of his community.  The father failed to heed the advice 

the son openly gives to all and sundry.  The former lost his nostos while the latter gained 

it. 

 This ability of Orestes to have the presence of mind to suspend judgment of others 

until he gains an appreciation of their character is shared by one other character in the 

play.  The venerable tutor also wished to see those who seem well born to determine 

whether or not they really deserve the appellation: 

� � ���' �8.���$���-�, !�����#�:�)�Q�����·  
        ����,�.0��g������8.���$���P����#
#��. (El. 550-1). 
 
  They may be well born, but this needs to be verified, 
  for many, although well born by descent, are bad. 
 
Thus, the returned Orestes, after much wandering throughout Greece, attains an 

understanding shared by the most knowledgeable figure to come on the stage in this play. 

 Aegisthus, Orestes’ sworn enemy (we hear of a price put on his head at El. 33), 

serves as a foil to the younger man on the issue of temporal understanding.  Electra, for 

her part, mocks Aegisthus for his inability to think about time correctly.  First, from lines 

to 918-924, she shows him to have miscalculated gravely if he thinks that a wife won by 

adultery will demonstrate sophrosyne in the future (923-4).  In temporal terms he does 

not look to the possible oscillation of fortune and seems rather content to base his 

happiness on the present frame in which he lives.  Aegisthus’ fatal “presentism,” a 

myopic preoccupation and faith in current conditions, prompts Electra to expatiate on the 

source of his greatest misunderstanding: 

  H��' f	�
������$������8#�!.��#��
,  
        &4����������k�
����$�����)�
�����-���·  
        �0��' �8�����P����:�
�b��*���"�
��������.  
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        1�.0��������:-:
���, �8��0���)�
�
.  
        ~�����.0��
P�,�
�
�-����' 
D����#
#	·  
        *��' g�:������#���#
,����0��#
�7��;��K���
        !;-�
�' �D#��, ���#�3�����)�
��������.  (El. 938-44). 
 
  This was deceiving you to the utmost and you did not perceive it: 
  you were boasting to be someone strong because of money. 
  It (money), however, abides but a short time. 
  One’s inmost nature is stable, not money. 
  Our nature abides constantly and bears our troubles. 
  He who is rich through injustice and spends time with fools 
  and then flies from their homes only comes to bloom for a short time. 
 
Electra’s point consists in showing how Aegisthus was ignorant of the temporal 

instability inherent in being rich (g�:��).  His ignorance about the vicissitudes of fortune 

contrasts strongly with Orestes’ demonstrated understanding of how to ascertain 

someone’s true nature (�����).  Orestes uses delay of judgment, temporal awareness, and 

a control of tempo in ways that do not find reflection in Aegisthus’ own character.  The 

erstwhile “king” of Argos is a victim of his inability to understand the possible workings 

of time whether in his relationship with his wife or in his rule based on something as 

transitory as wealth.  Even when Aegisthus has clear evidence of the future in front of 

him, as he does when the entrails bode ill at his sacrifice to the Nymphs, he misses the 

mark in grasping the imminence of the future to his undoing: 

� � …E��0��' !����$�
���
:K���
        BD.������+����. #
,���:3�������8����"��� �
        ��	.�����, ��
�����#
,����
,����"��-�
���
        #
#0��I�
������S��#��@�������:��	�. (El. 826-9). 
 
  Aegisthus took the sacred parts of the victim into his hands 
  and began to inspect them.  The liver was not near the viscera 
  and the valves and ducts of the gall bladder were indicating 
  an imminent (-�
�) attacks against him who was looking at them. 
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Although Aegisthus expresses that signs are ill and even goes so far as to name Orestes as 

the object of his suspicion (833), he is quickly sidetracked by the disguised Orestes who 

reminds him that as king he has no need to fear (834-5).  Aegisthus reads unimpeachable 

signs of the future but fails to account for the possibility that Orestes’ presence is nearer 

than he thinks.  Orestes, however, was advised by the tutor to seize upon the dynamics of 

the situation as they developed: 

� � ��8��-�����3���3�$����
8�3��!�����. (El. 639). 
 
  And from that point [after the invitation to the sacrifice] 
  you yourself plan for whatever happens. 
 
Thus Orestes is told to take matters into his own hands at precisely the point he displays 

patience, control of tempo, and the use of the critical moment for action.  

 Even Clytemnestra shows a degree of ignorance about time in the course of her 

life. When the chorus sings of the golden lamb given to Argos by Pan and how Zeus 

reversed the course of the sun because of ensuing adultery between Thyestes and Atreus’ 

(unnamed) wife, they baldly state that Clytemnestra remembered nothing of these things 

(M���8���
���$�
������#�������, 745-6) when she killed her husband.  When Electra 

confronts her mother about the murder she asserts that, whatever misgivings the queen 

may have about the murder now, she grieves “belatedly” as there is no remedy (5���

����	W���, 1��#' �8#�I�����A#&, 1111).  In this way Euripides highlights the superior 

temporal understanding, use of tempo, and manipulation of time of the avengers over 

against the flawed and ultimately ineffectual responses of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra. 
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SECTION  2: EURIPIDES’ HERACLES 
  

 Of all extant suppliant plays, Euripides’ Heracles most forthrightly identifies 

supplication as a temporal strategy of delay.  Moreover, this play couples nostos themes 

(and nostos temporal dynamics) to the central supplication scene and, finally, presents the 

audience with a concluding dialogue in which the structure of agonistic temporal framing 

is discernible.  While the ritual sequence of sacralization and desacralization does not 

occupy so central a role as it does in the Electra or the Oresteia, it does help point toward 

a solution of the thorny issue of Heracles’ madness, the violent fit which results in the 

death of his wife and his children.681 

 Euripides’ Her. opens with a scene of supplication.682  Heracles’ mortal “father” 

Amphitryon speaks the prologue and behind him sit Megara and three children of hers by 

Heracles.  Their decision to adopt a suppliant posture forms a direct response to the 

murderous threats leveled against them by one Lycus, the current ruler of Thebes.  Later 

details of the text lead us to assume that they have been enjoying the protection afforded 

by supplication for some time before the stage action begins.   

 This new-fangled tyrant (*�#
����'''A����, Her. 38) Lycus aims to kill the 

children of Heracles in order to prevent them from being able to avenge the death of their 

uncle, the brother of Megara.  We hear that Lycus killed him during a stasis in the city 

(Her. 42-3).  As a strategy, Lycus’ plan seems curiously in line with the importance of 

considering time in matters of negative reciprocity.  As Bourdieu has shown, temporal 

                                                 
681 Mikalson (1986) 95, “Heracles never completes…purification, and it is in the religiously charged status 
of an unpurified killer that he slaughters his own wife and children.” 
682 On supplication in general see Gould (1973). 
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awareness is one of the preeminent indices marking superior agents in matters of vendetta 

killing.683  Thus, Lycus’ decision to forestall permanently the counter-blow against him 

shows him to be well aware of the dynamics of (eventual) retribution for murder.  The 

chorus of the play, however, will rightly impugn Lycus’ character for not taking the 

future into proper account (Her. 777).684  His ignorance of the future frame of reference 

stems from an overweening confidence that Heracles, so long absent from Thebes, will 

never return (Her. 145-6).  Indeed, the prolonged absence of Heracles gives rise to doubts 

about his widespread glory as achieved in former exploits (Her. 151-164).  Such a 

development, due to the excessively long delay in the return of the figure in question, 

bears an acute resemblance to the doubt surrounding Odysseus’ legacy in the Odyssey.685  

Thus, the prolonged absence of the hero results in a progressive breakdown in normative 

societal process;686 the royal family which should be in a position of power finds itself 

progressively threatened.  In fact, the family has been driven to find refuge in a desperate 

state of supplication, a last gambit with temporal implications of a ritual nature. 

 Ritual states tend to produce a time period of suspended profane action.  Often 

courts are closed and assemblies do not meet on days in the calendar devoted to ritual 

                                                 
683 See chapter 1 sections 1b and 2b. 
684^������.0���4�����3�	�����P���%��I��
·   
   ������
�-�����, �����R��	��������b���
   I��
�����g�- 
   :���#��
��3�� ��
. (Her. 777-80).  
685 On the threat posed to the kleos of the long absent nostos figure, see Cook (1995) 59-60. 
686 Gregory (1977) 264, “Heracles is acting in the tradition of the conscientious king who on his return 
must purge his city of hostile elements; one might compare his plans with those announced by Aeschylus’ 
Agamemnon (Ag. 848-50) and actually carried out by Homer’s Odysseus.” Cropp (1986) 190, “…Heracles 
no less than Electra…repeats the pattern of the Odyssey in presenting the return of an absent hero to deliver 
and reclaim his oppressed oikos.”  Rehm (200) 371, “Each [Odysseus and Heracles] arrives from afar after 
a long and adventurous absence, including a trip to the underworld; wife, father, and son(s) await them, 
remaining loyal in the face of civic turmoil abetted by a self-serving and wasteful aristocracy; each hero 
uses deception in performing purification rites after exacting vengeance.” 
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performance during which actions such processions, sacrifices, dancing, and prayers are 

performed in set sequences.687  Supplication functions in an entirely similar fashion as far 

as the participants and the outside world are concerned.  Supplication affords a 

suspension of hostilities for those inside the sacred space of ritual performance; those 

outside the sphere are, ideally, to respect those in the sacred posture and are not to harm 

them.688  The period of protection runs concomitant with the duration of the ritual 

performance.  As such supplication provides (ideally) a place outside of profane time and 

space for those in need of sacred refuge. 

 Several features of Her. draw out the temporal and ritual implications of 

supplication.  First, in reference to supplication as a temporal strategy, there are three 

explicit references to the “delay” produced for both the suppliants and those outside the 

ritual posture.  At line 87 either Megara or Amphitryon highlight the temporal aspect of 

their current condition: 

� � �����������&#�������g�����������$�. (Her. 87) 
 
  Let us draw out time since we are powerless. 
 
Bond (1981), Diggle (1981), and Barlow (1996) all follow Wilamowitz (1895) in 

transposing this line to follow 88-89 and so make it part of Amphitryon’s response to 

Megara’s plaint about what they should do in the face of such dire circumstances.  The 

manuscript, however, seems to give the line to Megara’ concluding comment and would 

translate as, “Say aloud what you think, so that we do not linger because of weakness 

                                                 
687 E.g. Foley (1985) 148, “Festivals in honor of the gods suspend the hierarchies and limits imposed on 
citizens in everyday life.” 
688 Gould (1973) and Burian (1972) 153, “The suppliant seeks refuge in a sacred precinct out of some 
desperate need.  He is sacrosanct under the protection of Zeus hikesios as long as he remains within that 
precinct, for he becomes, in effect, a physical part of the temenos to which he flees and is therefore hieros.” 
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with death close at hand.”689  Whichever solution we choose to follow the result is the 

same: supplication, chosen out of agents’ weakness (g�����������$�), draws out time 

(�����������&#������).  This very facet of the family’s strategy receives a similarly 

worded comment from Lycus in his first words to “Amphitryon and Megara: 

� � �3��u��	#������
�-�
�#
,�;��	����,  
        �P���)��', !���7· �����', !���.�������&���
        <�7��#
�-��&�', E�����$��G�:�����
�.  
        ���' !���������W&��$����&#@�
��:���=�(Her. 140-4). 
 
  You, father of Heracles, and his wife, 
  I ask you, if I may.  But since I am your master 
  I may indeed find out from you what I wish: 
  How long do you intend to draw out your life? 
 
Lycus, faced with the scene of suppliants before him, recognizes, at least at this point in 

the drama, that the strategy of supplication delays what he takes to be inevitable.  Due to 

the sacred injunction not to harm suppliants, he does not forcibly drag them from the 

altar.690  Amphitryon, for his part, clearly conceives of supplication as a state affording 

delay: 

� � !���
$����
:��
$���7��#
#7��I����' A#&. (Her. 93) 
 
  In the postponing of evils there lies remedy. 
 
Unlike Megara who finds the delay to be anxiety-inducing (*��' !���-�Q�������3�����

�	#����������, Her. 94), her father-in-law tries to render the delay afforded by 

supplication (!���
$����
:��
$���7��#
#7�) as something more positive. 

Amphitryon’s faith in Time comes out more strongly in the lines that follow: 

� � #	�������.	������#
,�:���7��
E�������
�,  
        #
,�����
�' ��-�����8#���,�T/�&��I���·  

                                                 
689 Among modern editors Kovacs (1998) keeps to the traditional reading. 
690 Gould (1973) for the (ideal) protection supplication, properly performed, should extend. 
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        �Y��' �8����@�������0��-������8#��8����$�.  
        !;���
�
��.0��	��' �' ���)�������
.  
        �������' �����A�������������!������
        -������
P��· �3��' ����$������3��#
#�@. (Her. 101-6). 
 
  The misfortunes of mortals weaken [eventually], 
  just as the gusts of wind do not always blow strong. 
  Those who are fortunate are not so through to the end. 
  Everything separates from its neighbor and comes apart. 
  That man is best who always has faith in hope. 
  It is characteristic of an inferior man to despair. 
 
Much of the above view about the back and forth of opposite states can be referenced in 

various views found in Presocratic philosophy.691  Amphitryon’s exposition of Time, 

however, depends upon an implicit division between temporal realms into sacred and 

profane, for while the world at large may witness an interchange between opposites, his 

adoption of a suppliant strategy relies upon the continuous protection it provides.  In sum, 

Amphitryon has a far more nuanced conception of Time than does Lycus. The tyrant 

attempts to subvert the natural reciprocity between enemies in time by killing them; 

Amphitryon, however, looks past any imagined stability in human fortune.  Again, just as 

in the difference in temporal perspectives between Aegisthus and Orestes, the figure with 

the more expansive (an abstract) appreciation of time is shown to be the superior (once 

the full course of events take place).692   

 Heracles’ nostos comes at the proper time and is carried out with due regard for 

the possible future(s); it resembles the return of Odysseus and Orestes up to a certain 

point.  The case of Heracles, however, also resembles that of Agamemnon in that it is not 

definitively successful.  Heracles (re)enters his own house and exacts revenge upon the 

                                                 
691 See Bond (1981) ad loc. for a discussion. 
692 Foley (1985) 179, “He himself finds a source of optimism only in the cyclical transition offered by 
time; the best man relies on values of the spirit, on hope.” 
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tyrant Lycus but does so only to become the unwitting agent of his own demise.  In a 

further instance temporal irony, Lycus’ return to Heracles’ house prompts language of 

nostos temporality in the use of the term kairos, here transposed from Heracles’ return 

(where we would expect it) to that of Lycus (where he has come at exactly the wrong 

time). 

 Amphitryon, Megara, and the three children of her by Heracles are prepared to die 

by the hand of Lycus just before the hero returns (Her. 451-513).  Amphitryon 

significantly reverses his position on the meaning of time once he opts to abandon 

supplication and accept death: 

� � c��!���
������*���������8#�!���
�
���
        ��W���, �3��' 
<��@�����	�
����-�
��. (Her. 506-7). 
 
  How little Time knows how to preserve hope; 
  rather, it flies off, hastening to its own concern. 
 
The sacred duration created and prolonged by supplication has been left behind; now, 

instead, the figures on stage face an imminent death from the enemy whom they had 

previously forestalled.  In initiation, the initiand’s orientation towards Time involves a 

turning away from the here and now of profane temporality in expectation of the mock 

death associated with the sacralization phase.693  Here, Amphitryon, staring down certain 

death, gives voice to a similar temporal view.  Time, contrary to expectations, cannot be 

trusted, all is prey to the caprice of one day’s fortune (…�' �������' 1����&/������

���3���3��
P�-�' 1�-�R���N, Her. 509-10).  To the stock of wealth and reputation laid 

up by human activity, Amphitryon bids farewell: 

� � *��' g�:���*��-.
��[������;' �8#��k�' ��Q���
        :-:
����!���. �
����'· (Her. 511-512). 
                                                 
693 Bloch (1991) 5ff. 
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  Great wealth and reputation, in whomever I know, 
  are not stable. Farewell. 
 
As her father-in-law utters this leave taking to the world of the living, Megara sees “her  

most dear one” (���0�����
�
 , Her. 514) returning at long last.   

 Heracles’ return causes rejoicing and provokes the comment that it came at there 

right time for those concerned with his and their own salvation: 

�
� � [#���, !�/�&���P���#����!��K��������=�(Her. 532). 
 
  You’ve come? You’ve been saved, coming to friends at the pivotal point? 
 
The word �#�)�could readily be replaced with #
�����without any change in 

meaning.694  Not only has Heracles come at the right time, but he also had demonstrated a 

degree of foresight into the here and now of reality at Thebes.  Heracles says that he has 

arrived unseen by any of the Thebans: 

 
� � g������' P�/�����' �8#�!��
P������?��
��,  
        I.������������' !������������#��
·  
        ���' !#������
��#��������P�"���������
.  (Her. 596-8) 
 
  After I saw a bird in an unpropitious area, 
  I recognized that some toil befell the house, 
  so that I came into the land secretly, out of my own forethought. 
 
Successful nostos figures are regularly provided with a critical insight into the future 

affecting their return, usually by prophecy of some sort (Odysseus was so instructed by 

Teiresias, Orestes by Apollo, and here Heracles by a bird sign).695 

 As in Cho., so too in Her. the return leads to a choral ode on the subject of 

time.696  In the 2nd stasimon of Her. the chorus suggests that nothing matters so much as 

                                                 
694 Sophocles’ El. equates the two terms: Y�' �8#-�' 5#��$��#
����#
����#
����#
����, ���' I�.����#�)�#�)�#�)�#�), El. 22. 
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youth (Her. 643-48).  They even go so far as to imagine that, if the gods were in 

possession of mortal wisdom (Her. 656), just men would enjoy two lifetimes, the unjust 

only one (Her. 657-668).  In a reinforcement of the nostos theme the chorus compares 

Heracles to an Olympic victor (#
�����#��������, Her. 681).697  And just as Orestes 

was to bring a release from evils (�
��
.������) so too is Heracles praised as he 

who by his toils (����)�
� , Her. 698 ) made life stable for mortals (�3��A#������"#���

:������:����$�, Her. 698-9).   

 At this point in the narrative, Lycus arrives on stage to make good on his threat to 

kill the family of Heracles.  His first words use the kairos language in a temporal sense in 

reference to the imminent realization of his own desires; ironically, the kairos has already 

been appropriated by the nostos figure, Heracles.  Lycus revels: 

� � !��#
��3���D#����B���������I;����N·  
        �������.0��+�&��
�3��!;������-������
        #����$�����7�
�#
,���#�7���.	��
���. (Her. 701-3). 
 
  You are coming out of the house at precisely the right moment,  
  Amphitryon.  It’s been a long time since you clothed your body 
  in robes and trappings of corpses. 
 
What Lycus sees as a coincidence of Amphitryon’s exit and his wish to kill Heracles’ 

family can be seen as wry temporal irony: it is really Lycus who has stepped up to the 

house !��#
��3� for his own destruction.   His own delay in returning to the house 

permitted the unobstructed reunion of Heracles and his family.  Lycos’ last comments 

                                                                                                                                                 
695 Telemachus encounters the seer Theoclymenus just before he is to make his nostos at Od. 15. 250ff.  
696 See chapter 3, section 5. 
697 See Parry (1965) 363-74 for a detailed exposition of how this stasimon conforms to conventions of 
epinician poetry.  For Ajax as an epinician hero in both Pindar and Sophocles, see Hubbard (2000) 315-
332.   
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behind the retreating figure of the would-be tyrant emphasize his lack of understanding of 

what is about to transpire: 

� � �b��' �p��D�', I��O��' �d����/�· �0��' A��' D�����
        A��Q����)���. �����#
������7��#
#7����
        #
#�������	;���. C�.-������, !��#
�3� 
� � �������, :���������' ��#����.��)���
���
        ;��&�������, ��b��-�
����#7��#����$���
        *�
.#	#�����…. (Her. 726-31). 
 
  You go then, go where you must.  Others will see to 
  the other affairs.  You are working ill, so expect to 
  fare ill.  O old men, he goes opportunely, he will come  
  into a trap of steal, that most wicked man who thought 
  he would kill those near… 
 
 After Theseus’s arrival Heracles remains unresponsive for fear of polluting his 

friend with the blood he has spilled (the term is “�����” at Her. 1155 and 1219).  

Theseus tries to induce Heracles to accept what has happened and not to commit suicide.  

After some stichomythia on the subject, the discourse, true to convention, becomes rather 

contentious as Heracles, at least, sees it: 

� � A#�����)����, c��F����&�7���.�����
        �3��������)������	�· ��
��;���-������
        �:������1�$���@�����#
,�	�������g�. (Her. 1255-7). 
 
  Listen up now, so that I may contend in words 
  against your admonishments.  I will reveal to you 
  how unlivable my life has been both before and now. 
 
Heracles herewith declares his intention to construct a temporal frame for the proper 

understanding of his life’s misery from first to last.  He takes the novel step of starting the 

tale of woe even before his birth: 

� � �7��������!#���@�' !.����&�, ������#�
�K���
        �&��3��.��
�3��
�-�
�������
��������
        I.&���������#�@�
���B�#�)�&��!�-.  (Her. 1258-30). 
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  First, I was born from a man who, after he killed 
  the aged father of his mother, incurring blood-guilt, 
  married Alcmene who bore me. 
 
Heracles goes on to call this part of his biography the “#�&��” (foundation) of his 

misfortune. He next gives a summary of the toils he had to undergo from the days of his 

crib and fight against the serpents sent by Hera to his journey to Hades.  He then asks 

what temple or festival will ever receive him (Her. 1283-4) if he should stay in Thebes.  

He cannot, he states, for it would be not lawful for him to do so (Her. 1281-2).  Nor 

would it behoove him to dwell in another polis for fear of his negative reputation and the 

shame it would bring (Her. 1285-90).  He even imagines that the earth and sea will 

eventually conspire together to shake him off themselves like a plague (Her. 1295-8).  In 

Heracles’ temporal frame of understanding, life from before birth to the end of his life, 

whenever the latter point might be, is unlivable. 

 Theseus’ response meets the frame and seeks to show that it both overlooks 

crucial precedents in the past and does not account properly for the eventual future 

awaiting Heracles and his legacy.  The structure of temporal arguments in this scene 

follows the convention of agonistic temporal framing quite closely: an interlocutor 

challenges his opponent’s understanding of the past by showing even prior points of 

consideration before turning to the future to reveal far-off possibilities not yet taken into 

account.  Theseus challenges Heracles’ temporal frame of argumentation (of a life 

miserable from the time before birth to death) by expanding the frame on both sides.  

First, he brings up the stories of poets, which, if they are to be believed, tell of the gods’ 

enduring misfortune, even to the extent of putting up with acts of adultery committed 

against one another (Her. 1315-1319).  Despite their misfortune, Theseus argues, they 
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chose to persist in dwelling atop Olympus and did not adopt any radical measures (such 

as what Heracles proposes).  How will Heracles justify his excessive grief when the gods 

do not do the same (Her. 1320-1)?  A key precedent, of divine proportions, undercuts 

Heracles’ understanding of the past in reference to his own condition (i.e. it is not as 

unique as he thinks).  Theseus then turns to a future beyond Heracles’ death in an effort to 

persuade his friend to listen to reason: 

� � … 
��
��@��-���������3���
        ���-�&��-�
��
�· �
@�' !����
��-�
��
        �-�����3����3��!#�:���7��#�#�)���
���
        W7����· �
����
��', �p�' L���P��qB��������O�,  
        ����
�����
_�������' !;�.#/�
����
        ���������	;���%�' �B�&�
��������.  (Her. 1328-33). 
 
  Everywhere [in Attica] allotments of land have been given 
  to me.  In the future these will be named after you while you  
  yet live.  After you have died and gone to Hades, the whole 
  polis of the Athenians will extol you in honor with sacrifices 
  and stone sanctuaries. 
 
By such a carefully structured argument, Theseus shows Heracles a vision of a past and a 

future not referenced in his own understanding of events: 

Heracles������������� �� � �� �� 
             Time before birth         (his death) 

 
Theseus���������������������������� 

                    Divine precedent    eternal glory 
 
Theseus’ argument reaches into a divine past of the gods and forward to the hero cult of 

Heracles as part of a recurrent ritual observance.  In terms of agonistic temporal framing, 

Heracles’ own understanding has been encompassed on both ends of the temporal 

spectrum. 
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SECTION  3: SOPHOCLES’ OEDIPUS AT COLONUS 
  

 If Heracles and Orestes grasp and manipulate the “here and now” in ways crucial 

to the first stage of their nostos, the Ajax and Oedipus of Sophocles’ imagination present 

us with the opposite case, at least as far as the orientation of temporality is concerned: the 

latter heroes give speeches on the subject of Time from the perspective of figures’ 

rejecting the here and now in favor of permanent liminality.  Much of what Ajax and 

Oedipus say in their respective speeches does indeed reference the temporal character of 

the here and now but does so only with a backward glance at what is being left behind.  

To demonstrate that this is so we will consider (briefly) the question of hero cult before 

moving on to a more in depth treatment of the pair of speeches on Time found in Ajax 

and Oedipus at Colonus. 

 The issue of hero cult and its interpretation occupies the attention of many of 

those who concern themselves with Greek religion.698  While an exact classification of 

heroes and their cults has proven elusive,699  we will focus on one aspect of heroes in 

general, namely, their enduring presence as permanently liminal figures.  Whatever the 

exact place of heroes within the larger framework of Greek religion (whether they are to 

be termed gods, demigods, or daimones), one fact that holds true across the spectrum of 

disparate cults associated with heroes: their presence, persisting beyond death, in 

association with a particular site, often that of their life’s end.700   

                                                 
698 Cf. Harrison (1903) 325-362, Farnell (1921), Wilamowitz (1955 [1932]) II 8-26, Rohde (1925 [1894]) 
passim, Kearns (1989) Bremmer (1978), Burkert (1985), and Seaford (1994) esp. 109-139 and 394-400. 
699 Farnell (1921) 19 comes up with no less than seven categories of hero. 
700 Burkert (1985) 204, “its [hero cult’s] concern is with effective presence,” and 206, “An important 
difference between hero cult and the cult of the gods is that a hero is always confined to a specific locality.”  
The idea of the “space” of hero cult is developed by de Polignac (1995 [1984]) 133, “Heroization 
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 Furthermore, heroes are possessed of a number of strikingly liminal qualities in as 

much as they are neither gods nor men, neither alive nor dead, neither entirely beneficent 

nor wholly malevolent, neither Olympian nor chthonian, and quite at home at the 

periphery (or the center).701  This ambivalent character of the hero comes to the fore in a 

fragment of Aristophanes where a chorus of heroes offers this self-definition: 

� � �3��
@�' �p�, C����, ���
#����
� � I�����������' q������-:��', c��
� � 1��$�!�����E��
��
���
� � �7��#
#7��#
,��7���.
�7�.702 
 
  In view of this, o man, keep  
  watch for these and reverence us Heroes, 
  we are the treasure-keepers 
  of bad and good things. 
 
Such a conception will readily account for central features of hero cult as presented in 

Greek tragedy as we will see below. 

 Sophocles’ Ajax and Oedipus interest us because not only do they both share in 

the prospect of imminent liminality through hero cult, but, moreover, they also deliver 

ruminations, cast in temporal terms, on the world they are about to leave behind.703  In 

Maurice Bloch’s terminology they, at the threshold of hero cult, verbally reveal the 

                                                                                                                                                 
symbolized both the need for a founder and the need for his personal kratos to disappear and be transferred 
to the whole body of leaders that took over from him…[he] was thus positioned at the crossroads of two 
worlds, that of the metropolis and that of apoikia, where the time of  ‘before the city’ met the time of the 
city.” 
701 Often associated with snakes, heroes have been taken to be profoundly ambivalent, see e.g. Harrison 
(1903) 330-1 and 327, “the snake is in a transition stage between animal and man.” 
702 Frag. 58 Austin. 
703 Seaford (1994) 398, “The striking parallels [of Ajax’ speech] with Oidipous’ speech suggest that in the 
deception speech Ajax, like Oidipous, already represents in some way, at the point of death, the cult hero 
that he will become after it.” A cautionary note is struck by Linforth (1951) 98, “For the interpretation of 
the play as Sophocles has written it we have no right to attribute to Oedipus any of the qualities of a hero 
beyond those which appear in the play itself.” 
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temporal orientation enjoined against the here and now in favor of the liminal stage.704  

Since Ajax’ speech on time is part of his (in)famous Trugrede, we will begin with 

Oedipus’ views on time before dealing with a more complicated case. 

 In O.C. Sophocles dramatizes the arrival of the aged Oedipus at what will be his 

grave, just outside of Athens proper, which happens to be sacred to the Erinyes.  Upon 

learning where he has come to, Oedipus realizes that it is his fate to die in these same 

environs.  Intervening action includes the arrival of the chorus, Ismene, Theseus, Creon, 

and Polyneices, all of whom have an opportunity to converse with the blind and 

venerable man.  It is in the course of his interview with Theseus that Oedipus reveals that 

his presence, even after death, will benefit Athens for all time to come.705  Before 

promising such a boon, Oedipus reflects on the action of Time in the world of men: 

� � tm�����
�' BP.-���
$, ��������8�.�.���
���
         ���$���."�
���8���#
��
��$�����,  
         �0��' A��
���.��$�	��' *�
.#�
����������·  
         �����������P��b��."�, �����������/�
���.  
         ����#�����������, :�
��	�����' �����
,  
         #
,���@�
��
8�3���4��' �4�' !������	�����
         n������:-:&#����4����3�����������·  
         ��$������.0��+�&, ��$���' !��<��-�Q�����Q��
         �0�����0��#�0�.�.���
��#
p�������
.  
         U
,��
$���|):
����P��
�@���8&����$��
         #
�7���0��3���-, ����
��*���������
         ���������#��@�
����#�
��1�-�
���' P/�.  
         !��
d���0��@��;�����
���;�/�
�
��
         ��������
�#��7����!#����#��@���.��·  
         Y�' �<�3���\����#
,�#�#����-�����-#����
         ���������' 
8�7������3��
d�
����
�,  
         �P�o�b��I���o�b���J�2�3��n�$:����
�)�. (O.C. 607-23). 
 
  Most dear son of Aegeus, to the gods alone comes not old age 
                                                 
704 Bloch (1992) 5, “This initial movement represents the transcendental as supremely desirable and the 
here and now of no value.” 
705 Oedipus’ power after death, moreover, is generally ambivalent, see Linforth (1951) 98, “…Oedipus 
after death will have a special power for good and evil.” 
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  nor death, ever.  But Time, all powerful, pours out and destroys 
  all other things.  The strength of the earth wanes as does that of the body. 
  Trust dies and lack of trustworthiness blooms instead. 
  The same spirit has never blown the same among friends, 
  nor in the relations of one city with another. 
  For some, sooner, for other, later, does the source 
  of delight turn bitter, and then, once again, turn dear. 
  If now from Thebes current affairs bask in sunshine, 
  Time, numberless, will engender numberless  
  nights and days in its course, in which the harmonious accord of today 
  will disperse in war from a slight provocation. 
  Wherein my corpse, sleeping and hidden and cold, 
  will one day drink their warm blood, 
  if Zeus is still Zeus and Phoebus, son of Zeus, is true. 
 
Such a speech, full of abstractions and strong commentary on Time, deserves something 

of a commentaire composé.  First, Oedipus reminds us that the gods operate outside of 

the more noticeable vicissitudes of human existence, for neither old age nor death is of 

concern to them.  This is, given the speaker, also an indication of his own position as a 

permanently liminal figure: Oedipus will not “die” in any conventional sense and his old 

age will not prevent him from exercising influence in the world of men.706  Oedipus 

shows how the realm of the sacred functions in “atemporal” terms, for, rather than call 

the existence of the gods “everlasting,” Oedipus introduces their condition as one free 

from the activity of profane process.  This type of formulation finds analogues elsewhere 

as we have seen.707  All other phenomena (�0��' A��
���.��$�	�
) stand before Time, 

all powerful (*�
.#�
����������).  The earth, bodily force, bonds between men, and 

alliances between cities fail and are even brought to nothing by Time.  The four images 

make for an ascent from the purely agricultural to the physical nature of animals to the 

                                                 
706 Indeed the whole play is set in “liminal terms,” for initial thoughts on a comparison between the play’s 
setting and van Gennep’s theory of liminality, see Segal (1981) 385ff. 
707 Cf. chapter 1, section 1d for Pindar’s similar thoughts on the subject of sacred time in Pyth. 1 and 10. 
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more abstract relations between individuals and communities.708  In Oedipus’ view all is 

fraught with the degenerative influence of Time except for the sphere of the divine which 

stands outside temporality. 

 The frame, however, of such changes may differ according to the case: some 

experience reversal rather immediately, others later (614).  From Oedipus’ perspective it 

is all one; not only will phenomena, once inspiring cheer, turn into their opposites (by 

becoming bitter) but they will revert back even from this (615).  Something of this 

process was grasped by Orestes, the nostos figure of Euripides and Aeschylus, but the 

knowledge was to serve practical ends in the here and now of reintegration into the 

community by means of revenge.  Not so for Oedipus: while he imparts this perspective 

on Time to Theseus, he himself is resolved to leave a world so constituted, indeed, even 

transcend it. 

 Temporal transcendence arrives with Oedipus’ self-revelation that his corpse, 

although cold, buried, and sleeping (621-2) will not suffer such oscillations in regard to 

Athens and her people.  Oedipus construes his action on behalf of Theseus as keeping 

faith with his host (�3��3�����������3�����	����) unlike the “blooming” of 

untrustworthiness in the profane world.  This bond encompasses place, ritual, personal 

connection, as well as polis-level interaction. 

 Like the gods for whom profane time is not a concern, Oedipus alone will keep 

true to his word despite the passage of Time.  In his guise as a hero about to enjoy hero 

cult, Oedipus will come to occupy a position indistinguishable from the gods in strictly 

                                                 
708 The “Ode to Man” (1st stasimon of Ant.) follows a similar trajectory from the world of nature (the earth 
and animals), to individuals, and, finally, to cities (poleis). 
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temporal terms. 709  Hence his temporal perspective denigrates the here and now of 

profane reality against the backdrop of a configuration of sacred time—it is against this 

backdrop that he will operate in the future and, indeed, evermore. 

SECTION  4: SOPHOCLES’ AJAX 
 

 The case of Ajax is in many respects similar to that of Oedipus in the O.C.: Ajax, 

as we know, enjoyed hero cult on the island of Salamis and was thought to have helped 

Athens and indeed all of Greece at a most critical juncture in history.710  In his 

penultimate scene, Ajax delivers a speech on the subject of Time.  Here careful attention 

must be given to the ritual stage Ajax seems to be acting from and the one truly 

underlying his exposition of temporality in the profane realm.  Finally, we will also be 

able to detect elements of agonistic temporal framing in the struggle of Ajax against the 

gods. 

 Ajax makes clear that his intention is to purify his hands and thereby escape from 

the �"��� of the goddess Athena: 

� � �B��' �k���������������0�#
,�
�
#�������
         ����7�
�, c��L�����
�' F.���
��!�0��
         �"����:
��$
��!;
��;��
����%�· (Aj. 654-6). 
 
  I will go to bathing waters and meadows by the shore 
  so as to purify my hands of defilement  
  and thus escape from the grievous wrath of the goddess. 
 
This construction of Ajax’ will seems to portray a desacralization sequence, to defuse the 

rage of the goddess.  The religious underpinnings and the language itself are very close to 

                                                 
709 Linforth (1951) 101-2 is right to argue that Oedipus will not enjoy god-like bliss; it is essentially on a 
temporal plane that his existence will approximate the gods. 
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the scene in Il. 1 wherein the Achaeans sought to cast off defilement by purificatory 

bathing in order to escape from the �"��� of Apollo.711  This too was part of an explicit 

desacralization phase after a period of protracted liminality.  The term �"��� indicates 

that a decidedly negative type of liminality obtains as was the case both in the Iliad and 

the Oresteia.  Ajax’ intention then seems to be one focused upon a removal of the said 

�"��� of the goddess which, we hear, will last only one day.712 

 In contrast to the speech of Oedipus in O.C., Ajax appears to be accepting the 

oscillations of the here and now as determinative for his own course of action.  As such, 

his temporal understanding is more in line with that of a nostos figure for whom the 

passage from the liminal stage to profane reality necessitates just such a temporal 

orientation.  Ajax says that he will conform to such a principle: 

� � j��.0���3����3���P������
��������$���
         �D#���, �
�&������
��' �B�����
���-:���.  
         B̀�����-���P���, ���' <��#�-��· ����)=��(Aj. 666-8). 
 
  Thefore, we will know in the future how to 
  yield to the gods and we will learn how to reverence the Atreidae. 
  They are rulers, so one must yield, is that not so? 
 
Theses sentiments follow from the opening lines of his speech: 

� �  qB
��' *��
#�3��#��
����&������������
         ������' A�&�
�#
,��
�-��
�#�����
�· (Aj. 646-7). 
 
  Long and uncountable Time both gives rise to 
  things unrevealed and hides that which had been disclosed. 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
710 Farnell (1921) 307, “…in Salamis, we may believe, was his oldest hero-cult; and it was as the 
Salaminian hero, not as a god, that he was invoked to come to the aid of the Greek fleet in the great battle.” 
711 For a full discussion of this passage see chap. 1. sec. 3. 
712 Purification, can, of course be either part of a sacralization or desacralization sequence depending on its 
position and function within the full spectrum of rites of a given ritual. 
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The temporal horizon imagined by Ajax covers a significant extent of time during which 

disclosure and concealment take place.  This understanding of time, of course, 

immediately arouses our suspicion about Ajax’ rather rapid change of mind in regard to 

the situation at hand. The true process of Time plays out against a decidedly longer 

temporal frame. 

 Ajax compares his intention “to yield” to the gods and “to reverence” the human 

rulers to the way in which winter yields to summer, night to day, storms to calm, and 

sleep to wakefulness (670-6).  Beneath these oscillations, however, the essence of the 

phenomena remains the same.  In a similar fashion, as we will see, Ajax will yield place 

but not be changed in any fundamental fashion, at least as far as his orientation to the 

Atreidae is concerned. 

 If we look more closely at the language and context of the speech still other 

indications of sacral language emerge.  A persuasive case can be made that Ajax’ cult 

may have included initiation ceremonies: certain features of his speech point in this 

direction.713  Even the striking juxtaposition of such a phrase as “�������)�
�” points 

to language associated with the mysteries.714  Such evidence points away from a surface 

reading of the scene as one concerned with the temporality of desacralization and veers 

instead toward a beginning phase of a new ritual sequence. 

 Given this possibility, we can go a step further in addressing the temporal and 

mystic elements of Ajax’ speech on Time.  Inasmuch as initiation features a tripartite 

                                                 
713 Seaford (1994) 395, “A form of discourse that implies but also conceals (by riddling obscurity) a 
meaning beneath the surface is a discourse associated with the mysteries,” and 396, “The central insight of 
Ajax’ deception speech is the mystic-Herakleitean one that nothing is permanent except change, and that 
everything is converted into its opposite, winter into summer, night into day, storm into calm, sleep into 
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structure (as was the case in our reading of the Eleusinian allusions throughout the 

Oresteia)715 the question arises as to what stage of initiation Ajax’ comments on Time 

belong.  Details consisting of the rather abrupt effeminization for Ajax (650-1), the 

intention of setting out for a sacred place (“sacred” implied by the adjective ����:"�at 

657), and the “death” to take place in that locale all point towards the sacralization phase 

of initiation, exactly the phase in which we should expect to find a temporal orientation in 

the initiate away from the here and now in favor of the eternal and transcendent.  Thus 

the passage of Time is grasped by Ajax, turned away from, and ultimately transcended at 

the end of his reflections on time: 

� � ���' !���3��1�$��!��������' !��
��-��,  
         c��#
,����)����
p���, I������3���������
         ���
@�' <���.7��J����$��:���)���
�,  
         c��
P����8�����@��
· ��$������$���.0���
         :���7��A������!��' ��
����
�����)�.  
         �B��' ���,����������������p���)���. (Aj. 679-84). 
 
  Our enemy is to be hated to such a degree 
  as he is to love [us] again and I will wish to 
  help, giving aid to a friend, only so much as  
  I know that he will not always adide.  For many 
  men the harbor of companionship is untrustworthy. 
  But, in reference to these things, it will turn out well. 
 
We have here to do with what is essentially a three stage process.  First, Ajax again 

describes the back and forth of opposites so prevalent in everyday affairs.  Secondly, this 

reality receives a fundamentally negative appraisal from the figure standing at the 

threshold of the sacralization stage.  Finally, a note of transcendence is struck when Ajax 

                                                                                                                                                 
waking, even Ajax into female and enemies into friends.” See also Seaford (1994) for more on the 
mysteries in Sophocles. 
714 Seaford (2003) on Satzparallelismus in mystic language. 
715 See chapter 2, section 2 and chapter 3, section 5. 
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promises that, despite what holds true for the many, the situation to come will turn out 

well (�p���)���).   

 One final comment concerning agonistic temporal framing will help clarify our 

contention that Ajax intends personal transcendence of Time.716  In a sense Ajax 

struggles to assert his own agency against the temporal frame proposed to him by popular 

understanding of recent, critical events.  For the Greeks (and, initially at least, for 

Athena), Ajax’ fall from grace begins with his anger over the judgment of Achilles’ arms 

in favor of Odysseus (Aj. 41).  Furthermore, Calchas reveals that Athena’s rage (�"���) 

will last but one day (756-7); during this period Ajax is to be kept indoors if anyone 

wishes to see him survive (752-3).  This “frame” of Ajax’ troubles, then, begins with his 

anger over the judgment of arms and will end after the passage of a single day as 

determined by Athena.  Ajax rejects this temporal frame of understanding for his 

condition. 

 First, Ajax places the beginning point of his woes not in the aftermath of the 

judgment but, rather, much earlier in the history of his career at Troy: 

� � �r.K�.	�, !;��������,���@�' !��;	�&���
         
�' qr#�������/�&�
����������	���,  
         �4�����#���3��I������B�.�����	�
· (Aj. 661-4). 
 
  From the time I received this gift [of a sword] from 
  Hector, a most hostile enemy, 
  I have not yet had any boon from the Argives. 
 
In Ajax’ understanding, the gift of Hector’s sword was the true starting point of his 

difficulties with his fellow Argives—a point in time long before the judgment of arms. 

                                                 
716 Cf. Knox (1961) 28, “His yearning for the absolute, the permanent, is fulfilled by his everlasting 
existence as a proud hater of his enemy…free of the shifting pattern of constant change, free of time.” 
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 On the future end of the frame, Ajax preempts any consideration of Calchas’ 

prophecy by taking matters into his own hands (as always).  Just before his suicide he 

prays for retribution to the Erinyes against the Atreidae (835-8) and that news of his 

death reaches his half-brother Teucer (825-8) and his parents (848-51).  Ajax casts a 

temporal frame that both begins and ends with reciprocity the world of men (from the gift 

of Hector’s sword to the eventual retribution on Agamemnon and Menelaus). 

 Agonistic temporal framing, however, does not end here.  Shortly after we hear of 

Ajax’ understanding of the decisive temporal horizon of events, the picture is 

significantly broadened in scope.  In the messenger’s impassioned announcement to 

Tecmessa and the chorus about Calchas’ prophecy we hear: 

         U�$�����' �' �D#����8�b��!;���/�������
         A�����#
�7���-.������&<�-�&�
����.  
         u������.0��
8�3��!��-��· «j-#���, ���,��
         :������#�
��$���-�, �b����S��' ��,�#�
��$�»·  
         *��' <��#�����#��������f����
��·  
         «w	���, ���$������#L��*��&�������*��@��
         #�	����#
�
#�)�
��'· !.K����#
,����
��
         #������-���
���@�' !��	�����#�-��».  (Aj. 758-69). 
 
  That man (Ajax) straightaway upon hastening from his home 
  was found to be foolish although his father advised him well. 
  The latter admonished him, “Child, seek to be strong in war 
  but always be strong in conjunction with the gods.” 
  He answered haughtily and unthinkingly, 
  “Father, a cipher could acquire mastery with the gods’ help. 
  I, even apart from the gods, trust that I will lay a hold of glory.” 
 
Thus, in the very scene after Ajax’ construction of a temporal frame that began with the 

reception of a sword from Hector, we find that a prior and definitive stratum of the past 

impresses itself upon out understanding of the present and future: Ajax’ very words at 

departing from his home have damned him just as similar boasts will condemn others 
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wherever and whenever they might be (758-61).  On one level, the gods are shown to 

have had the upper hand in Ajax’ fate from the outset;717 on another, Ajax has indeed 

achieved his goal with or without their help. 

SECTION  5: FURTHER DIRECTIONS IN THE STUDY OF TIME IN GREEK CULTURE 
 

 The preceding plays do not, of course, exhaust the possibilities of a temporal 

analysis of Greek tragedy.  In the following section I will outline some of the more 

pertinent temporal issues to be found in other plays of Sophocles and Aeschylus.  The 

end of this exposition will consider the question of polis temporality as a whole on a 

more comprehensive scale than has been possible in the foregoing chapters. 

 Sopholces’ Antigone features a particularly concise formulation of the dichotomy 

between sacred and civic time.  In an opening salvo against Creon, Antigone declares 

that, unlike his ordinance, the unwritten laws of the gods are not of yesterday.  Moreover, 

they are eternal and no one can even pinpoint the date at which they came into being 

(Ant. 456-7).  Teiresias makes the same point in Bac. when he claims that the traditions 

of the gods are coeval with Time (
�������
�
���	�,  ���' *�)��#
������Q/�

#�#�)���', �8��,��
8�0�#
�
:
��$���.��, Bac. 201-2).  The latter declaration brings 

out quite clearly how the world of the sacred stands outside of time so completely as to 

lack even a discernable beginning point.  In terms of agonistic temporal framing, 

Antigone also reconfigures (in her own mind) the temporal distinction between life and 

death.  She asserts that her decision to accept death stems from a realization that she will 

                                                 
717 Adams (1955) 94, “…the theme of the drama may be very simply stated: How Athena ensured that 
Ajax, though he had offended against her, should have honour after death.”  Such a reading would 
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“be longer” with those in Hades than with those upon the earth (Ant. 74-5).  The 

construction of this temporal frame of understanding confounds the natural assumption of 

Creon to the effect that a death sentence would act as a sufficient deterrent to anyone 

intent on burying the corpse of Polyneices. 

 Oedipus Tyrannus is also rich in temporal and ritual themes.  Oedipus declares 

himself to be defined by the activity of just so many months (O.T. 1082).  The first note 

of ontological instability in this tragedy sounds in the opening supplication scene: the 

choral leader feels he needs to remind Oedipus that, despite the suppliants at “his altars,” 

he is not a god—this scene then demonstrates again the tendency of minimal 

differentiation in ritual activity.  As with the case of Ajax, there is a juxtaposition of 

human and temporal frames.  Oedipus attempts to assert his own frame of understanding 

over the developing situation at Thebes despite the signs of prophecy surrounding his 

actions.  Even Oedipus’ solution to the Sphinx’ riddle upon return to his native Thebes 

encodes nostos temporality: his solution involves a synchronic grasp of a diachronic 

conundrum—he thus demonstrates a superior insight into the possibilities of time in 

human life.  His self-anagnorisis does much the same insofar as it brings past, present, 

and future into focus once again for the hero.  Social conditions at Thebes during the 

action of the play reflect elements of a protracted liminality due to a plague which 

thwarts reproduction and is caused by the pollution (miasma) Oedipus brings. 

 Electra deploys many of the themes of nostos temporality.  In this play Orestes 

accomplishes his nostos with the help of a tutor who keeps him focused on the 

                                                                                                                                                 
definitively settle the issue of temporal framing in Athena’s favor. 
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importance of the kairos (Y�' �8#-�' 5#��$��#
����, ���' I�.����#�), El. 22).  Time is 

also a god in this play (^������.0���8�
��������, El. 179).   

 Aeschylus’ Persians has the same structure as that of Ag.  The absence of the king 

Xerxes is felt to be a duration both anxiety-inducing and exceedingly long (�������
�

�����������-���
�, Pers. 64).  The expedition of the army led by Xerxes is called a 

pompe (58) to which another pompe corresponds (530): thus the sending and receiving of 

Xerxes is constructed like a sacralization and desacralization ritual sequence between 

which there is social abnormality and a fear of Time. 

 In Sept. Eteocles seeks to squelch the performance of keening ritual being 

performed by the chorus.  The lament-like song is being performed before the possible 

sack of the city and not after it as it should be (cf. Eur. Supp. 721-3: :������#
,�#�#��3��

e����0������/ �-���.�������, E��	��' !;����
�
�/���:Q…).  Only belatedly does 

Eteocles realize that his supposed agency in marshalling defenders against the shield-

bearing enemies is not his own, but, rather, he is part of a larger design set down by the 

gods and the curse of his father (����, 
��3������@����
,�����������, Sept. 655). 

 We have already had occasion to reference the distinction between the sacred and 

the profane in Aeschylus’ Suppliants.  Time language, similar to that of Ag., occurs in 

reference to the liminal duration of supplication before imminent danger at Supp. 735: 

�"#����' �8����!���-�Q�������).718  Civic process again resolves the threat of negative 

liminality arising from the Danaids’ threat to commit suicide in a sacred locale.  Much is 

made in this play of the temporal character of the telos and related words (e.g. Supp. 739, 

808, 823, and 1050).   
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 Prometheus develops agonistic temporal framing on a divine level.  Prometheus 

undercuts Zeus’ view of the definitive frame of understanding by pointing to events prior 

to his betrayal of Zeus such as his gifts to men (447ff.).  Furthermore, Zeus’ punishment 

of Prometheus is in part temporal since he alone will determine the limit of suffering 

(�8�' I�����A������-��
�������#�������=/ �8#�A����.' �8�-�, ������
��#���Q�

��#V,�257-8).  Prometheus adopts this same temporal strategy back at Zeus in refusing to 

tell which sexual partner of the Olympian will produce, in the future, a son stronger than 

the father (��	��, #�
�������������3��:�
�b��������/������-���· �
�3��.0���8#�

A�;������$�, Prom. 939-40). 

 As all of the above issues concerning temporality play out against the backdrop of 

the polis and it ideology, the influence of large scale urbanization needs to be addressed 

in a further, more far-reaching study.  Considerations based upon the foregoing research 

lead me to posit that the polis exercises an ever-deepening regulation of time on both a 

macro and micro level.   The polis roots itself progressively back into the past and 

attempts to project its influence far into the future.  As an Ur-cultural hero, Theseus 

becomes “uncovered” in the mythical time of Athens just as figures like Solon declare 

that, so far as the future is concerned, the polis will never be destroyed (1���-�&����

�����#
�0�����2�3���4��' 5��$�
�, 4. 2).  Funeral oration will transfer this temporal 

“unendingness” onto citizens who die in battle while aware of the temporal transcendence 

granted to them by Athens.719 

                                                                                                                                                 
718 Cf. Ag. 196,�
����)#&�������, in the liminal duration created before Iphigeneia’s sacrifice. 
719 In Hyperides’ speech, the opportunity of “being born again”  is granted to those who die for the sake of 
a polis that they recognize as capable of granting immortality in this first place, e.g. Hyperides, Funeral 
Oration, 7�����������<8>#��8����$��#���������#
���, 9�7��!#�����-�
���3��:���, ���' �8#�!;�!;�!;�!;�
���"��.�.��-�
����"��.�.��-�
����"��.�.��-�
����"��.�.��-�
��#
�����.-�������"���/�&��<
�;	�&� 
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 On a micro-temporal level the polis concomitantly splits time into smaller and 

smaller units through inventions such as the gnomon and the water-clock.  Thus the 

temporal self-conception of the polis operates on two planes at once and progressively 

extends its control and construction of time in novel ways.  If we take Hesiod’s two 

surviving works as representative samples of polis documents I believe we can see both 

of these temporal planes at work.  In the Theogony, Hesiod traces existence into 

primordial time down to the present, whereas in the Works and Days the opposite 

temporality evinces itself in the ideal administration of much smaller segments of time.   

 Perhaps one of the most temporally symbolic developments of the polis is the 

invention of money.  To the extent that money is tied to the polis and its ability to 

guarantee value over time, the macro-level of polis temporality comes to the fore in the 

symbolic and real value of coinage.  On the other hand, money also facilitates rapid 

transactions unlike those able to be practiced in barter or gift-exchange.  As a symbol, 

money inherently combines the macro- and micro-level of the temporal activity of the 

polis as a whole.  To gain this synoptic view of the temporal effects of the polis on 

culture and literature will involve a focused reading of literature from Homer to the 4th 

century, all the while following the re-evaluating the words, images, and symbols of 

Time.   
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